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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This Final Environmental Statement was prepared by the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission, Directorate of Licensing.

1. This action is administrative.

2. The proposed actions are the continuation of construction
permit CPPR-70 and the issuance of an operating license to Iowa
Electric Light and Power Company, Corn Belt Power Cooperative,
and Central Iowa Power Cooperative for the Duane Arnold Energy
Center located in Fayette Township, Linn County, Iowa (Docket
No. 50-331).

The Center will have one boiling water reactor, which will
produce 165.8 WNt of heat and have a net electrical output of 569
megawatts. Cooling will be provided by a closed-cycle system
using forced-draft cooling towers.

3. The environmental impact and adverse effects are sutmarized
as follows:

a-. Approximately 500 acres of farmland have been converted
from the production of crops to power plant use.

b. Approximatel 155 acres of land are required for the
transmission lines, bu only a very small fraction of this land
will be preempted from productive use.

c. There have been temporary disturbances of the riverbank
and bottom and temporary increases in river turbidity due to
construction and dredging activities.

d. There will be temporary discharges of chemicals used for
cleaning plant components to the Cedar River, but once they are
thoroughly mixed with Lhe riverflow, these discharges will pro-
duce no changes exceeding the natural fluctuations in the
chemical content of the river water.

e. The discharge of blowdown when chlorine is added to the
cooling water may result in high levels of total residual chlorine
(up to 0.5 ppm) in the discharge plume. The chlorine levels in
local regions may prove to be toxic to biota in the river, partic-
ularly to fish attracted to the thermal plume in the winter.

(A-
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f. The heat in the blowdovn water vlll produce a small thermal
plume in the river. But even under the worst of conditions, the
temperature of the river vwil be increased 2*F in a region of less
than one acre surface area, and the 2* plume will never extend
beyond one quarter of the width of the river. The dissipation of
the plume by thorough mixing in the riverflow will increase the
temperature of the river 1.1 0 F at most. This will cause a decrease
of not more than 0.5 ppm dissolved oxygen, which is well within
normal fluctuations.

g. Up to 15,000 gallons per day of aerated sewage effluent
will be discharged to the river without chemical disinfection.
Given the present usage of the Cedar River (no swimming, drinking,
etc. downstream) no deleterious effects are anticipated. The
present Iowa sewage permit will require disinfection of sewage if
downstream usage of the Cedar River increases sufficiently.

h. Host biota that pass through the 3/16-in. intake screens
in the fraction of the river diverted for cooling (less than 10%
during low flows and less than 1% during average flows) will be
killed. Fish kills from impingement on screens are expected to
be minimal because of the low (<0.75 ft/sec) velocity at the
screen.

i. There will be additions of sulfates to L,.c Cedar River in
the blowdown water. The additions of sulfates will be limited to
19,500 pounds per day, and the resulting increase in sulfate level
writhin the river should not adversely affect river biota.

J. Consumptive uses of river water will not exceed 7000 gpm
(15.6 cfs), or 0.52 of normal riverflow. During low riverflows
(less than 500 cfs) water vill be released from the Pleasant Creek
Reservoir to replace the consumption of river water.

k. Up to 1500 gpm will be pumped from the Silurian-Devonian
aquifer. This withdrawal rate may deleteriously affect a large
number of wells in the area.

1. Operation of the cooling towers may result in very minor
increases in fogging and icing in nearby areas.
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a. Operation of the cooling towers will result in a noticeable
increase in the noise level at the nearest dwellings which may
prove annoying to those involved.

n. The DAEC wiIL discharge gaseous and liquid effluents con-
taining radionuclides that will result in an increased exposure to
the local population of less than the normal variation of the
natural radioactive background.

o. The risk associated with accidental radiation exposures is

very low.

4. The following principal alternatives were considered:

a. Purchase power from outside sources.

b. Construct the plant at an alternative site.

c. Use of fossil fuel in place of nuclear fuel.

d. Use of alternative cooling methods.

e. Use of chlorine control techniques or other biocide control
techniques to reduce chlorine discharges.

f. Use of sodium hypochlorite to replace liquid chlorine.

g. Use of refrigeration equipment to reduce the need for well
vater for plant cooling.

5. The following Federal, State, and local agencies were requested
to comment on the Draft Environmental Statement issued in November
1972. Comments that were received fror. the"e and other sources are
presented in Appendix K, and responses to the comments are given in
Section 12.

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Department of Agriculture
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers
Department of Commerce
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
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Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of the interior
Department of Transportation
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Power Commission
Iowa Department of Health
Iowa State Conservation Commissico
Iowa Environmental Quality Department
Iowa Natural Resources Courcil
Iowa Air Pollution Control Commission
Iowa Bureau of Labor
Linn County Board of Supervisors

6. This Final Environmental Statement is being made available to
the public, to the Council on Environmental Quality, and to the
agencies noted above in March 1973.

7. On the basis of the analysis and evaiuation set forth in this
Statement, after weighing the environmental, economic, technical,
and other benefits of the Duane Arnold Evergy Center against
environmental and other costs and considering the available
alternatives, it is concluded that the actions called for under
NEPA and Appendix D to 10 CFR Part 50 are the continuation of
construction permit CPPR-70 and the issuance of an operating
license for the facility subject to the following- conditions for
the protection of the environment:

a. If the total residual chlorine content in the blowdown
effluent exceeds the limits as detailed in the Environmental
Technical Specifications for the DAEC, tke Applicant shall submit,
within 12 months after start of plant operation, a report
detailing the steps it intends to take to assure that the total
residual chlorine in the blowdown effluett will conform to such
limits. In the interim period, when total residual chlorine
exceeds these limits the following conditions shall be required:

(i) Development of an aquatic monitoring program
to define the area in which total residual
chlorine is detectable.

(ii) Development of a program to monitor for effects
of chlorine.

(Sections 5.4.3, 6.2.2.a, and 10.5).
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b. The Applicant will take appropriate measures through monitoring
along with administrative measures and/or design changes to insura
that the thyroid dose to critical segments of the general population
via the milk pathway does not exceed 5 urem/year.

c. The Applicant's preoperational radiological monitoring pro-
gram will be continued into the operational phase, with appropriate
modifications acceptable to the Regulatory Staff.

d. The Applicant will define a comprehensive environmental
monitoring program for inclusion in the Technical Specifications
(for the plant operation) which is acceptable to the Regulatory
Staff for determining environmental effects which may occur as a
result of the operation of the DAEC.

e. If harmful effects or evidence of irreversible damage are
detected by the monitoring programs, the Applicant will provide
to the Staff an analysis of the problem and a plan of action to be
taken to eliminate or significantly reduce the detrimental effects
or damage.
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FOREWORD

This final statement on environmental considerations associated
with the proposed continuation of the construction permit and
issuance of an operating license for the Duane Arnold Energy Center
was prepared by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Directorate of
Licensing (Staff) in accordance with the Commission's regulation,
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix D, implementing the requirements of the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA).

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 states, among other
things, that it is the continuing responsibility of the Federal
Government to use all practicable means, consistent with other
essential considerations of national policy, to improve and
coordinate Federal plans, functions, programs, and resources to
the end that the Nation may:

- Fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as
trustee of the environment for succeeding generations.

- Assure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and
aesthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings.

- Attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environ-
ment without degradation, risk to health or safety, or
other undesirable and unintended consequences.

- Preserve important historic, caltural, and natural aspects
of our national heritage, and maintain, wherever possible,
an environment which supports diversity and variety of
individual choice.

Achieve a balance between population and resource use which
will permit high standards of living and a wide sharing of
life's amenities.

Enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach the
maximum attainable recycling of depletable resources.

Further, with respect to major Federal actions significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment, Section 107 (2)(C)
of the NEPA calls for preparation of a detailed statement on:
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(i) The environmental impact of the proposed action,

(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be
avoided should the proposal be implemented,

(iii) alternatives to the proposed action,

(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of
man's environment and the maintenance and enhance-
ment of long-term productivity, and

(v) any irreversible and Irretrievable commitments of
resources which would be involved in the proposed
action should it be implemented.

Pursuart to Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50, the AEC Directorate of
Licensing prepares a detailed statement on the foregoing considera-
tions with respect to each application for a construction permit
or full-power oi.!rating license for a nuclear power reactor.

When application is made for a construction permit or a full-power
operating license, the applicant submits an environmental report
to the AEC. The Staff evaluates this report and may seek further
information from the applicant, as well as other sources, in making
an independent assessment of the considerations specified in
Section 102 (2) (C) of NEPA and Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50. This
evaluation leads to the publication of a draft environmental state-

ment, prepared by the Directorate of Licensing, which is then
circulated to Federal, State and local governmental agencies for
comment. Interested persons are also invited to comment on the
draft statement.

After receipt and considp~ration of cc-ments on the draft statement,
O-e staff prepares a final environmental statement, which includes
a discussion of questions and objections raised by the coments
and the disposition thereof; a final cost-b-zef it analysis which
considers and balances the environmental effects of the facility
and the alternatives available for reducing or avoiding adverse
environmental effects with the environmental economic, technical,
and other benefits of the facility; and a conclusion as to whether,
after weighing the environmental, economic, technical and other
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benefits against environmental costs and considering available
alternatives the action called for is the issuance or denial of
the proposed permit or license or its appropriate conditioning
to protect environmental values.

.In addition, in a proceeding such as this which is subject to
Section B of Appendix D , f 10 CFR Part 50, the final detailed
statement includes a conclusion as to whether, after weighing
the environmental econonic, technical and other benefits against
environmental costs and considering available alternatives, the
action called for as regards the previously issued construction
permit is the continuation, modification or termination of the
permit or its appropriate conditioning to protect environmental
values.

Single copies of this statement iny be obtained by writing the
Deputy Director for Reactor Projects, Directorate of Licensing,
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, D.C. 20545. Mr. Francis
St. Mary is the AEC Environmental Project Manager for this
state~nt. (301-973-7263)
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Duane Arnold inergy Center (DAEC) is a nuclear generating plant
which is being built jointly by the Iowa Electric Light and Power,
Company, the Corn Belt Power Cooperative, and the Central Iowa
Power Cooperative. The consortium will hereinafter be referred to
as "the Applicant." The plant consists of a single boiling-water
reactor and associated steam-electric generating equipment. The
design operating level is 1658 Mt, which will yield a net of 569
Me. The plant is located on a 500-acre site on the west bank of
the Cedar River near Palo, Iowa. Forced-draft evaporative cooling
,:owers will be used to remove waste heat.

This Final Environmental Statement takes into account the Appli-
cant's Environmental Report and amendments thereto, and the Final
Safety Analysis Report and the amendments thereto. Comments
received from federal and state agencies on these documents and
the Draft Environmental Statement have also been considered during
the preparation of this final statement. The above documents and
comments are on file .in the AEC -Public Document :Room at 1717 H
Street, N.V., Washington, D.C., and at the Cedar Rapids Public
Library, 426 Third Avenue, S.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52401. The
Final Environmental Statement includes data and information
obtained from a site visit in August 1972 as well as information
from other sources referenced in the text. Finally, it reliesheavily on professional calculations and appraisals made by the
AEC Regulatory Staff (Staff).

As presently proposed, a recreation and storage reservoir is to be
built by the Iowa State Conservation Commission, a few miles north
of the DAIC with the help of a one-million dollar contribution
from the Applicant. It is to be managed by the Iowa State Conserva-
tion Comidssion as a recreational area, with the provision that the
Applicant reserves the right to release water to the Cedar River
when needed to replace that consumed by the plant during periods of
low ri erflow. There is to be no physical connection between the
reservoir and the DAEC. Construction of the reservoir is not
scheduled to begin before March .of 1973, and as thiF is written the
construction details and operating plans for the reservoir are not
firm. Features of the reservoir will be noted and possible impacts
will be mentioned where they are obvious, but this statement does
not purport to represent a review of the environmental impact of
the reservoir becase the reservoir if not considered an integral
part of the licensing actio of this plant.
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1.1 STATUS OF PROJECT

The Applicant announced its intent to build the DAEC In Febraary
1968 and applied to the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission for a
construction permit in November 1968. The application and its
amendments were evaluated by the AEC Regulatory Staff and by the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards to determine that there
was reasonable assurance that the plant could be constructed and
operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the
public. A construction permit was issued in June 1970 after public
hearings were held in Cedar Rapids, Iowa (March 1970) and in Washingtov
D. C. (June 1970).

The Applicant submitted an Environmental Report for the DAEC In
April 1971. In October of 1971 the Applicant submitted a state-
ment of reasons why with reference to the criteria in paragraph
E(2) of the revised Appendix D of 10 CFR 50 the construction
permit should not be suspended pending completion of the, NEPA
environmental review. In November of 1971 the Division of Reactor
Licensing, AEC, after reviewing the available information, deter-
mined that the construction permit should not be suspended pending
completion of the NEPA environmental review. The Applicant's
final Environmental Report was issued in November 1971 and
amendments have been submitted in July and October of 1972. The
Applicant's Final Safety Analysis Report has also been completed.
A notice of consideration of issuance of facility operating
license and opportunity for hearing which incorporated a notice of
hearing on the environmental aspects of the previously issued
construction permit for the DAEC pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix D, Sectior B, was published in the Federal Register
on September 30, 1972., Public hearings before Iowa State agencies
which have been held and/or permits applied for with regard to
site access, building, water use, -waste discharge, and related
environmental considerations are enumerated in Section 1.3 and in
the Applicant's Environmental Report.

Construction on the DAEC was started in June 1970 and the plant
on December 31, 1972 was 75 percent complete. Fuel loading is
scheduled for Se.tember of 1973 and operation at 90% of designed power
Is scheduled to :-egin in January of 1974.
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1.2 SITE SELECTION

The present trend towards constructing large electricity-
generating facilities, with their resultant economies of scale,
is consistent with the rapid increase in power demand and is
possible because of advances in technology. But large gener-
ating units require special sites. Large volumes of water are
required to dissipate the waste heat from the steam-electric
cycle and, if fossil fuels are used, bulk transportation
facilities, such as railroads or navigable waters, must be
available. The site must be sufficiently close to power users
to keep distribution losses from becoming too large, and suf-
ficiently close to existing transmission facilities to keep
the cost of construction and additional inpacts of new lines
from becoming prohibitive.

All of the above factors were considered In selecting a site for
the Duane Arnold Energy Center. Sites for both coal-fueled plants
and nuclear-fueled ones were considered. The ones chosen as most
suitable for coal-fueled plants were on the Mississippi River
because of the proximity to coal fields and the availability of
river transportation. However, with the decision to build a
nuclear-fuelt.d plant, for economic reasons, fuel transportation
costs became no longer an important factor and closeness to load
centers made the interior sites on the Cedar River more economical.
The particular site on the Cedar River was chosen on the basis of
its nearness to existing transmission facilities, remoteness
from cities, land cost, and subsoil conditions. The site selected
is located on the western side of the Cedar River, approximately
2-1/2 miles north-northeast of'Palo, Iowa.

1.3 STATUS OF APPLICATIONS AND APPR3VALS

Approvals for the construction and operation of the plant, or parts
thereof, are required from numerous federal and state agencies.
Tables 1.1 and 1.2 summarize the nature of the permits required and
indicate the status of each.

At various stages of the planning and construction of the plant,
the Applicant has held discussions with federal, state and local
officials as wel as educational, public-interest, and other
groups.
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TABLE 1.1. Status of Permits, Licenses, and Approvals from
Federal Agencies

Subject Application Date Approval Date

Atomic En.er Commission
Construction Permit November 4, 1968

Revised June 2, 1970 June 22, 1970

Operating-License May 8, 1972
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TABLE 1.2. Status of Permits, Licenses, and Approvals from
Iowa State Agencies

Iowa Natural Resources Council

A permit ficm the Natua Z Resources Concil is required for the
excavation or construwtion on any designated flood plain or in any
creek or river in the State of Iow. The CounciI also appoints a
Water Comwjaioner to consider and approve or disapprove appZica-
tione for permits to divert, store or use wurface or ground wter
(Code of Iowa, 1971, Chapter 455A).

1. The Council on its own motion, on September 10, 1968, established
a protected flow for the Cedar River of 500 cfs for power plant uses.

2. Temporary Permit No. 69-206, approved September 5, 1969, authorized
excavating grading at the site.

3. Construction Permit No. 69-206NE, approved March 9, 1970, authorized
construction of DAEC nuclear facilities. It replaced Temporary Permit
No. 69-206,

4. Permit No. 70-72, approved April 6, 1970, authorized construction
of a railroad bridge over Opossum Creek in Linn County.

.5. Letter of December 3, 1970, granted an administrative waiver for
an air-quality monitoring tower.

6. Permit No. 71-192, approved August 3, 1971, authorized construction
of a low-head diversion dam on Cedar River in Section' 0, T 84 N, R 8 W,
Linn County, Iowa.

7. Water Permit No. 2711, issued November 24, 1969, authorized the
dredging of sand from the Cedar River.

8. Water Permit No. 2794, issued January 25, 1970, authorized the
Installation of two 750-nma wells.

9. Water Permit No. 3046, Issued October 12, 1971, authorized the
Installation of Industrial mells at the plant site, and authorized the
Applicnt to withdraw from the Cedar River, for consumptive use, up to
20 €•fs, whu the flow of the river exceeds 500 cfs. Vhui the flow falls
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TABLE 1.2 - Continued

below 500 cfs, the Applicant may continue to withdraw the authorize"
amount If it returns an equal amount to the river above Cedar Rapidf
from a supplemental source.

Iowa Conservation Commission

The Conservation Cemrission is dutybound to protect and preserve th(
fish and pildlife in lowa, to promote and establish state parks,
recreation areas, gane reserves, artificial- lakes and such other
areas acquired for use by the people of the State of Iowa (Code of
Ioma, 1971, Chapter 107). Also, the installation of water intake
screens and gates require the approvaZ of the Conrmission (Code of
Iwa, 1971, Section 109.14).

1. Sand Dredging Permits No. 74 and 75 in the Cedar River were issi
January, 1970 and expired January 1, 1971.

2. Constrrction Permit No. 65, issued November 25, 1969, authorize,
breaking of the bank of Cedar liver in Section 10, T 84 N, R 8 W, Lý
County, Iowa.

3. Construction Permit No. 63, issued August 13, 1971, authorized
struction of lov-head diversion dam in the Cedar River in Section 1;
T 84 N, R 8 W, Linn County, Iowa.,

Iowa Water Pollution Control Commission

The Water Pollution Control Coaniesion hae the responsibility to p2
vent, abate, or control the pollution of the waters of the state,
and enhance water conditicns for public suply, aquatic life and
other benefic•aI uses. (Code of Iowa,- 1971, Chapter 465B).

1. Permit No. 71-56-S, approved April 14, 1971, authorized dischAr
of thermal and radioactive wastes into the Cedar River in Section 1
T 84 N, R 9 W, Linn County, Iowa.

2. Certification of compliance with Iowa Water Quality Standards
pusuant to Section 21 (b) of the Federal Pollution Control Act was
Issued on April 14, 1971.
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TABLE 1.2- Continued

Iowa ftartment of Health

In additiý n to the full complex of duties involved in general supervi-
sichnoof th,, public health, the Department of Health has regulatory
juri•edition over all public sewage waste disposal pkits (Code of
Iowa, 1971, Chapter 135). It also provides the technical secretaries
for both the Iowa Air and the Io Water Pollution Control Ccmrssions
and assists the other Camnissona with such technical and engineering
services ae are needed.

1. Sewage Waste Permit No. 70-28-S, granted February 20, 1970,
authorized the use of extended aeration treatment facilities for the
DAEC.

Iova Commerce Covsdsaion

A franchise must be obtained from the Commerce Convisrsion prior to the
construction, oper~ztion, or maintenance of any transmission line over,
across, or along wV public highy or grounds outside of cities and
towns (Code of Iowa, 1971, Chapter 489). The Coimission also regulates
the rates andrservicee of public utilities in the state (Code of Iowa,

1971, Chapter. 490A.1).

14 Applications for franchises for construction of transmission lines
as a part of the DAEC project-rwill be filed as needed., Applications
are generally acted upon within 45 to 90 days.

Iowa De2artmeT•t of Labor - Boiler Inspection Division

The Boiler Inspection Division has the responsibility of inspecting
all pressure vesseZaj boih, s, and 8team piping of 15 pounds pres-
sure or more (Code of Iowa, 1971, Chapter 91).

The DAEC heating boiler has been :•stalled and has been inspected
by an authorized inspector. Permit Number 30952 has been issued
to authorize operation of this boiler.

ICI
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2. THE SITE

2.1 SITE LOCATION

The Duane Arnold Energy Center is located on the west bank of the-
Cedar River, eight miles northwest of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. The
site is approximately 2-1/2 miles north-northeast of Palo, Iowa,
in Linn County (Township 84N, Range 8W, Sections 9 and 20).

The plant site encompasses approximately 500 acres of relatively
flat land, which was primarily farmland (Fig. 2.1). The land to
the south andwest of the site is also essentially flat agricultural
land. To the northwest, it rises and is sparsely wooded farmland.
To the east, across the river, the land rises and is heavily wooded,
with only an occasional field or pasture. Beyond the rise, it is
primarily gently rolling farmland.

The plant site is shown in an aerial photograph in Fig. 2.2. The
distan.e from the reactor to the nearest site boundary is approximately
2000 feet. A topographic map is shown in Fig. 2.?.

Present plans call for a storage and recreation reservoir to be built
by the Iowa State Conservation Commission called the Pleasant Creek
Reservoir; it will provide mak:eup water for the river to replace that
water consumed by the DAEC during periods of low flow (less than 500
cfs). The reservoir will be managed by the State Conservation Commis-
sion but the Anplicant will retain rights to release water to the
Cedar River equal to the vlant's consumntive use during low flow
periods. The proposed reservoir is to be situated north of the plant
site close to the Cedar River, as showa in Fig. 2.4. The reservoir
will require the purchase of more than 1900 acres for its construction
and will have a surface area -of about 410 acres.

2.2 DEMOGRAPHY AND LAND USE

The DAEC is located in a primarily rural, sparsely populated region,
though there are -hree metropolitan areas within 50 miles of the site:
Waterloo, 40 miles to the n!rthwest; Cedar Rapids, 8 miles to the soith-
east; and Iowa City, about 32 miles to the southeast. The townships
immediately surrounding the site, Fayette, Washington, and Monroe, are
agricultvral regions with over 90 percent of the area being farmland.
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Fig. 2.1. Site of the Duane Arnold Energy Center
before Construction Began. From
Applicant's Final Safety Analysis Report.
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Fig. 2.2. Photo of the Duane Arnold Energy Center under Construction.
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The three principa' areas of population concentration within 50
miles of the Duane Arnold Energy Center site are Waterloo 75,533,
Cedar Rapids 110,642, and Iowa City 46,850. The total 1970
population within 50 miles of the site was 550,010; the projected
1980 population is 619,778 and the projected 2010 population
952,106. Most of the population increase in the area is expected
to develop in the metropo.litan areas, the rural areas remaining
relatively stable or slowly decreasing.1

The area within five miles of the site is primarily farmland or
forested land and is very sparsely populated. There are three
small communities within five miles of the site - Palo, Toddville
and Shellsburg - with a- combined population of about one thousand.
Within one mile of the site, there are three occupied farm houses
with a total population of 15. The area between five and ten
miles of the site is also sparsely populated except to the south-
east where the boundary of Cedar Rapids approaches to within eight
miles of the site.

The agricultural nature of most of the land within ten miles of the
site is not expected to change during the life of the plant. Except
for a portion encompassing the city of Cedar Rapids, it is about 90%
farmland. About 50% of the farmland is cultivated, principally for
corn, oats, and soybeans. Most of the remaininp. 50% is pastureland
supporting about 7000 dairy cows. The land within ten miles of the
site which is not farmland is principally covered by woods or
buildings and roads. At present, there are no lakes- or reservoirs
within ten miles of the site, though it is proposed that the 440-acre
Pleasant Creek Reservor be built within three miles of the site.

There are several small parks and conservation areas within ten miles
of the site, particularly along the Cedar River. Most of them are
only slightly developed with low-intensity use, though there are a
few highly developed parks. The estimated annual number of people
visiting in the public parks within ten miles of the site is one
million. Heavily-used park areas such as Lake McBride and Palisades
Kepler State Parks are beyond ten miles from the site.

Between 10 and 50 miles of the site the land remains primarily farm-
land. Coralville Reservoir and Lake McBride, about 20 miles south-
east of the site, are the only significent lakes or reservoirs
within 50 miles.
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The nearest airfield used for commerical traffic is the Cedar Rapids
Municipal Airport, located 15 miles south of the site. There is
also a small private airport for light planes located approximately
four miles southeast of the site.

The cedar River is not used for commerical river traffic. There is
some pleasure boating, but it is principally confined to reaches
below the site so the river traffic in the vicinity of the plant is
very slight. There are no major highways within a few miles of the
site. The nearest present primary state road is Iowa 94, three
miles away, which has only, light-to-moderate usage. Interstate 380
is, however, proposed to be extended from Iowa City to Waterloo,
in which case, it will run within about three miles of the site.

The county of Linn, in which the plant is to be located, has no
comprehensive long-range land-use plans, however, it is trying to
buy all flood-plain land available along the Cedar River, so future
developments along the river near the plant are unlikely. Present
county planning maps show the area arcund the plant site as being
in an undeveloped zone.

2.3 HISTORIC AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL LANIDARKS

No historic sites for Linn or Benton Counties are listed in the
current National Register of Histori-c Places. 2 The State of
Iowa has just started a listing of state historic sites and has
no detailed listing at this time. It is probable that some
historic sites will be designated, in the future in Cedar Rapids,
but these would not be adversely affected by the DAEC. 3

The Cedar River valley is rich in archaeological sites, but inspec-
tions by the State Archaeologist have shown no definite indications
of archaeological or historical sites of significance in the area
of the plant site.4 The site of the -roposed Pleasant Creek
Reservoir has not been surveyed for archae:logical interest; how-
ever, the Iowa State Conservation Conr!sFion has initiated a request
to the State Archeologist tn undertake -tudy -f the area.

2.4 GEOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY

The site lies in the northern portion of th, .•rt :-ior Lowland Physio-
graphic Province, within the Central Stable ý::'?n of Morth America,
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south of the Canadian Shield. The region is characterized by a base-
ment complex of Precambrian crystalline rocks overlain by a varying
thickness of Paleozoic sedimentary strata. The sedimentary rocks are
of Pennsylvanian age or older. During the Mesozoic and Cenozoic eras,
this region generally was above sea level and subject to erosion
rather than deposition, which accounts for the absence of younger
formations. Minor accumulations of Cretaceous sediments exist it
western Iowa and have been ,reported in. portions of western Illinois.
These deposits have not been identified in eastern Iowa. During the
Pleistocene epoch, the stable interior of the continent was covered
by continental glaciers, which scoured the bedrock surface and
subsequently covered much of the region with glacial drift. A
distribution of the major geologic units in the region is shown in
Fig. 2.5.

Postglacial erosion and deposition of alluvial and windblown deposits
altered the landscape to its present form. Topography in the region
is characterized by smoothly contoured land forms of low to moderate
relief. Steep slopes are usually found only in areas where a river or
stream has cut into the loess-covered hills.

Pleistocene glaciation, which occurred several hundred million years
after deposition of the uppermost bedrock strata, mantled the entire
region with unconsolidated sediments of variable thickness and compo-
sition. The distribution of surf'cial unconsolidated materials in
the region is shown in Fig. 2.6.

The bedrock strata inmediately underlying the site are the Wapsipinicon
and Gower Formations, of Middle Devonian and Upper Silurian age,
respectively. The bedrock surface at the site ranges in depths from
approximately 25 feet to more than 100 feet below the existing ground
surface. A bedrock high is centered directly beneath the plant. It is
probally due to preglacial erosion modified by interglacial erosion.
Weathered bedrock, found in the valleys and hard unweathered rock,
encountered on the highs, is attributed to differential glacial scour.
In general, the rock encountered at the site is relatively fresh and
hard.

A c17 till containing some sand and gravel interspersed in the clay
matrix directly overlies the bedrock surface. The till has, at
various times, been described as both Kansan and Iowan. The till
thickness varies from 12 to 80 feet In the site .area and averages 20
feet in the plant area.
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A general description of the soils and rocks encountered at the site
is shown in Fig. 2.7.

The site is situated in an area which has experienced very little earth-
quake activity., No earthquake epicenter has been reported closer than
about 75 miles to the site. Since the region has had a permanent popu-
lation for over 100 years, it Is probable that all earthquakes of about
Intensity V or greater on the Modified Mercalli Scale would have been
reported during this period. Only four earthquakes have been reported
within 100 miles of the site and only 15 earthquakes within about 200
miles since the beginning of the 19th Century. None of these shocks
was greater than Intensity VII. Few .were of high enough intensity to
cause structural damage, and only two can be considered more than minor
disturbances. These were two Intensity VIA earthquakes in northern and
central Illinois which occurred in 1909. The epicenter of each shock
was about 150 miles from the site. The closest reported earthquake to
the site was a 1934 Intensity VI shock near Rock Island, Illinois.
Although one or more of these shocks may have been felt in the locality
of the site, nodamaging effects were experienced (intensities were on
the order of III or less). These epicenters as well as those of more
distant regional earthquakes are shown in Fig. 2.8.

Further details of the geology, tectonics, and seismology of the region
and their relation to plant design and safety may be found in the
Applicant's Final Safety Analysis Report. 5

2.5 HYDROLOGY

2.5.1 Surface Water

Surface water runoff in the .State of Iowa averages 6 inches, with the
largest amounts in the eastern parts of the state. Principal rivers
of Iowa are the Mississippi an! the Missouri, on the boundaries of
the state; and the Des Moines, Cedar, and Iowa Rivers in the interior
of the state. Of the major interior streams, the Cedar River has the
least variability inflow and the best sustaine-d low flow.

The Duane Arnold Energy-Center is located on the west bank of the
Cedar River. At the site location the Cedar River drainage area
is 6250 square miles. The flood plain along the Cedar River at
the site location is relatively narrow, but upstream of tbe plant
there are spans several miles wide. The site location within the
Cedar River basin is shown in Fig. 2.9.
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The Cedar River is the largest tributary of the Iowa River and is fed
from a well-defined drainage area which at. the mouth of the Cedar
River is 7819 square miles in area. There are fifteen low-head dams
on streams within the Cedar River basin, twelve of which are located
upstream of the plant site. Of these twelve, seven are actually on.
the Cedar River and five are on tributzry streams. The dams all have
small impoundments and are not used for stream flow regulation. The
Cedar River in the area of the site is classified by the Iowa Water
Pollution Control Commission as a warm water area and is subject to
the Iowa Water Quality Standards for warm waters.

The northeast Iowa basins, including the Cedar River basin, have fairly
well-defined sustained low flows in contrast to river basins in the south
and west of the state, which have very poor low flow characteristics.
Flow data for the Cedar River in the site vicinity are well known, as
the longest streamflow records in the state have been taken at Cedar
Rapids,. just 15 miles downstream from the plant. On the basis of such
records from 1902 to 1968 the average flow in the Cedar River is
3065 cfs, corresponding to an annual runoff of 6.39 inches. The average
annual runoff and corresponding streamflow is shown in Fig. 2.10. The
flow duration curve for the Cedar River at the Cedar Rapids gage is
shown in Fig. 2.11. The maximum flood of record reached a peak of
73,000 cfs. The river reached an elevation of 746.5 feet at the plant
site during this flood. (The plant site's finished grade will be at
757 feet and all essential structures are designed for flood protection.
up to at least 769 feet.) The minimum daily recorded flow at Cedar
Rapids was 212 cfs.

in connection with thc Duane Arnold Energy Center the o1wa State Cc-.ser-
vation Commission plan- to build the Pleasant Creek Reservoir, which
wuuld have a surface area of 440 acres and a storage capacity of 4450
acre feet (1.9 x 10 ft,). The reservoir would be a pumped storage
reservoir approximately 100 feet above the river. Nominal water surface
elevation wouid be 824 ft and the water would be contained behind
72-ft-high dam. Tne primary use of the reservoir would be for rec. ation,
and the Iowa State Conservation Commission is to have full responsibility
and jurisdiction over its use subject to the restraint that the Appli-
cant would have rights to release water from the reservoir to the river,
whenever riverflow falls below 500 cfs, to make up for consum-tive use
of river water. There is to be no physical interconnection between the
cooling system at the power plant site and the water stored in the
reservoir.
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2.5.2 Ground Water

The site is located in an area of several good sources of ground water.
Underlying the Cedar River valley are alluvial aquifers overlying
gravel-f.lled preglacial valleys. These aquifers are very abundant
water sources throughout the Cedar River valley down to Cedar Rapids.
individual wells in the alluvial aquifer can supply over 1000 gpm.
Underlying the alluvial aquifer, and separated by relatively impervious
clayey material, is the Silurian-Devonian aquifer. This aquifer under-
lies nearly the entire State of Iowa, but is mainly used for water supply
in the northeast portions of the state. In the vicinity of the site the
Silurian-Devonian aquifer is near the surface, and water can be taken
from the Wapsipinicon Formation of limestone at Iepths of 50 to 100 feet.

The Silurian-Devonian aquifer is largely recharged locally and has a
short recharge time. 6 Deep aquifers also exist 1000 to 1700 feet below
the surface in the Cambrian-Ordovician aquifer, the most prolific source
being the Jordan Sandstone, which is estimated to contain 80 trillion
gallons of water' (equivalent to 14 years of runoff in the state).

The surficial alluvial aquifers are the primary source of water in the
vicinity of the site. They are used to supply Cedar Rapids with an
average f 17 million gallons per day. Palo, 2.5 miles southwest of the
plant, uses individual wells in the surficial aquifers for water supply.
The ground water flow in the alluvial aquifers is generally southeasterly
in the vicinity of the site towards the river. No domestic wells in the
area are in the line of ground water flow past the plant. The alluvial
aquifers are recharged by precipitation, flooding, and by river recharge
during periods of high river level.

Well water for the plant will come from the Silurian-Devonian aquifer
underlying the alluvial aquifers. Two wells of 750 gpm each will be
used. The alluvial aquifers and the deeper artesian aquifers in the
Wapsipinicon limeptone of the Silurian-Devonian aquifer are isolated
by clayey material and should have little interaction. There are no
plans to develop the deep Jordan aquifer to supply water to the plant.

2.6 METEOROLOGY AND CLIMATOLOGY

The Duane Arnold site has a continental climate typical of the Great
Plains, with cold, dry winters and hot, humid summers. In winter, the
most frequent air mass is Continental Polar; tn sumer, Maritime
Tropical. The passage of warm and cold fronts and high and low
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pressure centers produces high average wind speeds and frequent

changes in wind direction. The wind conditions plus the lack of

orographic features produce adequate ventilation. In summer, the

frequency of frontal passages is reduced, but convective showers and

thunderstorms in tropical air masses are common.

Meteorological observations have been made on a 165-foot tower on the
site since January 1971. During the first year of data collection,
recovery of data has been 92%. Parameters being measured include wind
speed, wind direction, wind direction variability (sigma-0), air tem-
perature, and dew point temperature at two heights: 165 and 35 ft above
grade. In addition, the temperature difference between the two eleva-
tions is measured. The starting speed of the upper wind sensor is
0.8 mps; of the lower one, 0.27 mps. The data are recorded on strip
charts; thirty-minute averages of the various weather elements are
extracted from the charts ea-h hour. The wind direction variability
(sigma-y) data are extracted from the charts using the standard technique
over a thirty-minute period. No rainfall data are being collected at
thesite. Rainfall data for the site is taken from Cedar Rapids Air-

port data. The meteorology tower is located 1700 ft south-southeast
of the reactor. Meteorological data obtained by the Applicant
provides an acceptable basis for estimating atmosphere diffusion for

gaseous effluent releases from the plant.

The duration of data collection at the site is too short to establish
long-term averages so weather data collected by the Federal Aviation
Authority at 'the Cedar Rapids Airport and by a National Weather Service
cooperative weather station located 3 miles northeast of the city are
also used in this report.

2.6.1 Temperature and Humidity

Table 2.1 gives average monthly temperature data for the Cedar Rapids
area for a 29-year period ending in 1960.8 During this period, the
highest and lowest temperatures were 1090 (July 1936) and -25 0 F
(January 1936); the average number of days with temperatures 00 F and.
below was 14. The maximum temperature ever recorded in the Cedar
Rapids area was 110*F (July 1911), and the minimum -36 0 F (January
1883).



TABLE 2.1. Temperature (0F) Data for Cedar Rapids, lova (29 Years of Record)

Jan Feb Mar Apr nay Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Ann

Average daily max 30.4 33.9 44.7 60.7 71.3 81.4 86.7 84.2 76.5 64.9 46.9 34.2 59.7
Average daily mln 13.0 15.8 15.4 38.0 49.1 59.3 63.0 61.4 .52.7 41.7 28.2 18.1 38.8
Average monthly 21.7 24.9 35.1 49.4 60.7 70.3 74.9 72.8 64.6 53.3 37.6 26.1 49.0
Rxtreme max 61 64 85 91 104 103 109 108 99 92 77 65 109
Extreme imn -25 -24 -12 -12 26 36 44 38 23 15 -3 -20 -25
No.days T max 90 0 0 0 * * a. 8 6 3 *0 0 22
No.days T min <32° 30 26 25 9 1 0 0 0 * 7 20 29 147
No.days <0°0  

- 6 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 3 14
"wT

I.

From R•f. ao
*More than 0 but less than 0.5 days.
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The thermal -performance of cooling towers is controlled partly by the
wet-bulb temperature. During the four warmest months of the year (June
through September), the following wet-bulb temneratures were equaled or-
exceeded the indicated percentage of the time:

Wet-bulb temperature Time equaled or exceeded

800Fý' 12
78OF 2.5%
76°F 52
74 0 F 10%

2.6.2 Precipitation

Precipitation in the Cedar Rapids area, based on a 79-year record at the
National Weather Service station, averages 32.02 in./yr (Table 2.2),
with 69% of the total falling in the growing season (April-September). 8

Based on 10 years of record (1951-1960), rainfall amounts > 0.10 inches
occur on 62 days/year; amounts > 0.50 inches 22 days/year.y These
heavier rainfall amounts are usually associated with suummer showers and
thunderstorms. Snowfall at the Cedar Rapids airport averages 28.2
in./yr.

Snowfall amounts vary considerably from one year to the next; it has
been as low as 8.1 inches (1921-1922) to as much as 62.4 inches
(1959-1960). In most winters, the maximum snow depth on the ground does
not exceed 8 inches.

Iowa experiences about 20 tornadoes on 10 tornado days per year. Thomr 0

reported 11 tornadoes within the one-degree latitude-longitude square
containing the site in the period 1953-1962; the computed recurrence
inter,,al for a tornado striking within the 500 acre site area is one
tornado every 1171 years. 1 0O

2.6.3 Wind

One year of onsite meteorological data (January 8, 1971-January 7, 1972)
are now available; an extensive analysis of these data is contained in
a supplement to -he Applicant's Final Safety Analysis Report. 9
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TABLE 2.2. Precipitation nata for Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Jan Feb Mar Apr "Mav Jun Jul AuR Sep Oct Nov nec Ann

Ave Preaip in.* 1.2.8 1.24 2.05 2.94 4.04 4.C0 3.06 3.40 3.064 2.45 1.74. 1.30 32.02
Daysvwith thunderstorms** + 2 4 7 9 R 7 5 3 1 + 46
Ave Monthly snowfall, in.++ 7.3 6.0 7.4 0.3 + + + 0 + 2.1 5.1 28.2

From Ref.8.
*Cadar Rapids MA Station, 70-year period of record.

**Data from FqAR, based on 70 years of data from lutbuque and Davenport, Tows.
+L se than 0.5 but Rreater than 0.

++Cftlr Rapids Airport, 7-year period of record.
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Based on this one year of data, the average wind speed at the 35-ft
level is 3.6 m/sec; at the 165 ft level, 5.3 m/sec. Wind roses, based
on this one year of data, are shown in Figs. 2.12 and 2.13.

Table 2.3 shows the average windspeed at the top of the DAEC meteorology
tower by seasons and by stability classes. Seasonal average windspeeds
are highest in spring and lowest in siummer.

2.6.4 Atmospheric Stability

The vertical mixing and turbulence of the atmosphere depends on hydro-
static stability as well as on wind velocity and surface topography.
Hydrostatic stability is determined by the vertical temperature gradient,
which is usually expressed as a lapse rate, the rate of decrease of
temperature with height. An important value of this parameter is the
rate at which a body of dry air cools adiabatically with increasing
height. This adiabatic lapse rate corresponds to a decrease of 1.0°C
per 100 meters, or 5.5*F per 1000 feet. When the observed lapse rate
is less than this value, the atmosphere is stable and vertical motions
are damped, the extreme case being a negative lapse rate which occurs in
a temperature i-version. When the lapse rate is greater than 1.0*C per
100 meters, the atmosphere is unstable and vertical mixing is rapid.

As mentioned earlier, wind direction fluctuations can also be used to
measure atmospheric stability, and the stability class can be determined
from the wind direction trace. Observations of the vertical temperature
gradient at the site are made by comparing the temperatures at the
35- and 165-ft levels. These observations are tabulated in the Appli-
cant's Environmental Report and are summarized in Table 2.4. This table
also shows the frequency of the various stability classes as indicated
by the 165-ft Vind vane. The numerical limits of the various classes
are also shown in the table.

2.7 ECOLOGY

2.7.1 General

The topography of the Cedar River basin in the plant site region is
typical of central Iowa agricultural land. It is moderately rolling
except for the flat marsh areas near the river. Trees and bushes are
present in small scattered woodlots, usually near farm buildings, in
ravines, and along the Cedar River and its creeks.
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Fig. 2.12. Wind Rose for 35-ft Level at DAEC. From Applicant's
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TABLE 2.3. Average Wind Speed (m/sec at
by Stability Category (Determined

165-ft Level)
by AT)

Category Spring Summer Fall Winter Annual

A 8.7
B 5.8
C 5.4
D 5.7
E 6.5
F 3.2
G 2.3

5.0
4.7
4.4
4.1
3.8
3.0
2.1

5.3
5.3
5.1
5.2
4.9
3.4
2.3

6.4
9.8*
5.4*
5.1
5.4
4.6
3.1

5.9
5.2
4.9
5.5
5.1
3.5
2.3

From Applicant's Environmental Report.
*Less than 30. observations.
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TABLE 2.4. Frequency Distribution of Stability Categories,
All Wind Directions (January 8, 1971-January 7, 1972)

Frequency % as determined by:

Stability Class

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Pasquill
Stability Class

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

AT (165 - 35 ft)

3.2
2.7
5.1

42.5
29.7

7.2
9.6

AT (0 C/I00 M)

a (165 ft)

2.2
3.4

12.3
31.2
28.4
15.5

7.0

-1.9
-1.7
-1.5
-0.5
+1.5
+4.0

AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT

-1.9
-1.7
-1.5
-0.5
+1.5
+4.0

Ce

> 22.
17.5 < < 22.
12.5 < < 17.

7.5 < 12.
3.8 < A < 7.
1.3 < o < 2.

< 2.

From Applicant's Environmental Report.
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The region is intensively farmed and the ecology and water quality of
the river are largely influenced by runoff from agricultural land. The
Cedar RiUver at the plant site has a drainage area of about 6250 square
miles, 1024 of which are in Minnesota. Of the 4.3 million acres in the
basin, 94% or 4.06 million acres are used for agricultural activities.
Municipal and industrial wastes from towns and cities, such as Waterloo
and Cedar Rapids, are discharged into the river. 1 1

The average flow of the Cedar River at Cedar Rapids is 3065 cfs. It
exceeds 620 cfs 90% of the time and 6600 cfs 10% of the time. During
periods of increased riverflow, turbidity, BOD, ammonia, nitrate and
phosphate values frequently increased markedly. Pesticide concentra-
tions, ranging from about .75 to 700 ppb in fish taken from the Cedar
River indicate that these substances are introduced into the river,
possibly adsorbed onto sediment particles, and concentrated in fish.

The effects of agricultural chemicals, silt and organic matter on the
limology of the Cedar River in the vicinity of the DAEC are evident.
An abundance of nutrients that support algal growth are present in the
river, and very high algal concentrations are frequently observed.
This was especially evident during periods of low turbidity and high
water temperature. Although large blooms of taste- and odor-p. ducing
algae and high-threshold odor values did not occur during the
preoperational study, the natural occurrence of these conditions is a
possibility.

2.7.2 Terrestrial Ecology (Botanical)

In order to detect a possible effect of the DAEC on the terrestrial
ecology, it is necessary to know the composition, distribution, and
density of plant cover which exists in the region before startup.
This is particularly true of the general Cedar Rapids-Palo area
because of the multitude of public recreational parks and preserves.
These support a wide diversity of plant communities in addition to
those in the farmed land and other nonrecreational land space.

In efforts to document the present nature of the plant cover in the
vicinity of the Center, a multispectral data acquisition flight mis-
sion over the Cedar River area was conducted in June 1972 by the Iowa
f-eological Survey. In addition, ecological studies were carried out
by the Applicant in conjunction with the aerial survey to specifically
determine plant types and densities In selected areas. 12,13
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The region around the Duane Arnold Energy Center has a humid continental,
warm summer climate. This type of climate favors the development of
broadleaved deciduous forest in areas-where rainfall is adequate, such
as in eastern Iowa. The regional vegetation of this area is described
as oak-hickory forest along the major rivers and a mosaic of oak-hickory
forest and bluestem prairie on the uplands. Forest originally covered
16% of the land surface in Iowa with the remaining 84% being tall grass
prairie.

Forest growth is essentially all that remains of the native vegetation
in Iowa, most, of the prairie having been plowed and devoted to agricul-
ture. Even though some of the original forest cover has remained, in
Iowa, it has been greatly altered from its original structure by the
activities of man since the settlement of the state. Cutting, grazing,
the cessation of prairie fires, and the. introduction of the Dutch Elm
disease have all had a-drastic effect on the forests.

Five study areas were selected by the Applicant in addition -to the plant
site (Fig. 2.14) in order to determine the structure of the native vegeta-
tion. 1 2 Four of these are relatively natural areas which have been
set aside as county parks or conservation areas. They are all within
5 miles of the Energy Center and are composed of: a) the Palo V(arsh
Wildlife Refuge; b) the Lewis Bottom Access County Park; c) the Lewis
Preserve County, Park; d) the Wickiup Hill Conservation Area County Park.
The fifth area studied (e) was the site of the future Pleasant Creek
Reservoir. The plant site is discussed in section (f) below.

a. Palo Marsh Wildlife Refuge

The Palo Marsh is located just north of the town of Palo, and aýout
2 miles SSW of the DAEC in Section 21, T84N, R8W. The Palo Mars.
consists of two general areas. The area to the west is open an- grassy.
while the one to the east is forested.

The open area in the western portion may be divided into several
separate communities, but most of it is dominated almost entirely by
the canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea). Near the center of the open
area is a north-south sand deposit which is sufficiently high and dry
to support a weedy community with hog-weed (Erigeron canadensis) and
other weeds (Appendix A, Table 2). Scattered throughout the canary
grass community are several depressions which are more moist than the

,-q

N

VAI.
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surroundings, These are dominated by arrowhead (Sagittaria latifolia)
and aud-plantain (Alitma triviale) except in open water where species
of pondieed Ciotogeton) and vater-milfoil Q!Xriophyllum) occur. 1 3

It appears that the open area is being invaded by a natural succession
of woody plants. A comparison .of a 1964 photograph with the present
condition of the marsh seems to substantiate this. Unless some practice
such as burning is established, shrubs and trees will probably continue
to invade the area, ultimately leading to forest conditions. Once
woody plants invade, they cast enough shade to prevent the vigorous
growth of the canary grass. This same shade and the lack of vigor of
canary grass will foster the continued invasion of forest vegetation.

The Palo Marsh woods lies just to the east of the open area. It is.a
flood-plain forest which is close enough to the Cedar River to flood
every year. Such forests frequently have a rather poor representation
of herbs. They are often dominated by such tree species as the
American elm (Ulmus americana), the box elder (Acer negundo), cottonwood
(Populus deltoides), and the soft, or silver maple (Acer saccharinum).

The herbaceous layer is conspicuously represented by the wood-nettle
(Laportea canadensis), which occurred in 95% of the plots (Appendix B,
Table 1 ).1z Many of these plants were seedlings. The same situation
is true of the honewort (Crypotoaenia canadensis), which is mainly
represented by seedlings.

The arborescent vegetation of the Palo Marsh is characteristic of flood
plains in Iowa. The American elm was formerly very important but is.
now rapidly being replaced by other species. In the Palo Marsh woods
the silver maple seemed to be assuming much of the space formerly
occupied by the elm. The silver maple is the most frequent species,
followed by the box elder, green ash, and hawthorn (Crataegus mollis),
with the American elm in fifth place (Appendix B, Table 2). The
American elm will decline in the future because of Dutch Elm disease.
Of interest also is the presence of the white oak, Quercus alba, not
considered a flood plain species. The tree density in the Palo Marsh
woods was 232 trees per acre. 1 2

A species list for the Palo Marsh woods is given in Appendix B, Table 3.

b.. Levis. Bottom Access County Park

Lewis Bottom Access County Park is located about 4 miles upstream of the
Duane Arnold Energy Center (Fig. 2.14), adjacent to the Cedar River in
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IFig. 2.14. Ecological Study Areas in the Vicinity of the DAEC.
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Section 20, T85N, RMW, and contains a flood plain forest as well as
some sand deposits which support mainly weeds and a few prairie
perennials, 1 ' The flood plain forest is quite typical except that it
occurs on rather sAndy soil, so that the forest is not as vell developed
and not as dense as some flood plain forests.

In the herb layer, the wood-nettle (Laportea canadensis) was again most
frequently found, followed byý poison ivy (Rhus radicans) (Appendix C,
Table 1). As in the Palo Marsh woods, the frequency of the wood-nettle
is mainly accounted for by the large number of seedlings. The same is
true of violets (Viola sp.) and buttercup plants (Ranunculus abortivus)
which were almost entirely represented by seedlings. As in the
Palo Marsh woods, this abundance of seedlings may not be present every
year. Wood-nettle and poison ivy. are almost equaliy dominant although
in specific areas one species may entirely dominate, while in other,
areas the, other species may completely dominate. The tall bell flower,
Campanula americana, also shows this type of'variation. Although it
averaged only 12.2% cover, in places the figure was 100%. A number of
other herbs are present (Appendix C, Table 3), but there is very little
evidence for tree reproduction. The box elder was the most frequent
tree species encountered, followed by the red mulberry (Morus rubra),
the silver maple, the American elm, and the green ash (Appendix C,
Table 2). The American elm is becoming less important because of the
Dutch Elm disease. A species list for the area is given in Appendix C,
Table 3.,

c. Lewis Preserve County Park

The Lewis Preserve County Park is located adjacent to the Cedar River
about 2 miles north of the DAEC in Section 33,_ T85N, R8W (Fig. 2.14).
It consists of flood plain forest, canary grass communities similar to
the one in the Palo Marsh open area, weeds of various types, and some
cropland. 12

This flood plain forest is similar to the previous two already described,
but there are differences. One is the presence of very large, scattered
trees. Also -of interest is the fact that some of the very large trees
found in this forest are hxite oak; this is not considered a flood plain
species. 1 2

A study of the herbaceous species revealed that a few of them occur in
high frequency (Appendix D, Table 1). These include the clearweed
(Pilea , stinging-•ettle (Ur.ica d , wood-nettle (Laportea
canadensis , cutgrasa 0eersia virginica), and buttercup (Ranunculus
abortivu, with a number of other less frequent herbs.
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The soils in the forest consist of two types, nearly pure sand and
nearly pure clay. On the sandy soil clearweed grows luxuriantly while
wood-nettle scarcely can be found. On the clay soils, the opposite
relationship holds. It is significant that a number of plants of
Cuscuta sp. (dodder) were found. This floral parasite, while not
occupying much cover, can completely dominate a small area within one
summer season. 12

There has been a low level of tree reproduction in recent years. The
relative frequency of trees of the Lewis Preserve County Park is shown
in Appendix D, Table 2. The silver maple was by far the most frequent
species. Calculations showed that there were 178 trees per acre, much
less than in the previous sites. AAlist of herb and tree species for
the Lewis Preserve County Park is given in Appendix D, Table 3.

d. Wickiup Hill Conservation Area Park

The Wickiup Hill County Park is located less than a mile east of the
DEAC across the river in Section 10, T84N,, R8W (Fig. 2.14). It
consists of. rolling hills with steep slopes. The entire area was
undoubtedly foresi td at one time, but some areas in the park have been
cut and mowed much like a pasture. The reason for this management
practice is unknown. 1 2

The- plants most frequently found were seedlings of white ash (Appendix E,
Table 1). This is probably a temporary occurrence due to especially
favorable conditions a few years ago. The Virginia creeper or woodbine
(Parthnocissus quinquefolia) and the wood-nettle (Laportea canaderjsis)
also accounted for a relatively large percentage of the cover. The
miter-Wort (Mitella diphylla) is restricted to this site, not being
found in any of the other five sites studied. Other species are of
frequent occurrence in common with the flood plain forests, Such as
sedge (Carex sp.), honew,ct (Cryptotaenia canadensis), and wood-nettle,
after which, decreasing numbers of subsequent species occurred (Appendix E,
Tables 1 and 3). Some other species are restricted to this site, such
as enchanters night shade (Circaea quadrisuloata), liverleaf (Hepatica
acutiloba), fragile fern (Cystopteris fragilis), and rattlesnake fern
(Botrychium virginianum).

The relative dominance of trees is showr in Appendix E, Table 2. Red
oak and green ash account for half of the tree specimens. White oak
and white ash were next in dominance, Ironwood (Ostrya) is not a
dominant tree, but rather an understory tree in moist forest& of this
type. There were 168 trees per acre in the sample area. A species
list for the Wickiup Hill site is given in Appendix E, Table 3.
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e. Pleasant Creek Reservoir

The lake site studied was the area of the proposed Pleasant Creek
Reservoir. The lake will serve as a recreation area and as a reserve
water supply to supplement the flow of the Cedar River during low
flow periods. The study area was in Section 5 T84N, R8W, and
Section 32 T85N, R8W, due west of the Lewis Preserve (Fig. 2.14).

The lake site is rather interesting in several ways: It possesses
remnants of an upland forest which appears to have been rather fertile.
Several species of plants were observed in this forest which are
uncommon in Iowa. These include papooseroot (Caulophyllum
thalictroides), trillium (Trillium flexipes) and sho-.y orchis (Orchisspectabllls).'• ."'.:

The most frequent herb in the lake site was black snakeroot (Sanicula
marilandica), closely followed by honewort (Cryptotaenia canadensis)
and wood-nettle (Appendix F, Table 1). Seedlings of two tree species
were encountered, indicating some recent tree reproduction. Theie is
no clear set of dominant herbs, but a very gradual progression from
fairly important to insignificant. This is in contrast to the sharp
drop in importance observed in the flood plain herbs.12

The shrub plots revealed some information at the lake site (Appendix F,
Table 2). A number of tree dominants were represented in the shrub
layer, indicating reproduction of the forest dominants. A number of
shrubs, such as bramble (Rubus sp.), prickly gooseberry (Ribes
cynosbati), poison ivy (Rhus radics-:s), elderberry (Sambucus
canadensis), and choke cherry (Prunus virginiana) were also present.

The forest of the lake site was quite different from the flood plain
forests of the other sites. The soft or silver maple, a dominant of
the flood plain forests, was completely absent at the lake site. Hard,
or sugar maple (Acer saccharum) and basswood (Tilia americana), absent
in all the flood plain forests, were present at the lake site.

The most frequent tree at the lake site was hackberry (Celtis
occidentalis), followed rather closely by box elder (Acer negundo)
(Appendix F, Table 3). A few flood plain species such as bcx elder
and black willow (Salix nigra) were present even though generally
regarded as flood plain species. The lake site consisted of a mosaic
of areas; the eastern part was greatly dominated by hackberry, while
red oak (Quercus rubra) became important upstream. Tne total tree density
was 302 trees per acre.

A species list for the lake site is given in Appendix F, Table 4.
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f. The Plant Site

A major part of the plant site and surrounding area is agricultural
land. Some woodland areas occur close to the Cedar River and its
tributary streams and in the two wood lots north of the plant buildings,
but none are significantly different than the wooded areas already
discussed. The tree cover in these areas is mostly oak and hickory
with an occasional walnut tree. The elms are dying out because of
Dutch Elm disease. Near the plant site property many of the wooded
lands are plantations, windbreaks, or woods so heavily browsed by
cattle that they cannot be considered forests. Others are nearly
undisturbed flood plains with trees, but such areas are similar to the
types already discussed. There are no unique features of the plant
site, and the five study areas monitored in the Applicant's ecological.
monitoring program contain all the essential features of the nonfarmed
portions of the land surrounding the plant. site.

2.7.3 Terrestial Ecology (Zoological)

a. Birds

Surveys of birds and animals at the DAEC site and in other areas
close to the site were carried out, and will serve as a basis for com-
parison with surveys made after the plant has been in operation. 2 2

The foi l-wing small birds, listed in t2e order of abundance, were
observe. at the DAEC: meadowlark, barr swallow, red wing blackbird,
flicker, blue jay, and bunting. The larger birds observed on site were
pheasants, quail, doves, crows, and several species of hawks. The
greatest concentrations of pheasants were found in old, formerly farmed
fields. These are the primary game birds in the area, and are heavily
hunted. Some quail were seen but their numbers were considerably
less than the pheasants. Very few quail occur in forested areas. and
are subject to little hunting pressure.' The' lack of nesting areas
accounted for the rather limited number of doves on site. The resident
species of waterfowl is composed mostly of wood ducks. A number of
species of ducks are observed alcaig the river during the spring migra-
tion, although few are present during the autumn. 2 2

Small bird life at the Pleasant Creek site of the proposed reservoir
is more abundant than the the plant site, probably due to the greater
diversity of habitat at the Pleasant Creek site. The following birds,
listed in order of abundance were observed in July, 1972, during road
and hiking observations: 1 1 ,19 meadowlark, red headed woodpecker, robin,
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doves, sparrow hawk, barn swallow, flicker, redwing blackbird, bunting
dickcissel, phoebe, flycatcher, and blue Jay. Larger birds consisted
of pheasanLs and quail. Doves were abundant. Starling and English
sparrows, associated with human habitation, were not often seen.
Various species of migrating shorebirds including wood duck are
occasionally seen along the stream and in wet land areas.15,22

The Palo Marsh area supports a rather limited duck population and is

closed to duck hunting.

b. Mammals

Although whitetail deer are still co mon in the area, including the
wooded bottom areas in and around the Lewis Preserve and Wickiup Hill
Area, many have moved out of the DAEC site because of construction
activities. Raccoon occur mostly along the river. The ground squirrel
population is cyclic, and tree squirrels are scarce because of lack of
habitat. Few rabbits live on site. 2 2

Muskrats (Ondatra zibethica) are common along the river and slough
areas although the habitats' are of low quality for them. A few beaver
are present. Populations of fox, weasels, mink, badger, skunk, raccoon,
and oppossum are not large. Some trapping of these animals, except for
badger occurs, particularly during the winter months. 2 2

At the Pleasant Creek -site, some whitetail deer have been seen.
Raccoon are moderately abundant. Occasional gray and some fox squirrels
occur, although they are not abundant. Cottontail rabbits are
moderately abundant. Badger and jackrabbits have been reported in the
area. Skunk and oppossum occur throughout the Pleasant Creek zone and
their populations appear to be static. Fox are sparsely distributed.
Mink and muskrat frequent the Pleasant Creek stream.

c. Summary

In summary, the birds and other animals studied in the vicinity of the
Duane Arnold Energy Center are typical of the forms normally encountered
in east Central Iowa. No endangered species were observed or are known
to occur in the area. In a comparative overview of the DAEC Plant site,
Wickiup Wills, and the Pleasant Creek Reservoir Site, it is concluded
that the latter supports the greatest abundance of terrestrial wildlife.

.R;
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This level of abundance is related to the quantity, quality and
spatial diversity of existing vegetative cover. The Plant site
reflects the effect of intensive agriculture and changing land use
patterns. Habitat conditions within the DAEC site will probably
improve with changes in land use patterns. 2 2

2.7.4 Aquatic Ecology

Because of the dynamic nature of the river and the' necessity of
obtaining information on its ecology above and below the site, samples
were taken throughout the year at four locations shown in Fig. 2.15..
Samples for general. chemical and plankton analysis were routinely
taken twice per month. Complete chemical analysis, benthic and fishery
studies were conducted by the Applicant in June-July and October-November,
1971.1

a. General

The Cedar River, in. common with the Iowa River and other rivers in the
Midwest, is a nutrient-rich stream whose limnology is greatly influ-
enced by agricultural activities and hydrological conditions in the
drainage basin, as well as discharges from municipalities and industries.

Shobe and Gakstatter of the Iowa State Hygienic Laboratory1 1 9 16, 17

found that there is a borderline situation with respect to water
quality (amnonia, fecal coliforms, suppression of the total number of
invertebrates coupled with a major shift in species composition) in
the Cedar River 3.5 miles below the Cedar Falls-Waterloo area, and
that there was an obvious potential for severe damage to aquatic life
during low flow periods. Although municipal and industrial wastes
from the Waterloo-Cedar Falls area may have some effect on the water
quality of the river in the vicinity of the Duane Arnold Energy Center,
especially during low flow periods, it appears that these discharges
are of secont..ary importance, 1 1 compared to agricultural runoff. In
his studies of the factors influencing the water quality of the Cedar
River, Wagner 1 8 notes that at average flow, the treated sewage from
Waterloo is diluted almost 100 to land that. "there should be little,
if any, deleterious effect on the water quality of the river attributed
to it." The distance between the Waterloo Sewage outfall and the DAEC
is about 35 miles. 1 4 Even without the recommended further improvement
in the Cedar Falls-Waterloo sewage treatment plant1 6 the distance
between it and -the DAEC Plant is adequate for the river to recover
from its polluted condition except during times of very low flow.
Detailed data on the water quality of the Cedar River at the site is
given in Reference 11.
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STATION 1

2

PALOa

0 1234

MILES

STATION 4

CEDAR RAPIDS

Fig. 2.15. Location of Water-sampling Sites
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b. Phytoplankton

Due to the extent of agricultural runoff, the river contains ample
quantities of nitrates and phosphates to support phytoplankton growth." 1

Frequently, wide fluctuations inrunoff occur. Phytoplankton growth is
reduced following heavy rains when dilution occurs and the turbidity
is increased. A variety of diatoms, green algae, and blue-green algae
have been reported in the river (Tables 2.5 and 2.6); algal counts
above 100,000/ml have been recorded 1 ,14 ,1 7 . Large plankton populations
were generally present during the spring, and summer months, although
rapid declines in numbers were occasionally observed. The diatom
Cyclotella was the dominant organism observed, although a variety of
other diatoms and green algae were also present. Blue-green algae,
chiefly Oscillatoria, reached their greatest concentrations in July and
August when over 1,300 trichomes/ml were observed in some samples.

Very large algal populations, composed primarily of the diatom Cycloteila,
were observed in September, although blue-green algal populations declined
Over 183,000 organisms/ml were observed at Station 4 (Mohawk Park) on
September 27, 1971. Plankton populations remained high during October,
but declined markedly as water temperatures dropped. 11 ,7

Minimum plankton populations occurred during the winter months. The
smallest population observed during the year occurred on February 28,
when less than 900 organisms/ml were observed at all stations.
Cyclotella and a variety of unidentified flagellates were the dominant
orgakitsms during the winter months.

Plankton populations increased during the spring. On April 10, 1972
over 100,000 organisms/ml, chiefly Cyclotella, were observed at all
st.'-ions.

1 11

c. Zooplankton

C iliated and flagellated protozoa were found in abundance from time to
time in the Cedar River. 1 1 Rotifers were also repe=t4.,y although not
consistently found, Vut =rJsracean zooplankton were sparse or absent
(Table 2.5). Meroplankton were very sparsely distributed.

d. ..- -hos (botto-m fauna)

The Cedar Ri,--tc in the vicinity of the Duane Arnold Energy Center
supports a relatively sparse benthic population. This appears to be
largely due to the shifting silt bottom, present in most- areas, rather
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TABLE 2.5. Plankton Count (per uillilter) at DAEC, Station 2.

1971
April 28 May 12 May 24

Blue-Green Algae
Anabaena 13 89

Diatoms
Asterionella 64
Cyclotella 37,760 37,312 16,832
Cymatopleura 64
Fragilaria 192 640
Meridion 64
Navicula 320 704 448
Nitzschia 9,308 4,408 448
Stephanodiscus 64 128
Surirella 64
Synedra 2,624 1,344 192
Navlculacae 640 128

Green Algae
Actinastrum 1,728 576
Ankistrodesmus 64
Chlorella-like 1,856 1,856 704
Closteriun 64
Coelastrum 256 512
Oocystis 128
Pedias trum 64
SCenedesmus 1,024 2,304 832
Selenastrum 128 384 64
Staurastrum 64
Tetraspora 64
Tetraedron 12e,
Chroococcus 576 1,536 896
Unidentified 384 576

Flagellates
Chlamydomonas 640 1,408 640
Euglena 192 b0
Pandorina 64
Unidentified 1,472 1,408 896

Miscellaneous
Ciliate 448 64 128
Rotifer 192

TOTALS 57,805 57,433 23,168

From Ref. 11.
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TABLE 2.6. Summary of Total
Plankton Counts

1971

April 28 May 12 May 24

Station 1 - Lewis Access
50,730 56,200 26,750

Station 2 - DAEC Plant
57,805 57,430 23,170

Station 3 - John Comp Farm
61,530 58,160 21,130

Station 4 - Mohawk Park
82,825 55,620 24,470

From Ref. 11.
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than the quality of the water. In rocky areas where siltation is at a
minimum, extensive benthic populations composed largely of mayflies,
caddis flies and other forms associated- with fair to good water quality
are present.

Most bottom samples taken from the river channel consisted of sand and
silt or gravel and silt. Samples taken In quiet water areas near shore
consisted primarily of silt and mud. The only organisms found in those
samples were inimature tubificid worms and a few chironoiid larvae.

Although the bottom faunas obtained from the river channel were sparse
in number and generally did not indicate high water quality, the
presence of relatively large numbers of mayfly nymphs of the genus
Stenonema on submerged rocks in areas not subjected to silting or
scouring is indicative of fair to good water quality. Mayfly nymphs
were abundant near the plant where rock fill had recently been placed
in the river. The mayflies Pre not generally found in polluted waters.
Benthic populations in the -river near the plant are thus apparently
limited by a scarcity of proper habitat, rather than water quality.

Very little difference was found in the kinds and numbers of bottom
organisms sampled within a few miles above and a few miles below the
plant site (Appendix G, Fig. I and Tables l'and 2).11,17

These benthic data have much in common with those further upstream in
the Cedar Falls-Waterloo area and in its tributaries, the Shell Rock
River, West Fork of the Cedar, and various small tributaries of these
streams.ll,lS,17,19

In this general area (Cedar Falls-Water.loo) the Cedar River has an
abundance of larvae of the caddis fly, Cheumatopsyche. Acroneuria appears-
to be the most coanon stonefly with Pteronarcys and Taeniopteryx. also
present. Of the mayf lies, Ephoron, Hexagenia, Blasturus, Isonychia
and Stenonema have been collected on a number of occasions. Locally
and seasonally blackfly larvae (Simulium) have been taken as well as
various undetermined members of the family Tendipididae. A few years
ago some alderfly larvae (Sialis) were taken but none has been collected
recently. Similarly, aipe fly larvae (Atherix) were more common a few
years ago. Hellgrammites (Corydalus cornatusT are present but not
particularly common. Adults and larvae of the aquatic bettle Stenelmis
of the family Elmidae bave been taken on several occasions. Fingernail
cla are abundant. The most conmon freshwater mussel in that area Is
Lampsilis ventricosa. Numerous species of di-tos occur frequently
forming a slick coverifg over rocks. In riffle areas the green alga,
Cladophora, often forms rope-like growths. 19
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A separate study was made of the aquatic faunas in the Cedar Falls-Waterloo
area of the Cedar River. 16 These data also indicate a reasonably
nonpolluted river except-for an area about 3.5 miles below the Waterloo
Sewage discharge outfall.

e. Fish

The fish-in the Cedar River within several miles above and below the
plant were studied by personnel from the Iowa State Conservation
Commission in cooperation with those from The University of Iowa,
Department of Environmental Engineering. Samples were taken during the
period June 18-22, 1971, and November 24-28, 1971, by means of electro-
shocking, two cheese baited nets (1-1/2 and 1-1/4-in, mesh), and one
uubaited hoop net. 1 1

Channel catfish were the dominant fish taken during the sampling period.
Walleye, sauger, and -ther game fish are not common in the area and
were not taken during the course of the study. Fewer channel catfish
were collected during the November sampling period than in June, but
this was typical of fall sampling. Flathead catfish, 'carp, carpsuckers,
and a variety of minnows were also, collected. These fish. are all'.
commonly found in the Cedar and other Iowa rivers. These ana some
other fish caught during June and November are summarized in
Appendix H, Table 1.

The Cedar River supports a relatively homogeneous fishery from Vinton,
Iowa northwest of the Plant to the Interstate 80'bridge south of
Cedar Rapids (Fig. 2.15). Consequently, little difference was observed
in the. fish species above and below the plant site. This section ' of
the river is noted for good to excellent channel catfishing and also
supports a fairly good flathead catfish fishery. Carp are also
frequently taken by fishermen, and bullhead, smallmouth bass, walleye
and northern pike are occasionally caught. It has been estimated by
personnel of the Iowa Conservation ,Commission that carp compose about
60% by number and. .85% by weight of the total catch in the Cedar River
in the vicinity of the DAEC.4

Preliminary analysis of stomach samples indicates that the aufwuch com-
munity (organisms growing attached to submerged rocks, trees, etc.) may
provide a significant amount of food for a number of fish species. The
Iowa Conservation Commission collected a number of scale samples for
age and growth studies, which will be analyzed during the coming year
(1972-1973).
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Pesticide residues found in a variety of fish collected in the vicinity
of the plant have been summarized."' Relatively high pesticide concen-
trations were observed in several of the fish analyzed. This condition
is typically observed in midwestern streams, such as the Cedar River,
which receives extensive runoff from agricultural land to which
pesticides have been applied. Dieldrin and the breakdown products of
DDT were found in the greatest concentrations. As might be expected,
those, species of fish which are bottom feeders contained the largest
residues. This is probably due to the-adsorption of pesticides onto
clay particles, which are subsequently washed into the stream by runoff.
Lowest residues were observed in the crappie.

In st-ary, the nature and composition of the fishery in the DAEC
section of the Cedar River appear to be typical of those which normally
occur in similar midwestern streams. The dominant fish are warm water
forms tolerant of relatively high water temperatures and turbidity.

f. Conclusion

Terrestrial and aquatic surveys conducted in the vicinity of the
Duane Arnold Energy Center have not revealed the presence of any unique
or endangered species. Several species of plants which are rather
uncommon in Iowa were observed in the area of the proposed Pleasant Creek
Reservoir. These include (papooseroot), Caulophyllum thalictroides
(trillium), Trillium flexipes and (showy orchis) Orchis spectabilis.A4

2.8 BACKGROUND RADIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The radiology of the area surrounding the plant is unremarkable. There
are., no conspicuous natural sources, and the natural background
(135 mrem/yr) is close to the average for the United States (130 mrerm/yr). 2

About 14 state and federal monitoring stations have been operated within
300 km of the plant for the last two decades, 2 1 so a considerable
backlog of data is available. A list of the major stations and their
more recent reports is presented in Table 2.7. These stations have
monitored not only the Cedar River but also surface, ground, and tap-
waters in the area, as well as milk, dietary, and atmospheric concen-
trations.- Thus, any changes introduced by the operation of the plant
will have in extensive backlog of information for comparison. Further,
the DAEC's own extensive preoperational program in conjunction with
recent studies at The University of Iowa at Iowa City (see Section 6.1)
is providing additional regional information.



TABLE 2. 7. Radiological Monltoring Stations near the Duane Arnold Energy Center, 1969-1972.

Station

Burli~agton, Iowa
(Mississippi Rf wer)

Chicago, 7tlinois

Des Moines, Iowa

Iowa City, Iowa

Little Cedar, Town

Madison, Wisconsin

Mankato,'Minnesota

Minneapo lis,
Hinnesota

Moline, Illinois
(Mississippi River)

Distance
from Plant

100 miles SW

240 miles E

90

30

miles

miles

SW

S

NW

NE

NW

N

Type*

Sw

DA

PM

PM

SA

P.
TW

PM

SA

P
PM

SA

P

Sw

lv;" ,

-Sample
Years

Jan-Oct
1971

Jan-Oct
19,1
July-Jan
1969-19,2
July-Jan
1969-1972
July-Jan
-969-1972
July-Feb
196.9-1972

Jan-Dec
1970-1971
O.t -. an
1970-1972
July-Feb
1969-1972

of It

July-Jan
1969-1972
July-Feb
1969-1972.

"1 0 I

Oct-Dec
.1970-1971
1967 & 1.970

Gross
Gross
Gross
Gross
Sr-90

Sr-90

Sr-90

ST-90

tIalysis

beta, diss.
beta, susp.
alpha, dies.

.alpha, susp.

100 milpa

150 -ailes

190 miles

215 miles

Gross beta

Gross beta
Tritium

Gross beta,

Gross ',tn

Gross beta

Gross beta
Tritium

Gross beta, dies.
Gross beta, susp.
Gross alpha, diss.'
Gross alpha, susp.

Range*

3-12
1-21
0.2-2
0.2-6

5-10

5-11

5-9

4-10

0-7

0-32,000
500-900

6-7

0-3

1000-24,000
3-17.

0-4

1000-52,000
0-500

.8-9
ý0-9

.Mean*

8
7
1
1

~8

7

6

8

1

2,000
600

7

1

6,000

.6

16,000
100

-8
4
0
0

LA

80 miles SE



TABLE 2.7 (Contd.)

Distance Sample
Station from Plant Type* Years Analysis Range* Mean*

Norris, Illirois 180 miles SE TW Oct-Dec Tritium 0-600 125
1970-1971

Otaha, Nebraska 220 miles SW DA July-Oct Sr-90 5-10 7
1970-1971 CS-137 0-12 3

PM July-Jan Sr-90 0-10 6
1969-1972

Rochester, 120 miles-N PM July-Jan Sr-90 4-11 8
Minnesota 1969-1972
fpencer, love 185 miles NW PM July-Jan Sr-90 3-8 6

1970-1972
Springfield, 190 miles SE SA July-Feb Gross beta .0-5 1
Illinois .1969-1972

TW July-Aug ..Gross beta 3
1968 Gross alpha 0

TW Jan-Dec Tritium 0-700 150
1970-1971.

ON

WDA a
PM.
SA-a
P.
SW a
TV

Diet analysis, pCi/kg
Pasteurized milk, Ca/1,
Surface air, pCi/im
Precipitation, pCi/m2/ month
Surface water, pCi/t
Tap water, pCi/A

f'
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3. THE CENTER

3.1 EXTERNAL APPEARANCE

The finished external appearance of the plant, as depicted in architec-
tural rendition from a point approximately 1000 feet northwest of the
center of the building complex, is sI.jwn in Fig. 3.1. On the left is
an end view of one of the cooling towers. Land bordering the Cedar
River is in the background, and the hills to the west of the river
vanish at the horizon. On the right is the road which leads directly
south to the site boundary. There it turns -west for a distance of
1-1/2 miles before it again turns south toward Palo.

The low-profile switchyard and substation lies to the right of the road
to Palo. The fenced area on which the switching, transforming and
supporting equipment is located begins approximately 700 ft from the
outer edge of the parking lot and about 2000 ft from the turbine-
generator building. The center of the plant building complex is about
1700 ft from the western side of the north-south reach of the Cedar
River and the center of the switchyard is about 2500 ft from it. An
open-channel discharge canal runs approximately 1700 ft from the cooling
tower area to a riverbank location (behind the plant as depicted) for
channeling the cooling-tower blowdown to the river. The intake and
pumphouse structures for draining water -from the river to meet makeup
requirements are located a short distance north of the point where the
blowdown is released to the river.

Buildings which are joined together to form the plant complex are
(from left to right) the turbine-generator building, control building,
reactor building, administration building (left foreground) and radwaste
building (right foreground). The pumphouse for recirculating cooling
water from the cooling tower wet well to the turbine condenser is
located between the turbine-generator building and the cooling tower.
A small sanitary sewage treatment facility is located a few hundred feet
north of the complex, and the offgas stack (depicted in the background
behind the radwaste building) is located a few hundred feet south of
the complex. Nominal dimensions of the station areas on the 500-acre
plant site are: power plant, 420 x 475 ft (4.6 acres); cooling towers,
5C0 x 600 ft (6.9 acres), and switchyard and substation, 600 x ]000 ft
(13.7 acres). Except for the offgas stack which rises to a height of
328 ft above ground, the 153-ft reactor building is the tallest onsite
structure.

Outer walls for all plant buildings are of light buff-colored exposed-
aggregate precast concrete. The upper region of the walls of both the
reactor and turbine-generator buildings is highlighted by a covering of
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Fig. 3.1. Architect's Drawing of the Duane Arnold Energy Center. From Applicant!s Environmental Report.
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light gold colored metal siding which is fluted by dark brown
vertical feature strips.

Cooling towers are of cedar and fir impregnated with colorless Martreat
preservative which does not appreciably alter the natural appearance.
All substation and switchyard equipment and supporting structures (with
possible exception of the Cyclone fence) are painted light gray,
irrespective of whether the metal surfaces are or are not galvanized.
Overhead aluminum conductors leading to and away from the plant have a
nonspecular (i.e., nonreflecting) "shadowline" finish.

All areas of7 the site on which no structures are erected but which were
disturbed during development and construction •are being carefully
restored and planted with grasses, shrubs and trees, under the guidance
and care of professional landscapers.

3.2 REACTOR AND STEAM-ELECTRIC SYSTEMS

Electric power generated at the DAEC is derived. from the controlled
release of nuclear energy for formation of steam in the core of a single-
cycle forced-circulation boiling-water reactor (BWR). General Electric
Company designed, fabricated, and delivered the nuclear steam-supply,
system and turbine-generator system. During installation, GE worked
closely with the Bechtel Corporation, which provided balance-of-plant
engineering, procurement, and construction services. General Electric
will provide technical direction for checking out and starting up the
reactor and steam-electric systems.

The steam, at 965 psia, saturated and of 99.7% quality, is routed to
the turbine, where that part of its heat energy, which is thermodyna=i-
cally available under the temperature conditions at the turbine exhaust,
is converted to mechanical energy for driving the generator. The part
of the heat energy which is not converted to mechanical energy is
removed by total condensation of the steam in the condenser. This heat
energy is rejected L3 the atmosphere by way of the cooling towers. The
condensate from the condenser is pumped-back to the reactor core for
reboiling.

3.2.1 Reactor System

The reactor core is made up of 368 fuel assemblies, each of which
contains 49 fuel rods. The rods are fabricated from Zircaloy-2 tubes
with highly compacted and sintered uranium dioxide pellets sealed
inside. The uranium in this form is enriched slightly to approximately
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1.9 vtZ U-235. The fuel pellets in selected rods are a uranium dioxide
and gadolinium mixture. The gadolinium is provided as a burnable
"poison" for reactivity. control.

The reactor pressure vessel is of carbon steel internally clad,, except
for the inner top head, with stainless steel. Weighing about 400 tons,
this-vessel, which is 66 ft long, slightly over 16 ft OD, and of approxi-
mately 5 in. wall thickness, has a design pressure of 1250 psig. The
normal operating pressure in the steam space above the reactor core and
steam separators is 1005 psig. for delivery of the steam to the turbine
at 980 psig. Sections of the pressure vessel were formed and heat
treated at facilities of the Chicago Bridge and Iron Company, and' were
weld assembled, checked, and tested in situ at the plant site.

The reactor pressure vessel and auxiliaries which are directly. associ-
ated with forced-convection flow-through and with control of the reactor
are housed within a containment shell. Pipes of major dimensions that
"pierce" the containment shell are those which carry the steam to the
turbine, and those which carry the condensate from the condenser, as
feedwater, back to the pressure vessel. A bypass system is provided
in the pipe to the turbine for passing excess steam directly to the
condenser whenever the steam-production rate of the reactor exceeds
turbine-generator use.

3.2.2 Turbine-Generator System

The turbine is a tandem compound-condensing type with a single high-
pressure shell and two double-flow 10v-pressure shells. Combination
moisture-separator and reheater units are employed to dry and reheat
the steam between the high- and low-pressure shells. The turbine is
rated at 565 HW (gross) when operating with inlet steam conditions of
965 psia and 99.7Z quality.

The condenser is a single-pass divided water-box type of dual pressure
aerated design. Noncondensibles are removed by two full-capacity
steam jet air ejectors.

3.3 WAR USAGE

Sources of water and the uses associated with each are:

1. River water
a. Circulating water (condenser cooling water)

5)

A
, 41"N

ýM
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b. Service water
i. Residual heat removal (RHR) service water system

ii. Emergency service water system
iii. General service water system

iv. Fire protection water system
2. Well water

a. Demineralizer makeup water
b. Potable water
c. Air-cooling systems

Under design plant operating conditions, water is pumped into the plant
from the river at the rate of 11,000 gpm, and from two onsite wells at
the rate of 1500 gpm. With exception of water lost to the atmosphere as
vapor (including vaporized drift) from the cooling towers, all water
used during plant operation is ultimately discharged to the river. Water
usage is shown in Table 3.1.

The outlet to the river for sewage effluent is upstream from the intake,
and th.-t for the drainage canal for all other water is downstream. Themaximum rates of discharge due to plant operation at these upstream and
downstream points are 15,000 gpd (about 10 gpm) and 4000 gpm, respec-
tively. Onsite precipitation also drains to the river through the
discharge canal.

3 .3.1 River Water

River water is used as the dependable supply of water for the center's
normal and emergency cooling operations for which the quality and
temperature of river water is adequate. A submerged barrier across-the
Cedar River immediately downstream from the point of river intake assures
a dependable pool from which the water is withdrawn.

a. Circulating Water

Water is circulated between the condenser arid the cooling towers at the
rate of about 290,000 gpm. No consumption or loss of circulating water
occurs between the pump house and the cooling towers. Therefore, the
above rate of circulation has no direct bearing on the rate of river
water consumed for condenser cooling. However, water is continuously
added to and subtracted from the stream of water which is circulated
for main condenser cooling. That which is subtracted is: a) the water
that is lost from the system as vapor and as mist (cooling tower "drift")
as the warmed water from the main condenser is evaporatiwely cooled
during exposure to air while flowing through the cooling towers; and
b) the water that is removed from the system as cooling tower "blowdown"
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TABLE 3.1. Water Usage in the DAEC (Design Values)

Water System Circulation Rate, gpm Coneumptive Use Rate, Rpm

River water
Citculating water 290,000 7,000
Service water.

Residual heat removal 9,600* 0
Emergency service water 1,500* 0
General service water 9,600 0
Fire protection

Well water
Makeup daeineraliser 100 100
Potable <10 <10
Air-cooling systems 1,400 1,400

*Intermittent use only.
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(to the river by way of the discharge canal) in order to maintain a
desirable dissolved mineral concentration in the circulating water
stream. These two subtractions are replaced by the addition of fresh.
water to the circulating water system.:. This addition is termed "rmakeup'•
water. The quantity of water lost by vaporization varies somewhat with
air conditions. Design vapor and drift losses account for 7000 gpm, anc
"blowdown"' for 4000 gpm, so a total of 11,000 gpm of makeup water is

required.

b. Service Whter

Service water from the Cedar River is used for plant cooling purposes ii

both normal and- emergency operating conditions. Except for' fire protec-,
tion water usage during a fire, there is no net consumptive., use of
service water.. The residual heat removal (RHR) system is used& to

remove heat from the reactor core dt-4ag reactor cooldown and may be
used for possible postaccident floo.- ig of the reactor core. The emer-
gency service water system supplies cooling water under conditions of
loss of offsite power to the center or a loss-of-coolant accident.
General service water is used for cooling equipment throughout the
center other than equipment cooled by well water (normal conditions) o0
emergency service water (emergency conditions).

3.3.2 Well Water

Each of the two productior wells can provide water from the Silurian-
Devonian aquifer at rates up to 750 gpm. This well water, because of
its.coldness (54*F) and relative cleanness, can satisfy several in-
plant uses more readily and more economically than river water.. Most
of the well water used in the plant will be discharged into the circu-
lating water system. -A small anount will, however, be lost by evapora-
.tion or used in the saniLary se'er system.

a. Demineralizer Makeup Water

Requirements. for makeup demineralized water will vary with plant
operation. Up to 100 gpm may be supplied from the well-water system,
but average use will be much less. In addition to being used for
initial charging of the closed loop reactor system, the demineralized
water will be used to make up for all losses of water from the reactor
water system. Water from equipment drains is recycled 100 percent and

represents no requirement for makeup water. Water lost from the
reactor water system to the floor drains is 70 percent recycled, and th,
rest released to the discharge canal. The average loss of water in
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this manmer is rxpected to average, less than 1 gpm. Demineralized
water will also be used consumptively as in the cbemistry laboratory for
rinsing glasswater and for other housekeeping activities.

b. Potable Water

Well water will be used to supply the drinking cud sanitary facilities.
Total usage for this purpose will vary but will amount to .only, a few,
gpm on the .average. This water will be discharged thri ugh the sanitary
waste facilities with a maximum capacity of 15,000 gpd (about 10 gpm).

c. Air-Cooling Systems

Circulation of well water, through. air-'cooling units will constitute the
primary use. for well water. These air-cooling units are primarily
associated with cooling in. the dry well area in deference to instrument
and equipment performance requirements. Water requirements for the
air-cooling systems may be as high as 1200 to 1400 gpm.

3.4 HEAT-DISSIPATION SYSTEMS

3.4.1 General

The plant dissipates about 3.6 x i09 Btu/hr at normal full-load
operation through a closed-cycle cooling system employing forced-draft
evaporative cooling towers. About 952 of this heat is re ovad in the
main condenser, the balance in residual heat-removal systems. A
schematic diagram of the cooling systems is shown i.- Fig. 3.2,
indicating the divisions of the: systems and their main components. The
main condenser is located in the turbine building. The pump house for,
the main circulating-water pumps is immediately ad4aicent to the turbine
building. The river intake structure is located in a separate building
on the riverbank. The two cooling towers are separate structures. The
site layout is shown in Fig. 3.3. Discharge of cooling water to the
river is indicated as blowdown in Fig. 3.2; this water is conducted to
the river via an open canal and a discharge structure immediately down-
stream of the intake. The design flows are as follows: circulating
water 640 cfs (290,000 gpm); blowdown 8.9 efs (4000 gpr); intake 24.5 efs
(11,000 gpm). Air is drawa through the forced-draft cooling towers at
about 500,000 cfs, and this air contains vapor from the evaporation of
about 15.6 cfs (7000 gpm) of the circulating water.
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3.4.2 Intake Structure

Water is drawn from the river through an intake structure located on the
bank of the river at the southeast edge of the site, as shown in Fig. 3.4.
A nwrmally submerged barrier wall of sheet piles has been constructed
across the full width of the river (approximately 400 ft) with an over-
flow weir at the right-hand shore (immediately adjacent to the intake
structure) in -order to assure maximum river-water availability for plant
intake in case of abnormally low riverflow. The average river surface
elevation is 731 ft; the top of the barrier is 725-1/,2 ft; and the top
of the weir is 724-1/2 ft. The barrier is shown in Fig. 3.5.

Intake water from the river first passes through a bar grill serving as
a trash rack. The grill opening extends from elevation 722 ft to 753 ft.
Design maximum and mininim river elevations are 752.5 ft and 725.0 ft,
respectively. The grill is mounted with a slight incline to the vertical.
The bars are 1/2 in. x 3 in. mounted edgewise to flow, with 2-in. spaces
between them. At minimum riverflow (minimum elevation) the intak.i
velocity for the normal ll,000-gpm intake flow is about 0.3 ft/se.: at
the entrance. At higher river elevations, the intake velocity will be
lower, because of the increased area at the intake opening.

Two traveling screens, each with 3/16-in. square mesh openings are used.
The maximum velocity (at minimum river elevation) is about 0.75 ft/sec
through the screens. The channel velocity approaching the screens is
lower, about that of the trash rack. The screens have an automatic
wash cycle operating between a pressure drop of 3/4 in. water and 3 in.
water. Debris on the screen is sluiced off and collected in a wire
basket for inspection and for offsite removal.

Two water-supply pumps are located behind each traveling screen Exit
water from each' pair of pumps is conducted separately in a 24-inch
diameter pipe connected to the circulating water pumrp house.

The intake structure is provided with a 24-inch diameter warm-water line
from the circulating water system to provide deicing by spraying warm
water at the grill inlet. Gates between the trash grill and the
traveling screen are also provided to shut off the river inlet. during
maintenance periods.

3.4.3 Cooling Towers

The two mechanical-draft cooling towers were designed and built by the
Marley Corporation and have the guaranteed performance shown in Fig. 3.6.
These towers operate similarily to those of the Applicant's Sutherland
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Station at Marshalltown, Iowa. The towers are expected to remove nearly
the full heat load under all predicted weather conditions. The towers
will each be approximately 40 ft wide, 400 ft long, and 60 feet high.

The towers are of the cross-flow type, with air entering the side through
louvers and passing horizontally through the zone of water falling over
splash bars (the "fill"). The air.then passes through baffles serving
as "drift" (entrainment) eliminators and enters the central air exhaust
plenum. Air leaves the tower. by being exhausted vertically by large
fans'each driven by an electric motor. Each tower is built on a modular

-basis, consisting of one- fan and the associated section of the tower; a
unit modulus is termed a "cell.". Two- separate towers are. used, each
consisting of 10 cells-.,. Water is circulated to each tower i.n a 78-in-
diameter pipe by a pump rated- at 141,500 gpm at 80-ft waterhead. The
two pumps are located in the pumphouse adjacent to the turbine building.

The fan in each cell of the towers is powered by a 200 hp motor, and for
the 20 cells approximately 500,000 cfs of air are exhausted at a power
consumption of about 3 MW. The design cooling performance of the two-
tower system is such that inlet water at 112*F will be cooled to 870 F
at an ambient air wet-bulb temperature of 76.5 0 F. This cooling range of
25 0 F, when applied to the. 292,000 gpm (649 cfs) of rated cooling water-
flow, amounts to a heat dissipation rate of 3.6 x 109 Btu/hr or
1066 MW(t).

As indicated in Section 2.6.1, the'design wet-bulb temperature of 76.5
will be exceeded less than 2% of the time, or less than 180 hours.per
year. This means that the full heat load of the plant at least 98% of
the time can ue expected to be dissipated by the cooling tower with the
blowdown water at a temperature, of less than 87*F. At full load, higher
wet-bulb temperature will be matchEd by increased blowdown temperature.

The tower fill or splash plates are made of polyvinyl chloride, and the
supports of fiberglass-reinforced plastic. The tower structure itself
is made of fir. These materials are standard in cooling-tower practice,
and are expected to require no special water treatment for fouling
prevention, corrosion, etc.

Noise is generated in the cooling towers by the turbulence of the air
passing the fan blades and varies directly with fan power. Also, noise
is produced by the water splashing down through the internal fill of the
tower and into the water-collection basin at the bottom. Each cooling
tower contributes 138 db as the overall noise pressure at the source,
and this noise level is calculated to drop to less than 87 db at a
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distance of 50 ft. For both towers,- the calculated combined noise at
the-nearest plant boundary is a maximum of 68.5 db and the noise at
the nearest occupied dwellings is 54.5 db. 1  (For comparison, the noise
of a single automobile passing 25 ft away at 65 mph is 77 db; the
sound of light auto traffic at 100 ft is 50.db; normal conversation is
60 db and TV audio is 70 db.) 2 Actual sound measurements from very
similar mechanical-draft towers associated with the Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Plant indicate that the calculated values are conservatively
high. 3.

The maxinum evaporation of water at fu llload is 15.5 cfs, or 7000 gpm.
The drift or entrainment is estimated by the Applicant -to be a maximum
of 0.1% of cooli ng, waterflow, or 0.65 cfs., (290pm). on the basis of
experience. at other cooling towers, the staff is of the opinion that the
drift will actual]. be-mach lover (<0.O1Z).4ý

For operation at low tempi-,ture, special procedures are required to
prevent ice from forming at the air Inlet of the cooling towers.
Although the fans are of fixed speed only, they may be reversed in order
to melt accumilated ice. Also, individual fans can be shut off to
reduce the intake of cold air. The towers allow individual cells to be
shut down for maintenance, or one tower at a time may be operated during
off-peak periods and during periods of cold weather.

3.4.4 Blowdown Discharge System

The closed-cycle circulating-water cooling system of the plant is
supplied with river water to make up for losses to the air 'which occur
at the evaporative cooling towers and to provide a purge to limit
accu•ulation of nonvolatile dissolved solids in the circulating water.
This purge discharge is taken from the circulating water system at the
exit of the main circulating-mter pumps, and thus is at the low tem-
perature of the circulating water and at the full head of the pumps.
This disclsarge, also termed the "blowdown," is piped into an open dis-
charge canal where it flows to the river through the discharge structure.
The discharge structure consists of an 18-inch-diameter pipe with a
16-inch reducer at the discharge which results in a 15-inch discharge
stream. This conducts all discharge water to the river under the
design outfall rate of about 4000 gpr (8.9 cfs). The opening of the
discharge pipe is oriented so that the discharge occurs at the bottom
of the river (at the right-hand shore) In the downstream direction but
pointing upward to the surface at an angle of 20* to the horizontal.
This submerged discharge has a design velocity of 6 ft/sec. The
temperature of the discharge is reduced by mixing with the river water
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in concurrent flow. The effect of the blowdown water on the Cedar
River after complete mixing is sumarized in Table 3.2. In the
following subsections, an assessment is made of the extent of the
river which is raised 2*F or more above normal ambient river tempera-
ture due to the presence of a mixing zone or warm-water "plume."

The discharge structure. also includes an overflow weir in addition to
the discharge pipe described above. The weir is above the level of the
discharge pipe, and when flow in the discharge canal goes above 4000 gpm,
the flow will go over the overflow weir. The flow over the weir
discharges into an open canal .into the-river. This provision is made
to allow higher flow when required, such as during rains..

a. Reference Conditions for- Appl icant's Pl- Analysis

The reference conditions a3opted as a basis of the plime analysis5 are
listed in Table 3.3. Meteorological data were obtained from an earlier
Bechtel report. 6 The riverflows were based on historical records at
the Cedar Rapids USGS gage station. The Applicant's Environmental
ReportI presented statistics for high flow (flood frequencies, Environ-
mental Report Table 2.4-1) and low flow (drought frequencies, Environ-
mental Report Figure 2.4-2). For the:present study, monthly flow
averages were determined from the 1902-1967 historical data as shown in
Fig. 3.7. Average river temperatures reported 7 for January and July in
the period 1944-1954 were used to represent the ambient river temperature
at the site for winter and summer, respectively. River water surface
elevation at the site was determined using a survey of river cross
sections and other available recorded and computed information. Effects
of barrier wall installation were estimated. 5

b. Metbods and Results of Applicant's Analysis

Available calculational models 5 were used to estimate the dimensions of
isotherms in the plume of the warm-water outfall of the plant. Separate
models were used for the near-field analysis (where mixing due to the
momentum of the discharge Jet is dominant) and for the far-field analysis

&where ambient river turbulence dominates the mixing), under conditions
selected for appropriateness to the present case. 5

The results are sutmarized in Table 3.4 and Figs. 3.8 and 3.9.



TABLE 3.2. Estimated Temperature Effects of 4000 gpm (8.9 cfs) Cooling Tower Blowdown
on the Cedar River Based upon Existing Temperatures and Flow Records

Jan. Web. bar, Anril Nav June July AuG. Sept. Oct. Na. Dee.

(River)
1maim Temperature
Ninimum Temperature
Average Temperatuze

NMazim Cooling
ToWet Temperature

Minim River Plow (aft)
Average River Flow (of@)

let. Comb. T5emp. at min.
Flow C Max. River Temp.

let. Comb. Temp. at Ave.
Flowe m Mnx. iver Temp.

AOye Win. Flow S Wan.
River Temp.

Ater Ave. Flow $ Wax.
River Temp.

not. Comb. Temp. at min.
flow 6 Min. River Temp.

Not. Comb. Temp. at Ave.
FTIlow C Win. River Temp.
,eV Kin. Flow & Min.
River Temp.

ATOF Ave. Flow s Min.
River Temp.

Nma. Comb. Temp. at Min.
flow s Ave. River Temp.

34t. COmb. Temp. at Ave.
Flov C Ave. River Temp.

ATOP Win. Flow s Ave.
River Temp

Aitr Ave. rFlow 0 Ave.
River Temp.

36 38 60
$32 032 *32

30.1 38.6 39.2

67 77 84
35 CS 54
50.6 62.9 71.8

09 87
66 65
77.9 76.6

72.2
300

1400

39.0

36.2

1.0

.2

72.2
310

2300

39.0

38.1

1.0

.1

62.8
670

6200

60.3

60.0

.3

(.1

85.0
1100
6000

67.1

67.0

.1

(.1

88.5
520

4000

77.2

77.0

.2

<.1

91.5
350

.8800

84.2

60.0

.2

<.1

91.5
590

3000

69.1

69.0

.1

(.1

91.5
380

2200

87.1

87.0

.1

(.1

82
51
67.6

88. 5
880

2100

82.1

02.0

.1

<.1

71
38
56.6

86.5
500

1900

71.3

71.1

.3

.1

62
32
82. 1

79.5
500

2000

62.3

62.1

.3

.1

49
032
34.6

74.5
350

1600

49.6

89.1

.6

.1

33.1 33.1 32.7 35.4 88.7 58.9 66.4 65.4 51.7 38.9 32.8 33.1
C0

32.3

1.1

.3

35.2

30.3

1.1

.2

32.2

1.1

.2

35.6

38.7

1.0

.1

32.1

.7

.1

39.8

39.3

.6

.1

.0

.1

51.1

50.9

.3

.1

86.1
.7

.1

63.3

63.0

.4

. I

50.1

.9

.1

72.3

71.8

.5

(.1

66.1

.4

.1

78. 1

77.9

.2

<.1

65.1
,8

.1.

76.9

76.7

.3

,1,

51.2

.7

.2

68.0

67.7

.4

01

38.2

.9

.2

57.2

56.7

.6

.1

32.2

.8

.2

82.8

62.3

.7

.2

32.2
1.1

.2

35.8

35.0

1.0

.2

Rivet Temperatures froms Iowa Geological survey, Water Supply Bulletin Nio. S (1944-135)
AWTOpxate average and manimum monthly discharges flow records from 1902-1967. Cedar River

tmenament 16, Graph, Fi re S)
Data 01Su10 complete mi:ing wIth river water.
•eOi•ima temperatures for January, February, and December were indicated in the .108 bulletin

ereased to 32st which woald sees to be more realistic.

Fhor Appiucan's Environmental Report.

at Cedar Rapids. (Data trom

to be 310F. These were in-
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TABLE 3.3. Reference Conditions for Plume Analysis

Outfall

a. Outfall 14.8 miles upstream from U.S. Geological Survey gaging
station at Cedar Rapids; river width approximately 400 ft.

b. Outfall immediately downstreamof intake- structure, with normally
submerged barrier (full river width) in between, with overflow weir
on right-hand shore. Average river surface elevation 731 ft; top of
barrier 725 ft 6 in; top of weir 724 ft 6 in.

c. 15 in.-dlam stream, directed downstream, 200 upward from horizontal
at river bottom at right bank. Overflow weir elevation 741 ft.

d. Design discharge flow 4000 gpm or 8.9 cfs; linear flow 6 fps.

e. Discharge water temperature: Summer 91.5*F; Winter 72.2 0 F.

River

a. River depth as a function of riverflow: 3.5 ft deep at 300 cfs,
8 ft deep at 1500 cfs, 9 ft Ieep at 3000 cfs.

b. Flow, cfs
Sumne r

3000 (av.)
10.0 (low)

Winter
3000 (high)
1500 (av.)

300 (low)

c. Temperature *F 77.9 34.1

d. Linear velocity varies between 0.8 and about 2.3 ft/sec

Air

a. Dry-bulb temperature *F

b. Relative humidity, 2

c. Average wind speed, =ph

d. Solar radiation, langleys/day

Sum r
88

49

4

Winter
31

69

4

575 150

575 150
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TABLE 3.4. Suimary of Surface Temperature-Rise Isotherms

Riverflow,
cfs

2°F Isotherm
Length, Area,
.ft acres

50F Isotherm
Length, Area,

ft acresSeason

Summer 3000 40 0.01
300 74 0.03 28 0.004

Winter 3000 124 0.08 53 0.015
1500 176 0.16 73 0.028

300 246 0.32 84 0.037

From Ref. 5.
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-PREDICTEDSTRE(
Fig. 3. 8. Surface Temperstur*-Rse isotherms. From Ref. 5.
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SURKAZE ELFV. 731.0
SUMMER, 3000 cfs

.RIVER FLOW_,

AMBIENT TEMP. a 77.90F
DISCHARGE TEMP. a91I.59F

WINTER, 3000 cfs
SURFACE ELEV. 731.0

'RIVER FLOW

AMBIENT TEMP "34.1"F
DISCHARGE TEMP -72.20F

SUMMER, 300 cfs

AMBIENT TEMP - 77.9"F
DISCHARGE TEMP "91.5"F

WINTER, 300 cfs

Fig. 3.9. Vertical Temperature-rise Isotherms. From Ref. 5.
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c. Evaluation of Plume Analysis by the Staff

A umber of factors of Judgment enter into the application of calcula-
tional models to practical cases. In a review of the models cited as a
basis for the Applicant 's study, *net assumptions appear to be reasonable
and the results reported for the 3000 cfs case were wnfimed by an
independent calculation based on the correlat~on of Shirazi and Davis. 8

owever, the model used for the low flow case (300 cfs) Is se t more
..questionable becamse the reference data does not correspond t the
shallow water depth whIch limits the vertical mixing. In the opinion
of the Staff, even though the low flow cases are somewhat speculative,
the predicted results are reasonable approximations. The main con-
clusion that the plumes are =mall (<l acre in area and Inw1lvina less
than .25Z of the total river width) are expected to be borne out in
actual practice.

3.5 RADIOACTIVE WASTE SY3TEMS

During the operation of nuclear power reactors, radioactive material will
be produced by fission and by neutron activation reactions in metals and
other material in the reactor coolant system. Small amounts of gaseous
and- liquid radioactive wastes may enter the waste streams, which will be
processed and monitored within the plant to minimize the radioactive
nuclides that will ultimately be released to the atmosphere and into the
Cedar River. Releases of radioactivity during operation of the DAEC
will be in accordance with the Commission's regulations, as set forth in
10 CFR Part 20 and 10 CFR Part 50. 'The Applicant will utilize the equip-
ment described in this section to meet the "as low as practicable" discharge
criteria as delineated in the appropriate Technical Specifications.

The waste handling and treatment systems to be installed at the station
are discussed in detail in the Final Safety Analysis Report and in the
Applicant 's Environmental Report. In these docunents, the Applicant has
provided the results of his analysis of the proposed treatment systems
including estimates of the annual effluents.

The following analysis is based on the Staff 's model, adjusted to apply
to this plant and uses somewhat different operating conditions. The
Staff's calculated effluents are therefore different from the Applicant's;
however, the model used results from a review of available data from
operating power plants.
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3.5.1 Liquid Waste System

The liquid radioactive waste treatment system will consist of the process
equipment and Instrumentation necessary to collect, process, monitor and
discharge potentially radioactive liquid wastes from the plant. Prior
to release of any treated liquid wastes, samples vi be analyzed to
determine the type and amount of radioactivity in a batch. Based on the
analysis these wastes will either be released under controlled conditions

..-to the Cedar River or retained for further processing. Monitors will
-give an indication of high radiation levels and liquid waste discharges
will be automatically terminated. The Applicant indicates in the FSAR
that the liquid waste processing system will be designed to recycle as
much reactor grade water entering the system as practicable.

The reactor water purity will be maintained by means of a reactor water
cleanup system and a condensate demineralizer system. Both systems will
utilize Powdex type filter/demineralizers.

The liquid radwaste system is divided into several subsystems so that
the liquid wastes from various sources can be kept segregated and
processed separately. Cross-connections between the subsystems provide
additional flexibility for processing of the wastes by alternate methods.
The liquid radwastes will be classified, collected, and treated as high
purity, low purity, cdemical, detergent, sludge or spent resins. The
terms high purity and low purity refer to the conductivity and not
radioactivity. Table 3.5 lists the principal assumptions used in
evaluating the waste treatment systems. Figure 3.10 is a simplified
liquid radwaste system flow diagram.

High purity (low conductivity) liquid wastes will be collected in the
waste collector tank (10,000 gal), principally from the piping and equip-
ment drains but also liquid decanted from the resin backwash phase
separators. These wastes will be processed by filtration and Ion
exchange through the waste filter and waste demineralizer. After pro-
cessing, the liquid will be received in one of two waste sample tanks
(10,000 gal each) where it will be sampled. Then, if it is satisfactory
for reuse, it will be transferred to the condensate storage tank as
makeup water.

The Staff analysis assumed a daily input into this system of 21,000 gal-
lons of high purity wastes at about 28 percent of primary coolant activity.
The Staff further considered that 90% of this water would be recycled and

that 101 would be discharged. The annual release from this source was
calculated to be 0.5 Ci.
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TABTX 3.5. Principal Conditions and Assumptions Used In Estimating
Radioactive Releases from Duane Arnold Energy Center

Power

Plant capacity factor

Operating power fission source
term

Total steam flow.

Weight of liquid in the system

Weight of steam in the system

Cleanup demineralizer flow

Containment purges

1,658 MWt

0.8

Equivalent to 100,000 pCI/sec
with 30-ain holdup for a
3,400-Kit reactor

7,150,000 lb/hr

1,538,000 lb

28,320 lb

77,000 lb/hr

4 per year

Leaks
Reactor Bldg.
Turbine Bldg.
Condenser air inleakage

Gland seal flow

Iodine partition coefficients
Steam/liquid in reactor
Reactor Bldg. liquid leak
Turbine Bldg. stean leak
Gland seal
Air ejector
Air-ejector recombiner system
Condensate demineralizer
Cleanup demineralizer
Gland-seal condenser

Holdup times
Gland-seal gas
Air-ejector gas

Charcoal delay holdup time for
Kryptons
Xenons

480 lb/hr
1,700 lb/hr
20 cfm

7,150 lb/hr

0.012
0.001
1
1

0.005
0.01
0.0016
0.1
0.01

0.03 hr
0.5 hr

0.76 days
13.6 days

Decontamination factors

High-purity waste

Low-purity waste

Chemical waste

I
102

102

102

Cs, Rb Y

10 10

1 10
103 104

Ho, Tc

102

102

105

Others
102

102
103

- ... . .-. i
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Fig. 3.10. Liquid Radioactive Waste Flow Diagram.
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Low purity (mdcrate conductivity) liquid wastes will be collected in t
floor drain collector tank (10,000 gal), principally from the various

floor drain sumps. These mastes will generally have Iow- concentrations
of radioactive Impurities. Processing will consist of filtration, ion
exchange, and subirluent transfer to the floor drain sample tank
(10,000 gal) for sampling and analysis. Normally, treated low purity
wastes will meet the specifications of water quality used in the. plant
and, if the water inventory of the plant permits, they will be returned
to the condensate storage tank for reuse. Infrequently, when the water
inventory of the plant does not permit return to condensate storage,
treated low purity waste will be sampled and discharged.

The Staff analysis assumed a daily input to this system of 8500 gallons
of low purity wastes at about 34 percent of primary coolant activity.
About 30% of this water will be discharged after processing. The annual
release fro.- this source was calculated to be 1.0 Ci.

Chemical wastes will be collected in the chemical waste tank (4000 gal)
principally from decontamination, laboratory drains and cask cleaning
drains. These chemical wastes will be of such high conductivity as to.
preclude treatment by ion exhange. These wastes will be neutralized,
if required, and then processed by filtration and by evaporation. Exces
waste will be discharged to the cooling tower blowdown stream. Evaporat
bottoms (concentrates) will be drummed and disposed of as solid radwaste
The distillate from the evaporator will be collected in a sample tank foi
sampling and analysis.

The Staff analysis considered a daily input to this system of 500 gallon-
of chemical wastes at an estimated 10% of primary coolant activity with
100% of the condensate discharged. The annual release from this source
was calculated to be less than 0.5 Ci.

Detergent wastes will be collected in one, of two detergent drain tanks
(1000 gal each). The source-of these wastes are shop regulated drain,
personnel decontamination, cask cleaning drains, and turbine washdown
area drain'. Detergent wastes will be of' low radioactivity concentra-
tion, but they will be treated in the same manner as chemical wastes
to the maximum extent practl table, taking into account the tendency of
these wastes to adversely afect evaporator performance. Plant lat-ndry
will be done off site by an outside contractor.

The Staff assumed a daily input of 300 gallons of detergent waste at a
negligible activity. In their calculations the Staff combined the
chemical and detergent wastes.
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The Staff estimated annual liquid waste releases are shown in Table 3.6.
Based on evaluation of the liquid waste treatment system and the assump-
tions summarized in Table 3.5, the Staff calculated these releases to be
a fraction of the values shown in Table 3.6. However, to compensate for
equipment downtime and expected operational occurrences the values have
been normalized to 4 curies per year excluding trititum. Based on
operating experiece with other BWR's the Staff estimate the annual
tritium release to be approximately 20 curies. In comparison the
Applicant estimates a yearly liquid waste release of 0.4 curie excluding
tritium, based on an off-gas rate of 1GO,000 microcuries per second,
and a yearly tritium release of 20 curies. The liquid effluent will be
discharged into the cooling tower blowdown stream.

3.5.2 Gaseous Wastes

During power operation of the plant, radioactive materials released to
the atmosphere in gaseous effluenLs include low concentrations of
fission-product noble gases (krypton and xenon), halogens (mostly iodines),
tritium contained in water vapor, and particulate material including both
fission products and activated corrosion products. A simplified schematic
of the various systems for processing of radioactive gaseous waste and
ventilation paths is shown in Fig. 3.11.

The primary source of gaseous radioactive waste will be the noncondensable
gases removed from the primary coolant through the main condenser by the
air ejector. These gases well consist of a small amount of air which has
leaked into the condenser (approximately 20 cfm), and approximately
5 times as much hydrogen and oxygen produced by the radiolytic decomposi-
tion of water, with very small volumes of radioactive gases, primarily
krypton and xenon. Other sources of airborne radioactivity include the
noncondensable radioactive gases removed from the turbine glanA' seal
cundenser and those from the reactor building, turbine building, and
radwaste building ventilation systems. Additional potentially radio-
active gases include the off-gas removed from the main condenser
during startup by the mechanical vacuum pump, an& the off-gas from
purging the drywell and suppression chamber during shutdowns.

The gases removed from the main condenser by the air ejectors will be
processed in a gas delay system consisting of two redundant catalytic
H2 -0 2 recombiners to convert these gases to water in order to reduce the
volume of gases to be treated; a condenser to remo';e the water vapor; a
3 0-min holdup pipe to permit the decay of short-lived radioactive gases;
and 12 beds each containing 3 tons of activated charcoal wherein xenons
and kryptons will be adsorbed and delayed selectively, thereby permitting
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.TAILE 3.6. Estimated Annual Releases of Radioactive Materials
In Liquid Effluents

Nuclide ClTyr Nuclide Cl/yr

Rb-86
Sr-89
Sr-90
Sr-91
t-90
Y-901
Y-91
Y-92
Y-93
Zr-95
Zr-97
Nb -95
Nb-97.
Nb-97
Mo-99
Tc-99m
Ru-103
Ru-106
Rh-103m
Rh-105
Rh-106
Sb-127
Te-125m
Te-127z
Te-127
Te-129m
Te-129
Te-131m
Te-131
Te-132
1-130
1-131

0.00096
o0.075
0.0046

.0.0765
.0.027
0.050
0.163

0.142
0.451
0.00096
0.00096
0.00088
0.00088
0.00096
0.093
0.085
0.00074
0.00030
0.00074
0.001
0.00030
0.000062
0.000039
0.00022
0.00022
0.00088
0.00059
0.0025
0.00049
0.022
0.0020
0.132

,m.. o0.027
S1-133 0.318
1-135 0.093
C-134 .0.555
Cs-136 0.225
Cs-137 0.450
SBa-] 37, 0.43Ba-140 0.140
La-140 0.062
La-141 0.004

SCe-141 0.0026
Ce-143 0.0027

• Ce-144 0.00056
Pr-143 0.0009 6
Pr-144 0.00056
Nd-147 0.00034
Pa-147 0.00008
PM-151 0.0001
Si-153 0.0002
Cr-51 0.018
M•-54 0.0015
Fe-55 0.074
Fe-59 0.0030
Co-58 0.178

oD-60 0.018
Zn-65 0.000037
Zn-69 0.00027
W-187 0.053
Na-24 O.ME8
P-32 0.00074
Np-239 0.M44

tritlum) 4.0 Ci
20 Ci

Total (excluding
Tritinm

Note: Isotopes having an
not been included.

estimated release of less than 10-5 Ci/yr have
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Fig. 3.11. Gaseous Radioactive Waste Flow Diagram
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a significant reduction by radioactive decay.- The residual gases '
be released through a MKPA filter to the environs through the 100-c
main off-ga stack.

According to the Staff's calculations, the expected delay for krypt
-wil be 18.2 hours and for xenon 13.6 days. The gases are expected
-be dried to a 4.5F dew point and the beds to be maintained at 77"F.
The Applicant has calculated delay periods of 19 hours for krypton,

-15 days for xenon.

Primary system steam will be used in the turbine land -seal system;
herce, the gases released from the turbine gland seal condenser can
radioactive. These gases wil be held up approximately 1.8 minutes
before being exhausted into the off-gas stack without further treatt

During unit startup,-air and any radioactive gases present will be
•removed from the main condenser by a mechanical vacuum pump. It is
assumtd that the pump will operate about 10 hours per year. These
gases will be discharged through the same holdup pipe into which tht
-turbine gland seal condenser exhausts. The gases will be released
through the main stack without further treatment.

The ventilation air from the reactor building will normally be diacb
through the reactor building vent without treatment. The flow will
nonitored, and the building will be isolated if the activity exceeds
preset level. During building isolation, air flow will be reduced t
4000 cfm and directed through the Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS
before release through the main stack. The SGTS will consist of a
prefilter, a HEPA filter, a charcoal adsorber, and another HEPA filtL
In series.

The drywell and suppression chambers will be isolated during normal
operation. However, during shutdowns and startups associated with ro
ing maintenance these areas will be purged, with the gases exhaustin•
through the Standby Gas Treatment System, or directly to the main stj
if the activity is low. The expected release from this operation is
insignificant. A requirement for a quarterly test of the High Presso
Coolant Injection Pump necessitates the use of primary steam as the
turbine power source. As shown on the drawing, this gland seal stem
is condensed and the vented gases directed through the SGTS system.
As an additional source of radioactivity release, this is considered
be negligible.

____L_12
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The ventilation air flow rate through the Turbine Building will vary
from approximately 41,000 cem In the winter to approximately 112,000 ef-
in the saw mar. Approximately 41,000 cfm of potentially contaminated air
will be constantly exhausted from the lover areas of the turbine build-
ing to the reactor building vent. The balance of the air flow through.

:the upper turbine building for heat removal in su-mer vi1i be exhausted
unfiltered through iy, •utlets, -The exhaust air from the Radwaste 4",
-Building will pass tnh4• h prefilters and HEPA filters before discharging
to the reactor building torus area.were it is exhausted to-the reactor

building vent. All of the ventilation sylstem viii be dessigned to
* operate at negative pressure and air will flow from clean regions to

areas of higher. contamination potential. -.

Table 3.7 lists-the results of the'Staff's calculations of annual gaseous
effluents based upon the conditions listed in Table 3.5. This table
indicates an expected annual release of noble -gases of about 33,000 C1.
Based on use of the charcoal delay system and an off-gas rate of
25,000 microcuries/ second, the Applicant has -estimated an annual release ,
of about 17,000 Ci of noble sases. In addition we estimate an annual
-release of 0.6 curie of 1-131 coming mainly from.expected steam leaks
In the turbine building. The Applicant estImates 0.08 curie of 1-131.

3.5.3 Solid Radwaste System

The solid waste handling system is designed to collect, mnitor, process,
package and provide temporary storage for radioactive solid wastes prior
to offsite shipment and disposal in accordance with applicable regula-
tions. Solid wastes will be grouped under two catelpries, wet and dry.

Wet wastes will consist of spent denineralizer resins, filter sludges
and evaporator bottoms. Because of differences In radioactivity or
contamination levels of the many wastes, various methods will be employed
for processing and packaging. The waste from the evaporator bottoms will .
be solidified and drummed.

Standard 55-gallon steel .drums will be used for packaging solid wastes
because of their ready availability, -ease of handling, and conformance
with present shipping practices. Spent resins and filter sludges will
be held for radioactive decay in the phase separators or sludge tanks
and will then be transferred to one of tuo centrifuges where the excess
water will be removed. The solids will be discharged by gravity to a
hopper below each centrifuge. Drums will be filled from the hoppers.
The excess backwash water from the phase separators, sludge tanks and
centrifuges will be transferred'to the liquid radwaste system for
processing.

I-, -............ ... ........ ¶ ** / //::" '"" •;i
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TABLE 3.7. Calculated Annual Release of RUdioactive Gaskeou Effluents

Curies per yearMechanical Reactor Turbine Gland Air.Nu•l•.de Vacuum Pump Building Building Seal Ejector . Total
Kr-83m 

- 10 41 39 90Kr-85m - 16 69 ;• 3,600 3,600Kr-85 -6- 
-30 360-87 - ' - 49 200 7 260Kr-88 - - • 53 220 ', 2,200 2,500Kr-89 

- 17 490 - 500Xe-131t 
- - 1.0 140Xe-133m % -. 4 68 70Xe-133 1,445 - 29 120 20,600 22,000Xa-135m - 82 320 = 400Xe-135 215 - 84 350 650Xe-137 -- 90 900 1,290260 1,020total Noble- aeer 

.33,160,131 - 0.012 0347 0.041 0.6,1-133 0.041 2.54 0.214 2.8

-4
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After f•llinl, Via i s will be moved to the capping station-where lids
will be rewtl =9 on the drums and secured In place under manual
control of a osozr. After capping, decontamination and monitoring
the druims %i Ik 1 mpd to the* storage area to await shipment by a
licensed car z licensed disposal site in accordance with applicable
regulatioms. b kof drums for offeite shipment will be done within
the omfnnes f %mcmdwaste building.

" Typical dry sm&M w aes will include air filters', miscellaneous paper,
rags frm ca areas, contaminated clothing, tools, -and equip-
ment parts, am• =ME laboratory wastes. The'disposition of a particular
item of waste- b cdetermined by its radiation level, typeand ,the,
availability CC 1Lr pz. l space. , Material which can be compressed win-Jbe
compacted into p, n drums by a hydraulic press. Some solid wastes-
'will be h I ly because of -low radioactivity content or minimal °:
contt"Injam A , Ecept for used reactor components, generally.
solid westes tte e held on site only until quantities "large enough
for ,v are accumulated,%. . . 7..

The Applicat the weight and volume of waste concentrates -

exclusiv of M bottoms, to be respectively about 63,000 pounds
and 2200 cub•f• Am mr year. The Applicant :expects the total isotopic.
inventory of t Li % ds to be about 1000 curies per year. 'The Staff
estimate that sPM ately 500 drums of spent resins, filter sludges and
evaporator b at 250 drums of dry and compacted waste will be shipped"...
offsite at a Cc auivity of approximately 1500 curies per year after
180 days of s aIe. %

3.6 W•C•C . AM FEMIE SYSTEM.

Nonradloactivw -as are used In the plant to regenerate demineralizers
for purifyieg V12 P= wer supplies, for prevention of fouling of heat
exchangers, fc= mrbamance of water quality, for corrosion inhibit ion
and for c1esnkmm;. I ,sources of these chemicals, their controlled 'use
in the plant, a t management as waste effluent are described below.

3.6.1 D •emiem&~ a iastes + +:'

One ao•or of chemftr mwaste is the liquid effluent from the regeneration
of the dAimrsI tw=aused to purify well water for use as ma.eup to
reactor coolm ., * normal continuous operation, the makeup deamnetal-
izer syst dishw2 " 12,000 gal/day of waste into the neutralizing tank.

Sulfuric acid ant =mmic solutions are added such that about 500 lb of

sodium sulfate am ed to the batch. At the above maximm chbeLcal

'0............................



d-diacharge rate 'from this source, about 10 ppm of sodium sulfate is added
-to the.4000(ýr•Zbloulown as a daily average. ThiLs batch also contains
.the natural ýmnerals -present In the well water. After it is sampled and
neutralized, i the -batch Is discharged to' the normal waste. drain and enters

',the rivr' via ýthe blowdown discharge canal. amall amounts ,of miscel-
,laneous nonradloacttv- -laboratory, chemicals are also discharged in this

MRr~ J Col4ý s L- t

3.6. Cooing-bterQuality cmn ,j

•Tmainc.oli mg'•system or -the plant condensers andother heat exchangers
-: mses :an automatic acId addition to control pH (the `pH is 'controlled to

aabout7.1) for the ý,normally alkaline waters. The chief purpose is for
S sclecontrol. N"Axim normal -additions from .this source add :about
400 ppm sulfate to the blovdovn to the river, or about 19, 000 lb/day. '.
-This ,is -the largest chemical effluent. The-condenser tubes -are type-304
stainless steel, but ,other condensersteels are also :used in ,the system.
Present plani do not call for -use of additional chemicals for corrosion

.inhibitors.

.:Because about 2.5% of the circulating water 'flow of the closed-cycle
cooling system is lost by evaporation in each pass through the system,
a purge is provided -to limit the buildup of dissolved solids in the
circulating water. A design discharge of 8.9 cfs (blowdown) is used for
this purpose. The makeup water required is equal to the sum of evapora-
tion and blowdown, or 24.5 cfs. An additional purge -can be provided for
dilution of effluents up to the capacit7 of the makeup pumps, which is
about 53 efs.

-The expected analysis of the principal chemicals present in the blowdown
discharged to the Cedar River is given in Table 3.8. The values shown
include concentration from evaporative losses, and addition of chemicals
from the demineralizer and the circulating water systems.

3.6.3 Nonradioactive Cleaners

During plant .construction about 414 kg of trisodizm phosphate CTSP) and
190 kg of sodium nitrite will be used in a once-only cleaning operation
of the plant's condenser -and piping systems. Schedules and concentrations
for the cleaning operations are given in Table 3.9.

TSP will be released to the river at a rate of approximately 50 gM -
after being nixed with approximately 450 gpm of dilution water. This .
will result in TSP concentrations of about 50 mag/1 in the water as it
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TABLE 3.8. Calculated Effects of Cooling Tower Slowdovn on Some
Chemical Concentrations in the Cedar Riverf

Cedar River

° Total P

__Orthophosphate

Ammonia N

SNitrate N

'Nitrite N

Conc.a .Cooling Tower
Average Blowdownb

Cedar River
Conc. after

Range

7.9-9. -5 8.6

•• 1.22

- 7..ld

"-3.29O0.48-2.41

-0.09-1.71'."

0. 02-1,.56

'0.05-3.85

0.02-0.03

0.79 ý2405

0.50 Most 'will proba
-converted to ni

chloramines.

0V.65 1."69

bly
tra

0.89 1.

be -4

te and

-0.73

!0.02 44

nitrate..
0.02

or be converted to

Chloride

Sulfate

16.3-19.5 18.1 48.9 20.5

29-43 38 50le 63

8aUnless otherwise indicated, values are those obtained during monthly
sampling at 4 stations (see Fig. 2.15) during the _period April 1971-

bApril 1972.9
Except as indicated, values were calculated based on a concentration
factor of makeup/blowdown - 2.7.CDlution factor based on minimum river flow.- 20.

eAdjusted to this value by addition of sulfuric-acid.
Sum of 99 mg/l due to concentration of Cedar River water and 392 mg/i
added as sulfuric acid to control pH, and 10 mg/l due to demineralize
waste. ...

-]Except for pH, all values are in mg/liter (ppm).-• -•".: :'-

r

.44< 4*4~4444 44 ~444444'44-4444;444444<4444444

4 4.4
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enters the river And TSP couentrations of 0.02 xgf 1 in the river

"'after nixing at average ,riverflovs (3000 fe3). Rve at low.fo
.< • •--(300 cfs) TSP concentrations should not eceed 0.2 ug1, .

The :5000. galons of 12 sodiumn nitrite. iplution used.-tip clean the condense

shall side -will be released to the river ,at about 10 pMm diluted with

-approxftately:500. jm of wrell~water. This would result In a coonceenatrato

of+• : o•-200 WIa of 2am d MaR 3 in thawter as It entexs the river.

* MaW)2 INatI 3 conetain i h ie after nixing would be aboutý

0. 06 m •at averagelows :and :0.8 uZg/ :at low flow.

An power-plant cooling 4ystem require mans for preventing formation. of

bacterial slimes on heat-transfer surfaces. *The main condenser ., the

major equipment ,ItemInvoul'ved$ although a similar need appilies to the

heat ecngers of the plant service-water system. The'defouling mathod

+: designd4or the plant specifies the addition of liquid chlorine ,to the

'circulatlng water at the -,pump house. .This use of -chlorine as a blocide

,is a Comm method of preventing fouling. :-Present plans by the Applicant

call 'for chlorine additions to the water at the condenser inlet, for a.

limited period (15 to 20 minutes) three or four times a day. I-e 'This

method c-onstitutes a "shock" .-treatment of adequate biocidal effective-

n.hess, WhIle minimizing the total chlorine added. *The effectiveness of

chlorine as a biocide depends on the availability of chlorine as an.

-oxidizing agent, that is, with a chemical valence higher than the -

-1 exhib:ited by the chloride ion. Treatment will require the addition

of chlorIne at a concentration of about 5 ppm at the condenser inlet but

the Applicant will control the introduction of chlorine such that the

" conentration of residual available chlorine at the condenser outlet.

should not rise above about 0.1 ppm. Any positive residual would be

effective as a biocide, and high concentration would be unnecessary

isince efficient defouling is only needed in the condenser itself. The

chlorine will be added to the system after the blowdown line in order to

maxisize reaction tine before discharge. In the absence of reacting

Chemicals, the available chlorine is present mainly as hypoclorous

acid (IDCl) in near-neutral water. The residual chlorine tends to be

quickly comnwmed In natural waters due to the presence of various

oxidizable materials constituting a high chlorine demand. R:over,+

ammonia naturally present in the water reacts chemically with aval able

chlorine at the ppm level to form chloramInes which are also toxic to

blota and are more persistent in natural waters.

'-A ý*.' , Ab.
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TAME. 3.9. Clean"ig Solutions to be Drained 'af ter
Use In Flushing Squipuasut and P~iping

Description of 'Approx. Qty. LQuality of -Scheduled Date
Eq.ip :rt "of Waep() Clen Wagter of Duping .

isllaneous *.6% October 497 2
Discharge .. ->

5Condenser (shall 5,000 .sOdim Febr uay'97
side) itrse-

Nuclear boiler & 110,000 '500 paTP Mrh17
reactor recircula-

:tion system

:*Cleaning water is diluted before being dumped Into, river.
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3.7 SANITARY AND OThli WASTE SYSTEMS

3.7.1 Sanitary 'Iastes

'Treat ent of wastes from sanitary facilities in the plant is provided
by an extended-aeration activated-sludge package plant of 15,000 gal/day
capacity. This plant, Mbdel FL U18C of the Chicago Pump Company, has
been put into operation (Iowa Permit No. 70-28-S) during the construction
period, and mastes fromapproxinately 300 Ien have been handled satis-
factorily. At times during -construction up to 1500 amn are onsite, and
m"st of these men use portable toilet facilities. The wastes from th4  "

portable toilets are zenoved from the site. Under the normal operating
load of about 70 persons, a high degree of treatment will be provided by
the plant.

Effluent from the sewage plant enters a skimmer pond, which drains Into
the river via an open ditch. The, skimner po~id is p "ved to receive
miscellaneous wastes normally suitable for discharge to the river in
order to provide an additional measure of safety in case of accidental
spill of oil. Any oil or floating debris will be held up and renoved
from the skimmer pond.

The Iowa Sanitary Permit issued to the Applicant does not presently
require chlorination of the sanitary wastes, and the Applicant's system
has no chlorination facilities. Chlorination is not presently considered
necessary because of the large dilution provided by the Cedar River and
because of the limited downstream uses of the Cedar River. However, in
the absence of chlorination, monitoring of the sewage effluent for fecal
coliforms is considered necessary, as discussed in Section 6.2. A
discussion of the alternatives of disinfection, .monitoring, and discharge
is presented in Section 10.6.

The sewage plant is north of the turbine building and vest of the cool-
ing towers. The skimmer pond is mediately west of the cooling towers
and the ditch flows past the north end of the towers to the river.

3.7.2 Other Wastes

Two diesel-powered emergency generators are included in the plant. They
are each rated at 2850 kWe (continuous duty) and 3250 kWe (300 hr). The
exhaust effluent from their combined operation would be equivalent to
that from an 8600-hp internal combustion engine. However, because of
the low use factor, the impact is considered negligible.

~.,..,...
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Miscellaneous nonradioactive solid wastes are transported by truck to
a state-licensed sanitary landfill area offsite. Such wastes Include
material removed from the trash rack and stilling basin of the cooling
water Intake and any fish or other material sluiced off the traveling

S..screens of the Intake and deposited in the collection baoket. &Boutine
:" inspections are made of these waste sources .

-. 3.8 TRANSPORTATION OF NUCLEAR WEL AND .SOLD RADIOACVTIVE WASTE

The nuclear fuel for the reactor at the Duane Arnold Energy Center in "
Palo, lov is slightly enriched uranium in the form'of sintered uranium
oxide pellets encapsulated in zircaloy fuel rods. Each year In normal
operation, about 100 fuel elements are replaced.

3.8. 1 'Transport of New Fuel

The Applicant has Indicated that new fuel will be shipped by truck In
AEC-DOT approved containers which hold two fuel elements per container.
About 4 truckloads will be required each year for replacement fuel and
about 12 truckloads for the Initial loading. Source of the fuel for
initial loading and five reloads is Wilmington, North Carolina.

3.8.2 Transport of Irradiated Fuel

Fuel elements removed from the reactor will be unchanged in appearance
and will contain some of the original U-235 (which is recoverable). As
a result of the irradiation and fissioning of the uranium, the fuel -

element will contain large amounta of fission products and some pluto-
nitum. As the radioactivity decays, it produces radiation and "decay,
heat." The amount of radioactivity remaining in the fuel varies accord-
Ing to the length of time after discharge from the reactor. After
discharge from a reactor, the fuel elements are placed under water In
a storage pool for cooling prior to being loaded, into a cask for
transport.

The initial process site for irradiated fuel will be Norris, Illinois,
approximately 200 rail miles from the site. For calculating purposes,
the Staff estimate the shipping distance to be 500 miles to allow for
any later change in process site location.

The Applicant states that the irradiated fuel elements will be shipped
by rail in approved casks. The loaded casks are expected to weigh
about 85 tons. To transport the irradiated fuel, the. Applicant
estimates 2-3 shipments per year. An equal number of shipments will
be required to return the empty casks.
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3.8.3 Transport of Solid Radioactive Whste.

The Applicant •is not identified where the waste win be shipped for
disposal. 'For cAlculating purposes, the Staff has assumed a shipping
distance of 500 miles.

'The Applicant has Indicated that spent resins and solidified concentratoe

bottoms will be shipped In drums and soft, sol d wastes will be compactec
in drums for shipment and disposal. The Applicant has not estimated the
number ofdrums of waste that will be required to be'shipped from the
plant each year., T1he Staff estimates about 25 truckloads of waste In

_-,.drums -will be shipped frto the plant each Year.

3 TR ANSMI9 SSION FACILITIES

The plant '.i located approximately 100 miles northwest of the south-
eastern corner of Iowa. Within a 100-eile radius of the plant there
.are .31 tranimssion substations. Two of the substations are on a 345-k1
grid, the rest are on 100-161 kV grids. Generating units of more than
300 •W, in addition to the DAEC, which are committed through 1977 to be
a part of the 345 kV grid are Prairie Island, to the north. of the DAEC,
Neal and Port Calhoun to the west, Cooper to the southwest, and Quad Cities
to the east. The Prairie sand, Fort Calhoun, and Cooper stations will
be nuclear. The commitment date to MARC* for the DAEC is December 31,
1973. It will deliver power at 345 kV over. two single-circuit lines to
the existing Hills-Hazelton 345 kV line which runs in a north-south
direction approximately 3-1/2 miles west of the plant site. Also, it
will deliver power at 161 kV over three single-circuit lines which
total 87 miles in/length to substations at Washburn (northwest of DAEC,
towards Waterloo) Bertram (southeast of DAEC and -east of Cedar Rapids),
and Hiawatha (east-southeast of DAEC and northeast of Cedar Rapids).

These lines are required not only to disperse power from the site but
also to meet the load demand of the growing grid system of the surround-
ing region in al. directions.

For startup and emergency, the plant can receive power from both the
Hazelton (345 kV) and Hiawatha (161 kV) substations.

'Plans are to install before 1982 a 345-kV line across the State of Iowa
to connect Duane Arnold and Fort Calhoun and the Omaha-Council. Bluffs
stations. During the intervening period, no other construction of
345-kV transmission lines in Iowa Is contemplated.

MARCA = Mid-Continent Area Reliability Coordination Agreement. Both
MAIN and .,RC& are members of ,the nine-sember National Electric Rell-
ability Council.
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The Applicant has acquired all of the land required in the 345-161-kV
transmission-line corridor which extends 3-1/2 miles west of the site,
and for the Hiawatha line whick is used to supply startup pover. The
Applicant estimates that all right-of-vay acquisition will be com-
pleted by April 1973.

Four transmission-line systems extend westward in a 663-ft corridor from
the southwest edge of the plant site for a distance of one zMle to a
north-south. county road. Near this road, one 161-kV line departs and
continues within a corridor of 100-ft basic width (generally narrower
along railroad and public rights-of-vay) in a southerly direction
west of Cedar Rapids and then eastward, via Fairfax, to the Bertram
substation. The total distance is 28 miles. The other 161-kV lto-
and two 345-kV lines -continue in a 500-ft corridor for a distance .x
1.7 miles beyond the county road in a westerly direction. There, one
345 line turns south to the Hills substation, another 345 line turns
north to the Hazelton substation, and a 161-kV line, for a distance
of 16 miles, continues to the Garrison substation and then an addi-
tional 30 miles to the Washburn -substation. :" .

A fifth transmission line leaves the plant site in a generally easterly
direction, crosses the Cedar River, and continues for a distance of
8 miles to the Hiawatha substation. The transmission. lines are ind i-
cated in Fig. 3.12.

Proposed corridor routings and transmission. line designs are being
presented to the Iowa State Commerce Commission for review and conduct
of public hearings, as required. The franchises for construction;
operation, or maintenance of each of the several transmission lines
which cross over, or run along public highways or grounds (outside of
cities and towns) are being granted one by one as final hearings are
completed. The Hiawatha transmission line is complete. Others are in
various stages of hearing progress.

A total of 1155 acres (85 miles) of rights-of-way will be required
for transmission lines (Table 3.10) of this total, 216 acres (18
miles) are along public roads or railroads. Mst of these 18 niles
are associated with the rights-of-way between the plant and Bertram,
and 16 of the 18 miles of right-of-way are along railroads. Those
along roads are along secondary (graveled) rather than primary Ouard-
surfaced) public-roads in incorporated and unincorporated areas.
These 18 miles use existing rights-of-way and do not -involve a change
in land use. The remainder of the total length of right-of-wv, (67
miles or 939 acres) is over private property. The prior char&- ter of
lands acquired for transmission line rights-of-way were" cultivated
. (85.9), pasture (6.51), wooded (3.6Z) and marsh 0( 01)

. ; . . ,, . .. -; . . , , . .
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TABLE 3.10. Land Use for DAm Tranamisison Linae4

ly o -0- miles use of Private Land ace
Lin L ngt , ile A ea Use , cre P bli R ad Railroa Prilvate ,' Crop ,Pasture Wooded e s

14 2 7erewa 1612k
F a ~ b ~ r l ~ l v ( T ) 2 * i' 2 . -4 2 3-9

2 7' 2

7.7 91 1.8 5637" 365 .31 10 26.8 -Fhum 161 kV 3  464653 
-44 521. 2 3 1

The~ lime' are tbepaed in the as=m corridor.E:Allland- is returned to the samea use as when acq'4rieA 
.

H ighest Structure 100 ft Longest Span 1236 f;Lment, Structure. 57. 5 ft hrts Span 329 ft 
.,.
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Line structures are basically of three typest wood H-frames for opa
field; steel poles for turning corners, long spans and restricted
right-of-way locations; and laminated wood poles for straight runs AN
certain restricted right-of-way locations. Both the steel pole and
laminated wood pole types are self-supporting i.e., they are capable
of being used without guy wires and anchors.

Ninety percent of all poles used for the transmission lines are of wm
H-frame poles are of red cedar with fir cross and angle members, pre-
served rnd of specified natural light color (color grade 3). Laminal
wood poles are clear southern yellow pine or douglas fir, treated wit
colorless preservatives. They are tapered and of re..tangular cross-
section, Installed with the longest dimension perpendicular to the
-direction of the supported conductors 'Steel poles are painted light

- gray, are tapered and are of octagonal cross section. Pole lengths
range from 65 to 112 ft for aboveground heights of 57 to 100 ft.

- -Minimum conductor distances from the ground between adjacent poles at
from 28 to 45 ft.
According to the Applicant, "The design principles and right-of-way
selection are based on minimum environmental Impact, to the extent pr
tical, in line with the guidelines and criteria established by the St
and local agencies, the Department of Interior, Department of Agricul
and the Federal Power Commission ('Environmental Criteria for Electri
Transmission System' by the Department of Interior, and 'Electric PO
Transmission and Environment' by the Federal Power Commlssion), and
consistent with established land use, safety, reliability of service,
economic and engineering feasibility." 1 0

Gray insulators and nonspecular "shadowline" conductors are used to
reduce distracting contrasts and reflections. Guy wires and anchors
were eliminated as obstructions to movements within and maintenance o:
rights-of-way and Taths within rights-c-f-way for line construction an
maintenance were kept narrow (20-ft maximm width) to minimize disturl
ance of all forms of ground covering and wildlife. 'When clearing was
required for opening the paths, only hand and hand-guided power tools
were used. No defoliants were ussd during the construction phase, noi
will they be used during line maintenance measures. Moreover, in
wooded areas spanned by relatively straight runs of transmission line,
tree trinming was performed only where necessary ti effect transmissit
reliability, with removal of trees confined to pathways for .the con-
struction and subsequent system maintenance. To avoid a notched appes

.ance in long transmission line corridors through wooded and native
brush covered areas, paths were allowed to meander from side to side

7 .• - +, - . . .,. *,+. -j
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within the right-of-way boundaries. Ruts from equipment were closed
and leveled. The vegetation was imediately restored et locations
where washing from rains might occur.

For crossing hills, transmission line structures were located to minimize
silhouetting against the sky. BOutings were chosen to avoid public
lands such as parks, wildlife, recreational, or significantly wooded
are".

The effect to the land involved is held to a nininum by taking into
consideration the present and future lend use contemplated by the
property owners. Fence gates are installed w'ith the permission of
property owners to allow easy access. Any damage to the property was
either repaired or owners were compensated for repair on a negtiated
basis.

Transmission lines at 345-kV and 161-kV voltage levels are maintained
annually. Based on past experience, the average frequency of attention
in physically maintaining a line is once in 2 to 3 years. Maintenance
consists primarily of replacing broken insulators and trimming trees.

In addition to an onsite plant substation, only one new substation had
been .constructed. This, the Hiawatha substation, is 500 ft by 600 ft
(6.9 acres) on marginally-productive farmland.

Both on- and offsite substations are of low profile. :The natural "lay"
of the land was preserved, and plantings were used for gradient blending
of the low profile substation structures with the near and distant
surroundings. Exposed steel exteriors of substation components, whether
galvanized or not, are made nonreflective and of uniform subdued appear-
ance with light gray paint. Earth surfaces between concrete and equip-
ment are covered with crushed stone to and beyond the fence e.nclosure
to a •.ietanc• of 1-2 ft. Entrances to substations including the access
rced and substation environment are maintained for neat appearance at
regular intervals of a week or two.

£~'~~ S ~ 4. ~~t.%4 C~44- ',2 < ~ i~,.Z~tCSr L.AS.
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4. ENVIRONMENTAL EFECTS OF CONSTRUCTION

4.1 EFFECT ON LAND USE

Construction of the plant has resulted in the withdraval of about
500 acres of productive farmland from use. This represents less
than 0.2Z of the farmland of Linn county, and will not have a
measurable effect on farm production In Iowa.

The farmland withdrawn from productive use will be landscaped to -..-

..blend in with the appearance of other natural areas. 'The smali -
amount of wooded land on the site will be left undisturbed. 'After
construction the 'site area will have the appearance of natural
unfarmed) land. The plant buildings are being grouped, ,designed and
colored in such a way as to reduce the visual shock of a man-made
facility in rural surroundings. Due to the relative remoteness -of . .
the site, it will not need to be seen by a large segment of the
public.

Impact factors of-plant construction include heavy truck traffic,
noise, and dust. As the plant Is relatively isolated, construction'
noises have not created any appreciable disturbances, and watering
practices have kept dust levels to minimal values from construction.
There were, however, evidently dust problems in areas such as Palo
from traffic by construction workers when entering and leaving the
plant. This has led to the oiling of existing gravel approach roads.
Oiling of the roads has alleviated dust problems from traffic to. and
from the site.

A permanent storm drainage system has been installed on site for use
in controlling runoff and erosion during construction. This factor,
conbined with the relatively small amount of land disturbed by
construction resulted La no significant soil erosion problems during
construction.

.Construction of the transmission facilities associated with the
DAEC will involve 1155 acres of transmission corridors. Of the 1155
acres, 216 will be existing rights-of-way, and 939 will involve
the use of other land. About 90Z of the 939 acres will be agricul-
tural land. :However, the Applicant will allow most of this land to
continue to be used for agricultural purposes, so that only a few
acres of land will be withdrawn from productive use. Routing,
construction, and appearance of the transmissic" facilities generally

t.. .. ...... .... ... ... ........ .............
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conform to current federal recommendations. 1 ,2 The transmission
facilities will have a visible impact, but this impact vill be
minimal in public areas such as parks, wildlife, recreational,
and significantly wooded areas.

'Construction of the plant site and transmission lines has not
resulted in the displacement of. any families. The one farm house

,,vwhich once existed on the plant site was abandoned prior to purchase
of the land by the Applicant., If the.Pleasant Creek Reservoir is
built as proposed, it will result in the displacement of fewer than
1.0 farm families. '"I

4.2 EZFFEC ON WATER USE

Appreciable amounts of water had to be pumped during the devatering
of building sites. However, the alluvial aquifer from ih the
water was pumped during devatering is a prolific water source in the
Cedar River Valley3 at the plant site, 'and flow in the alluvial aquifer
is waay from the plant site towards the river. Therefore, noticeable
effects on the nearby well sites which are in the upstream flow .
direction of the gorund water are not expected. The Applicant states
that there have been no measurable changes in the water table of the
alluvial aquifer as a result of dewatering. 4

One on-site well into the lower Silurian-Devonian aquifer, rated at
400 gpm was used to supply water for drinking, sanitary and construc-
tion purposes during the initial construction. Average well water
use was 150 gpm. The production wells are now used at an average
use rate of 350 gpm. There will be, a lowering of the piezometric
surface associated with the lower Silurian-Devonian aquifer caused
by water use during construction, but withdrawal of water during
constru.tion is small in relation to the total water available so
that deleterious effects on nearby wells are not anticipated.

The sanitary sewage-disposal system for the construction phase is the
same sanitary sewage-disposal system which will be used during operatiou,
supplemented by portable chemical toilets which are used by wost of
the construction workers. On the basis of the rating of the sanitary
waste facility, the capacity of the sanitary waste system, supplemented
+by the portable chemical toilets, should be adequate. Disposal of the
waste from the chemical toilets is made off-site in compliance with
state regulations.

Preoperational cleaning and flushing of plant components will involve.
the dumping of trisodium phosphate (TSP) and sodium nitrite into the

4 + +> -1-+• .A,: : •+• : + + :. .. •i i : ++
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Cedar River as indicated in Table 3.9. Prior to dumping of the
wastes into the river, the TSP will be diluted ten-fold so that the
maximum concentration is 50 ppm, and the sodium nitrite will be
diluted 50 fold to a concentration of 200 milligrams/liter. Chemi-

-:cal concentrations in the vicinity of the DAEC will be slightly
'increased by dumping of these wastes, but since these are one time
dumps and there are no present uses of the water in the plant

-- vicinity, there should be no noticeable effect on uses of the Cedar
River water. Further downstream mixing in -the river will have
diluted the concentrations to the point where they are within nor-
mal variations and no adverse effects are anticipated.

.,;Construction activities have caused some changes in the surface
runoff from the site, but the land area affected'id'stilI, -anr no'
measurable effects are likely. No additional adverse effects are

-anticipated on 9 ound water supplies. Recreational usage of the
Cedar River is limited, and dredging and other construction activ-
.ities within the river are of limited duration so that no effect on
recreational use of the river is anticipated.

4.3 EFFECTS ON SITE ECOLOGY

ý.A

Approximately 100 acres of flat land
disrupted due to plant construction,
and motor vehicles, and the presence

ýworkers.-

on the 500-acre site were
movement of heavy machinery
of 300 to 1500 construction

The land in the site area was actively farmed and offered little
.shelter for small animals and birds. No trees were present in the
construction areas of the site, and no trees have been removed
during construction.

About 10,000 cubic yards of alluvium from the required excavation
for the plant and 119,330 cubic yards of sand dredged from the river
were placed on the construction site, 5 eliminating vegetation from
the area. No apparent damage to trees resulted from dewatering of
the excavation. An additional 12,000 cubic yards of sand will be
dredged from the river and spread ,over the site.

Dredging of the river during construction of the weir and barrier
wall (see Sec. 3.4) and discharge structures resulted in temporary
disruptions of benthic biota (which are scarce in the Cedar River
due to shifting bottom sediments, silt, and sand), temporary
increases in turbidity of the river at and below the site, and
very likely, releases of organic and inorganic material from the

.-. ~'. ~
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river bed. No adverse effects on fish at the site were observed by
the Applicant during the dredging.

-'Removal of vegetation along the river bank during construction of
the intake and discharge structures has resulted In some erosion of
"the river bank. The Applicant has stated that he will replant those
portions of the riverbank disturbed during construction to minimize

.erosion. (see p. K-51). y

In the preparation of transmission right-of-way, selective tree
cutting was employed in areas hazardous to the line. Some triungu
of trees and brush along stream was carried out at crossing points,
.but this was limited as much as practicable as described In.
Section 3.9. ..No cbemical were used to prohibit .growth of
vegetation.

After construction Is completed, final trimming of ,a maximum of
two to three years growth will be cut back to provide electrical
clearance from the conductors. Natural vegetation will be allowed
to grow back and trimmed every two to three years at point of
trouble. -These actions may disturb wildlife along these -corridors
to some extent, but it is likely that these birds and animals can
relocate themselves to undisturbed areas without major loss tO any
species.

During the construction period trisodium phosphate and sodium
nitrite will be used for cleaning components (most of the latter
Is expected to be oxidized to nitrate in the river). The resulting
levels of orthophosphate and nitrate/nitrite will be within normal
fluctuations in the nitrate/nitrite concentrations of these ions in
the Cedar River (see Tables 3.8 and 3.9 of Section 3.6). The dis-
charge of these chemicals, therefore, Is not expected to cause
detectable changes in the river's ecosystem.

4.4 RESOURCES CoManTTED

During the construction period, there has been the requirement of
a construction labor force of up to 1L500 persons. Principally.,
these workers come from the Marion-Cedar Rapids area. Construction
work at the site has come at a time of decreasing employment demand
within other sectors of the Cedar Rapids economy, and'has helped
the employment picture of the area. 6  Some movement of workers to
the small village of Palo has occurred, but this is a temporary 2

effect which will not necessitate the building of new community
servicesý such as hospitals or schools. No temporary housing "
facilities have been built in Palo for the construction workers.

....- ----- ,----
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Construction of the DAEC will result in the commitment of a large
number of different materials. Most of these materials will ulti-
mately be recoverable, but some of them may not be in a recoverable
form at the end of plant operation. In all cases, however, the
amount of material committed wil be very small in terms of the
total umount of the material available.
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5. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF PLANT OPERATION

5.1 EFFECT ON LAND USE

Effects of actual construction on land use are discussed in Section 4.1.

As a result of construction of the plant, some 500 acres of land which

were previously wooded or farmland have been converted. About 40 acres
of this land will be occupied by buildings and roads. The small amount
of acreage removed from the regional economy by the plant will not
significantly alter land use in the vicinity, and the small reduction
in the economy caused by the removal of this amount of productivi land
will be more than offset by the positive economic stimulus of plant
operation. By the time construction is completed, approximately
$5,390,000 in property and sales taxes will have been paid by the
Applicant. Property taxes par year at the end of construction are
estimated at $4,600,000 to be paid within Lr&. County.' The overall
effect of the plant will be to increase the :ax base for the local
communities.

5.1.1 New Residents

The total permanent plant staff will be only 70 persons, or less than
0.1% of the Cedar Rapids population. No appreciable impact on local
residential and commercial functions should occur.

5.1.2 Noise Effects

The three most significant noise sources associated with the DAEC are
thecooling towers, transformers, and circuit breakers. The sound levels
calculated by the Applicant to result from cooling-tower operation are
given in Table 5.1. (Actual sound measurements from very similar
mechanical-draft towers associated with the Vermont Yankee Nuclear
Plant 2 indicate that the Applicant's calculated values are conservative).
As shown in Figure 5.1,3 the calculated outdoor noise levels at the
nearest farm house correspond roughly to noise criteria (NC) level
40. The indoor noise levels, assuming typical wall construction with
some open windows, correspond roughly to NC level 30. As can be
seen from Table 5.23 of indoor noise criteria, the occupants of the
nearest farm house will be "transferred" from a rural environment to
an urban environment. This may prove annoying to the occupants,
particularly at night. Another area close to the site which will be
affected by cooling tower noise is the Wickiup Conservation Area, less
than a mile across the river from the plant. Persons visiting the
Wickiup Conservation Area will be subjected to an overall sound pressure
level of about 55 db. This may be annoying to persons visiting the

...............................



TABLE 5.1 Sound

Octave Band

Frquency (cpa) L

Distance
* From
Location Source, ft

Village of Palo 13000
•i Nearest popu~laltion center 32000

From Applicant's Enviroment Report

7 .W -, , . .

7.• S .!.'::"• • . . i .

Levela (db) at Various Locations near Cooling Tovers

Over-%1 2 3. 4 5 6 7 8 all
SPL*

cm

37.5
75

75 150 300
150':. 300 600

6100 1 2100
1200";2400

2400 4800
4800 9600

- J I

64

54.5

42

35

63 612 58 54 42 -48

53.5 52.5 48.5 44.5 42.5 38.5.

41 39 36 32 30.1.- 29

34 33 29 25 23 19

44 68.5

34.5 57

22 46.5

15 39.5

I
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TABLE 5.2. Noise Criteria for Indoor Activities

Suggested Range
Activity of Noise Criteria

Sleeping, Resting, Relaxing
-Homes, apartments, hotels, hospitals,, etc.,
Suburban and rural

.Urban

Excellent Listen ng Conditions Required
Concert halls, recording studios, etc.

MVer Good Listening Conditions Required
Auditoriums, theaters
Large ueeting and conference rooms

Good Listening Conditions Required
,Private offices, school classroo-m,
libraries, small conference rooms, radio

.and television listening in the home, etc.

.Fair Listening .Conditions Desired
Large offices, restaurants, retail shops
and stores, etc.

Moderately Fair Listening Conditions Acceptable
Business machine areas, lobbies, cafeterias,
laboratory work aieas, drafting rooms,
satisfactory telephone use. etc,

Acceptable Working Conditions with Minimum
Speech Interference
Light to heavy machinery spaces, industrial areas,
commercial areas such as garages, kitchens,
laundries, .etc.

NC.-20 to NC-2 5
NC-25 to NC-30

NC-iS to 'NC-20

NC-20 to NC-25
NC-25 to NC-30

NC-30 to NC-35

NC-35 to NC-40

NC-40 to NC-45

NC-45 to NC-55

From Ref. 3.

¾-
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area in search of tranquility. If the noise level becomes a problem,
as evidenced by complaints from the public, the Applicant has stated
that it will take action to reduce offsite sound levels. 4 3 Possible
alternatives to reduce sound levels are discussed in Section 10.1.3.
The Staff concludes that in no case will offsite sound levels from
cooling tower operation be of such a magnitude as to cause actual
hearing damage.

There are two large transformers associated with the plant, one at the
turbine building and one in the electrical power distribution substation
located west of the plant. The Applicant assumes a source noise level
of 89 db from each transformer based on NEMA published sound values for
transformers. The source noise level assumption is quite reasonable
and is much less than the source noise level of the cooling towers.
The resulting sound levels at the nearest off-site occupied dwelling
from the transformers are probably below the threshold of hearing and
are of no importance.

The circuit breakers associated with the plant are air-operated and
have a source noise level of 181 db (for comparison, each cooling tower
has a 138-db source noise level). At the nearest occupied dwelling,
this will result in momentary sound pressure levels of the order of
110 db. (Exposures to ambient levels of 110 db are of sufficient
magnitude to cause possible hearing damage if they are constantly
repeated for the order of one hour per day). The Applicant estimates
that the breakers will operate on the order of once per year. Thus,
even though the sound levels associated with circuit breaker operation
are high, the circuit breakers should not have a serious noise impact.
However, if circuit breaker operation proves to be fairly frequent
(several times a month) the resulting noise impact may be annoying
enough to require remedial action. The Applicant has stated that it
will take remedial action if off-site sound levels become annoying.
(See p. K-52)

5.1.3 Road Traffic

Road use in the vicinity of the DAEC is light, additional traffic re-
sulting from the plant operation will not be heavy, and no road traf-
fic problems are anticipated. In the event of improbable accident
conditions, rerouting of traffic could be accomplished with little
inconvenience to motorists.

5.1.4 Plume Effects

The Center will utilize induced-draft cooling towers on a closed-cycle
basis to dissipate waste heat to the atmosphere (see Section 3.4). The
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use of cooling towers will result in a maximum of 7000 gpm of water
being added.to the atmosphere in the form of water vapor and droplets.
Calculations of the meteorological effects from this addition of moisture
to the atmosphere have been made for the Applicant by the NUS Corporation
using its LUPH computer program. Limited comparisons between calculated
and measured results4 indicate that the NUS model gives reasonable
results. The calculations performed for the Applicant were made using
weather data from the Des Moines, Iowa Weather Station. An analysis of
one year's data taken at the plant site indicates that the Des Moines
data are adequately similar to the on-site data. 5

The areas of immediate concern in regard to environmental effects of
cooling tower operation are populated areas and transport routes. -The
plant site is located approximately 2 1/2 miles from the nearest viL-
lages of Palo and Toddville, Iowa. Route 94 is the closest medium-duty
traffic route, approximately 2 1/2 miles southwest from the site, and
a light-duty, gravel road connecting Routes 95 and 150 approaches to
about one mile of the site to the west.

A plume is most often observed during the cold months of the year, when
the mixing of cold ambient air with the cooling tower effluent produces
a moisture content above the saturation level. In general, the visible
plume exists only for the first few thousand feet. However, during the
very cold winter months, December, January, and February, plumes several
miles long can occur. The Applicant's calculations indicate :that a plume
will be observed over the villages of Palo and Toddville less than one'
half percent of the time during the winter season. The plume at 2.5
miles from the plant can also be expected to be relatively thin and
usually some distance above the ground. Experience at operating towers
indicates that fog near towers is often quite dense; dispersion and
re-evaporation downwind should reduce the liquid water content of the
effluent to acceptable visibility levels off-site.

Beyond the visible portion of the cooling tower plume the evaporated
moisture will continue to be dispersed by the turbulent action of the
atmosphere. It can be anticipated that some of this moisture will be
carried to the ground and increase the relative humidity to an extent
which may increase the likelihood of fog or icing conditions. The
Applicant'.s calculations indicate that the hours of fog for the nearby
community of Palo would be increased by less than 0.01 percent, or by
0.2 hours, during any season of the year. The cooling tower design
proposed by the Applicant incorporates drift eliminators which should
reduce drift losses to much less than the 0.1 percent which the Appli.
cant uses as a design value.
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In studies of cooding tower plumes, it has been found that fogging prob-
lens associated with downwash into the wake of the cooling tower
structure are initiated during periods of cold 9weather, when winds are
more than ten miles per hour, essentially perpend-icular to the long
axis of the structure, and the relative humidity is greater than 80%.6,7

Conditions of this type, dirteted toward the gravel roadway connecting
Routes 94 and 150, are expected to occur for about 0.25 percent of the
total hours of the spring season, the season of most frequent occurrence.
However, the high wind speeds which cause the downwash also tend to
dissipate the plume within the first few thousand feet. This limit to
affected distance is consistent with other reports 7 and information
obtained from European installations where a separation of cooling
tower and traveled areas of 400 meters (1200 feet) is suggested.
Accordingly, the Staff concludes that local fogging effects such as
occur or, the few occasions when the plume is affected by downwash over
the cooling tower structures do not present an environmental problem.
Operation experience from towers similar to the DAER towers indicates
that icing beyond one mile will not be a problem, so that no adverse
effects from icing are anticipated. 3, 8

Aynsley 37 has observed that cooling tower plumes can, if meteorologi-
cal conditions are proper, create cumulus clouds. He concludes that
this is a "rare occurrence", and chat these man-made clouds only
precede natural cloud formation. There have been some reported
occurrences of snow showers or ice crystals being generated by cooling
towers, 3 8 , 39 ,4 0 however, in all cases the amounts of precipitation
were very small. The state-of-the-art in cloud physics is such that
firm, quantitative estimates of increases in rainfall or snowfall
from cooling tower plumes cannot be made. However, all evidence suggests
that increases in precipitation will only infrequently occur and will
amount to only a small fraction of natural precipitation. The Staff
does not anticipate that any deleterious effects due to increased
rainfall or snowfall will occur.

5.2 EFFECT ON WATER USE

5.2.1 Ground Water

In the vicinity of the plant site, ground water is commonly taken from
shallow alluvial aquifers or from the Silurian-Devonian aquifer under-
lying the alluvial aquifer. The two aquifers are hydraulically dis-
connected by a layer of clayey material. The DAEC will withdraw water
only from the Silurian-Devonian aquifer. Water withdrawal will be at
a maximum rate of 1500 gpm, from two wells.
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Test runs of the two production wells to be used during plant operation
indicated that use of the wells will create a cone of depression in the
piezometric surface of the Silurian-Devonian aquifer extending 85,000
feet from the wells. This, coupled with the fact that the piezometric
surface has dropped 105 feet in 70 years in the Cedar Rapids area,5
indicates that the DAEC withdrawal of 1500 gpm from the lower aquifer
may have a significant effect on other wells. DetaiLled info--mation to
predict the exact effect that the plant wells will have on surrounding
wells is not available. The Applicant is aware that the plant's use of
water may affect surrounding wells, and has stated that it will be their
policy to "correct any deleterious local well effects."' Possible
alternatives which could be used to reduce the DAEC's use of well water .
are discussed in Section 10.1.

Since the upper alluvial aquifer is hydraulically disconnected from the -
Silurýiah-Devonian aquifer, the DAEC use of well water should have no
effect on shallow wells or deep-rooted vegetation.

Construction of buildings and roads on the plant site will increase -
surface runoff slightly, but the amount of land affected (less than 40
acres) is small.

5.2.2 Surface Water

The river in the vicinity of the plant is not used for commercial navi-
gation or for commercial fishing. The river is lightly used for recre-
ational fishing and boating. Operation of the DAEC should have no
serious v..verse effects on recreational uses of the Cedar River.

Water is withdrawn from the Cedar River at a maximum rate of 11,000 gpm
for input to the cooling water syst'm. Of the 11,000 gpm withdrawn
from the river, 7000 gpm will be lost by evaporation and drift from the
cooling towers and 4000 gpm will be returned as warmed water from the
cooling tower blowdown. As a part of the intake structure, a low head
diversion dam is being built to assure an adequate water supply in
periods of low flow; this dam will block most of the river channel,
but in such periods the river is not likely to be used for recreational
boating in the site area because of the many sand bars which -ill be
a hazard.

Water will be discharged from. the plant at two locations. The sanitary
waste dischargesvwill be upstream of the plant and the blowdown water
from the circulating cooling water will be discharged downstream. By
far, the largest discharge is the blowdown discharge, which will be at

•~ ., .. . . . - . . . . . . .: -<f...: .. : , •" " . • "-t
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a rate of about 4000 gpm. The chemical content of this discharge water
is summarized in Table 3.8. During periods of average flow the Cedar
River will dilute chemical discharges sufficiently (3065 cfs average

r. river flow in comparison to 8.9 cis biowdown flow) so that chemical
increases will be within normal fluctuations. It should also be noted
that the Cedar River is used in, only a limited manner at present
(downstream from the Plant it. is only used as an indirect source of
drinking water, i.e., via wells near the riverbank, and recreational
uses are limited). The Staff is of the opinion, therefore, that the
blowdown effluent from the Plant should have no deleterious effect on
water uses. Note also that the quality of the blowdown effluent is
directly related to the quality of the river water. If the river
water were chemically pure, no sulfuric acid would need to be added
for pH control and no solids would be present to be concentrated by
evaporation. Thus if the Cedar River is ever cleaned up, the blowdown
effluent will be correspondingly cleaner and no deleterious effects
on water uses are anticipated even if the Cedar River quality improves.
Effects of the blowdown effluent on the aquatic ecosystem are considered
in Section 5.4.

The sanitary waste discharges will be limited to 15,000 gpd (about 10
gpm average). The waste treatment system will have more than adequate
capacity and the waste effluent should be of adequate quality in regard
to chemical contents, solid content, and oxygen demand not to signifi-
cantly affect water uses. A possible exception is in regard to bacteria]
content since the sanitary *4aste is not chlorinated. At present, the
Iowa State Depa-rtment of Hcalth does not believe that downstream uses
of the Cedar River are such that chlorination of the sanitary wastis is
warranted, though chlorination may be required at a future date. Since
chlorin,. additions can in themselves cause possible ecological problems,
and in view of the large dilution factor provided by the Cedar River,
the appropch of the Iowa State Department of Health seems reasonable.
However, if the sanitary wastes are not chlorinated, it seems prudent to
require monitoring for bacterial content in the sewage treatment effluent
as discussed in Section .6.2. Control measures based on proper effluent
monitoring should assure that downstream users of the Cedar River are
not adversely affected.

The water loss of 7000 gpm (15.5 cfs) from the river is quite small in
comparison with the 3065 cfs average river flow. The Iowa Natural Re-
sources Council has established a protected flow of 500 cfs in the Cedar
River at Cedar Rapids. As a consequence, whenever the river flow is
below 500 cfs, the DAEC may make no net withdrawals from the river. This
will be accomplished by discharging from the proposed Pleasant Creek
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Reservoir (see Section 2.1) to the river an amount of water equal to the
consuupLive use of river water. The maximum fraction of river water
consumed, therefore, will occur at 500 cfs and will be 3.1%. The effect
of plant operation on the Cedar River level will be minimal.

Filling and discharging of the proposed Pleasant Creek Reservnir may
significantly affect the river flow, depending upon the policies followed.
Evaporation and seepage from the reservoir will also increase the loss
of river water. The reservoir will be built and operated by the Iowa
State Conservation Commission to serve primarily as a recreational
area and secondarily to provide makeup water for the DAEC during these
periods of low river flow (about 5% of the time). However, the Iowa
State Conservation Conuission has not decided upon any details of
operation of the reservoir. Further, formal agreements between the
Applicant and the State Conservation Commission have not been made. No
definitive statements concerning reservoir management are possible,
therefore, at this time.

.5.3 EFFECT ON TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT

The greatest impact of plant operation on the terrestrial environment
has already taken place, i.e., the construction of the buildings,
cooling towers, and auxiliary structures. These occupy about 40 acres
of land previously used for agriculture. Natural vegetation on the
remainder of the 500 acre site will serve as a wildlife habitat.

Disturbance of the natural soil profiles on the site has resulted from
excavation and spreading of sand and alluvium over about 80 acres of
the site. After construction is complete, the Applicant will replant
unused areas to grass and trees, which will minimize any soil erosion
and run-off from the site.

Effluent from the plant during operation !q not expected to affect
terrestrial vegetation or wildlife, and monitoring of the terrestrial
ecosystem (see Section 6.2.3) will be carried out to detect damage if
it occurs.

In addition to plumes, the cooling towers will generate nntse, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.4. In areas such as the Wickiup Hills County Park,
the overall sound pressure level will be about 55 db and should not
affect wildlife, as far as is known. Stu.dies on effects of sonic boovs
from aircraft on behavior and capacity of farm animals have indicated
little or no effect. 9

... " -. .. ..-...
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Drift from cooling tower operation, as calculated by the Applicant, 1 0

will result in the deposition of chloride (the most corrosive salt in
the drift) to the extent of about 15 lb/acre/yr a the closest site
boundary. The Staff calculates that chloride drift will be a maximum
of 5.3 lb/acre/yr at the site boundary and will drop off away from
the boundary. The two calculations differ primarily due to differences
in the assumed chloride content of the cooling tower water. The Staff's
calculation is based on more recent data and is considered to be more
realistic. The Staff's calculation used a conservative deposition
rate of 0.1 meter/sec and an assumed effective plume height of 100
meters which should also be conservative.4 1 Phenomena such as water
droplet fallout which would further reduce the calculated salt fallout
rate at the site boundary were neglected. The Staff is of the opinion,
therefore, that actual chloride salt drift will be 5 lb/acre/yr or
less at all offsite locations. Based on the cooling tower blowdown
analysis given in Table 3.8, total salts will be deposited at a rate
of less than 60 lbs/acre/yr and will consist primarily of sulfates.

Natural chloride deposition in rainfall varies from about 10 lb/acre/yr
inland, to several hundred lbs/acre/yr in coastal areas.4 2 Chlorides
from the cooling tower drift, therefore, will add a small increment
to natural deposition at the closest site boundary, and progressively
smaller increments further downwind. Such additions are not expected
to have any undesirable effects on soils or vegetation. The terrestrial
monitoring program will include monitoring for such effects (see Section
6). Sulfate deposition from rainfall in the U.S. varies from about
6 lbs/acre/yr (Nebraska) in rural areas to more than 100 lbs/acre/yr
(Gary, Indiana) in industrial areas. 11 94 2 Total sulfur in surface
soils in midwestern areas is on the order of 1000 lbs/acre; additions
from irrigation and fertilization are often necessary in rural areas
to replenish sulfate losses by crop removal, leaching, and erosion.4 2

The deposition of sulfates from the drift, therefore, is expected to
cause no undesirable effects on soils or vegetation.

Chemical chan es that may occur in cooling tower waters have been
investigated. Chlorides, sodium, sulfate, and total dissolved solids
do not change chemically upon concentration. The amount of chloride
formed due to addition of chlorine as biocide will be very small
compared to the chloride concentration in the makeup water (less than
3 ppm compared to 18 ppm). Some of the ammonia existing in the river
water may be converted to nitrate in the cooling towers.

When deposited on the soil surface, soluble salts in the drift will
be readily leached through the layer of topsoil at the site and environs,
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which appear to be largely sandy alluvium. Further percolation of these
salts into the lower aquifer wlli be minimized by the presence of'a
large proportion of montomorillonitic clay in the glacial till under-.
lying the topsoil, 5 and the thick layer of bedrock below the till
(see Section 2.4).

Damage to vegetation from salt deposition on foliaga or uptake from the
soil is not expected; the terrestrial monitoring program Jescribed in
Section 6.2.3 should detect any such effects if they occur.

A change in the terrestrial environment will result from construction
of the Pleasant Creek reservoir. The reservoir will inundate approxi-
mately 410 acres of rough grazing and cultivated land. As mentioned
previously, an analysis of the environmental impart of the reservoir--
is beyond the scope of this Statement.

5.4 EFFECT ON AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT

5.4.1 Intake Effects

The design of the intake structure is given in Section 3.4. The design
will insure that the flow through the screens will be as uniform as
possible and of low velocity (< 0.75 fps) in order to minimize the
entrainment of fish from the Cedar River. Most adult and juvenile
fishes can then avoid being drawn into the traveling screens. As noted
in Section 2.7.4, the macro-invertebrates that are living unattached in
the open river water are very sparsely distributed. Thus, their possible
entrainment and loss are expected to be of little or no importance to
fish or man.

The smaller organisms in the water entering the intake will pass through
the traveling screen (3/16-in mesh). These organisms predominantly are
the bacteria, phytoplankton, and zooplankton described or referenced in
Section 2.7.

There is little evidence of more than sparse populations of crustacean
zooplankton. 1 3 -15 However the protozoa are well represented by
flagellates and ciliates. 14 The phytoplankton make up the bulk of the
planktonic organisms in the river, and these, like the protozoa, will
readily pass through the screens and condensers. Since the DAEC is of
the closed-cycle type, it can be assumed that most of the entrained
plankton regardless of species will be killed. However, the rate of
plankton reproduction is relatively fast, and no species' population
is likely to be perceptibly depressed as a result of full power operation
at the DAEC.. Furthermore, at normal river flow, less than 1% of the
river water will be used by the plant.

......................... . .. +,
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Most of the meroplankton (eggs and embryos of aquatic animals) including
the icthyoplankton (fish eggs or embryos) will not be components of
these planktonic forms since the great majority will be anchored to
substrates or lie on the river bottom.14, 6 A part of the intake system
as a whole is the barrier wall described in Section 3.4.2 and shown in
Figure 3.5. During normal river flows the barrier wall will be entirely
submerged and of such a design (gentle sloping walls) that river water
movement should not be hindered. If very low flows were encountered,
the river would be diverted to the lower (weir) section of the barrier
wall near the intake and discharge structures. This would risk damage
to river biota forced to pass the DAEC outfall. However, even with
the lowest flow of record (60 years) flow elevations will be above the
barrier elevation.

The barrier wall has been designed to minimize build-up of silt on the
upstream side of tr wall. If heavy siltation does occur, however, the
Applicant plans to dredge the area as needed to remove the accumulated

* silt. The dredgin6 operation will suspend silt and cause increased
turbidity in the river at the site and for some distance downstream,
depending on the river flow and particle sedimentation rates.

Turbidity has been associated with reduction of phytoplankton photo-
syst.esis and interference with the feeding mechanisms of certain
zooplankters such as cladocerans and rotifers. Benthic organisms
are also adversely affected. Abnormal silting may cause suffocation
of fish fry and, to a lesser extent, of adult fish. 1 7 Since the
increased turbidity due to the dredging will be a more or less
localized and temporary condition, any plankton losses are not expected
to have a significant effect on the total Cedar River ecosystem either
at the site or downstream. Suffocation of fish, however, may be an
observable effect of the increased turbidity during the dredging periods,
since the fish have no alternative waterway in which to avoid the
operation. However, warm water fishes are apparently more tolerant of
turbidity and suspended silt than are cold water fishes. 1 7 Carp, cat-
fish, and suckers, which are the dominant fish in the Cedar River (see
Section 2.7), are classified as warm water fishes, and these species
may not be significantly affected by the turbidity during dredging.

5.4.2 Blowdown Effects

a. Below Mixing Zone

If complete mixing occurs and if the cooling effect of the canal from
the towers to the river is ignored, the blowdown water from the DAEC
will normally cause a 0.1 to 0.2'F temperature rise in the Cedar River
below the mixing zone. Maximum temperature elevations at historical
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low flows would not exceed 1.1°F, if complete mixing. is assunmed (Table
3.2). This temperature rise is well below the 5"F maximum established
by the Iowa Water Pollution Control Commission. 13 The Staff does not
expect that this increase in water temperature over ambient will have
any damaging effect on the river organisms including fish. 18 The decrease
in concentration of dissolved oxygen associated with a 1.1SF increase in
temperature is small (less than 0.5 ppm) in terms of the total dissolved
oxygen in the Cedar River (4.7 to 16.5 ppm). 14 This will have a negligi-
ble effect on river biota.

b. Plume Effects

Before complete mixing of the thermal discharge with the river some
effects on fish may be observed, depending on the ambient conditions
during a particular season and are discussed in the following sub-
sections. The impact of these plume effects will be confined to an
area of less than one acre, with no more than 25 percent of the river
width affected (Section 3.4).

(1). Winter Conditions. .

During the cold season of the year, fish may be attracted to the thermal
plume,jSprobably because of preferred temperature conditions and the
improved availability of food. The discharge jet (6 ft/sec) will tend
to prevent most fish from entering the warmest areas of the plume and
they will likely seek a zone of preferred temperature in which they
can maintain themselves with a minimum of swimiing effort.

The residence of fish in the heated' effluent may have the following
consequences:

(a) increased metabolic rate, causing loss of condition
(weight length ratio). This effect has been described for certain
fish species in the Connecticut River, due to residence in the discharge
canal of an atomic power plant on the river. 18 Ciannel catfish in the
same study, however, showed no decline in condition. Catfish are .

abundant in the Cedar River, as shown in Section 2.7.

(b) premature spawning, leading to loss of fry due to lack
of proper food. Evidence of early sexual maturity and early spawning
by white suckers and sauger (species found to a minor extent in the
Cedar River) was obtained in power plant studies on the Delaware River
and a Kentucky lake. 18 Loss of some fry of the species during the winter
at the DAEC is expected.

(c) increased susceptibility to pesticides. There is soam
evidence that rainbow trout and bluegills were more susceptible to the
lethal effects of certain pesticides at a temperature of 12.7°C (55OF)

_ _ - ....- . •/ :•1 - .: • :'.:-/ .:=. ••:,.:•• ' : "" • . ,.•
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than at 1.6C (35"F). 19 These species are not found in the Cedar River,
but the possibility exists that the increase in temperature of the plume
over ambient may have a similar effect on the species that are present.

(d) cold-kill in case of sudden plant shutdown. During the
reactor "scram" condition, or sudden shutdown, a drop in temperature
to the ambient will occur over a period of a few hours. Fish resident
in the thermal plume and acclimated to that temperature, may be killed
due to the drop in temperature. This loss cannot be avoided during an
emergency shutdown. However, the likelihood of a scram condition is
remote. Cold kills can be prevented in other instances by scheduling
shutdowns for other than winter months, or by assuring that shutdowns
are carried out slowly (over a period of days).

(e) exposure to chlorine, leading to injury and/or death.
No problem is anticipated from chlorine discharges up to 0.2 mg/l for
a maximum of two hours per day, since the exposure times will be short
and intermittent. Further, carp and catfish appear to be relatively
tolerant of chlorine concentrations. 2 0 Discharges greater than 0.2 mg•l
total chlorine, however, may injure or kill the fish attracted to the
discharge by the warm water if they choose to remain near the outfall.
It is important, therefore, that chlorination during the winter months
be limited as much as possible. Due to the colder intake water tempera-
ture and lack of agricultural run-off during the winter, the amount of
chlorine needed in the intake water should be much less than that
required during the rest of the year for slime control. It is suggested
that chlorination be performed only when a definite slime-buildup is
indicated, and chlorine amounts added should be rigidly controlled to
the minimum amount needed for slime control. If total residual
chlorine concentrations exceed 0.2 mg/i at the river discharge point,
monitoring for symptoms of chlorine and chloramine-related damage to
fish (see Section 6.2.3) must be carried out and chlorine additions
further limited if signs of chlorine or chloramine damage are detected.

(2). Warm Weather Conditions

The effects of the thermal discharge on fish in the Cedar River during
the warmer months are not expected to be as critical as during the
winter. The species of fish in the Cedar River are warm water fishes
(see Section 2.7) and, if there are no restrictions to their movements,
will seek their preferred temperatures. Fish kills due to thermal
discharges have resulted when the fish were trapped in the discharge
can-Is of power plants. 18 The design of the discharge canal at the
DAEC is such that no fish are expected to reach the discharge canal at
all, and will be free to move in and out of the thermal plume at-will.
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Some adverse effects that may possibly occur are as follows:

(a) increased incidence of fish disease. Studies on in-
cidence of fish diseases have indicated'acceleration of certain diseases
and the development of fish parasites in heated waters. 2 1

(b) exposure to chlorine. It is expected that most fish
rill avoid the discharge plume when they sense a chlorine gradient, .-
particularly in warm weather when warm water other than that of -the
discharge plume is available to them. Even at low flow periods, the
area covered by the discharge plume is only a smali portion of the
waterway available to the fish (see Figures 3.8 and 3.9). The orienta•-
tion of the elongated plume is such that fish need not encounter the
plume in their downstream travel. There is documented evidence for,
avoidance of some concentrations of chlorine by salmonids- 2 2 the fish**
in the, Cedar River may behave in a similar manner. However, it is
possible that some fish, particularly fry, may not avoid the chlorine
concentrations; others may be present in the discharge area between
chlorlnation periods and be shocked by a sudden discharge of chlorine.
Chlorine discharges less than 0.2 mg/l total chlorine should not be
lethal or injurious to adult fish for intermittent exposures, although.
fry of certain species may be sensitive.

(3). Effect on Biota other than Fish

(a) Benthic Organisms

The blowdown water discharge jet is directed upward and mixing with
the river water is so rapid that benthic organisas should experienc3
little of the warmed effluent except at the outfall. Although some
local temperature increases wiln occur, ,various species of benthic
organisms can tolerate considerable change in temperature. The dis-
tribution and abundance of 21 species of mayflies (Ephemeroptera) and
13 species of stoneflies (Plecoptera) on the River Severn in England,
which is warmed 20 to 4*C (3.6° to 7.2 0 F) by cooling water from a power
station,.indicated that each species tolerated these unnatural tem-
perature ranges during different developmental stages and survived, -

The benthic population in the Cedar River near the DAEC is sparse
because of the shifting bottom sediments. 14 The scouring action and
turbulence caused by the discharge jet will probably be the limiting
factor in the maintenance of the benthos in that lo,ation, rather than-
the temperature per se. The destructive effects of both these factors
(temperature and scouring) will very likely be limited to about one
quarter of an acre of the river bottom near the discharge pipe.

- -~ >~j,

- ~ ** ~ ~ *.'g3
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(b) Plankton

A portion of the phytoplankton and zooplankton In the river will float
into the warmed plume, but their resident time in the plume will be
comparatively brief, and the temperature of the plume will rapidly
decrease downstream. Because of the small size of the plume, relative
to that from a once-through cooling system of a power plant of the same
capacity, and the relatively lowb temperature of the water from the
cooling towers, damage to the total phytoplankton and zooplankton
populations in the river by heat is not anticipated.

A 15-nmnth study of temperature effects on aquatic life in the Ohio
River showed that thermal discharges from four power plants did not
shift type of dominant algae from diatoms to green or blue-green groups,
nor did the discharges change the algal productivity potential. 2 1 At
the DAEC site in winter, however, an increase over normal levels in
periphyton populations attached to rocks and riprap in the discharge
zone is expected due to temperatures mor• favorable for growth in this
area than in other areas of the river. This improved growth my attract
fish.

5.4.3 Chemical Discharge Effects

The concentration of various compounds in the cooling tower before and
after mixing with the Cedar River at minluim dilution have been given
in Table 3.8. These chemicals are not expected to cause damage to the
river biota, nor to change the ecology of the river.

Not included in the table, but of great importance, is the discharge of
residual chlorine. In either its free or combined form, chlorine is
toxic to living organisms. 2 3 - 2 5 The concentration of total residual
chlorine (composed of both free and combined chlorine) in the blowdown
will depend upon the concentration of ammonia, amnnnia-containing
compounds, and other oxidizable substances in the water, among other
factors. Oxidation of organic and nonorganic compounds in the water by
free chlorine results in the formation of the chloride ion which is
relatively harmless to aquatic biota. Reaction of free chlorine with
high molecular weight compounds containing the amino group leads to
formation of chloramine compounds that have relatively low toxicity when
compared to free chlorine. Reaction of free chlorine with ammonia results
in the formation of mono-, di-, and trichloramine, which have high toxicity
to aquatic life and which persist in water for longer periods of time than
does free chlorine. The State of Iowa has not specified an allowable
residual chlorine concentration in discharge waters, 1 3 but the AEC Staff
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has established the following guidelines for receiving streams in cases
of intermittent chlorine utilization. For a period of two hours per
day, the concentration of total residual chlorine nay be up to but not
exceed 0.1 mg/1. This concentration would not protect trout and
salmon but should protect warm water species. This recommendation
assumes that no free chlorine is present. -For continuous discharge
the concentration of total chlorine in the receiving stream mist not
exceed 0.005 mg/l to protect -most warm water species of fish. This
concentration would not -protect some fish food organisms or sensitive
life stages of certain fish species.

Note that these guidelines are for the receiving stream. In view of the
fact that concentrations of total chlorine below 0.1 mg/1 -cannot be
reliably measured with present field methods, and in order to protect
chlorine-sensitive organist. in the area of the outfall, the Staff is
of the opinion that the two hour limit of 0.1 mg/l stated above mast

7xb be measured in the effluent before discharge to the river. During the
remainder of the time the limit for continuous discharge of 0.005 mg/f1
should be met. Since this concentration of total :residual chlorine cannot
be reliably measured with present methods, the Applicant will only be
required to insure that total residual chlorine in the blowdown is
substantially below the limit of reliable analysis as will be detailed
in the Technical Specifications.

However, it is not clear whether it will be possible to control residual
chlorine In the blowdown at all times to conform to the recommendation
stated above without additional treatment of the discharge. No free
chlorine is expected to be present in the discharge to the river due to
rapid reaction with oxidizable substances in the water. Combined compounds,'J
however, particularly monochloramlne, are expected to form in the cooling
water due to the presence of aumonia in the Cedar River water of up to
about 1.6 ppm (see Table 3.8) which will react with the free chlorine.
Concentrations of chloramine up to about 5 ppm as a result of the
1.6 ppm of ammonia, of which about 97Z will be monochloramine and about
3% will be dichloramine, 4 3 are likely. Passage through the cooling
tower circuit (8 to 30 minutes travel time) will likely dissipate most
of the dichloramlne. In turn, this will reduce somewhat a concentration
of the less volatile monochloramine due to equilibrium reaction. Mixing
of the water in the chlorinated condenser half with water from the
unchlorinated condenser half (chlorine will be added to 1/2 of the
condenser at a time) will reduce the concentration of chlorine in the
water by dilution and reaction with chlorine-demanding substances, bur-
the extent which this will reduce the total chlorine in the blowdown
is presently not predictable due to the wide fluctuation in chlorine
demand of the water. Chlorine demand may rise to 15 ppm during early

. .. . . .

____. .. . . . . . . . . . .
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spring when runoff from farm land is maximum. If such runoff contains
oxncentations of ammonia higher than given in Table 3.8, concentration

of chloramine in the circulating water ahead of the cooling tower will
be higher than the 5 ppm maximum stated above.

Experience at other installations is difficult to apply here, particularly
because no data are available on chlorination at plants sited on a river
sinilar in chemical characteristics to the Cedar River, and which use
cooling towers.

Because of the uncertainty in expected levels of residual chlorine in the
blowdown, the Applicant will be allowed an interim period in which to
determine whether total chlorine in the discharge to the river will exceed
the recommended criteria at any time during the year. If such occurs, the
Applicant mast, within this interim period, determine the extent of the
area in which chlorine in the river is detectable and must adopt an
ecological monitoring program which will determine the effects of chlorina.
tion on the aquatic ecosystem as discussed in Section 6.2. A limit of
0.5 mg/l total chlorine in the discharge for a period not to exceed two
hours per day, is considered a maximum acceptable concentration during
this interim period. At all other times, total residual chlorine in
the discharge must not exceed 0.1 mg/l during the interim period. These
limits are based on the following:

a. Even with the historical 10 year low flow these levels will
assure that after mixing (dilution factor of 20) total residual
chlorine in the river will be 0.01 mg/l, or less, except for a maxinum
of two hours per day when it may rach 0.05 mg/l.

b. The area of the river at the immnediate outfall, in which the
guidelines may be exceeded, will be relatively small in extent (see the
thermal plume sizes given in Section 3.4).

c. The species of fish in the Cedar River are more tolerant of
chlorine than cold water species such as salmon and trout. Sensitive
r-..ecies of zooplankron and benthos, as well as sensitive stages of a
particular fish species' lie cycle my be adversely affected by this
discharge at the immediate outfall, but such effects are not expected to
affect the total river ecology. In the event that deleterious effects
are found by the monitoring program, the Applicant must reduce chlorine
concentrations in the discharge as needed to protect the river's ecosystem.

In order to assure that plant operation does not result in long term
adverse changes in the Cedar River, the Applicant must initiate a study
of methods for chlorine control, if concentrations of total residual

./.•- -
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chlorine In the blowdown exceed the guidelines as stated above.
Within tvelve months after startup the Applicant -vflU submit to the
Staff a report stating that it can or cannot meet the limits
established In the Technical Specifications. If it cannot, then a
plan vli also be submitted stating what modifications the Applicant
proposes to enable the DABC to set the limits. ,Stricter limits wvil
be applied if required by rowa State Standards or other applicable
standards at that time. Control methods -are discussed in Section 10.

Depression of phytoplankton photosynthesis and respiration in :the
vicinity of a power plant on the St. Croix River were tied to chlori-

"nation.' 6 Similar effects may occur locally in the plume area near
the DAEC as a result of chlorinated discharges into the Cedar River,

....but plankton productivity should soon recover downstream from the dis-
charge zone, and not affect the total river ecosystem to any observable -
extent. The river nonitoring program will determine whether there are
any observable effects..

Miscellaneous chemicals required In the DAEC Laboratory, some of which
are discharged to the -river, -are present in minor amounts. ]b masur-
able adverse effects on either the quality of the water, nor on the
biota are expected as a result of the release of these chemicals or
their reaction products. Concentrations of toxic chemicals in the
river such as Cr, Zn, Hg, Pb, Nn and nitrates will ,be measured by the
Applicant's monitoring program, (see Section 6.2.1). If -levels of
these chemicals exceed that allowed by the Iowa Pollution Control
" Cmmission, and plant operation is a causative factor, it -will be
required that their discharge into the river be reduced to satisfactory
levels or terminated.

5.4.4 Summary

It is anticipated that the operation of the Duane Arnold Energy Center
will have no measurable adverse effects on aquatic biots except in a
sall area (<l acre) near the outfall. The Cedar River Baseline
Ecology Study has and will continue to provide information on the present
ecology of the Cedar River. Studies conducted after plant startup
adjacent to and downstream of the plant discharge are designed to
identify significant environmental changes caused by plant operation
and will make it possible to take corrective action should deleterious
environmental effects occur.

5.5. RADIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON BIOTA OTHERP THAN MAN

During normal operation of the DAECg -small quantities of radioactive
materials will be released to the environment. The releases that will
probably be permitted under the provisions of 10 CFR..50, proposed

.1Y'
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Appendix 1, have been covered in Section 3.5. Using these releases, a
fault-tree and 9ystems analysis of the DAEC and its eavironmnt was
performed using the ARIP program package. 2 7 The results of this analysa
are shown, in part, in Table 5.3 where dose rates are listed for the
biota in the vicinity of the DAEC. These include phytoplankton, zoo-
plankton, benthic organisms, terrestrial and aquatic plants, and local
and migrating birds and ammnals. Other terrestrial organisms will
receive doses intermediate between those of terrastrial plants and
birds. Doses at the effluent outlet, or In the Cedar River, are
applicable only to aquatic forms. The river littoral down river of the
DAEC has been chosen to represent the maximum doses to be expected
on land, or at the aquatic-terrestrial interface. Doses in all other
terrestrial areas will be lower than those given for the littoral. In
each case, the doses given are those for the limiting species, i.e.,
the species that are critical for this particular area by reason of
showing the maximum bioaccumulation effects. Inspection of the table
shows that these doses are, in fact, quite low for all of the biota in
the area. At these dose levels, no deleterious effects are anticipated
fir any of the biota in the area. 2 8 ,29 Even at the effluent outfall 7

the high river and high effluent discharge velocities precluded More
than momentary residence of mobile species. Thus, their annual dose
commitments would be much less than that given in 'Table 5.3. For
sessile organisms, e.g., benthos, radiosensitivity is less than for
mobile organisms by several orders of magnitude. Thus, deleterious
effects are not to be anticipated even for benthos in the immediate
effluent. In any case, steady-state radioactive concentrations will
drop several orders of magnitude within a few tenths of a mile of the
effluent discharge, 3 0 so that the benthos in only a very limited area
will be exposed.

A diagrammatic representation of some of the pathways utilized in the
evaluation is included in Figure 5.2. In addition, equilibration
between geosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere was assumed, as well
of the various trophic levels to and from birds, mammals, etc., in the
biosphere.

5.6 RADIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON MAN

5.6.1 Plant Operation Effects

The methodology above was thea extended to man. Direct doses to the
human population via atmospheric dispersion of plant releases are given
in Table 5.4. Detailed doses for the population within the
16 sectors extending to 50 miles are given in Appendix J. These are
subdivided into the critical organ doses attendant on releases of
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the DAEC-TABLE 5.3 -Doses (mrem/yr) to Biota in the Vicinity of

Organisms Effluent Cedar River Littoral

Aquatic plants 3441 .10 10

Aquatic Invertebrates 1500 4.5 -4.5

-Aquatic vertebrates .1200 .3.43.

-Terrestrial plants - - -5.1

Terrestrial Invertebrates -2.3

.Birds -- 4.5

Ma"'als 8.8

£
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TABLE 5.4 Cumulative Annual Population Dose and Average Dose
From Gaseous Effluents

Radial Distance Cumulative . Cm

from Plant, Population Popu
miles M

1 15

2
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275
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365,800
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umulative Average"
lation Dose, .Individual Dose, ,>,',ý;
an-rem/yr : .rem/yr

0.0069 . . . 0.46
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0.13 0.28

0.60 0.22

Ou U. LU ",
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halogens and particulates (e.g., 1-131), and of noble gases (e.g.,
Kr-85). These are given hecause they represent the limiting cases
of human hazard (e.g., carcinogenesis).

The maximum airborne doses are found in the north sector at, or near,
the boundary. This sector is also habitable so that the maximum value,
1.4 mrerm/year, represents a potential dose commitment. Direct doses
in all sectors are completely dominated by the noble gas component.
Hunters, anglers, and other occasional occupants of the area will
receive doses at this rate or less, with an annual dose markedly less
than 1.4 mtem. The annual population-integrated commitment over the
50-mile radius will be 15 man-rem (the natural population-integrated
commitment is about 74,000 man-rem).

The nearest identifiable dairy herd is pastured about 1.6 miles to
the west-northwest of the site. Annual doses to a child's thyroid via
the air-cow-milk iodine pathway will be less than 6.5 trem. The nearest
land suitable for pasture lies about 0.7 miles north of the site.
Pasture uses of such land represents a potential dose to a child's
thyroid less than 20 mrem/year. Monitoring, administrative measures
and/or design changes will be required to insure that the actual dose
does not exceed 5 mrem/year.

If in the future a cow is located closer to the DAEC than at present
(1.6 miles from the site), the Applicant will be required to evaluate
the thyroid radiation doses likely to result from consuinption of milk
produced at the new location, and to take whatever steps are necessary
to assure that these doses will be compatible with the then-existing
limits for human exposure.

Direct and indirect doses to man via waterborne radionuclides are given
in Table 5.5. These include doses to permanent residents, of the area,
to temporary residents, anglers, boaters, swimmers, etc., and to con-
sumers of foods produced in the area.. The maximum, cumulative, annual
dose received by any member of the population via normal liquid releases
from the DAEC would be less than 0.38 mrem. The corresponding
population doses would be 12 man-rem/year.

Direct dose rates from radioactive fuel and/or radionuclides produced
at and/or stored at the DAEC will be less than one mrem/year at the closest
approach to the DAEC. This dose drops off very rapidly with distance,
however, so that the total annual population dose from this source will
be less than one man-rem. This source is independent of plant, releases.

In stmmary, the Staff concludes that the radiological characteristics of
the DAEC and its environs are such as to limit human doses and dose rates
to a very small fraction of the natural background (about 135 mrem/year).31

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ,. ;. . o
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The fraction Ls less than 2% in nearby sectors, and much less than that
at a distance. DeleteriDus effects on the human population vould Ut

be anticipated since much. higher dose rates, extended over the lifetime
of significant segments of the U. S. populations have failed to show
any evidence of human hazard. 3 2

5.6.2 Transportation Effects

a. Principles of Safety In Transport

The transportation of radioactive material is regulated by the Depart-
ment of Transportation and the Atomic Energy Commission. The regulations
provide protection of the public and transport workers from radiation.
This protection is achieved by a combination of standards and require-
ments applicable to packaging, limitations on the contents of packages
and radiation levels from packages, and procedures to limit the exposure
of persons under normal and accident conditions.

Primary reliance for safety in transport of radioactve material is
placed on the packaging. The packaging must meet regulatory standards 3 3

established according to the type and form of material for containment,
shielding, nuclear criticality safety, and heat dissipation. The
standards provide that the packaging shall prevent the loss or dispersal
of the radioactive contents, retain shielding efficiency, assure nuclear
criticality safety, and provide adequate heat dissipation under normal
conditions of transport and under specified accident damage test con-
ditions. The contents of packages not designed to withstand accidents
are limited, thereby limiting the risk from releases which could occur
in an accident. The contents of the package also must be limited so that
the standards for external radiation levels, temperature, pressure, and
containment are met.

Procedures applicable to the shipment of packages of radioactive material
require that the package be labeled with a unique radioactive materials
label. In transport the carrier is required to exercise control over
radioactive material packages including loading and storage in areas
separated from persons and limitations on aggregations of packages to
limit the exposure of persons under normal conditions. The procedures
carriers must follow in case of accident include segregation of damaged
and leaking packages from people and notification of the shipper and
the Department of Transportation. Radiological assistance teams are
available through- an inter-Governmental program to provide equipment and
trained personnel, if necessary, In such emergencies.
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Within the regulatory standards, radioactive materials may be
safely transported in routine comerce using conventional transportation
equipment wcith- no special restrictions on speed of vehicle, routing, or
ambient transport conditions. According to the Department of Trans-
portation (DOT), the record of safety in the transportation of radio-
active materials exceeds that for any other type of hazardous comnmdity.
DOT estimates approximately 800,000 packages of radioactive materials
are currently being shipped In the United States each year. Thus far,
based on the best available information, there have been no known
-deaths or serious injuries to the public or to transport workers due to
radiation from a radloactiver material shipment.

Safety in transportation is provided by the package design and limit-
ations on the contents and external radiation levels and does not depend
on controls over routing. Althougb the regulations require all carriers
of hazardous materials to awid congested areas 34 wherever practical
to do so, in general carriers choose the most direct and fastest route.
Routing/iestrict ions which require use of secondary highways or other
than the most direct route my increase the overall environmental impact.
of transportation as a result of Increased accident frequency or severity.
Any attempt to specify routing would involve continued analysis of
routes in view of the changing local conditions as well as changing
of sources of material and delivery points.

b. Transport of New Fuel

Since the nuclear radiations and heat em--tted by new fuel are small,
there will be essentially no effect on the environment during transport
under normal conditions. Exposure of individual transport workers is
estimated to be less than 1 millirem (trem) per shipment. For the 4
shipments, with two drivers for each vehicle, the total dose would be
about 0.008 mn-rem per year. The radiation level associated with each
truckload of cold fuel will be less than 0.1 mrem/hr at 6 feet from the
truck. A member of the general public who spends 3 minutes at an

* average distance of 3 feet from the truck might receive a dose of about
0.005 mrnem per shipment. The dose to other persons along the shipping
route would be extremely small.

c. Transport of Irradiated Fuel

Based on actual radiation levels associated with shipments of irradiated
fuel elementa, the Staff estimates the radiation level at 3 feet from
the rail car will be about 25 'rea/hr.
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Train brakemen are likely to remain a few minutes in the vicinity of
the rail car for an avexage exposure of about 0.5 millirem per shipment.
With 10 digferent brakemen involved along the route, the annual cumulative
dose for 6 shipments during the year is estimated to be about 0.03 man-
rem.

A member of the general public who spends 3 minutes at an average
distance of 3 feet from the rail car, might receive a dose of as rnch
as 1.3 trem. If 10 persons were so exposed per shipment, the annual
cumulative dose for the 6 shipments would be about 0.1 man-rem. Approxi-
mately 150,000 persons who reside along the 500-mile route over which
the irradiated fuel is transported might receive an annual cumulative
dose of about 0.08 man-rem. The regulatory radiation level limit of
10 nrem/hr at a distance of 6 feet from the vehicle was used to
calculate the Integrated dose to persons in an area between 100 feet
and 1/2 mile on both sides of the shipping route. It was assumed that
the shipment would travel 200 miles per day and the population density
would average 330 persons per square mile along the route.

The rate of heat release to the air from each cask will be about
70 kw for a rail cask. This might be compared to about 50 kw of waste
heat which is released from a 100 horsepower truck-engine. Although
the temperature of the air which contacts the loaded cask may be in-
creased a few degrees, because the amount of heat is small and is being
released over the entire transportation route, no appreciable thermal
effects on the environment wil1 result.

d. Transport of Solid Radioactive Wastes

Under normal conditions, the average radiation dose to the individual
truck driver during a 500-aile shipment of solid radioactive waste
is estimated to be about 15 torem. If the same driver were to drive 25
truckloads in a year, he could receive an estimated dose of about 400
mrem during the year. The annual cumilative dose to all drivers for
25 shipments during the year, assuning 2 drivers per vehicle, would be
about 0.8 man-rem.

A member of the general public who spends 3 minutes at an average
distance of 3 feet from the truck might receive a dose of as much as
1.3 trerm. If 10 persons wre so exposed per shipment, the annual
cumulative dose would be about 0.3 man-rem. Approximately 150,000
persons who reside along the 500-nile route over which the solid radio-
active waste is transported might receive an annual cuimulative dose
of about 0.2 man-rem. These doses were calculated for persons in an
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area between 100 feet and 1/2 mile on either side of the shipping route,
assumig• 330 persons per square mile, 10 =rem/hr at 6 feet from the
vehicle, and the shipment traveling 200 miles per day.

5.7 RESOURCES (DMflTED

Resources committed In the construction of the DAEC are given In
Section 4.4. The principal resources which will be used during
operation of the plant are human and fuel (uranium). A few thousand
man-years of effort will be Involved in operating the Plant during
its lifetime.

In the process of producing power the DAEC wvl1 use a natural resource Q.!,
of fuel-Uranium-235. Part of the enriched uranium fuel loading for the
reactors is periodically reprocessed for removal of fission products and,
after adjustment of the enrichment, refabricated for return to the -
reactor. During a 40-year lifetime, about 900 metric tons of uranium
as U02 will pass through the reactor, with 78 metric tons being in
the -eactor at any one time. .

A total of about 22 metric tons of fuel will be actually fissioned
and lost as a natural resource. Plutoni-m production in the plant
reactor will partially offset the loss of fissionable uranium (approxi-
mately 25 percent). A listing of some of the chemicals which will be
used during a 40-year lifetime of the DAEC are given in Table 5.6.
Nonfuel resources used are small in term of total resources available,
especially when viewed in terms of the total production of some
160 x 109 kWh of electricity which will be produced by the DAEC. Many
other materials are involved in the Plant construction and operation, but
most of these will be recoverable upon termination of plant operation.
The Staff concludes that In no case will the amount of material committed
during the construction and operation of the DAEC be appreciable in
terms of the supply of the material available.

5.8 EFFECTS 0" THE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

Effects of construction of the transmission system have been considered
in Section 4.1. The primary effects of the transmission system are
involved in the original construction of the system. Operational effects
will be primarily confined to periodic maintenance of the transmission
system. No defoliants will he used during line maintenance, and trim-
ning of growth near the lines will be lUmited to that needed for pro-
tection of the lines.1 Effects of continued operation of the trans-
mission system are, therefore, expected to be minimal.
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TABLE 5.6 Chemicals Used In 40 Years of Plant Operation

Material Amoumt Used

Sulfuric acid' 210 x 106 lb

Sodium hydroxide 1.1 x 106 lb

Chlorine. 10 x 106 lb

0

a........................-
.. .. ~-

.~ . ./
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The generation of ozone as a result of €orana generated by transmission
lines has recently been experimentally lnvstigated In the laboratory
and field. 35 p36 . These investigations indicate that for transmission
lines up to 765 kV the maximum ground-level ozone concentration will
be well below federal standards. 3 5  The National Primary Air Quality
Standard for photochemical oxidants as issued by the Environmental
Protection Agency is 0.08 ppm by volume maximum arithmetic means for
a one-hour concentration not to be exceeded once per year. Laboratory
studies have indicated that 0.0193 ppm by volume of total oxidants
might be expected at ground level. Field studies with equipment
sensitive to 0.002 ppm by volume indicated no measurable oxidants at
either ground or transmission line wire level.

/I

Ii-)
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6. EFFLUENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAMS

The programs discussed in this section will form the basis for the
monitoring requirements included in the Staff's Technical Specifications
if an operating license is issued to the Applicant. The Technical
Specifications will be attached to, and become part of, the operating
license.

6.1 RADIOLOGICAL PROGRAMS

6.1.1 Preoperational Radiological Monitoring

The preoperational environmental monitoring program began in 1971. It
was designed to document existing radioactivity levels and fluctuations
in various environmental media, including air, water, soil, vegetation,

/foodstuffs, sediments and biota. The program was designed by the
Applicant in conjunction with the NUS Corporation, and samples collected
during the period between April and December of 1971 were analyzed by
NUS. Samples collected subsequent to that time were analyzed by the
Eberline Company of Santa Fe, New Mexico. This program is described in
greater detail in Section 2 and Appendix B (Technical Specifications)
of the Applicant's Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR).

Samples are collected by employees of the Applicant, or by its ecological
consultant, and sent to Santa Fe. The single exception is that thermo-
luminescence dosimeters (TLD) used for the monthly determination of the
ambient radiation background are now read by the Applicant because doses
incurred in air shipment to Santa Fe were found to exceed the doses
otherwise accumulated. A parallel set of badges, which are left in the
field for one year, are still sent to Santa Fe for reading. Altogether
about 2400 samples of various types are collected from almost 80 sampling
locations each year.

The samples are analyzed by the established procedures of the Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA) Laboratories or the Health and Safety
Laboratory (HASL) of the AEC. Quality assurance is maintained in part
by interlaboratory comparisons on samples furnished by the analytical
control service of the EPA and by the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA).

The types of samples collected, locations and frequency of collection,
and the analyses performed are given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. Sampling
locations are shown in Fig. 6.1. Additional details regarding sample
analysis along with the results of the first year of monitoring are to



TABLE 6.1. Sampling System for the Environmental Monitoring Program

Sampling Frequency
fample Type Location Preoperational Operational Analysis Remarks•articulatWe 

1-16 W W a0,8-y, y spec. Continuous filter
odine 4, 5, ¾ • W W y spectrum Weekly composite11, 12, 14, 15

6t radiation 1-48 4 M y dose TLDice water 49-52, M ,y73, 75 
Sr-90, y spec. If 0 >10 pC/,
Tritium(a) Composited
Rs-226 If Q >3 pC/iE(well) water 53-60 M M As for surface water

i sediments 49-51, 61 M SA c,, R-K40, y spec. Sr-90
15, 16, 62-74 Q SA As for bottom sediments

ation 62-74 At harvest SA As for soil Edible portionsand poultry 
As available SA o, p-K-40, 1-131 thyroid, Various farms within

Cs-137 muscle 10 miles.
62 

1 (b) m( r - 3Control farm near

!• 62 ~b) TM€) ('rr89, -90, 1-131,Bano
0 Brandon63-72 M(b) M(c) DaCs-137, a-L-140, Dairies w/i 10 at.73 M(b) Th(c) tElemental Ca Control farm at Amana

Cedar River Q Q o, B-K-40, y spec., All avail. species
Sr'.90 bone

ic biota Cedar River Q Q a,$-K-40, y spec. As available
Palo SA SA a,-K-40,1I-31 thyroid. Also from other_______________ Marsh 

Cs-137 muscle areasA .t.~. ~ X ., --- ---- . - .. - -
4 1--..J Mnl flh.a....nedt.~f

1wkweeKty;j, In twice-mounthy], Mkmontntyi, Qtquarterl y], SAtsemi-annu*LLy), •kgross B-y J'gS ss By
?dosimetry)
br tritium analysis (electrolytic enrichment) composited quarterly 1st year and annually thereafter.6re frequently if 1-131 is suspected (or detected).
•ekly if t-131 detected in plant effluents.

1, y spec.%y spectrum an. ya a 9
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TABLE 6,2 Monitoring Locations

Approximate
Distance,

Location Miles Samples Obtained

1. Cear Rapids

2. Marion

3. Hiawatha

4. Morris

5. Palo

6. Center Point

7. Shellsburg

a. Urbana

9. Route W26

10. Atkins

11. Toddville

12. Iowa City

13. Alburnett

i4. Alice

15. On site

16. On site

17-32 Sixteen cardinal compriss
directions

33-48 Sixteen cardinal compass
directions

49. 'Levis Access

50. Plant intake

51. Plant discharge

52. Cedar Rapids City Park

53. Cedar Rapids water
treatment (treated)

54. Cedar Rapids water
treatment (untreated)

55-56 On-site wells

57-b0 Wells near site

61. Cedar River below plant
discharge

62. Control farm near Brandon

63-72 Dairy farms

73. Control farm near Amana

74. Irrigated farm downriver

75. Farm pond near Toddville

11

10
6

2

3

6

5

10

7

8

2

30

8

8

air, TLD

air, TLD

air, TLD

air, TLD, iodine

air, TLD, iodine

air, TLD

air, TLD, iodine

air. TLD, iodine

air, TLD

air, TLD

air, TLD, iodine

air, TLD, iodine

air, TLD

air, TLD, iodine

air, TLD, iodine, soil

air, TLD. soil

Site boundary

1-3

TLD

TLD

4.5

7

7

7

<1

0.5

18

_10

20

1.5

2

Surface water,

Surface water,

Surface water,

Surface water

BS

BS

BS

Well water

Well water

Well water

Well water

BS

Soil, vegetation, milk*

Soil, vegetation, milk

Soil, vegetation, milk,
Surface water

Soil, vegetation

Surface water

key: air(particulatea filtered), TLD(ambient y radiation),

a Except locations 6•D,70.

BS(bottom sediments)
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Fig. 6.1. Environmental Monitoring Program Sampling Stations.
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be found in the Applicant's document, "Report of Environmental Monitor-
ing Program, April 1971-March 1972."

The program is basically a good one, thoroughly described and documented,
properly redundant in critical areas, well-focused on important human
and biotrophic pathways, yet sufficiently inclusive to ensure adequate
monitoring of minor pathways as well. The Staff regards the Applicaru's
program as adequate to provide a baseline for the assessment of radio-
logical changes in the environment which might be caused by the operation
of this plant.

6.1.2 Operational Effluent Monitoring

Possible release paths for gaseous radioactivity (Section 3.5.2) include
the air-ejector offgas train, the offgas stack which c/arries both the
air-ejector offgas and the gland sea] exhaust, and thi reactor building
ventilation system. Radioactivity re.. -ased via each path will be
measured and reported in accordance with AEC SafetyGuide 21. This guide
specifies minimum requirements for meas-:,rement and reporting of radio-
activity in gas and liquid releases and specifies such details as the
need for isotopic identification, and sensitivity of analyses.

The DAEC process monitoring is described in Section 7.12 and
Amendment 1 of the FSAR. 1 Monitor readings will be continuously
recorded and alarms will be signaled if radioactivity levels exceed
preset trip levels. An alarm in a reactor system ventilation monitor
will cause that system to shut down and the standby gas-treatment system
to be started up.

Liquid process monitors will be installed on the reactor building closed
cooling water system, the plant service water system and the pumpout
line from the liquid radwaste system. The last named monitor serves as
a backup since the radioactivity content of any tank to be released
must be first ascertained by sampling and analysis, again in accordance
with AEC Guide 21. Monitor readings will be continuously recorded and
alarms will be signaled if preset levels are exceeded.

At this time, specific trip levels have not been set. Appropriate levels
will be required for inclusion in the Technical Specifications prior to
operation of the plant. Since the limits will be related to the long-term
release limits which are given in the Technical Specifications and will
ensure conformity with the as low as practicable provisions of 10 CFR 20
and 10 CFR 50, this aspect of plant operation is considered to be
satisfactory.
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6.1.3 Operational Environmental Monitoring

The operational radiological monitoring program for the environment
"ill be essentially the same as the preoperational one. It will use
the same sampling locations, techniques, analyses, and approximately
the same sampling frequency. Changes will be made in the program
as indicated by operating experience. It will be further ,defined in the
Technical Specifications for the plant. Basically, the program is a
good one and, together with the preoperational program, is adequate -for
the assessment of radiological changes in the environment that may be_
caused by plant operation.

62ECOLOGICAL PROGRAHS

.6.2.1. Preopeuitional Environmental• •onitoring

a. Aquatic

The Applicant initiated a baseline ecological study of the Cedar River
in April 1971, which will continue until plant startup. 2  The study is
iunder the supervision of Dr. Donald B. McDonald, Limologist and

Associate Professor of Civil Engineering at The University of Iowa,
Iowa City.

The river sampling techniques used are based largely on eight years',:.,"
experience on the Iowa River, which is similar in its drainage basin and
limnology to the Cedar River. At the beginning of the Cedar River study,
a number of samples were taken across the river at various stations to
determine the degree of homogeneity in the water. It was found ýthat,
with the exception of the shallow water areas near shore, the river was
relatively homogeneous at any one time, although considerable water
quality changes occurred throughout the year. For this reason, two
samples were taken with the Kemmerer sampler from the channel edge or
main channel of the river and mixed prior -to analysis. It was found
that this procedure gave an accurate picture of the water quality of
the Cedar River at a given time. Since the water quality of the river-,-.
is subject to considerable seasonal changes, samples for chemical and.,''
plankton analysis are taken twice monthly rather than quarterly. ,Studies
on the Iowa River showed that this is necessary if a true picture of-,
the seasonal water quality is to be obtained. In order to determine
diurnal variations in alkalinity, D.O., temperature, and pH, samples
are collected at three- to four-hour intervals on a quarterly basis.3 "

Samples are taken from the river throughout the year at four locations:
1) about five miles upstream of the plant at the Lewis Access Bridge;
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2) directly above the intake structure for the cooling tower makeup
water; 3) at the John Comp farm, about one mile below the site; and
4) at Mohawk Park, just above the city of Cedar Rapids' water treatment
plant. Sampling sites are shown in Fig. 2.15. Samples for general
chemical and plankton analysis were routinely taken twice per month
while complete chemical analysis, benthic and fishery studies were
conducted in June-July and October-November, 1971. The following
specific studies were conducted:

I. General Water Quality Analysis:
A. Frequency: twice per month, routinely.
B. At all four sites.
C. Parameters measured:

D.O. Total P04  COD
pH Ortho P04  Taste and odor
C02  NO3  Temperature
Total alkalinity NH3  Turbidity
CO3 alkalinity Fe Color
Total hardness Lignins 6 tannins Solids
Ca hardness BOD 44

II. Additional Water Quality Analysis:
A. Frequency: quarterly.
B. At all four locations.
C. Parameters measured: All general water quality parameters

plus:
Cu Mn
Zn Cl
Hg SO4 _
Pb NO2
Cr+6 Pesticides in fish

In addition, D.O., pH, and alkalinity were determined at each site every
four hours over a 24-hour period.

III. Plankton Studies
A. Frequency: twice per month, routinely.
B. At all four locations.
C. Analyses for: numbers and kinds (to genus whenever

possible) of organisms present.

Studies to determine periphyton using artificial substrates were
undertaken at the beginning of the study but were abandoned because of
the fl.uctuation in riverflow and the effects of siltation, which made
any interpretation meaningless. No studies of higher aquatic plants
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were undertaken as these organisms are almost never found In the riverbecause of the nature of the channel and the bottom. 3

IV. Bacteriological Studies
A. Frequency: twice per month.
B. At all four locations.
C. * Analyses made:

Total plate count (20°C)
Total coliform (MF) .

_q

Fecal coliform (HF)
Fecal streptococci

V. Benthic (bottom organisms) Studies
kA. Frequency: quarterly.
B. Analysis: kinds (to genus whenever possible) and

numbers of organisms present.

Benthic samples were taken by means of a Ponar dredge or by simply.scraping rocks at certain areas. It is difficult to make quantitative
estimates of the benthic production in the Cedar River because of thefact that nich of the bottom consists of shifting sand and silt whichsupport relatively few benthic organisms. Uhere exposed rock ,substrateis available, relatively large populations of mayflies and other formscharacteristic of fair to good water quality are present. Thus, itappears that substrate rather than water quality is the limiting factor",'..in benthic populations in the area. 3

VI. Fishery Studies

Fishery studies were conducted in cooperation with the Iowa Conservation
Commission using electroshocking and baited nets. These are the methodsroutinely employed by the Iowa Conservation Commission throughout theState of Iowa and will be employed by the Conservation- Commission in anypostoperational studies conducted.

Age and growth studies are also being conducted by the Iowa -Conservation
Commission.

,METHODS

Analyses for alkalinity, pH, dissolved oxygen and temperature areperformed in the field at the time of sampling. -Other analyses areperformed in the laboratory With the excention of heavy metal deter-
,minations, which are done by the Iowa State Hygienic Laboratory atDes Moines, all laboratory work is performed in the water laboratory
of the Department of -Civil Engineering, located at The University ofIowa in Iowa City. Most of the chemical tests are-made in\ accordance

,~> 6
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with "Standard Methods," 4 with a few minor variations that involve the
use of reagents prepared by the Hach Chemical Company. Bacterial
counts are made by use of the Millipore filter procedure. Plankton
counts are made on centrifuged samples by use of the Whipple micrometer
disc and the Sedgwick-Rafter slide. Both of these procedures are
described in "Standard Methods." A sarple of uncentrifuged water from
each site is also ezamined in order to include those blue-green algae
that are lighter than water and are eliminated by the centrifuging
process. Determinations of pesticide residues in fish are made with a
MicroTech MT220 gas chromatograph on samples extracted by means of the
techniques given in the "Pesticide Analytical Manual."'5

b. Terrestrial

Since the brief description of wildlife and vegetation existing in the
vicinity of the plant, as presented in the Enviror.ental Report, was
inadequate as a preoperational ecological study, the Applicant has made
a more systematic survey of the area with regard to terrestrial plants
and animals. 6 07 , 17

Most of the field work was conducted by Mr. Frank W. Collins, M.S.
in Wildlife Biology, and Chief of the Environmental Resources Division,
Rock Island District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; David Niemann, M.S.;
and Donald B. McDonald, Ph.D., Limnologist, The University of Iowa,
Iowa City.

Information to be obtained includes compiled data on soil types, Land
use, and the studies conducted in the area by the Iowa Conservation
Commission. Field studies consist of determination of presence and
abundance of game birds and animals, and a species inventory of mammals,
birds, reptiles, and amphibians. Techniques utilized include actual
observations, animal signs, reports, road counts, random line transects,
and trapping, if necessary.

During June, 1972, the Iowa Geological Survey conducted a multispectral
data acquisition mission over the Cedar River. Five rolls of imagery
were obtained, two at an altitude of 4000 feet, three at 8000. The
Applicant states that the data are being processed and will be available
to IELPCo and its consultants. 6

In conjunction with the aerial surveys, studies of the terrestrial
vegetation were conducted in the vicinity of DAEC and the Pleasant Creek
Reservoir. These studies included general vegetation surveys to
determine the types and distribution of vegetation in the area, as well

* k

-S~~ ...2 ...22 ..A. .
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as transects of selected areas (Palo Marsh, Lewis Preserve, Wickiup Hills,
and Levis Preserve Access).

These field studies of plant communities were conducted during June and
July 1972, using the following methods: 7

- All of the study areas were Initially examined in order to obtain
preliminary data on the type of vegetation present and the
species composition. Transects were established in each study
area for the purpose of obtaining quantitative data.

- Herbaceous species were sampled using a 20 x 50-cm plot. All
herbaceous species as vell as shrubs and tree seedlings less
than 1 meter tall were sampled with the 20 x 50-cm plot. Forty
plots were taken along the transect in each sample area. The
plots were 1.5 meters apart along the transect. Each spec
occurring within the plot was recorded along with rooted/,..
density and percentage foliage cover.

- Shrubs were sampled In a similar manner using a 1 x 1--eter.,
plot. Forty plots were located one meter apart along the . .
transect. Each species occurring within a plot was recorded
as well as the rooted density and the percentage foliage cover.
All shrubs and tree seedlings over one meter tall but less than
2.5 cm in diameter at breast height (1.5 meters above the ground),
were sampled with these plots.

- Trees were sampled by the quarter system method as discussed by
Curtis.8 Briefly, this method consists of setting up a transect
and locating points at intervals along the transect, At each
point, -usually 20 paces apart in this study, four quadrats are
established using the line of the transect and a line at right
angles to it. In each quadrat, the distance to the nearest
tree is measured as well as the diameter of the tree and the
species is determined. All trees over 2.5 cm in diameter are .
measured. As many as 40 points (160 trees) were sampled in each
site where this method was used. In one study area this method
was not practical because of the small area to be sampled, so a,
rectangular plot was used for sampling. Where the quarter
system was used, the original transect which was used for herb
and shrub sampling was also used for the tree sampling, but because
of greater area required for sampling trees, -several parallel
transects were required, but they were all relatively close to
the herb and shrub transect.
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Treatment and analysis of the data collected are described in
Ref. 7. The Staff concludes that the program outlined above is
adequate.

6.2.2 Operational Effluent Monitoring

With some exceptions, the Applicant's Environmental Report gives no
details of its nonradiological effluent monitoring program. The follow-
ing sections, therefore, describe monitoring which should be included in
any program carried out by the Applicant.

a. Chlorine

Of particular importance is the monitoring of residual chlorine in the
cooling tower blowdown. The amperometric method is among the most
accurate for the determination of free and/or combined available chlorine,
and is not subject to the er'"6irs of the more common orthotolidine
method. 9 Dr. W. A. Brungs, of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
has stated that one of the most common causes of environmental problems
due to chlorine results from a much greater use of chlorine than was
intended because of imprecise analytical results. 10 Portable field
equipment is available for this method, and should be used by the
Applicant in the monitoring program, unless the Applicant can show that
an alternate method is as accurate and as sensitive.

Because of the harmful effects of free and combined chlorine on aquatic
biota1 0 1 1, 12 monitoring of residual chlorine should be carried out before
effluents are mixed with the Cedar River. The Applicant will 4e rnequired
to monitor total residual and free residual chlorine at the end of the
discharge canal, immediately before outfall into the Cedar River, which
will indicate the concentrations actually being discharged to the river.

Ideally, the concentration of total (free and combined) residual chlorine
at the point of discharge to the river, should not exceed 0.1 ppm.
However, given the characteristics of the Cedar River (specifically the
ammonia levels which may exist) and the uncertainty of chlorine control
techniques, it is anticipated that control of the blowdown effluent to
less than 0.1 mg/l total residual chlorine may not be possible during
the initial phases of plant operation. Total residual chlorine concen-
trations in the blowdown greater than 0.1 mg/l for two hours per day
but limited to a maximum of 0.5 mg/l will be permitted, providing the
Applicant meets the following requirements:

(a) defines the area of the river in which residual chlorine
is detectable.
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(b) develops a program to monitor for effects of chlorine on
fish and other aquatic organisms. Such a program should
include methods (e.g., live basket techniques) for detection
of gross injury to fish, such as mortality, erratic
movements, loss of protective slime covering, and
bleeding from the base of pectoral fins. 1 Studies
to detecc subtle effects such as elimination or reduction
of number of eggs produced per spawning, and increased
susceptibility of fry predation ýare more difficult to
carry out, -but are necessary for a thorough study. Effects
on benthos, zooplankton, and photoplankton productivity
should also be included.

-b. Chemicals other than Chlorine

The Iowa Water Pollution Control Commission has established criteria
for specific chemical constitutents in Iowa surface waters. 1 3 The
Applicant's preoperational Cedar River water analysis program (see
Section 6.1), if continued throughout the plant's operational period, ':,i
"should provide adequate chemical effluent monitoring.

c. Cooling Tower Drift

The Applicant states that salt deposition from cooling towers on the
land, ground water, vegetation, animals and property, will be measured
by the terrestrial monitoring progran., and that action will be taken
"before any effects are significant."' 4  Further details on monitoring
for cooling tower drift effects are discussed in Section 6.2.3.b.

The Applicant has established a weather station at the plant site, but
plans no monitoring of moisture from cooling tower plumes. Adverse
effects from icing are not expected so that no monitoring appears to be
necessary.

d. Thermal Effluent

The Applicant's Cedar River monitoring program calls for temperature
measurements at four sampling sites (Fig. 2.15) at a frequency of twice'
per month. Continuous automatic recording of temperature will be made
on a strip chart recorder located in the intake structure, and hourly,
daily, and monthly records will be available on computer printout of
both the intake and blowdown water temperature. During .the first year.
the Applicant will make in-river temperature measurements, during
'representative f3 ow conditions, to verify the thermal -plume calcula-
tions. The results will be made available to the Staff for analysis.
Additional measurements may be required by the Staff during later years
to encompass the full range of flow conditions expected to bc encountered
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e. Sanitary Waste Effluent

Since the Iowa Department of Health is not requiring routine chlorination
of the sanitary waste effluent from the DAEC, the Applicant will
include monitoring for fecal coliform in the present sewage effluent
monitoring program. The Applicant's river sampling program does
test for fecal coliform counts (twice monthly) downstream of the
plant, but the river water is apt to be polluted from other sources
which would mask the plant effluent. Fecal coliforms will be
monitored in the sewage effluent on the same bimonthly frequency as
they are monitored in the river.

6.2.3 Operational Environmental Monitoring

a. Aquatic

The Applicant plans to continue the preoperational monitoring program
(see Section 6.2.1) of the Cedar River after plant startup.1 Sampling
sites, parameters, and methods used in the operational monitoring program
may be modified as experience and data indicates.

The following additional procedures should be included in the opera-
tional monitoring program:

i. Determination (once a day) of the number of fish found in
the trash collection basket, and the data sent monthly to
the Applicant's consultant for its Cedar River Ecological
Monitoring Program. In addition, quarterly inventory
of species and number of all zoological specimens in the
collection basket on a given day. For fish species, easure-
ments of length should be taken....

ii. Determination (once a month) of species and biomass of biota
entrained in the intake water after passing the traveling
screens ai-d before entering the pump house. This determina-
tion can be dispensed with after 2 years of operation if the
results show that the routine Cedar River sampling program
gives similar results.

iii. More intensive and systematic observations of fish behavior
and condition than is stated in th; preoperational program,
both upstream and downstream from the plant to a distance
of 8 miles (i.e., immediately upstream of Cedar Rapids).
In addition to numbers of dead fish other evidence of
inJury to f isi should be noted, as well as evidence of
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normal behavior and condition. 1 1

iv. Establishment of "control" areas in the Cedar River, upstream
from the plant, in addition to sampling Site 1, (Fig. 2.15).
It will often be difficult, if not impossible, to detect
subtle changes in Cedar River biota attributable to plant
operation, i.e., to separate plant-effected changes from
"normal" biological changes. Because of this, it is often
meaningless to treat a "before" and "after" set of data from
a particular sampling site as evidence of effects of plant L%ý
:operation. It will be necessary, therefore, to establish
"control" areas upstream of the plant along with areas down-
stream from the plant (Sices 3 and 4, Fig. 6.2). Changes 7
in the biota of the "control" areas can then be compared with
changes In biota downstream of the plant, provided that
-siml.ar river environments (riffle, pool, :or run) are used .
in both cases. 16

b. Terrestrial

The Applicant's preoperational terrestrial ecology program (see
-Section 6.2.1) will be repeated two years after plant startup. Depending
upon the findings it may be desirable to repeat the study periodically.
Spring and late summer surveys of herbaceous vegetation should be included
during each study. The Applicant also states that salt deposition froL
cooling tower drift will be measured by the terrestrial monitoring
program,1 but does not describe the methods to be used. It is therefore
recommended that monthly visual inspections be made of vegetation
on and around the site, in the directions of the prevailing winds, and
at the three closest park areas (Wickiup, Palo Marsh, Lewis Preserve).
If symptoms of salt damage are apparent, samples of affected and
unaffected individuals of the same plant species should be photographed,
sampled, and the unwashed samples analyzed chemically for total salts.
A high salt content of affected vegetation samples compared to unaffected
samples would indicate salt damage. (Necrotic areas on foliage are some-
times difficult to diagnose simply by visual inspection as to whether
the damage was caused by salt burn, some mineral deficiency or toxicity,
or certain plant pathogens.) If salt damage is indicated, efforts to
reduce cooling tower drift should be initiated.

Although salt deposition on soil will undoubtedly occur, it will be
difficult to distinguish between salt deposition from cooling tower
drift and that from other sources such as rainfall, irrigation, fertil-
ization, windblown deposits, etc. For this reason, soil sampling for
the purpose of monitoring salt deposition. from cooling tower drift will
very likely be meaningless except in extreme cases.

'A~ ~
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Changes in the species composition of the vegetative comunity after an
extended period of time, if detected by the operational monitoring
program, should be interpreted with the possibility in mind that
micronutrients added to the soil in drift may be a causative factor.
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7. ENVI31NHKWTAL EFFECT OF ACCIDENTS

.7.1 PLANT ACCIDENTS

Protection against the occurrence of postulated design basis accidents
in the Duane Arnold Energy Center is provided through correct design,

-- manufacture, operation and testing, and the continued quality assurance
program used to establish the necessary high degree of integrity of the

. -1reactor primary ,system. These aspects were considered In the uouis-
sion a Safety 'Evaluation dated .February 13, 1970 on the issuance of a

"construction permit and i be further considered In the Commission's'
..,Safety Evaluation on the Issuance of an operating license. -Off-design ..

conditions that may .occur are limited by protection ys.ntems which place
.and hold the plant in a safe condition.. Notwithstanding this, the

..conservative postulate is -made that +serious accidents might occur, em
though unlikely; and engineered safety features are installed to iet-.
-gate the consequences of these postulated -events.* .,

The probability of occurrence of accidents and the spectrum of their
consequences to be considered from an environmental effects standpoint
-have been analyzed using estimates of probabilities and realistic fissIon ;
product release and transport assumptions. For site evaluation in the
Commission's safety review, extremely conservative assumptions are used
for the purpose of evaluating the adequacy of engineered safety features
and for comparing calculated doses resulting from a hypothetical release
of fission products from the fuel against the 10 CFR Part 100 siting
.guidelines. The computed doses that would be received by the popula-
tion .and environment from actual accidents would be significantly less
than those presented in the Safety Evaluation.

The Commission issued guidance1 to the Applicants requiring the con-
sideration of a spectrum of accidents with ass.mptions as realistic
as the state of knowledge permits. The Applicant's response was con-
tained in the revised "Environmental Report" submitted by the Iowa
'Electric Light and Pover Company dated November 1971..

The Applicant's analysis has been evaluated using the standard accidents
described in the proposed annex2 to Appendix D to 10 CFR Part 50.
Nine classes of postulated accidents and occurrences ranging In severity'
from trivial to very serious have been identified by the Commission. In
general, accidents in the high potential consequence end of the spectrtumi
have a low occurrence-rate, and those on the low potential consequence
end have a higher occurrence rate. The examples shown in Table 7.1
are selected by the Applicant for these accidents and are reasonably

kPI

4
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'TABLE 7.1 CLASSIFICATION OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS AND
OCCURRENCES

Class AEC Description Applicant's Examples

Trivial incidents Not Cconsidered

.2 Small releases outside -Reactor coolant leaks outs ide
contaiment Primary Containi•nt ýor Reactor .-.;

Buildinga

3 Radraste system failures -Any single equipment failure orany single operator error

* 4Fission products re- Fuel failures 'during transients
leased to primary outside the normal range of plant
system (ISW) -variables but within expected

range of protective equipment and .
-other parameter operation

5 Fission products re- Primary coolant loop to auxiliary,
leased to primary and cooling system secondary side of
secondary systems (NER) heat exchanger leak

6 Refueling accident 'Dropping of fuel assembly on
reactor core, spent fuel rack or A

against pool boundary

7 Spent fuel handling Dropping of spent fuel shipping
accident cask in pool or outside pool

Transportation incident involving
spent and new fuel

Shipment on site but outside PC
or RB

8 Accident initiation a. Reactivity transient.
events considered in
design basis evalu- b. Loss of reactor coolant in-
ation in the SAR side or outside primary con-

tainment.

9 Hypothetical sequence Not considered
of failures more severe
than Class 8



1=o ~meua In teriof prohahilt wthin -onch c1~ss.' Certain !as.smp_ 1
tions, made b• the App1 cant, such. aa the asasuPtIOU of an Iodine
partition Actor In t.e suppresion pool .durang a louqof-coolant
accident,- In the Stafs o vw aie opt tic; bAt the use of alter..-
-tive Asamuptions does nt A~ipLficantly affect the overall environmental
risks.

Staff estimates of the dose which idhA.be received by an 1ndivual )
standing at the site boundary in the dounvind direction, using the .. z" -
assumptions In the proposed A -to Appendi. D,..are presented In

-Table 7.2. -Estimates of the Integrated exposure in mm-rem.that ,ight
be delivered to the population with 50 miles of ýthe site .are also
presented in Table 7.2. - T.hese ma-rem estimates wsre based ,on the
projected population around the :ite for the -,year 2010. ' ,

To rigorously <establish arealistic mul is the calculated doses in '!
Table 7.2 would have to be nultiphied by estated probabilitis. The
events in Classes .1 and 2 represent occurrences .ich are anticipated
during plant -operation; :and their vonsequences,', which are very small, .
are, considered within the fraweork of routine ,effluents from the plant./
Except for a limited amount of fuel failures, thevents in Claes 3/,
through 5 are not -anticipated during plant :operation; -but events. of this
type could occur sometime during the 40 year plant lifetime. Accidents ""

in Classes 6 and 7 and small accidents in Class 8 are of similar or
lover probability than accidents in Classes 3 through 5 but are rst l
possible. The probability of occurrence of large Class 8 accidents Is
very small. Therefore, when the consequences indicated in 'Table 7.2
are weighted by probabilities, the environmental-risk is very low. The
postulated occurrences in Class 9 accidents involve sequences of
successive failures more severe than those required to be considered
for the design basis of protection systems and engineered safety features.
Their consequences could be severe. However, the probability of their
occurrence is so small that their environmental risk is extreme y low.
Defense In depth (miwtiple physical barriers), quality asurance for
design, manufacture, and operation, continued surveillance and testing,

.:and conservatlve design are all applied to provide and maintain the
required high degree of assurance that the potential accidents in this
class are, and will remain, suff iciently small in probability, that the
environmental risk is extramely low.

The information given in Table 7.2 indicates that the realistically
estimated radiological consequences of the postulated accidents would
result In exposures of an individual assumed to be standing at the
-site boundary to concentrations of radioactive mnaterials which were

... .... .... .....
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SThe doses *alculated as consequences ýof the ýPostuleted acciden'tis are based on-...
airborne transport of radioactive aaterials resulting Ln.both .a direct and an

-inhalatiou doese. -out evaluation of the &ccident. doses asisumes that the applicant's
environmetal monitoring, program and *pprep ate additionialmonitoring(which
could be linitated subsequent to an incidmntt deteced b i-lant -monitorig
would detect the presence of radioactivity In 'the environmeant In a8 timelymne
such that reafedial action could be tahan'if necessary to,-limit exzposure from o0thet
po0tential patkMeq to Man.

72epresents the calculated whole ýbody doe" -as ,a,,fraction'.of, 500 aron (or -the "'

equivalent dose to an, or an),-4-4 . .. . 4

:I these releases pill- be ýcompdrabla 'to'the design objectlise indicated4 in -the
proposed Appendix I to 10 Cfl Part 50 for routine effluents (ie.*5aen/yr to-
an individual from either:gaseous Or, liquid. effluents).
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-Th, pakging Is designed to prevent criticality under nomalan
zaeeacdn onditiona. 'To release a namber of fuel assemblies

under conditions th••at could -led to accidental criticality would
.require. s•ra•A mage or destructlon of tanr. than one pachane -
u•htto is unlikely to happen In other than an , the e.ena•Cci dent. s -.

- The pron ith e-that ant -accident could occ l eunder corditions:,I tat
cld result In agccidentl ocriticalityd isextrezbey remte. ý rIf
criticality -were, ,to occurin transport,, .peons'within a•,4a•ius of'

: -boutlosing :1feet froe the accident zIght rescelve a, aneriorin eoreu-
bt 'beyond tht isanen detec table- radiation effeto, oud :be

liey. PersonswifthIn 'a-few fee&t of'-the acci-dent ICould raeive4~ " faal o ner-faal pos e unless shielded' by intervening ,material.
Although ,there wouldhibe : o nucleard eaplo a Ion, lheat: .p nerated In .the.- reactione ould rbabysa rate ofthe 'fueleledonte prso r that reac-h :.
tion w out the s est•ounwouldenot be expected ;to cobytinu.-e -:for"ý .nore ,than a few 'seconds -and normally wou]ld not- recur. R~esidual

,-radiation lsevel• s •d• to induced radioac.tivity :In :the fuele e
might'-reach afew roentgens per'hour at .3 L feet ,.There would be very .

.Aa, '. tl dispersion-of '.radioactive materialt

2' ' -- ' C 
-

E.ý.ffectson h eironannet-from -accidental releases of radioactive
_''C ,F materials 4during.1shipoent -of 'Irradiated fuel have been estimated for

the situation ýwhere contaminAted ýcoolaznt is released and :the situa-
%.tion where,-gases ýand ýcoolant Are released.

A4

(a Lakage of contaminated coolant resulting from i~~cloin ofteakis -poseible as a result of -human -error, ýevezi
though the shipper "is required to -follow specific procedures which
include 'tests and exaintion of the'closed -conitainer prior to each
shipmnent. Such en accident Is -highly unl ikely during the 40-year
life of the plant.-

ýLeakage of liquid -at :a rate of 0.001 CC 'Per -second or -about 80 d rope/
hour is about the smallest-amount of leakage that can be. :detected by
-visual observation -of -a large. container. If undetected leakage-of
contamtnated liq~uid coolant. were to occur, the amount would be so,
small -hat-the Indiyidaloexposure would not exceed a few =aen and
only a vey ew people -would receive. such- wexposaures.-

_):Release of ~ane8 coolant is anAAAe~y et
possibility. In the improbable event that a cask is involved In
-an extremely severe accident such that the cask containmetnt is

'. . . . . .. "- d . " " .' - ?"" 7j " -. . . : "
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a md ihe oladdfng of the fuel asamdblias penetrated, eone

.fthe -coolantý end ýsom of the nobleSgases might -be reiassed from.

a.'+ .i , -2 'v .+- ,," S .• .- ,, ,,:.'•

5 'Zn -ihianZ acd+ent, theo e-amunt of radi•.ti, m.. terial released +
wo-uld be limited -to the available fraction -of ýýthe noble gases in

+,he v-oIdspaces indthe fuellrpns and rme.fraction of the liowilevel,-
> t.+reina dnu isq colre coolt. l ersonas ould ,not e e xpected ,to 04

*~zm ,u"aear, e',e accident -,.eto "the isewmi. conditions wihwl
be ý 3inlw.imh u a ao fr.Ifrlase ocurdq,they .ýý
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of t.m A.S
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i7.2."3:.'Solld.4Radioactive WasIktes

Provisions in transportation regulations a+u designed to assure
inaxi.+mm containment of wastes and minimum contamination from wastes i,
An -accidents. '-Shipments of wastes are likely to be made by exclusive-
., .use trck, hich+mas "-that the vehicle Is loaded by the consignor

- and unloaded 7by, the consignee. --In most cases the ,shipments are made`.:"
An closed .vehicles. .--.'SInce the shipment -is exclusive -use, the shipper

--',':procedures in.l .case of accidents.

.,ommission and Department of Transportation regulations provide
specific Instructions to carriers for segregating damaged and leaking.

z., -.packages, keeping people away from the scene ofsan accident, and
'notification of the shipper and the Department of Transportation.

,.. ,,...-. -•• j :

Each package containing radioactive material is labeled with the
- radioactive material label,- a distinctive label which identifies
.,the material and provides a visual warning. The regulatious specyify•
placarding on the outside of the truck for identifying the presence .- 7
of shipments of large quantities of radioactive materials. An
-extensive program has been carried out over the past several years
by which emergency personnel, including police departments, fire
departments, -and civil defense offices, have been advised of procedurei
to follow in accidents involving radioactive materials and other
hazardous materials. Specific instructions with regard to radioactive

~2r'.
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"materials have bees provided through the ARC's efforts :as well as
those of carTier orgm8niation such as the Bureau of Explosilves of

-'.,the Association of American Railroads, the American Trucking Associ "

tion,, and -the Air -Trans po rt -Associatiton,.,An In tergovernmental. prog-ri
-to ptovids'personnel asnd equipment Is available at the vaquet of
persons (truck drivers, polce,, byetanders or =other-persons) -at :the ,

sceem of muth incildents..e ~
i~y~lhe wate itself i confined eithe• i, the form of oolldified materials.

•7'such:"as c0ncrete, or cOacted unlida..The 3w-levil.of r.•radoactivity ..

the.wate ogther -vith the'-form .fthe waste, seXves to minImiz
~~the conatmination jmte' unlikely evet hat heei.spill ia ~X

prescribed by exisn l cble ltonu, together

+Vith the other, precautIons discussed above are .considsred by the.',.

~ Cunssontobe 'adequate to mnit igate'::the ieffects of ifreun
accdets *toccur in-1v!a shijmen of wstesfr

" ' ,

7.24 "Severity of fstulated Transportation -.Accidents

Th vent postulated in -this analysis ýare unlikely but possible.-
,-re .severe accidents than those analyzed 'can be postulated and

their consequences could 'be severe. Quality assurance for desig+,
ýs :+ -manufacture, and use -of the packages, continued surveillane and .

testing of packges and transport conditions, and conservative
'design of packages ensure that-the probability of accidents of .

this latter potential ".is sufficiently small that the envIronmental
risk Is extremely low. 'For .those reasons, more severe accidents

have not been Included in the analysis. . .. :";s
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S. EVAXATION OF POOSED ACTrLO

8.1 NEED POR POWER

The Duane Arnold Energy Center ais being built by the Iowa Electric
Light and Pover Company (•ULP), the Central Iot Pm!er Cooperative
(CIPCO), and the Cormbelt Power Coopexative (Cornbelt), jointly
referred to as the Applicant. ..LP and CIPCO have. mme peak loads
.while Cornbelt has a winter peak load. Th- total demand of the three
utilities is summer peaked. All three of these utilities are members
,of the Iowa Power Pool, which is a part of the NId-Amarica Power
Planners (,APP) region.

The MDEC is being built as a cooperative project to realize the economy
inherent in a large plant. Even as a Joint effort, the plant is quite
large in comparison to the power demands of the three cooperating util-
ities. As shown in Table 8.1, the plant will supply zre than 50Z of
the Applicant's anticipated peak summer load in 1974.

The addition of a plant of this size to the relatively small system
represented by the Applicant's power Pool necessarily will result in a
sharp increase in the total power reserve when the plant goes on-line,
resulting in a reserve capacity of 37% in the summer of 1974 (Table
8.1). The Mid-Continent Area Reliability Coordination Agreement
(MARCA), to which the Applicant companies belong, recommends a reserve
capacity of 12% at present, increasing to 14-15Z in 1974.1 Hwever,
if the plant is not operating in the summer of 1974, there will be a
projected power deficiency of 19%, as shown -in Table 8.1. The short-
term need for additional power by the Applicant is evident from the
power deficiencies shown in Table 8.1 without the DAEC installed.

The power to be made available by the installation of the DAEC is also
considered by the reliability planning group, MARCA, tobe a necessary
part of the generating capacity of the larger Iowa Pool 'to which the
Applicant belongs. The power requirements and generating capabilities
of the Iowa Pool are -shown in Table 8.2, with and without the DAEC In-
stalled. With the DAEC installed the projected power reserve in the
near future (1974-1976) is in an appropriate range in regard to the
MARCA recommendations for reserves. Without the DAEC installed the
projected resexves are Very low or nonexistent for the entire Iowa Pool.
It is evident frnm the data shown in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 that if the DAEC
is not installed by the summer of 1974 that the Applicant will have an
appreciable power deficit and that -the Iowa Pool will have very little
reserve margin. Given the Increasing power demands of other power Poole

.7
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TABLE 8.2. Iowa Power Pool Requirements and Capacity CStiar Data, •) .

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 197 1979 1980

With DAEC InAtalled 
LI ...........

2638 2638 33417 3376 3906 3924 4•43 4442 4391 4390
ions 0 709 29 530 18 '510. i41- 4 0

268 3347 3376 3906 392 443 4442,~49 4390 4390
605 382 9004' 436 53 27 4220 ;416 -416

3243 3729 4280, 4342 4455 487.0 4865 48f1 4806 4806
2754 3070 3320' 3616 3896 416 40' 4841 5208 5599

489 .659 960 732 -559 68 364 -30, -402 -793
% 18 21 29 20 1 16 8 -0.6 -8 -14

Without DAEC Ins-tledk

y 3243 3729 4280 3811 3905 4326 4315'- 4261. 4256 4256
5 3070 30 4841 5208

48 659 960 201 9 13 I '186. 580 -952 -1343
n. 18 21 29 6 0 3 4 .12 18.-24
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around the Iowa Pool (see Section 9.1), it Is possible that there would
be no means of purchasing significant amounts of power on a short-term
basis during the summer of 1974. The short-term need for power appears
to the Staff to be well doc~umented.

The long-range power needs in the Iowa area can best be seen in Table
8.3, which shows the projected power requirements and power generating
capacity of the Iowa Pool to 1980. Table 8.3 differs from Table 8.2 in
that generator additions planned for the Iowa Pool are Included. In
Table 8.2 only those power additions, such as the DAEC, which are firmly
committed as of April 1972 are given. The MARCA figures for future
power needs assume an approximate 7.5% yearly increase In pc--it demand.
The Applicant assumes an 82 yearly increase in power demand for that
portion of the Iowa Pool which it serves. These figures are in line
with estimates of increases in power demand made by other Applicants
and other power planning groups. They do appear somewhat high given
the slow increase in overall population of Iowa (2.4% increase from
1960 to 1970);2 however, Iowa is experiencing a relatively fast
increase in urbanization and industrialization (10.5% increase in urban
population 1960 to 1970)2 which will result in increasing power demand
per capita. To meet the projected power demands the Iowa Pool plans
to install an additional 3248 MWe between 1974 and 1980. Even if the
power demand increases at a somewhat slower rate than projected, the
projected power demand increases are of such a magnitude to indicate
that the 550 MWe from the DAEC will be needed in the longer range,
even during nonpeak-demand periods. Thus, the Staff considers that the
power the DAEC will generate is needed.

8.2 ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL EFFECTS OF PLANT CX)NSTRUCTION AND OPERATION

Construction and operation of the DAEC will result in the withdrawal of
about 500 acres of farmland from productive use. This is, however, a
small fraction of the total farmland in Linn County (<0.21) and will
not result in a significant drop in crop yield from the area. The
negative effect on the economy from the loss of productive farmland
will be more than compensated for by the positive economic stimulus
provided by the plant.

Construction of transmission lines associated with the DABC will require
the use of 939 acres of private land, about 90Z of which is cultivated
or pasture land. 7he Applicant, however, will permit agricultural uses
of the land to continue so that only a very small fraction of the 939
acres will be excluded from productive use.



TABLE 8.3. Iowa Power Pool Requirements and Capacity (Summer Data, MW)
Projected Generator Additions Included, DAEC Installed

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Net generating
capacity 2638 2638 3347 3376 4006 4024 4573 4772 5196 5645

Capacity addition@ 0 709 29 630 18 549 199 424 449 826

Total capacity 2638 3347 3376 4006 4024 4573 4772 5196 5645 6471

Net purchases 605 382 904 436 531 427 423 420 416 416

Total capacity 3243 37,29 4280 4442 4555 5000 5195 5616 6061 6887

Peak demand 2754 3070 3320 3610 3896 4186 4501 4841 5208 .5599

Reserv 489 659 960 832 659 814 694 775 853 1288

Reserve margin, 2 18 21 .29 23 17 19 15 16 16 23

Derived from data of Ref. 1.

GO
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During construction a work force of up to 1500 persons has been required.
Employment of these persons has come at a time of Increasing unemploy-
muent in other seperts of the economy 3 in the area and has helped main-
tain economic growth. fhe construction workers have been largely from
the area so the plant construction has not resulted in a large influx of
people. The-total. work force is only about 12 of the population in the
Cedar-Rapids, Narion area and should not have an appreciable effect on
commnity services required.

A total work force of about 70 persons will be employed during plant op-
eration. This is a very small number in comparison to the area york
force and will have only a small effect on the economics of the area.
Likewise, plant operation will not result in an appreciable increase in
community services needed. Property taxes during the plant lifetime
will, however, increase the tax base for the local communities (see
Section 5.1).

Operation of the cooling towers will result in a noticeable increase of
the noise level at the nearest dwellings. At the nearest farm house
the occupants will be "transferred" from a rural environment to an urban
one. This may prove to be annoying to those involved and require
remedial action to be taken (Section 10.1.3).

8.3 ADVERSE ENVIRONOENTAL EFFECTS WHICH CANNOT BE AVOIDFI

8.3.1 Land Use

The land being used for the construction and operation of the DAEC was
primarily agricultural land, and impact on wildlife habitat will be
small. In those 1imited areas where transmission lines wil be built
on nonagricultural land, care is being exercised to minimize disturbance

.of the land. ND major changes in the terrestrial ecosystem are expected
to result from the use of land for plant operation.

8.3.2 Air Use

During normal operation of the DAEC, water vapor will be the only non-.
radioactive gaseous emission of sufficient magnitude to cause detectable
effects. During certain mrgency periods there will be a release of

ome cobustion products from the emergency diesel units, but these will
be small in quantity and low in frequency of emittance. (Section 3.7.2)

Operation of the cooling towers will result in the addition of water
vapor and water droplets to the atmosphere. Salt deposition from the
tower drift (Section 5.3) at the site boundary will be equal to or less
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than that from natural precipitation and will drop off rapidly with
distance from the plant. Addition of water vapor to- the atmosphere may
result in a very minor increase in fogging in the nearest community and
on the nearest roads. No other deleterious effects are anticipated from
the cooling tower plume.

8.3.3 Water Use

rlant operation will involve the use of both river water and ground
water. Several factors will be invlved in the plant's use of water
which may have adverse environmental effects. These factors and
possible adverse effects are discussed below.

a. Construction Changes

There will be a temporary disturbance of the Cedar River bank and bottom
during construction of the DAEC water intake and discharge .tructures and
the barrier wall. There will be localized temporary increases in river
turbidity due to. dredging activities. The disturbances will be tempor-
ary and the river and river ecosystems are expected to restabilize with
no lasting adverse changes.

b. Discharges of Chemicals during Construction

There will be temporary discharges of chemicals used for cleaning plant
components (Section 4.3) during plant construction. The resulting
chemical increases in the Cedar River after mixing due to these dis-
charges will be within normal fluctuations, and are not etxpected to
result in any detectable long-range change in the river ecosystem.

c. Discharge of Sewage during Construction and Operation

There will be sanitary waste discharges to the Cedar River during
construction and operation of the Plant. The sewage will be of
adequate quality in regards to chemical content, solid content, and
oxygen demand not to adversely affect water uses. The sewage vill
not be chlorinated, but dilution provided by the Cedar River vini be
adequate to prevent bacterial content from adversely affecting present
downstream users.

d. Discharge of Chemicals during Operation

Chlorine and sulfuric acid will be added to the cooling water to control
slime and scale in the condensers. The addition of sulfuric acid vil1
result in the addition of sulfates to the Cedar River (Section 3.6).
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The sulfates will be in a soluble form with a very low toxicity. No
detectable changes in the river ecosystem are anticipated from the addi-
tion of sulfuric acid to the cooling tower water.

Chlorine additions may result in locally high levels of total resliual
chlorine (up to 0.5 ppmn before mixing) discharged to the 'edar River.
Due to the high concentrations of ammonia-containing compounds in the
Cedar River, the residual chlorine will be largely in the form of
chloramines. The levels of total residual chlorine to be discharged may
prow toxic to biota in the river in the vLinity of the discharge. In
winter particularly, fish attracted to the warm waters of the plumee area
will be subjected to chlorine exposure.

e. Discharge of Heat

Beat added to the river in cooling tower blowdown will result in a maxi-
mum elevation of river temperature at the outfall of 40*F, during
worst-case conditions (mininum. river flow, minimum river temperature).
During winter, the river temperature will be raised 2*F over a surface
area of less than 1 acre. After mixing, the maxi-m temperature in-
crease will be 1.1*F, resulting in a decrease of not wore than 0.5 ppm
dissolved oxygen. Premature spawning of white suckers and sauger due
to the warm waters of the discharge area may result in loss of some
fry. However, these fish ere very scarce in this region (Section 2.7).

f. Water Withdrawal from the Cedar River

The maximum withdrawal rate from the Cedar River will be 11,000 gpm
(24.5 cfs), 4,000 gpm of which will be returned to the river in the blbw-
down, resulting in a net loss of river water of 7,000 gpm (15.6 cfs).
During normal river flows, this will be about 0.52 of the river flow.
lor river flows of less than 500 cfs water will be added to the river
from the Pleasant Creek Reservoir equal to the total consumptive use.
Consumptive uses of river water, therefore, will not exceed about 3.1%
of total river flow (Section 5.2).

Withdrawal of river water will be accompanied by some entrainment of
organisms into the cooling system. The closed-cycle operation will •
probably result in almost coaplete mortality of plankton and fry en-
trained in the cooling water, due to mechanical, thermal, and chemical
stress. 3owe r, during normal river flow less than 12 of the total
river water will be diverted and in low flow periods less than 101 of
the river flow will be diverted.

Fish kills from impingemnt an the intake screens are expected to be
minimal because of the low (<0.75 fps) Intake velocity.
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g. Well Water Withdrawal

During Plant operation up to 1500 gpm of well water will be with-
drawn from the Silurian-Devonian aquifer. This water withdrawal
rate could affect a large number of wells in the surrounding area.

8.3.4 Radioactive Releases and Radiological Impact

Radioactive releases from the plant will be less than the normal varia-
tion of the natural radioactive bazkground. The whole-body dose to
nearby residents will be less than two percent of natural background.
The cumulative population dose wittin 50 miles of the plant will be 27
man-rem per year. Deleterious effects in humans or other biota are not
anticipated.

8.4 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USES OF MAN'S ENVIRONMENT
AND THE MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY

The local short-term uses of the ezvironment include those required to
construct and operate the facility (during which the DAEC will therefore
"use" the local environment).

Various environmental and radiologtcal monitoring programs will be used
to detect and evaluate environmental impacts that might lead to long-
term effects so that timely corrective action can be taken. The moni-
toring programs should ensure that the local short-term uses of the plant
will not jeopardize the long-term yroductivitv of the environment.

Prior to construction of the DAEC, most of the site was used for agricul-
ture. Except for the plant builditgs and grounds, much of this land
could be returned to agriculture scon after startup, if there were a
sufficient need. The land borderirg the river had little recreational
use before construction of the plarn, and this aspect has not been
changed. When the DAEC is shut down it will be feasible to return the
land to its former use, though it is doubtful if complete restoration
of the land will be considered to represent the best economic and en-
vironmental balance.

No specific-plan for the decommissioning of the DAEC has been developed.
This is consistent with the Commission's current regulations which con-
template detailed consideration of decommissioning near the end of a
reactor's useful life. The licensee initiates such consideration by
preparing a proposed decommissionirg plan which is submitted to the AEC
for review. The licensee will be required to comply with Commission
regulations then in effect and decomnissioning of the facility may not
commence without authorization fron the AEC.
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To date, experience with decommissioning of civilian nuclear power
reactors is limited to six facilities 'dich have been shut down or dis-
mantled: Haflan Nuclear Power Facility, Carolina Virginia Tube Reactor
(CVTR), IBoi 'g Nuclear Superheater (BD3 S) Power Station, Pathfinder
Reactor, Piqua Reactor, and the Elk River Reactor.

There are several alternatives which can be and have been used in the
decommissioning of reactors: (1) Repove the fuel (possibly followed by
decontamination procedures); seal and cap the pipes; and establish an
exclusion area around the facility. The Piqua decommissioning opera-
tion was typical of this approach. (2) In addition to the steps out-
lined in (1), remove the superstructure and encase in concrete all
radioactive portions which remain 3ove ground. The Ballam decommission-
Ing operation was of this type,. (3) Remove the fuel, all superstructure,
the reactor vessel and al contaminated equipment and facilities, and
finally fill all cavities with clean nibble topped with earth to grade
level. This last procedure is being applied in decommissioning the Elk
River Reactor. Alternative decommissioning procedures (1) and (2)
would require long-term surveillance of the reactor site. After a final
check to assure that all reactor-produced radioactivity has been removed,
alternative (3) wuld not require any subsequent surveillance. Possible
effects of erosion or flooding will be Included in these considerations.

The Staff concludes that the benefits derived from the DAEC in serving
the electrical needs of the area outweigh the short-term uses of the
environment in its vicinity.

8.5 IRREVERSIBLE AND. IRRZIEVABLE COW(ITHENTS OF RESOURCES

Numerous resources are involved in construction and operation of a major
facility such as the DAEC.' These resources include the land upon which
the facility is located, the materials and chemicals used to construct
and maintain the plant, foel used to .operate the plant, capital and
human talent, skill and labor.

Major resources to be covitted irreversibly and irretrievably due to
the operation of the DAEC are essentially the land (during the life of
the plant) and the uranium consamed by the. reactor. Only that portion
of the nuclear fuel which is burned up or not recovered in reprocessing
Is irretrievably lost to other uses. This will amout to approximately
22 metric tons of uranium-235 assadng a 40-year life-time for the
plant. Most other resources are either left undisturbed, or committed
only temporarily as during construction or during the life of the DAEC,
and are nt Irreversibly or irretrievably lost.
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Of the land used for p' ant buildings, it would appear that only a smll
portion beneath the reactor, control room, radwaste and the turbiue-
generator buildings would be irreversibly committed. Also, sem copo-
nents of the facility such as large underground concrete foundations and
certain equipment are, in essence, irretrievable due to practical aspects
of reclamation and/or radioactive decontamination. The degree of die-
mantlement of the plant, as previously noted, will be determined by the
intended future use of the site, which will Involve a balance of. health
and safety considerations, salvage values, and enviromental effects.

The use of the environment (air, water, land) by the DAEC does not
represent significant irreversible or irretrievable resource commit-
vents, but rather a relatively short-term investment. The biota of the
region have been studied, and the probable impact of the plant is
presented in Sections 4 and 5. In essence, uo significant short- or
long-term damage or loss to the biota of the rcgion has occurred or is
ant ic ipated.

Should an unanticipated significant detrimental effect to any of the
biotic coummnities appear, the wnitoring programs are designed to detect
it, and corrective measures would then be taken by the Applicant.

The Staff concludes that the irreversible and irretrievable commitments
are apropriate for the benefits gained.
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9. ALTEURMTIVE EMY SO0[CES AN) SITES

The need for additional power within the service areas of the Applicant
and the Iowa Power Pool is discussed in Section 8.1. it is shown there
that additional power equal to the 550 XWe expected from the DAEC will
be needed to maintain adequate generating reserve from 1974 on. Three
alternative sources of power are considered in this section:

1. The purchase of power from other companies.

2. The construction of a nuclear generating plant at a different
site.-

3. The construction of a nonnuclear plant at the DAEC site.

.Pill acceptance of any one of these alternatives would imply that the
proposed plant should be abandoned. In that event, little of the sunk
eonomic costs (money already spent or Irrevocably couuitted) could be
salvaged. The estimated loss if the DAEC were abandoned at .year-end .1972
Is about $120 million. Similarly, most of the environmental impacts
associated with construction (but not operation) of the DAEC are "sunk"
because they have already occurred.

9.1 PURCHASE OF POWER

The purchase of power by the Applicant and/or other Iowa Pool members
from other power companies would be a reasonable alternative to comple-
tion and. operation of the DAEC only if (1) sufficiently firm long-term
commityu.nts for power could be achieved to allow adequate system *
reliability and if (2) the vendor companies had no need to construct
additional generating plants, since such construction would merely
transfer environmental impacts to other localities.

As shown in Section 8.1 (see Tables 8.2 and 8.3) the Iowa Pool, to
which the Applicant belongs, has an increasing power demand, requiring
the Iowa Pool to purchase large amounts of power and requiring substantial
amounts of new power gena'rating capacity to be built in the coning years.
The love Pool, therefore, does not represent a source of power for the
Applicant which would not require additional geerating plants to be
built.

The major producers of power within the mid-Continent region are umbers
of either the Mid-ContIzmnt Area Reliability Coordination Agreemnt
0[AMA) or the Mtd-Amrica Interpool Network ORIN), fact-gathering
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and coordinating organizations. As shown in Tables 9.1 and 9.2,1,2
both MARCA and MAIN members as a group face a continuing need for
additional generating capacity co.,-.arable to that faced by the
Applicant amn the Iowa Pool. The 2rojected annual peak-load Increa
emceed 6.5 percent for both MAIN and NARCA. The Individual menbers
of both MWRA and MAIN face the same Increasing demand for power.
Te conclusion is that if the expected generating capacity of the
NEMC were replaced by purchases from -other power companies within tV
VARCA or MAIN region, the consequence would be augmented conatructi'
elsewhere or delay of the retirement of obsolete coal-fired. plants
within the region. Since the environmental impact of either conse-
quence compares with that expected from the DAEC, we conclude that
the purchase of power is not a reasonable alternative to the couplet
and operation of the center.

9.2 ALTERNATIVE SIS

The Applicant's consideration of possible sites, described In Sectic
of this statement and In Sections 4.2, 8.1, and 8.2 the Applicant's
Environmental Report 3 was made in the region served by the Applicant
system, which covers -mainly the central and eastern portion of the i
with extensions to the northwest and southeast. The load center is
the vicinity of Cedar Rapids and the eastern boundary is a major set
of the Mississippi River. Detailed evaluation of candidate sites Ai
plants %s begun in 1967 by the Applicant with the assistance of
Caunonwealth Associates, Inc., (CAW), a utility consulting firm bas.
Jackson, Michigan. Environmental factors, alternative fuels, and a]
native cooling methods were considered, and state agencies were conE

Two basic requirements of a site for generating plants are (1) adequ
water resources for cooling, and (2) suitable conditions for provisi
of new transmission lines. Comparison of sites also considered othc
environmental and economic factors, including availability. Availat
water determined possiblk cooling means; for example, once-through c
Ing was considered feasible only on the Mississippi River. The makc
water for closed-cycle cooling could be taken from deep wells, but I
wa considered prudent to locate candidate plants on rivers with a
ullim flow adequate to provide makeup.

Coesideratioa of water resources (Section 2.5) led to selection of
24 candidate sites and plants: 15 on. the Mississippi River, 8 on th
Cedar River, and 1 an the Coralville Reservoir on the lom River.
These sites are shown on a map (Fig. 9.1). The Mississippi River,
because of its large flow and its capacity for heavy barge traffic.
offered sites note favorable for transport of Illinois coal and for
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TABE 9.1. Projected MARCA Load and Generating Capacity

Year
summr PeaL
Load,~ *We

Inrease,
z

Generating
Capacity, We

Increase,
z

1972 12,222 14,406 -
1973 13,231 8.3 16,864 17.0
1974 14,272 7.9 18,395 9.1
1975 15,364 7.7 18,871 2.6
1976 16,520 7.5 20,581 9.1
1977 17,745 7.4 22,725 10.4
1978 18,980 7.0 24,039 5.8
1979 20,264 6.8 26,038 8.3
1980 21,609 6.6 27,864 7.0
1981 23,040 6.6 30,114 8.1

Derived from Ref. 1.

*Total coincident demand. Derived by reducing peak su r demands of
participating power pools vithin MARCA by 6Z to account for
diversity.
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TARUK 9.2. Projected lA o Ioad and Generating Capacity

Suimmer Peak Increase, Generating Tncr
Year Load, We 2 Capacity, WIe

1972 27,535 - 32,712
1973 29,543 7.3 36,901 12
1974 32,023 8.3 37,151 C
1975 34,514 7.8 39,174 5
1976 37,073 7.3 42,171
1977 39,897 7.6 45,723 F
1978 43,449 8.9 49,055 7
1979 46,485 7.0 52,244
1980 49,754 7.0 57,584 C0
1981 53,209 7.0 59,619 3

Deriewd from Ref. 2.
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once-through. cooling, as compared to the sites on the smaller rivers.
Apart from river size, the Applicant's study Indicated no enviromuental
features indicating relative disadvantages to any paTticular site.
There is relative uniformity of terrain and neteorology in Lowa, as
discussed in previous sections.

Once the Applicant had decided upon a nuclear plant, sites in the Cedar
River basin were favored over those on the Mississippi because of the
nearness to the load center (close to Cedar Rapids) and the vinium
requirement of additional transmission lines. From among these. Cedar
River sites, the Palo site was selected by the Applicant at the beginning
of 1968 because of overall low environmental impact and low costs. In
particular, the Palo site was judged favorable by the Applicant for
nuclear power-plant construction and operation because of its low
transmission-line impact and cost, its low population density, and
low land .3sts. 3

The Applicant's evaluation of alternative sites did not make as detailed
an environmental comparison as it did economic comparisons. However,
the Staff judges that the site is suitable and that any further
environmental advantages that might have been gained by a more detailed
environmental evaluation is now outweighed by the economic penalty and
delay which would be involved in reopening the study at the present stage
of construction.

9.3 ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF PKWER (GNERATION

Potential hydroelectric capacity approaching 550 MWe does not exist
within the MARCA service area. Natural gas is not available in the area
in adequate quantity for large generating stations. For baseload
(24 hours per day) operation fuel costs for an oil-fired steam plant
would be about double those for a coal-fired plant. The remaining
commercially practicable alternative to the proposed nuclear steam-
turbine plant is a coal-fired steam-turbine plant. Most present
generating plants in the West Central area are of this type.

Two environmental impacts associated with nuclear plants are re&dced
for coal-fired plants. Because of higher thermodynamic efficiency
and because some of the heat passes up thr. stack with other combustion
producte, fossil-fuel plants release only about 65 perce..it as such
waste heat to the plant condenser cooling water as do nuclear !lAnts
of the sam electrical output capacity. Also, although the release
of radioactlvit7 froa current nuclear plants leads only to
minor inczum-nts to the natural radiation levels, coal-fired plants
release evn less and oil-fired plant release virtually none.
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Coal-fired plants, however, produce combustion products. including dust,
sulfur dioxide, and oxides of nitrogen in substantial amunts and these
are a significaut source of air pollution. The comparative environmental
impacts expected for the reference plant and for a coal-fired plant of
the same generating capacity are given in Table 9.3" Combustion products
are estimated on the basis that the coal-fired plant just meets the
Environmental Protection Agency standards for new plants. 4

The Applicant made the decision in 1968 to build a nuclear rather than
a coal plant for this increment of additional generation capacity to
meet the growing demand of its Iowa customers. This decision was based
principally on economic grounds, especially on the inability to negotiate
at that time a long-term contract for coal at a price competitive with
the nuclear plant.

If at the approximate time of the final hearings for the DAEC (June 30,
1973) the decision were to be made to abandon the nuclear plant and
build a coal-fired one at the same site, nearly the full cost of con-
struction of the nuclear plant would have been incurred, $209 million,7

which includes interest during construction, but not core costs nor
associated tLxa.z-mission cost. Even if a substantial salvage credit,
say $48 million, were applied to the alternative plant, a penalty of
about $161 million or about 772 of the total capital cost of the refer-
ence plant would be associated with the alternative. In addition,
higher costs would be incurred for provision of power for the time
until the alternative plant is operating. At another site, where the
salvage would not be as available, the economic penalty would be even
higher.

In order to assess the comparative costs of completing the reference
plant or constructing the alternative coal-fired plant, only the costs
incurred after the assumed time of decision (June 30, 1973) should be
considered. Additional, costs that would be Incurred after the assumed
decision point are labeled Incremental costs in Table 9.4.

An alternative (coal) plant could not be operational until about
January 1, 1979, assuming a lead time of six years for a fossil plant.
Since the D is scheduled to begin comercial operation January 1,
1974, the cost of providing power for five years from other sources
should be charged against this alternative. An estimated rate of 8
mills per kilovtt hour is used. o -wer, the postulated cmnbna-
tion of five years purchase and 30 years plant life provides power for
the 35 years, and cr.edit is given for sale of power for five years after
30 years of reference plant life; this net present wrth allowance for
loss -f generation is entered In Table 9.4.

The estimated econonic costs associated with the reference plant and with
an alternative coal-fired plant of the sam capacity are presented in
Table 9.4. Capital costs of coal-fired capacity is estimated at $240
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TAME 9.3. Caparative 1hy onntal bMacta for Reference
and Coal-Flred Plants

Reference: 550-Ma 550-We Coal-FIred
Category Nuclear Plant Plant with Cooling Tower

Land use:
Plant' (including 40 acres Similar to reference
cooling towers)
Fuel storag minor 10 acres
Total plant 100 acres (without 100 acres

exclusion area)

Total heat discharged 76 109. Btu/day 54 x 109 Btu/day

Releases to air:a

Radioactivity 91 curies/day smalld
Dust none 4.6 tons/dayd
Sulphur dioxide none 55 tons/day
Nitrogen oxides none 32 tcns/dayd
Water evaporated 7.3 amllion gal/day 4.8 million gal/day6

Releases to rater:
Radioactivity

Trititu 0.05 curies/day none
Other 0.01 curies/day none

Chemical
Chlorineb 5 lb/day 3 lb/day
Salts 19,500 lb/day 13,000 Tb/dayc

Fuel:
Consumed 21 tons/year 1.6 willion tons/year
Transported 4 truckloads/year 220 traimloads/year

Wastes 9 truckloads/year 160,000 tons/year

shetic TMffensie Similar to reference
pli 1O-acre coal pile

a ssmies 80% load factor.

b Assmes 0.1 mingliter residual chlorine In bloulown.

cDoe snot include discharge of ash-sluicimg effluent.

dBased on EPA standards for new plants.4



TANR 9.4. CoupaTatiw !coOukC Costs for Refeence Sand Alternative Plants
(in millions of dollars)

553-M6e Reference 555-MWe Coal-
(Nuclear) Plant. Fired Plant.
First Operation First Operation
January 1, 1974 January 1, 1979

Construction cost:
.Total $209ý $133
Rupenditures as of Jun. 30, 1973 (eat.) $190 0
Additional ependitures 19. $133
Salvage allowance 0 48
Net Incremntal cost after Jun. 30, 1973 19 85

Present worth of net incremntal cost 19.0 56

Allowance for loss of power, present worth 121

Annusloperating cost:
Fue 6.5 15.00
Other 2.7 1.5
Total 9.2 16..5
Presant worth of capitalized operating
cost 96.5 104

Deomiassaining allowance 11.75 3

Present worth, decounmissioning 1.0 0.2

Present worth of Increwntal life-of-plant
cost 116.5 291.2



TABLE 9.4 ((ontd.)

555-MWe Reference 555-l•e Coal-
(Nuclear) Plant. Fired Plant.
First Operation First Operation
January 1, 1974 Zanuary 1, 1979

Annualized equivalent of lifv.-of-plant cost
Incremetal I1 1 27.7

Note: Present worth based on 8.75% interest rate. Life of plant taken at 30 yr at average
80% factor.

..........

X

- ýto,

0
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per We and coal costs at $0.45 per 106 Btu. In order to achieve compara-
bility among costs vhich. would he incurred at different times, all costs
are reduced to present worth at the assumed time of first operation,
January 1, 1974. The present worth of a future payment is equal to the
sum which, drawing interest from the given (present) time at a stated
interest rate, would just suffice to meet the payment when due at the
future time. The discount rate used is 8.75 percent which is represent-
ative of the overall before-Federal-income-tax rate required for payment
of interest on bonds and stock dividends by investor-owned power com-
panies. Estimated construction costs for the reference plant are those
provided by the Applicant. These figures include interest during con-
struction and no present-worth adjustment need be made. To compute the
present worth of the stream of payments for fuel and other operating
costs, a life of 30 years is postulated.

The estimated coal costs used in Table 9.4 appear reasonable in relation
to estimates published by the Federal Power Comission5 when inflation and
the rapid increase in minehead coal prices during recent years are taken
Into account. If anything, for the Iowa area the coal costs used are
low. 6 The nuclear capital costs are based on current estimates as
reported by the Applicant to th! AEC. Nuclear fuel costs are close to
the estimates made by the Applicant In 1968.

The data in Table 9.4 show incremental costs, present-worth and annual-
ized, more than doubled by abandoning the nuclear plant at this stage
and building a coal plant at the same site.

The coal-fired plant would discharge less heat to the Cedar River and'
less radioactivity to the atmosphere than the reference plant. Howver,
as assessed in Sections 5 and 8, the impacts of these discharges are
very small for the reference plant. The Staff judges their effect to
be clearly outweighed by the air pollution intrinsic to the coal-fired
plant and therefore consider the reference plant to be, on balance, the
better with respect to environmental impact. (bnsideriug the loss of
reliability to the Iowa pool during the five-year de. zy and the large
economic penalt,' to the Applicant, which is ultimately paid by the pub-
lic, the reference plant is the preferred alternative.

9.4 SUDOAM

Three alternatives to the completion and operation of the proposed DAEC
have been consi~ered. Purchase of power is not a reasonable alternative
action because all of the possible vendors of power face the am need
for new generating capacity as the Applicant and the 1ma Power Pool and
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VIACA. The construction of an exptvalent plant at a different site

offers no promise of significant envi=irp tal gains to balance eitber

the large econwuk penalty or the threatened delay to a relialble supply

of electric powvr. The mst reasonable alternative weans of power WmerE

tion, a coal-fived steam plant, wvld Impose vm serious environmental

costs than the proposed plant as well as a sevre economic penalty and a

loss of reliability within the Applicant's reliability pools. Therefore,

completion and operation of the plant is the recomended action.
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1. "A Report by MAMA- to the Federal ?ower Cmmuission Pursmunt to ?pc
Docket R-362, Appendix A," April 1, 1972.

2. N"M's 1972 Reply to Appendix A of Order No. 383," April 1, 1972.

3. "Enviromntal Report on the Duane Arnold Energy Center." Revised
Edition, Iowa Electric Light and Power Co., N4ov. 1971, Docket
No. 50-331.

4. Environmental Protection Agency Regulation on Standards of Perform-
ance for New Stationary Sources, 40 C1R 60; 36 FR 24876, December 23,

.1971.

5. "The 1970 National Power Survey." Federal Fower Commission. See
Table 19.3, p. 1-19-4 for plant costs; Table 4.2, p. 1-4-3, and
Fig. 4.9, p. 1-4-28 for coal costs.

6. Comments of the Federal Power Commission. In the Appendix to the
AEC Eihvironmental Statement on the Fort Calhoun Plant, Docket
No. 50-285.

7. U.S. Atomic Energy Cocuission, Quarterly Progress Report on Reactor
Construction (Duane Arnold), October 13, 1972.
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10. PLANT DESIGN ALTERNATIVIRS

Alternative plant designs were considered- by the Applicant before select-
ing the design-of the proposed plant. The comparative evaluation of
these alternatives was made with respect to (1) plant cost in terms of
the present state-of-the-art for reliable utility operation, (2) use of
land, water, and air resources, (3) changes of the quality of the en-
vironment surrounding the plant site as it affects uses, activities, and
interests of the public at large, (4) conformance to applicable policies,
laws, and standards. In this section, possible modifications to the
reference design which the Staff considered are given. The alternatives
considered are those which might significantly affect the balance be-
tween economic and environmental costs.

10.1 COXOLING SYSTEMS

10.1.1 Cooling Towers

Because of the absence of large. bodies of water capable of satisfactory
dissipation of the heat discharged by once-through cooling, only closed-
cycle cooling systems were considered. Dry cooling towers require no
consumptive uses of water except the minor- quantities used in filling
and occasional external washing. However, dry cooling towers are physi-
cally larger than wet towers of the same cooling capacity, and their
capital costs are estimated to be about three times that of wet towers. 1

Dry towers also cause significant power loss from increased turbine back
pressure. The increased cost and. power loss would add an estimated one
mill per kWh to the bus-bar energy cost. 2  In view of the suall environ-
mental impact of evaporative cooling towers, the increased cost of dry
cooling towers does not appear justified for the DAEC.

The use of a cooling lake is a possible alternative to the reference
plant design, but cooling lakes require large areas. For a plant the
size of the DAEC, a lake surface of about 1.6 square miles (1000 acres)
is required and an assured continuous supply of water at a rate of at
least 8000 gpm is needed for' evaporation and blowdown losses. 1 1 The
Applicant's cost estimate for a cooling lake in terms of present worth
incremented generating costs is $6.9 million in comparison to the
reference plart design cost of $7.0 million. 1 2 There appears to be no
environmental savings associated with a cooling lake which could Justify
both the use of an additional 1000 acres of land and a change In plant
design given the commitment to -le reference design.
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Spray canals are another posahie altexnatiye cooling scheme. Spray
canals employ pumpa to spray water latq the. ai•, thereb- enhancing
evaporation and ohtaainig •o•e cooling 'pae unit of area than a cooling
lake. A spray canal for a plant the size of the DAEC wuld require
about 100 four-spray modules and a canal length of more than one mile.
Although less land is required than for a cooling lake, this alternative
uses electric power for the pumps and is not nearly as compact as the
cooling towers chosen for the DABC. The performance of spray units is
also not nearly so well known under various atmospheric conditions as
for modern cooling towers. Spray canals would not reduce water consumption
in comparison to cooling towers. Spray canals are also apt to produce
locally heavy fogging though the fogging would not be as widespread
as that from a cooling tower. The use of spray canals does not appear
Justified given the uncertainties in the use of spray canals and the
high cost in changing design at this time.

Although the Applicant's initial plant description showed natural-draft
cooling, further economic evaluation led to the selection of forced-
draft towers. Natural draft cooling towers are more-costly in terms
of initial cost than the reference forced-draft towers, are much
larger and taller, and have a substantially higher appearance impact.
They are, however, cheaper to operate, produce less noise, and cause
less fogging and icing.

The effects of the effluent of forced-draft cooling towers are different
from those of natural-draft towers in that the latter are released at
higher altitudes (400 ft vs. 80 ft) which reduces fogging and icing
problems.. Due to the relative isolation of the plant site, however,
fogging and icing are not significant problems even with the forced-
draft cooling towers (see Section 5.1). Forced-draft cooling towers
are much noisier than natural-draft towers and this noise will have a
noticeable effect on the few nearest neighbors to the plant site. All
cooling towers are subject to tornado damage, but reliability here is
provided by low frequency. of tornadoes at the plant site and available
pooling of power from neighboring utilities on an emergency basis.

The forced-draft and natural draft towers seem to be fairly balanced in
terms of both economic and environmental cost. The high cost of the to-
tal plant in relation to the Applicant's financial resources led to a
priority tO reduce Initial costs, resulting in the choice of forced-draft
towers over natural-draft ones. In terms' of environmental cost the in-
creased visual Impact of natural-draft towers must be weighed against
the increased noise output of forced-draft towers. Given the resources
already committed to the building of forced-draft towers there appears
to be w Justification for choosing natural-draft towers at this time.
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10.1.2 Supplementary Water. Supplies

The alternative supplementary water supplies for periods of low river
flow are wells (of various depths) and reservoirs Cat various locations).
The alternative chosen, that of a reservoir to he built by' the Iowa
State Conservation Commission, was justified in terms of its recreation-
al uses as well as its use for supplementary water supply. The cost of
the reservoir is the same as that of deep wells, since the Applicant is
giving a sum equal to the cost of deep wells to the State Conservation
Commission.. Given the small number of times that supplementary water
will be required. (less than 5% of the time), it would appear that, in
terms strictly of supplemental water supply, wells would be environ-
mentally less costly. However, the Iowa State Conservation Commission
justifies the reservoir primarily in terms of its recreational uses,
for which the wells would be of no value.

10..1.3 Cooling Tower Sound Reduction

A possible alternative to reduce the noise level of the cooling towers
would be to interpose a zone of trees or other structures in the path
of sound travel to attenuate the noise. Because the quantitative esti-
mate of the acceptability of the noise is so uncertain, a definite
recommendation for the alternative cannot be made. However, the Appli-
cant should undertake to ascertain the effect of the noise on those
persons in;:olved, and should undertake remedial acticn, if needed, to
make cooling tower noise levels acceptable to the public.

10.1.4 Cooling of Dry-Well Air Space

Cooling of the airspace- in the reactor dry well is required to facili-
tate equipment and instrument operation and personnel access. This
heat load has been estimated as 1.4 x 10 7 Btu/hr maximum (Fig. 3.2) and
it is expected to be removed by cool water (about 54'F) obtained from
the two 750-gpm production wells in the Silurian-Devonian aquifer.

Probably the rost straightforward alternative would be to provide a
w.terchiller, i.e., an electric-powered refrigerator which would chill
,iater to about 50"F and discharge the heat to the water of the closed-
cycle cooling system. A refrigeration unit or units totalling about
1000 tons (I ton = 12,000 Btu/hr) of reliable refrigeration duty would
be required. (While a price estimate was not obtained, it would be
expected to have an initial cost less than $50,000.)

Another possible alternative would be to return the well water to the
aquifer after use. However, to avoid recirculating warm water the re-
injection point would need to be remote from the withdrawal point. Any
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possible reinjection scheme would need to be carefully vorked out to
avoid adversely afecting the SiluriauDevonian akuifer.

If the number of wells affected is amall, the environmental benefits of
using one of the alternatiyes mentioned above is not considered by the
Staff to be sufficient to warrant the economic cost. The Silurian-
Devonian aquifer is a shallow aquifer locally 'recharged so that the use
of well water will not constitute a long-term commitment of a natural
resource. However, if the number of wells affected is large the economic
cost of one of the above alternatives •ill be offset by the cost of
correcting deleterious well effects on a well-by-well basis. An alter-
native to the consumptive use of well water should be adopted if the
nuaber of wells affected is such as to make the alternative economically
competitive.

10.2 INTAKE SYSTEMS

The intake structure at the shore of the Cedar River provides makeup
water to the closed-cycle cooling system, and is of a generally standard
design. The approach velocity at the outlet up to the screen is a maxi-
im of 0.75 ft/sec at the screen face at minimum river level. In light
of the populations of biota in the Cedar liver, the present design
minimizes adverse effects sufficiently to make a consideration of alter-
native designs unnecessary.

10.3 DISCHARGE SYSTEMS

The single-jet discharge of the blowdown effluent has the advantage of
providing fairly rapid mixing with the river water for very little cost.
Only a small fraction of the total river width is affected (<25% for the
2-degree isotherm) (Section 3.4). More elaborate mixing or diluting
systems would be more costly and would require more water appropriation
and/or more of the river width. lower velocity discharge would require
a larger mixing zone in the river. It is not anticipated that alterna-
tive designs would result In detectably less environmental Impact.

10.4 CEMfICAL SYSTEMS

7he systems producing the principal nonradioactive liquid effluents
bearing chemical wastes are (1) the reactor-coolant makeup water de-
mineralizer and (2) the pH adJustment to makeup water for the -losed-
cycle circulating-water system to prevent carbonate scale formation.
Alternative means to reduce these chemical effluents are discussed below.

10.4.1 DiNineralizer Waste

The purification of well water for supply of makeup water to the reactor
coolant system uses demdneralizer resin beds with an automatic cycle such
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that 24,000 gal of regeneration waste is produced every 24 hours, an
average rate of about 84 gpu. The chemical content of these wastes in-
cludes the dissolved minerals removed from the river water and the chem-
icals added to the system (about 75% Of the total). About 500 pounds
per day of sulfates are added to the Cedar River from the deaineralizer
system.

a. Evaporation

One alternative capable of reducing this chemical waste entering the
river is to evapora2e the waste stream, return the water condensate to
the system, and store the concentrated brine on land, either on site or
at another location. An evaporation scheme of this type was described
in the environmental report for another reactor, a 1150-MWe boiling
water reactor. 3 In spite of the larger reactor size, the volumetric
capacity of this combination demlneralizer-evaporator system has about
the same processing rate. The total construction cost of the combina-
tion system was 50h higher than that of the demineralizer alone. The
added cost was about $1,300,000. No chemicals would be returned to the
natural body of water in this operation, though disposal of the brines
would also have an environmental cost.

b. Combination of Reverse Osmosis, Demineralization, and
Evapo rat ion

Another scheme is a conbination of reverse osmosis and demineralizing
action for the purification of makeup water with evaporation in a
falling-film evaporation to eliminate liquid release of regeneration
chemicals.

A schematic is shown in Fig. 10.1. This schenm was described as an al-
ternative system for an 850-MWe boiling water reactor. 4  The reverse
osmosis as a head-end water purification substantially reduces the load-
ing on the demineralizer and on the subsequent evaporation of regenera-
tion wastes. Energy requirements and magnitude of brine disposal are
similarly reduced. A cost estimate for the incremental equipment cost
of this system over a demineralixer alone was stated as $300,000. Al-
though this is probably an incomplete cost estimate, this scheme could
have cost advantages over the use of an evaporator alone to reduce
chemical waste discharges.

c. Evaluation of Alternatives

Considering that the demineralizer system has already been purchased, it
would not be possible to take economic advantage of the advanced tech-
nology of the combination system using reverse osmosis. Applying the
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Fig. 10.1. Alternate Water-treatment Scheme Involving Reverse
Osmosis and Evaporation of Regenerative Wastes.
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evaporator system as an add-on would appear to add about $1 millicn of
cost with little compensation derived from increased benefits of higher
water quality. of the Cedar River. Therefore, it is concluded that.
adoption of the alternative system is not warranted.

10.4.2 Circulating-Water pH Adjustment

There is no doubt of the practical importance of avoiding the fornation
of mineral scale on equipment components exposed to the high-carbaate
waters of the Cedar River, especially as concentrated in the operaion
of a closed-cycle cooling system. The addition of sulfuric acid to
adjust the pH to about 7 is standard practice. No other acid or cther
means of pH adjustment is known to be more favorable as far as recncing
-the chemical content. Other descaling chemicals would also add tc- the
dissolved-solid waste burden and could well be 'less favorable than sul-
fate, the one involved in the reference proposal. Since no alterrative
scheme has been identified as more favorable, no alternative is
recommended.

10.5 BIOCIDE SY-TE24

10.5.1 Chlorine Control or Elimination

If. the Applicant's present system- results in the discharge of total
residual chlorine in conformance with the proposed criteria of the
National Water Quality Laboratory as detailed in the Technical
Specifications, no alternatives need to be considered. If the tot.-l
residual chlorine concentration exceeds these limits in the blowdc-tn,
the Applicant will be required to consider alternative chlorine cr:rol
techniques. Possible chlorine control methods include the following
methods.

(a) holdup blowdown during periods of chlorination. The

residual chlorine concentration in, the circulating water system will
decline from its maximum value as soon as injection stops, due to -"em-
ical reaction and evaporation of chloramine. If blowdown is stopped
during periods of maximum concentration, less residual chlorine will
be released to tht river. The normal holdup volume of the circulazing
water system is about 1800 cu ft and the circulating time is abot_ 2.8
minutes and the purge time about 3.3 hours. If the blowdown is snapped
during the chlorine addition, the blowdown rate could be increased about
5% d&,ring the periods of noninjection to obtain purging effect eqtdva-
lent to a constant 8.9 cfs blowdown. The optimim period for stopping
blowdown would take account of other aspects of the operation also, and
is a matter of further study.
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(b) Dilute the blowdown. Adding river water to the blow-
down channel will not only reduce the chlorine levels through dilution,
but chlorine demand of the river water will help to use up both free
and combined forms of residual chlorine.

(c) Dec'hlorinate the blowdown effluent by adding chemicals
such as sodium bisulfite. Present information suggests that sodium
bisulfite Las a much lower toxicity (,61/1000) than chlorine or
chloramines. 6

Thought should also be given to injecting the chlorine at the optimum
location upstream of the condensers so as to minimize the chlorine addi-
tions needed to obtain the necessary de-sliming effect.

If no chlorine control technique can be found, an alternative to the-
use of chlorine will be required. Possible alternatives to consider
are given below.

(a) Periodic passage of heated water. Passage of heated
water through the condensers at regular intervals to control slime growth
requires little or no use of chemicals, and provides a use for some of
the "waste" hot water. This technique has been used successfully for
many years in controlling growth of marine organisms in the intake and
discharge pipes of a steam-electric plant at a cost 1/7 that calculated
for chlrrine.7,8 This technique, however, has not been developed for
condensers under the conditions at the DAEC, and its effectiveness in
this instance is open to question. Factors involved in the problem,
such as characteristics of the slime-forming organisms present in the
water, attainment of effective temperatures for cleaning, and inter-
ference with normal plant output, have not been studied.

(b) Use of mechanical methods. Automatic mechanical clean-
ing systems are offered by AMERTAP Corporation and American M.A.N.
Corporation. Type 304 nickel stainless steel condenser tubes (the type
used at DAEC) are "easy to keep free of foreign matter" with either of
these systems. 9

The MERTAP system circulates sponge-rubber balls through the condenser
tubes to provide a scrubbing action that maintains the metal surfaces
free of scum and fouling. A disadvantage of this system is the need
for periodic replacement of the sponge-rubber balls, and the addition
of particles to the receiving water caused by fragmentation of the
balls.
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The M.A.N. system employs nonmetallic brushes that are restrained in
the tubes by plastic baskets attached to the ends of each tube. By re-
versing the flow of the cooling water, the operator can automaticali1y-
"shoot" the tubes with the brushes. 9 An advantage of this system is
that a visual inspect-on of the condenser outlet tube sheet iumediately
reveals any tubes with internal obstructions, since the brushes in a
blocked tube will not be visible in the end basket. The use of this
method at DAEC would be possible only if there were means of reversing
the fU-w of cooling water in the condensers. At present, there is no
means of such reversal at DAEC.

(c) Use of Ozone. The use of ozone (03) as biocide has
some advantages over use of chlorine: action of ozone is immediate
and forms no persistent toxic compounds such as chloramines; it is a
stronger oxidizing agent than chlorine, thus requiring a shorter reac-
tion time; it can be generated from air at the plant site and its
supply is less subject to outside interruptions such as shipment
delays; its maximum allowable concentration (MAC) as established by the
American Council of Governmental Industrial Hygienists is 0.1 ppm by
volume for continuous exposure, which is 10 to 15 times higher than the
threshold odor level, so that a worker could detect the presence of
ozone at concentrations far below the MAC.1 0 A major disadvantage of
ozone use at present, is its high cost compared to chlorine. For
example, the estimated cost for secondary effluent disinfection was x
for liquid chlorine, about 2x for sodium hypochlorite, and about 2.5x
for ozone. 10 Since the method is virtually undeveloped for power plant
use, little is known of the effects on biota in the condenser and re-
ceiving waters.

(d) No addition of biocide. In some cases, the addition
of biocides to a condenser system may not be necessary. At the Oswego
Steam Station in upstate New York, for example, the low level of nutri-
ents in the intake water and the abrasive effect of fine suspended
particles of glacial till in the water made the use of algicides
unnecessary. 5 The water of the Cedar River, however, is relatively
high in nutrients due to agricultural run-off, and the buildup of slime
is expected if no condenser cleaning is carried out. Monitoring of the
heat-transfer coefficient should indicate when the addition of a biocide
is necessary.

10.5.2 Alternative Chlorine Source

The use of sodium hypocblorite solution rather than liquid chlorine as
a source of available chlorine is an alternative meriting consideration
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-- not for differences in biocidal effect, since they are chemic ally
equivalent-but for possible differences in case of an accidental re-
lease from their primary containers (Section 7.3). Although liquid
chlorine is routinely used in industrial practice, the possibility of
accidental release of gaseous chlorine from large cylinders containing
the highly volatile liquid makes the consequences of such an accident
potentially more severe than the case of the hypochlorite sol]tion
(about 15% in water). On the other hand, the cost of liquid chlorine
use is less. It has been estimated for a chlorination disinfection
plant using 1.5 million pounds of chlorine per year that the comparative
costs are as follows: 1 0

Alternative Chlorinating Agents

Liquid Sodium
Item chlorine hypochlorite

Equipment, 15-yr amort. $ 6,400 $ 3,300
Building, 40-yr amort. 6,600 7,500
Chemical 82,000- 186,000
Power 6,800 700
Labor and maintenance 12,200 12,500

TIOTAL $114,000 $210,000
Cost, c/1000 gal 0.49 0.90

In the present plant, the anplicant has estimated chlorine use at
600,000 lb/yr. This may be high by as much as a factor of two if a
stringent chlorine control is established HoIever, the above cost
data indicate that the cost of the sodium hypochlorilte alternative
could be as much as $100,000 per year more than liquid chlorine, or 'as
much as $1,000,000 more as equivalent investment cost over the plant
lifetime.

The cost of converting to the use of sodium hypochlorite may be substan-
tial, and whereas the benefits in terms of reduced consequences of an
accidental release are uncertain at this time, the use of sodium hypo,-
chlorite is not specifically recommended.

10.6 SANITARY WASTE SYSTEMS

The extended aeration system provides secondary sewage treatment of high
capacity and nearly complete digestion. Septic tanks provide less
complete treatment and are not a preferable alternative. Chlorination
In addition to the present treatuent is a possible alternative. How-
ever, if monitoring of the sewage effluent is provided as described in
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Section 6.2, chlorination is not considered sufficiently justified
at present to offset the increased cost.

If chlorination facilities are added, T rovisions must be made to
control total residual chlorine discharges to the Cedar River. This
could be accomplished through the use of holdup tanks or ponds or by
dilution of the sewage effluent. Limiting the total residual chlorine
concentration in the sewage effluent to less than 0.1 opm should assure
that there will be no resultant significant changes in the aquatic
ecosystem.

10.7 LIQUID RADWASTE SYSTEM

The estimated liquid radioactive discharges are sufficiently small that
no detectable deleterious effects are anticipated. Therefore, no alter-
natives to the present system are considered justified. The radiologi-
cal monitoring program will provide a check on actual - stem performance.

10.8 GASEDUS RADWASTE SYSTEM

The dose to a child's thyroid via the milk pathway based on the
calculated 1131 release from the Center exaeeds the limits considered
acceptabl-e by the Staff. The Applicant will be required to take
appropriate measures through monitoring, administrative measures and/or
design changes to insure that the thyroid dose to critical segments of
the general population via the milk pathway does not exceed 5 mrem/year.

In all other respects the estimated gaseous radioactive discharges are
sufficiently small that no detectable deleterious effects are antic-
ipated. Therefore, no alternatives to the present systen are considered
justified. The radiological monitoring prcgram will provide a check
on actual system performance.

10.9 TRANS. SSION SYSTEM

It is not practicable in the present state of technology to transmit
power on the required scale through underground cables. Overhead
transmission lines are therefore an inevitable adjunct of large gen-
erating stations. The Applicant's choice of 345-kV and 161-kV follows
accepted practice for the load capacity required and no alternative is
suggested.

The Applicant has taken account of aesthetic, social, and environmental
values in the placement of the transmission lines. However, the Appli-
cant's wish to use ."voluntary" right-of-way acquisition has resulted in
extending certain lines and placement of some lines on public rights-
of-way. Aesthetic impacts could have been reduced by other placements,
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but at the cost of disregarding *he wishes of some landowners. No
feasible alternatives would produ i sufficient benefit to outweigh
the costs already expended or committed.

10.10 ALTERNATIVES 1O NI)RMAL TRANSPORTATION PROCEDURES

Alternatives, such as special routing of shipments, providing escorts
in separate vehicles, adding shielding to Lhe containers, and construct-
ing a fuel recovery and fabrication plant on the site rather than.
shipping fuel to and from the station, have been examined by the Staff
for the general case. The impact on the environment of transportation
under normal or postulated accident conditions is not considered to be
sufficient to justify the additional effort required to implement any
of the alternatives.
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11. COST-BENEFIT SUMMAR

U..1 BENEFITS

The primary benefits from completion and operation of the DAEC will
be the generation of about 3.8 billion kilowatt hours per year of
electrical energy and increased reliability within the Iowa pool
because of 550 NWe additional generating capacity. About 35 percent
of the power will be sold to industrial users, 25 percent to
comercial users, and 40 percent to residential and rural users.

Indirect local and regional benefits will include a revenue of
about $4 million per year in taxes to Linn, County. Some 70 persons
will be employed in the operation of the plant. The environmental
and radiological monitoring programs, will provide data of general
interest to the scientific community, particularly in regard to the
ecology of the Cedar River, provided that results from the studies
are made generally available.

11.2 ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS

11.2.1 Land Use

About 500 acres of farm land have been removed from use by con-
struction of the DAEC, although only about 40 aczes are occupied-by
buildings, roads, substation, etc. Access to the river at the site
was restricted by private ownership in the past and will remain so.
Construction of the plant intake and discharge facilities and the.
river channel barrier wall has disturbed the river shore and bottom;
howeveL, natural water flow and silt novement will restore the shore
and bottom grade, so that detectable long-term effects are unlikely.
Although about 1180 acres of off-site land, mainly farm land, will
be used for new tranexisslon lines, only that required for the
towers themselves will necessarily be removed from previous use,
and since the towers over farm land are mostly of the single-pole
or H-frame types, the tower areas are very mall.

The forced-draft cooling towers are only 60 feet high and will not
be conspicuous on the landscape, although the vapor plumes will be
visible for poze distance, especially in winter. A nmall increase
In fog on the site or Imnediately adjacent may occur; it is estimated
that fog at the nearest town, Palo, mould be increased by less than
0.2 hr in winter. Icing will be confined to the site. Dovewash of
the vapor plume to the nearest road is estimated at 1/2 hour (in
spring). The cooling tovers will con-ribute noticeable noise levels
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at the nearest residences and in the Wickiup Hill Conservation. Area.
The woise levels will be the equivalent of that found in urban areas
and may be annoying to some.

11.2.2 Water Use

The net consumption of river water by the DAEC (as evaporation
P from the cooling tower) will be about 2.7 billion gallons per year.

Average river flow is about- 260-fold greater so that no detectable
change in the river will result from this consumption of water.
Water will be withdrawn from the Silurian-Devonian aquifer at a
rate not to exceed 1500 pim. This water withdrawal may deleteriously
affect neighboring wells.

Use of cooling towers in a closed-cycle system will greatly reduce
discharges of heat to, the Cedar River. The total river area warmed
by 2*F will be limited to less than 1 acre. After complete mixing
of the blowdown effluent in the Cedar River, the river will be
warmed less than 1.2*F even at low flow conditions; under average
summer conditions, the river will be warmed less than 0.1F. Chemical
additions, with the exception of chlorine, are not expected to be
toxic to river biota. Chlorine additions may result in locally high
levels of total residual chlorine (up to 0.5 ppm) being discharged
to the Cedar River.

11.2.3 Biological Effects

Virtually all of the organisms drawn into the plant intake will be
killed. These will include plankton, fish eggs, and very small
fish, but almost no healthy adult fish. The rate of river flow is
variable by a factor of about 100: at the average river flow of
3000 cfs, only about 0.8 percent of the river flow will enter the
cooling system. Although this proportion of entry may increase
about 10-fold at low flow conditions, principally in winter, no
detectable effect on aquatic populations or species balance is
expected. Any detectable effect on birdlife or terrestrial wild-
life is highly improbable. Close control and monitoring of chemical
(including chlorine) and sanitary discharges will provide assurance
that adverse effects on river biota and public health are minimized.

11.2.4 Radiological Effects

The total dose from operation of the DAEC to the entire population
within 50 miles is estimated to be 27 rna-remn per year, distributed
auong about 0.55 million people who live within this area. The dose
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to individuals -in areas near the plant will be less than 2 percent of
that due to natural background; in more distant areas it will be much
less.

11.3 COST-BENEFIT BALANCE

The DAEC as designed and subject to controls of the Technical
Specifications is expected to have only a small impact on the environ-
ment. The identified benefits and costs are listed in Table 11.1.

The Staff has considered these benefits and costs in some detail as
outlined above. The Staff concludes that on balance benefits from
completion and operation of the DAEC will exceed the environmental
and economic costs. Aside from the possible need to (a) modify the
chlorination system, (b) reduce the consumptive use of well water,
and (c) adopt noise attenuation methods depending upon experience
and data gained during initial plant operation, the costs of the
available alternatives are not Justified when balanced with the
potential benefits to be gained.
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TABLE 11.1 Cost-Benefit Summary for the DAEC*

Bemefits

Primary benefits:
.Electrical energy to be generated

Generating capacity contributing to
reliability of electrical power
in the Iowa Pool service area

Secondary local benefits:
Employment of operating staff

State and local taxes paid

3.8 billion kWh/yr

550,000 kilowatts

70 persons

$4 million per year

Environmental Costs

Land use:
Farm land for station

Transmission line right-of-way

Cooling tower operation

Water use:
Water evaporated

River surface area within 2F excess
isotherm of thermal plume

Chemicals discharged to river

500 acres

1155 acres; 85 miles

Noticeable noise at
nearest residences

7.3 x 106 gallons per day

<1 acre

5 lb/day of total residual
chlorine, 20,000 lb/day of
sulfates

1500 gal/min -(maxinum)

27 ran-rem per year

Less than 2 percent of
natural background

Small destruction of aquatj
life, no detectable change.
In terrestrial life

Well water use

Radiological impact:
Normal operation:

Cumulative population dose
(50--ile radius)

Whole-body dose to nearby
residents

Biological impact:

* Xkeept as noted, values are average values.
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12. DISCUSSION OF COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE
DRAFT ENVIRONMETAL STATEMENT

Pursuant to paragraph A.6 of Appendix D to 10 CFR 50, the Draft
Environmental Statement of November 1972 was transmitted, with a
request for comment, to:

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Department of Agriculture
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers
Department of Commerce
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of the Interior
Department of Transportation
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Power Commission
Iowa Department of Health
Iowa State Conservation Commission
Iowa Environmental Quality Department
Iowa Natural Resources Council
Iowa Air Pollution Control Commission
Iowa Bureau of Labor
Limn County Board of Supervisors

In addition, the AEC requested comments on the Draft Environmental
Statement from interested persons by a notice published in the Federal
Register on November 22, 1972 (37 FR 20096).

Comments in response to the requests referred to above were received
from:

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Department of Agriculture
Department of Comerce
Department of the Interior
Department of Transportation
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Power Comiaesioa
Iowa State Conservation Commission
Iowa Natural Resources Council
Liun County Board of Supervisors
Governor, State of Iowa
Iowa Civil Defense Division.
Iowa Geological Survey
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State Historical Society of Iowa
Department of Conservation, Linn County
Linn County BealtL Department
Mayor, City of Cedar Rapids

Our consideration of coents received and the disposition of the
issues Involved are reflected in part by revised text in other
sections of this Final Environmental Statement and in part by the
following discussion. The comnents are included in this statement
as Appendix K.

12.1 PLESAISAT CREEK RESERVOIR

12.1.1 Complete Environmental Review (Interior, p. K-13)

The Department of the Interior has commented that the proposed
Pleasanr Creek Reservoir should be further described in the
Environmental Statement. As stated in the Draft Environmental Statr
went, the Staff does not consider the proposed reservoir an Integra

part of the DAEC and has, therefore, not attempted to make a full
environmental review of the reservoir. The reservoir is to be buil
and managed by the Iowa State Conservation Commission and is justif
primarily as a recreation resource. The Iowa State Conservation
Commission has commented, by letter dated December 22, 1972, that
is understood that the Pleasant Creek Project will be covered by a
separate Environmental Impact Statement to be prepared by the feder
agency providing cost sharing for the recreation development. This
agency is the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation in the Department of the
Interior."

12.1.2 Drawdown (Interior, p. K-13)

Department of the Interior commented regarding the Applicant's righ
to drawdown the Pleasant Creek Reservoir during the recreation seas
and to construct a 345 kV overhead transmission line which would cr(
one arm of the reservoir.

The 345 kV overhead transmission line in question has existed since
1966. This is part of the Twin Cities-Iowa-St. Louis 345 Inter-
connection Transmission System. The existing towers are located in
areas proposed to be set aside for wildlife and will not hamper the
development of the reservoir as a recreation area. The Applicant
vould retain the right to drawdown the reservoir during the recrea-
tion season. 7he probability of drawdown during the recreation
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season is very low. Records dating back to 1903 indicate that flows
below 500 cfs occur approximately 52 of the time and that these low
flows are usually in the winter nutIhs when the recreational use of
the facility would be at a miniumm. Preliminary studies indicate
that the withdrawal, of 15.5 Cfs, required to make up the consumptive
use of river water by the DAEC, would result in decreasing the water
level by only one foot after 14 days.

The following data provides additional details concerning potential
drawdown requirements on the reservoir by the DAEC. It was submitted
to the Iowa Conservation Commission in connection with their applica-
tion to the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.

CEDAR RIVER FLOWS

United States Geological Survey river flow records for the Cedar
River at Cedar Rapids 8th Avenue gaging station were reviewed
for the period 1903 thru 1965.

Based upon those recorded flows, flows below 500 cfs occurred
approximately 5% of the time-. kus the DAEC would have required
water from the lake a very szall percentage of the time, or
1,264 days during the 67 years.

Flows of 500 cfs or lower have been experienced, on an average
over the 67-year period of 1903 thru 1969, about twice per year
(143 occurrences). One-half of the 143 occurrences (75) were
for periods of 3 days or less:

1 day: 40 occurrences - 16 in Dec.-Feb.; 27 in Nov.-Mar.
.2 days: 20 occurrences 8 8 in Dec.-Feb..; 15 in Nov.-Mar.

3 days: 15 occurrences - 8 in Dec.-Feb. ; 11 in Nov.-Mar.

Twenty-eight years (such as 1969) experienced no such low
flows. On the other hand, of nine periods lasting for a month
or longer, all but one occurred during the winter months when
icing of the gaging station produced doubtful readings or'
required supplying estimated values. These nine periods of 30
consecutive days or more were as follows:

3(X days ,, 1934- Jime 1934
39 days Dec. 1930 - Jam. 1931
43 days Jan. 1951 -- Feb. 1951
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57 days Dec. 1904 - Feb. 1905
67 days Dec. 1939 - Mar. 1940
70 days Dec. 1910 - Feb. 1911
77 days Dec. 1916- Feb. 191U
80 days Dec. 1958- Feb. 1959
95 days Nov. 1955 - Mar. 1956

Thus only once during the summer recreation period over the
entire 67 year span, would the recreation facilities of the
lake have been impaired.,

Based upon the data cited above the impact of DAEC withdrawal
is expected to be negligible, thereby making this dual purpose
recreation project feasible.

12.2 GEOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY (Interior, p. K-11)

The comment was made that the brief description of geology and
seismology presented is inadequate for an independent assessment of
the geologic environment relevant to the proposed construction of
the plant. The function of this statement is to evaluate the effects
of the Duane Arnold Energy Center on the environment, and the material
on geology and seismology in the statement is intended only to serve
as a part of the general description of the site. The geologic
and seismologic considerations used for design criteria were evaluated
by the staff and were published in the Safety Evaluation Report issued
by the AEC on January 23, 1973.

12.3 TRANSMISSION LINES

12.3.1 Wooded Areas Along Rightz-of-Way (Agriculture, p. K-7)

The comment was made that there is an apparent discrepancy of 8.3
acres of wooded rights-of-way for transmission lines. It should be
noted that the 3.6% wooded land refers only to the private 3 and

portion in Table 3.10 and not to the total length of rights-of-way.

12.3.2 Railroad Right-of-Way (Transportation, p. K-15)

The Federal Railroad Administration notes that 5.05 miles of right-
of-way will be utilized for DAEC 161 kV transmission lines. The,
final right-of-way arrangementE have resulted in a total of 15.9
miles of railroad right-of-way :Aich will be utilized for DAEC
transmission Lines.

1

, Of

4

7
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12.3.3 Inductive Coupling (Transportation, pp. K-15, K-16)

The operation of high voltage lines in close proximity to railroad
rights-of-way may produce interference with railroad communications
and signal systems. The Applicant has stated that it is aare of
these potential problems and is working with the Chicago and North
Western Railway to assure that there will be no interference with
railroad communications and signal systems. A formal agrement
concerning this matter is expected to be signed in the near future.

12.3.4 Effect on Navigable Airspace (Transportation, p. K-15)

The Applicant is aware of FAA requirements and has submitted final
design plans for the DAEC-Bertram transmission line to the Kansas
City office of the FAA for approval.

12.3.5 Effect on Land Use (Interior, p. K-12)

The Department of the Interior has commented that the impact of
transmission- lines on land use was not adequately assessed. The
effect of transmission lines was carefully assessed by the Staff,
but detailed information as to the exact routing of each transmission
line with regard to parks, wildlife and recreation areas was not
included in the Draft Environmental Statement. No transmission line
to be erected in conjunction with the DAEC will cross any designated
park, wildlife, or recreation area. The exact relation of each
transmission line to parks, wildlife and recreation areas is shown
in Figs. 2-4.1-4 through 2-4.1-8 of Amendment 2 of the Applicant's
Environmental Report.

12.3.6 Location of Washburn Substation (FPC, p. K-34)

The Washburn Substation is located 49.1 miles from the DAEC. Thus
there are five (vs. six) overhead transmission lines required to
integrate the DAEC with the existing transmission system.

12.4 WELL WATER USE (EPA, p. K-28)

EPA has suggested alternatives which could be employed if well water
withdrawal by the DAEC adversely affects large numbers of private
wells. These alternatives were discussed in section 10.1.4 of the
Draft Environmental Statement. In the Draft Statement it was stated
that as one of the conditions for issuance of an operating license
the applicant must bear the responsibility for detection and correc-
tion of any deleterious effects on neighboring wells resulting from
plant operation. The Applicant, in its coments on the Draft State-
ment (Appendix K 18), stated its commitment to correct any deleterious
local well effects. The use of well water for drinking and demineral-
izer makeup is not considered of sufficient magnitude to have any
deleterious effects.
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12.5 CEDAR RIVER

12.5.1 Water Temperature Data (EPA, p. K-28)

The EPA has commented that more -recent water temperature data for
the Cedar River should be used, if available. No USGS data for the
Cedar River is available for a later time period than the 1944 to
1954 period referenced in the Environmental Statement. Since
thermal discharges from the DAEC are quite small, the Staff does
not believe that the unavailability of more recent data is of
significant importance.

12.5.2 Chemical or Thermal Blockage (Iowa Conservation Comm., p. K-36)

The Iowa Conservation Commission has expressed a concern that
chemical discharge or heated-water discharge could possibly block
the Cedar River. As indicated in the Draft Environmental Statement,
the Staff believes that such an occurrence is highly unlikely. How-
ever, if the monitoring program does detect evidence of blockage of
fish passage in the Cedar River, the Applicant will be required to
take corrective action to eliminate or substantially reduce any such
blockage.

12.6 SURFACE OR GROUNDWATER DEVELOPMENTS (Interior, p. K-12)

The Department of the Interior has commented that the monitoring
systems should be updated if future surface or groundwater develop-
ments occur downgradient from the plant. All monitoring program
are subject to revision on the basis of data collected or occurrence
of changes in the environment. Plant operation and monitoring programs
will be reviewed by the AEC throughout the plant lifetime to assure
that changes are made whenever necessary. However, it should be
noted that water gradients run from the plant towards the river, and
all land between the plant buildings and the river is part of the
plant site. Thus, future developments of the type mentioned are
not likely.

12.7 CHLORINE RELEASES (EPA, pp. K-19, K-26; Interior, p. K-12)

The Environmental Protection Agency has commented that better assurance
that chlorine concentrations in the blowdown water will be at levels
consistent with the preservation of area biota are needed. The State-
ment has been revised to better define allowable concentrations of
total residual chlorine in the blowdown and states the requirement
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that within 30 months discharges will be within the latest proposed
criteria of the National Water Quality Laboratory for intermittent
chlorine discharges. The EPA has also commented that the Applicant
should consider continuous chlorine addition as an alternative to
intermittent chlorination. Due to the high chlorine demand of the
Cedar River, fairly large amounts of chlorine must be added to the
cooling water if any free chlorine is to be available at the outlet
end of the condenser. Some free chlorine must exist at the outlet
of the condenser if biocide control is to be achieved. Continuous
addition of chlorine would not reduce the quantity of chlorine
needed at any given time but would merely result in more total
chlorine being added to the Cedar River. The comment has been made
that consideration should be given to completely eliminate chlorine
and other discharges to the Cedar River. Since the Staff do.q not
expect that proposed chemical discharges within the limits discussed
in the Environmental Statement will adversely affect river biota,
a requirement for further reductions in chemical discharges is not
considered justified when weighed against the increased costs assoc-
iated with the necessary alternatives.

12.8 RADIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

12.8.1 Indirect Use if River Water (EPA, p. K-21)

The comment was made that the details of indirect use of the Cedar
River water for human consumption should be included in the State-
ment. It should be noted that during most of the year the Cedar
Rapids wells are not recharged from the river but from the rainfall
watershed above the river level. However, in evaluating the dose
resulting from use of Cedar River tap water, a recharge rate of
50% was assumed for twelve months. Based on recharge and diffusion
rates obtained from the Cedar Rapids Water Department, an annual
average effective transient time from reactor to consumer of 30 days
was used.

12.8.2 Inhalation Doses (EPA, pp. K-20, K-27; Commerce, p. K-9)

Comments were made that the gaseous radioactive emissions and
inhalation doses may be in error and requesting more details on the
calculation models used. It Is the Staff's position that the calcu-
lated doses presented in the Environmental Statement are correct.
The radioactive gaseous dispersion calculations used the heights
of the 100 meter off-gas stack and the turbine building vents as
appropriate for each portion of the radioactive emissions. The
meteorological data base used was that collected by the Applicant
and sumarized in the Environmental Report. The detailed meteor-
ological data used Is given in Section 2.4 of the DAEC FSAR and in
the Meteorological Supplement to the DAEC FSAR. The inhalation

M -
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doses were calculated using the ARIP (reference 27, Section 5)
dispersion models and the ICRP #2 submersion model.

12.8.3 Limiting Radioiodine Concentrations (EPA, p. K-20)

The comment was made that the statement should include the steps the
Applicant will be required to take if cows are ever pastured nearer
the DAEC than at present. The Applicant will take an annual survey
each spring in the vicinity of the plant site to determine any
change in the location of dairy herds. The Applicant has also
made a commitment to submit to the Staff proposed design modifica-
tions for incorporation in the plant if gaseous effluent discharges
exceed limits contained in proposed Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.1

12.8.4 Direct Shine (EPA, p. K-21)

The statement that the direct dose from onsite sources will be less
than 1 millirem per year is based en measurements made at operating
power plants. These boiling water plants use turbines and steam
systems essentially identical to that to be utilized at the DAEC.

12.8.5 Radioactive Plant Laundry (EPA, p. K-27)

The Environmental Protection Agency has commented that radioactive
plant releases from laundry done offsite should be estimated and
monitoring and surveillance activities defined to quantify any
releases. The Applicant will follow applicable DOT regulations for
transporting radioactive wastes. The Applicant has stated that it
cannot establish the release paths and rates resulting from offsite
laundry operations since the Applicant has no control over the
laundry procedures to be followed. The laundry contractor, however,
must be licensed by the AEC and appropriate controls will be required
so as to assure that there will be no significant hazard to the
public from these operations. The Staff has calculated the poten-
tial releases of radioactivity from laundry processing to be approxi-
mately 0.05 Ci/yr, a quantity which can be considered negligible.

12.9 ACCIDENTS - RADIOACTIVE RELEASES TO WATER,(Interior, p. K-13)

The comnent was made that environmental effects of releases to water
resulting from plant acnidents is lacking. The potential for exposure
from other pathways was discussed in the footnote in Table 7.2 of the
Draft Enviromental Statement.
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12.10 PLANT HEATING BOILER EMISSIONS (EPA, p. K-29)

The Environmental Protection Agency commented that not enough
detail was given on emissions from the plant boiler unit. The
DAEC will use a small, auxiliary heating boiler which will be used
only during downtime of the plant during winter months. Maximum
use will not exceed two months per year. Detailed information on
the plant boiler is given below:

Fuel type: #2 low sulphur fuel oil
Sulphur Content: 0.25%
Fuel BTU Rating. 19,777 BTU/lb
Fuel Use Rate: 3,540 lb/hr
Number of hours use

per year Maximum expected 1,500 hr
Emission Rates

Particulate: 0.092 gm/sec at rated power
SS02 2.3 gm/sec at rated power

Applicable air quality standards for the State of Iowa are on file
and have been approved by the EPA.

12.11 ENVIRO1MENTAL MONITORING

12.11.1 River Sampling (Cownerce, p. K-9)

A coummnt was made that the river sampling sites indicated in Table
6.1 were not adequately defined, nor were the species to be monit'ored
mentioned. The river sampling sites for the radiological monitoring
program will be immediately downstream of the blowdown outfall mad
at the Lewis Access Site. Biota to be sampled will include pern-
phyton attached to substrates, rooted aquatic plants (as avail-
able), and benthic organisms (as available). Further details of the
river monitoring program are under development and will he specified
in the Technical Specifications for the DAEC.

12.11,2 Creel Surveys (Iowa Conservation Comm., p. K-36)

The Iowa Conservation Commission has suggested that creel surveys be
undertaken by the Applicant as part of an expanded surveillance
program. While the Staff recognizes that creel surveys might be
useful as part of an intensive fisheries study of the Cedar River,
they are not considered to be a necessary component of the environ-
Mental soxitoring program conducted by the Applicant. The Staff is
of the opinion, that the aquatic monitoring program as discussed in
this Statemet is adequate for determining environmental effects
resulting from operation of the DAEC. The Staff also feels that
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the present aquatic monitoring plans will provide more quantita-

tive and scientific data than would be derived from creel surveys.

12.12 EMISSIONS OF ALTERNATIVE COAL-FIRED PLART (Interior, p. K-14)

The emissions of an alternative coal-fired power plant as given in
the Draft Environmental Statement were based on the EPA Regulation
mn Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources, 1971. The

Departr---.*. of the Interior has commented that state or local emission
..control standards should have been given if they are more limiting.
Proposed 1975 Iowa Source Standards are:

0.7.lb particulate mater per •06 BTU
5.0 lbs sulfur dioxide per 10 iBTU
0.2 lb NO, per 106 BTU

The EPA standards used were:

0.1 lb particulate matter per 106 BTU
1.2 lb sulfur dioxide per 106 BTU
0.7 lb NO per 106 BTU

In general the EPA source standards represent the more limiting values.

12.13 LOCATION OF PRINCIPAL REVISIONS OF TEXT IN RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

Section Where, Topics
Topics Commented Upon Are Addressed

Area of Proposed Reservoir (Ici a

Conservation Comm., p. K-37) 2.1

Historical and Archeological Landmarks (Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation, pp. K-4, K-5) 2.3

Doses from Tap Water (EPA, p. K-21) 5.2

W Chlorine Peleases (EPA, pp. K-19, K-26:
Interior, p. K-12) 5.4, 6.2, 8.3

Radioactive Releases (EPA, p. K-20) 5.6

Reference

1. Environmental Report, DAEC, Amendment 5, February, 1973.
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Appendix Key.
in the Study

Scientific and Common Names of Vascular Plants
Sites around the Duane Arnold Energy Center

Scientific Name Common Names

Acer negundo
Acer saccharinrm

Acer eaccharum
Achillea lanuZosa
Acorus calamuso '
Adiantw pedatum
Agropyron repens
Alisma triviale
Amaranthus re trofZexue
Ambrosia artenisiifoZia

Ambrosia trifida
Amorpha fruticosa
Amphicarpa brecteata
Anewne canadensis
AnemoneZla thalictriodes
Apios americana.
Apo,'nwn op.
Artemisia ludoviciana
Asarwm canadense.
Asclepias incarnata
AecZepias sypiaca.
AscZepias verticilZata
Aster cordifoZius
Aster sp.
Avena fatua

Betuza nigra
Bidens 8p.
Botrnjchiw?7 virginianwn,
Bzvmz8 inerwis

CaZtha paZlutri8
Can rpmvZa americana
Cannabis eativa
CapielZa bersa-pastozris
C~aex albureina
Caex sp.
Carpnu oaro lniana
Ccnya cordiformiiu
CataZpa apeoioea
CaulqftlzZmi tkalietxoides

box-elder, ash-leaved maple
silver maple, white maple, soft maple,

river maple
rock maple, sugar maple
yarrow
sweetflag, flagroot, calamus
maidenhair fern
witch grass, couch, quitch, quick grass
water- or mud-plantain
green amaranth, pigweed, wild beet
common ragweed, Roman wormwood, hog-weed,

bitter-weed
great ragweed, buffalo-weed
false or bastard indigo, indigo-bush
hog-peanut
Canadian anemone
rue-anemone
groundnut, wild bean, potato bean
dogbane, Indian-hemp
western mugwort, white sage
wild ginger
swamp milkweed
common milkweed, silkweed
whorled milkweed
heart-leaved aster
aster, starwort, frost-flower
oat

•iver birch, black birch
bur-marigold, cuckold
rattlesnake-fern
awnless or Hungarian brose-grass,

smooth brome

cowslip, kings-cup, Nay-blob
tall bellflower
hemp, marijuana
shepard' s-purse, shovtiveed, pickpocket
sedge
sedge
American hornbeam, blue or water beech
pitnut, bitternut, wamp hickory
.catawba-tree, cigar-tree, catalpa
blue cohosh, papoose-root
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.Scientific Name Common Names

Caltie occidenta lie
CephaZlathu oc•ia ntatZi
Chenwpodimn albwn
Cireaea quadrisulrzta
Cirsi•wn arvene
Clematie pitcheri
ConvoZvuZue sepium
Convolvulus ap.
Cornue drunmondi
Crataegue MOZlic
Cryptotaenia canadensis
Cuscuta ep.
Cystopteris fragi lis

Echlinocystie Zobata
EZeocharis 6p.
•Ellisia nyctelZea
Etymus virginicus
Equieetwn arvenae
Equisetuwn kansanw
Erieron annuza
Erigeron canadeneis
Erigeron sp.
Kuonymue atropurpweus
Eupatoriw?? rugoewn

Frazinu amnericana

Frarinue pennsy lvanica.

Galium aparine.

Galiwn concinnwn
Galiwn ep.
Geraniwn carolinianzm
Geranim nzcuZatun
Gezum ccrzadenee
GZe~ditsia triacamt hoe
Gyiusocladus dioica

Heliant hues strua
Hepati•a acutiloba
Horw jubatwmi

Impawtiens pa~llda
Iodnt hue pimattifiUka
frri. Veerivopzo

Juglaw, cInerea
Jugkmem ngra
JunprueM Viri~pnt.a

nettletree, hackberry, sugarberry
buttonbush
pigweed, lambs-quarters
enchanter's nightshade
Canada-thistle
Pitcher's clematis
bindweed
bindweed
Dru-mond's dogwood
soft or downy hawthorn
honewort, wild chervil
dodder
fragile fern

wild or prickly cucumber
spike-rush-
nocturnal ellisia
terrell grass, wild rye
common or field horsetail
Kansan horsetail
daisy-fleabane, sweet-scabious.
horse-weed, hog-weed, butter-weed
fleabane
burning-tush, wahoo
white snakeroot

white ash
green ash

cleavers, spring-cleavers, goosegrass,
bedstraw

bedstraw, cleavers
bedstraw, cleavers
Carolina cranesbill
wild or spotted cranesbill
Canadia%. avens
honey-locust, honey-shuck
Kentucky coffee-tree

sunflower
liverleaf, hepatica, noble
squirrel-tail grass
John's cabbage, waterleaf

liverwort

pale touch-me-not, snapweed
purple rocket
blue flag, poison flag

butternut, white walnut
black walnut
red cedar
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Scientific Name Common Names

Lactuca up.
Laportea canadeneie
Leersia oryjzoides
Leersia virginuca
Lema minor
Lepidize denaifZorwvi
Lysimachia numm laria

Nedicago Zupulina
Nelilotue op..
Neniaspemum canadense
NiralbZis nyctaganea
Etella diphyZZa
Nonarda fistuZosa
Norue rubra
AMh enbergia 6p.
Nyriophyzlln ap.

Orchis epectabilis
Ouvorhiaa claytoni
Oetrya virginiana

Zia s utricta

lettuce
wood-nettle
r ice-cutgrass
Virginia cutgrass
smaller duckweed
pepperwort, peppergrass, tonguegrass
moneywort

black medick, nonesuch
melilot, sweet clover
yellow parilla, moonseed
four-O'clock
mitervort, Bishop's-cap, coolvort
wild bergamot
red mulberry
muhly
vater-milfoil

showy orchis
sweet jarvil
American hop-hornbeam, levervood, ironwood
wood sorrel

Panicum virgatwn
Parthenocissus quinquefolicz
Pastinaca 8ativa
Phatariz arundinacea
Phleum pratense
Phlox divaricata
Phryi Zeptoetachya
Pilsa puzila
Piantago 8p.
Poa pratense
Podophyl•ln peltatwn
Pc. lygonatuni biflorum
Polygonum 8p.
ftoiovniuon reptano
PopuZus deZtoide.
PopulUe tremuloide
Thrtulca oTAvrcea
Potorogeton sp.
Potentilla ap.
Pp enenthue a~ba
Phine weotina

rWuW Virginiana

switchgrass
Virginia creeper, woodbine
parsnip
canary-grass
common timothy, Herds' grass
blue phlox
lopseed
richveed, clearveed, coolwort
plantain
Junegrass, speargrass, Kentucky
May-apple, mandrake, wild jalap
Solomon's-seal
knotweed, martreed
Greek valarian, Jacob's-ladder
cottonwood, necklace-poplar
quaking aspen, trembling aspen,
common purslane

cinquefoil, five-finger
white lettuce, rattlesnake-root
black or ru cherry
choke cherry

bluegrass

quiver-leaf

Q~e2cu oaa
wwoume ruba

aierose veluti,,a

white oak
red oak
black oak, yellw-barked oak, quercitron
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Scientific Same Common Names

Ramun-Zua abor~tivua
Ranwucw pensyZvanicu8

zu8e arxwtica
0us gZabra

hmu8 radcians
Ribee cjnosbati
Rorippa isZandica
Rosa bZamda
Rubue - p.
Rudbeckia hirta
Rudbeck~ia Zaciniata.
Rwnex a 'Iti884in

Sagittaria ZactifoZia
SaU-. interior
SaZix nigra
Sambucue canadensie
San guinaria cantzdensis
Sarzi=Za mar aiwdia
Seirpue atrovirene
Setaria vjirdis
Sicyos anguatus.
SiZphiwa perfoliatum
Byiilacina racerosaa
Smi lax herbacea
19ni lax ep.
SoZidago 8P.
Specularia perfoZiata
Ste l~aria graminea

TraroýimO officinaZe
ThaZictrwn dasycarpm
!'ilia americana
Tradescantia ohiensiv
frifoZiu pratexe
frifoZizuw epenz

2'ypha latifoZa

Miams amr-
Ufase rubra
Vrtioa dioioa

rerba&ias thapuie
Verbea At ri eta
VioZa sp.
Vriti ripzria

Zanthiuosp

kidneyleaf , buttercup
bristly crowfoot
fragrant sumac, lemon sumac, polecat-bush
mooth sumac
poism ivy, mercury or markry, cowitch
prickly gooseberry, digberry
Iceland yellow cress
rose
bramble
black-eyed susan
cut-leaved conef lower
pale dock

wapato, duck-potato, arrowhead, swamp potato
sandbar willow
black willow
common elder, elderberry
bloodroot, red puccoon
black snakeroot, sanicle
bulrush
green foxtail, bottle-grass
bur-cucumber
cup-plant
false Solomon's-seal, false spikenard
carrion-flower, Jacob's-ladder
greembriar, catbriar
goldenrod
Venus's looking-glass
coumon stitchwort

common dandelion
purple-meadowrue
linden, basswood, whitewood
spiderwort
red clover
white clover
tr:iuium
comma cat-tail

Anerican or white elm
slippery or red elm
stlx~ni settle

, mullein, flannel-plant
lxory verbena

riverbank- or frost grape

cocklebur
marthern prickly ash, toothache-tree

tnre follow N. L. Ferusald, "Cray's Kamnal of Botany," 8th d.,
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APPMDIX A. HEMS OF THE PAe MARSB
WILDLIFE IMFUGE OPEN AREA

TABLE A.I. Relative Frequency of Herbs in the Open Area of Palo Harsh,
1972

PhaZario arundinacea, canary grass 75.0%
Carex op., sedge 11.5%
SoZiJdgo sp. , goldenrod 3.9%
Impatiena paZZidz, snapveed 3.9%
Acorus canmue, flagroot 3.9%
Leersia orjysoidee, rice cutgrass 1.8%

TABLE A.2. Species List for the Open Area of Palo Marsh, 1972

Acer negundo
Acer sac chazr'•
AchiZlea ZanuZosa
Acorue calanns
AZiamz triviaZe,
Ambrosia artemisiifoZia
Ambrosia trifida
Amo'pha fruticooa
Anemone canadene
Artemiia ZUdoviciana
AsoZepiae incarnata
AacZepiae esjriaca
AscZepiaa verticitZata

BetuZa nigra
Bromus inermis

Carex sp.
Chenopodiwn aZbwn
Circiw! arvenae
CMemtis pitcheri
Convoo uZus 86aepi
Cornuw 4rwmvondiCrateaeus wZZi.

Cuocuta op.

Aleochanie sp.
Eueetua ar-oenee
Equisetum kmwuw

'gerMl canadsnste
Erig.em sp.

frawi4 = permy~lvaniaa

Gewn dee
CZediwia triacanhos
&62**s -ubatu

Lwer'ia o'ysoidee
Low= minor
Lepidiwn demneftorum:

Nedicago Lipulina

Oewothera b.'enmis

Pastinaca eativa
Phalcais arundinacea
Poa pratensie
PoZygonwn sp.
PopuZuS deltoidee
PotentiZZa ep.
Potooeton op.

Rorippa is•andica

Sacittaria Zatifolia
SaZix interior
Sar~w;acana~deneia
Soýrpue atrovirena
b'etaria virldie
Solidago op.
SpeauZaria perfoliata
SteIZw-nia gramneia

T'radecamtia ohienvsi
'r--ifofZw pratewe

Tfifbol.u repmw
TjWphc latifoia.

UzMe lubr
ezUrfr.zoa dio io

Verl,,bewa fo
Vitie z4tw('i

Zfrati.mewalo/.-
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APPENDIX B. BERBS AND TREES OF THE PALO MARSH
WILDLIFE REFUGE WOODS

TABLE B.l. Relative Frequency of Herbs in the Woods of Palo Marsh, 1972

Laportea canadensis, wood-nettle
Cryptotaenia canadensis,- honewort
Impatiens pallida, snapveed
Ranunculus pennsyZvanicus, bristly crowfoot
Rudbeckia laciniata, coneflover
Ranunculus abortivue, buttercup
Pilea pwnila, clearweed
Acer negundo, box-elder
PoZygonwm sp. , smartweed
GaZiuw sp. , bedstraw
Viola sp. , violet
Elymus virginicus, wild rye
Aster sp., starwort
SmiZlax p. , greenbriar

30.6%
17.7%
13.5%
11. 3%
9.7%
4.8%
2.4%
2.4%
2.4%
1.L
1.6%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%

TABLE B.2. Relative Frecuencv of Treeq in the Woods of Palo

Acer saccharinu'7, soft or silver maple
Acer negundo, box-elder
Fzra nua pennsyuvanica, green ash
Crataeo8s noll-s, hawthorn
Uhmus aericana, American elm
SaZix nigra, black willov
Populus deZtoides', cottonwood
JugZlane nigra, black walnut
Gleditsia triacanthos, honey-locust
Cornue drums n", dogwood
Quercus alba, white oak
BetuZa nigra, black birch
Juglana cinerea, butternut
XanthoT iwn caneicinum, toothache-tree
CeZti8 occidentaZis, hackberry

Marsh, 1972

19.0%
17.2%
14.7%
13.8%
11.2%
6.9%
4.3%
3.4%
2.6%
1.7%

.1.7%
0.9%
0.9%
0.9%
0.9%
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TABLE B.3. Species List for the Woods of

Acer negundo
Acer eacchcrinw?
Amphicarpa bracteata
Aater op.

BetuZa nigra
BIdens op.

Celtie occi ntalis
Cephaianthueo ccidentalie
Cornue drwmmondi
Crataegus motZs
Cry.totaenia canadensis

EZymue virginicue
Euonymuo atropurpureus

Fraxinus penney Zvanica

Galiwn aparine
GZeditaia triacanthoe

Bydrophy• Li• virginianw

Impatiena pahlida
Iodanthis pinntifidue

Juglans cinerea
Juglans nigra

Palo Marsh, 1972

Laportea canadensis
Lyeimachia nwmmularia

Menispermum canadene

Parthenocissue quinquefo lia
Phlox divaricata
Pilea pumila
Polygonum o"p.
Popu Zus deltoides

Quercus ahba

Ranunculus abortivus
Ranunculu8 pernnyZvanicus
Rhus radicane
Rudbeckia -aciniata

Salix nigra
Smilax ep.

Thaltictrwu dasycarpwn

Ulhue americana

Viola sp.

lanthoxy iwn americanum
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APPENDIX C. HERBS AND TREES OF THE LEWIS BOTTOM ACCESS COUNTY PARK

TABLE C.1. Relative Frequency of-Herbs in the Lewis Bottom Access County
Park-. 1972

Laportea canadensis, wod nettle 23.9%
RPus radicans, poison ivy 17.0%
Aster sp. , starwort 10.9%
Viola sp. , violet 9.7%'
Campanula americana, tall bellflower 7.9%
Ranunculus abortivus, buttercup 7.3%
Parthenocissus quinquefolia, Virginia creeper 7.3%
Irratiens pallida, snapweed 4.3%
GaliZC? aparine, cleavers 4.2%
Etyuus virginicus, wild rye 3.0%
Rudbeckia laciniata, coneflower 2.4%
Carex sp. , sedge 2.4%
FiZea puiZla, clearweed 1.2%
Vitis ripari-a, frost grape 0.6%
Acer neyundo, box-elder 0.6%-
ConvocvuZus sepium., bindweed 0.6%
Sbucus canaden•sis, common elder 0.6%
Sanucula marilandica, black snakeroot 0.6%
Lusimachia nwnuZaria, money wort 0.6%
GaZliwi p. , bedstraw 0.6%

TABLE C.2. Relative Frequency of Trees in the Lewis Bottom Access County.
Park, 1972

Acer necundo, box-elder 25.4%
Mou-us Yubra, red mulberry 20.9%
Acer saccharirue, silver maple 19.4%
UZmus c=aerica•a, American elm 14.9%
Fraxzinue pennsylvanica, green aFn 10.4%
Po-ulus deltoides, cottonwood - 3.0%
Celtis occiderntaZis, hackberry 3.0%
Crataegus morlis., hawthorn 1.5%
SaZli n-igra, black willow 1.5%

K.
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TABLE C.3. Species List of Herbs and
County Park, 1972

Trees in the Lewis Bottom Access

Acer negundo
Acer saccharimmi
Ambrosia artemieiifolia
Ambrosia trifida
Arteaisia op.
AscZepias verticiliata
Aster sp.
Avena fatua

BetuZa nigra
Bromus inermie

Carnanula americana
Carex op.
CoZ tie occidentalis
Convolvulus sepiwn
Crataegue molZis

Echinocystis Zobata
Elymus virginicus
Ellisia nyctellea
Erigeron op.

Fraxinus penneylvanica

GaZiwn aparine
Galiwn op.
Geraniwn carolinianwn
Gleditsia triacanthos

Ii•patiens pallida

Lactuca sp.
Laportea canadensis
Lysimuchia nm ularia

Melilotus sp.
Mirabilise nyctaganea
Morus rubra

Oenothera biennis
Oxalis stricta

P anicw virgatun
Parthenocie sue quinquefo Zia
Pilea pwrila
Plantago op.
Poa pratensis
Populus deltoidee
Portuhaca o Zeracea

RanuncuZuse abortivus
Rhus aromatica
Rhus radicans
Rosa blanda
Rudbeckia laciniata

Salix interior
Salix nigra
Savbucus canadensie
Sa'iicula narihandica
Spedularia perfoliata
Ste lZaria graminea

Thalictrwn dasycarpum

Ulmus aroericana
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APPENDIX D. HERBS AND TREES OF THE LEWIS PRESERVE COUNTY PARK

TABLE D.1. Relative Frequency of Herbs in the Lewis Preserve County Park,
1972

Pilea pwnmila, clearweed 23.1%
Urtica dioica, stinging nettle 13.5%
Laportea canadensis, wood nettle 12.1%
Leersia virginica, Virginia cutgrass 11.5%
Ranunculus abortims, buttercup 5.1%
Bidens sp., bur-marigold 4.5%
Viola sp., violet 3.8%
rolygonum sp., smartweed 3.8%
Cryptotaenia canadensis, honewort 2.6%
EZymus virginicus, wild rye, 1.9%
Sicyos angulatus, bur-cucumber 1.9%
Impatiens pallida, snapweed 1.9%
Rhus radicans, poison ivy 1.9%
Aster sp. , starwort 1.9%
Amaranthu8 retroflexus, pigweed 1.3%
Carex sp., sedge 1.3%
Sol anm americani-m 1.3%
Celtis occidentalis, hackberry 0.6%
Lysimachia nwmnularia, moneywort 0.6%
Sanicula marilandica, black snakeroot. 0.6%
Plantago op., plantain 0.6%
Iodanthus pinnatifidus, purple rocket 0.6%
Rudbeckia laciniata, cut-leaved conef lower 0.6%
Urs americana, American elm 0.6%
Vitis riparia, frost grape 0.6%
Oxalis etricta, wood sorrel 0.6%
Eupatorium rugoszm, white snakeroot 0.6%

TABLE D.2. Relative Frequency of Trees in the Lewis Preserve County Park,
1972

Acer Baccharinum, silver maple 34.0%
U75ias americana, American elm 15.4%
Acer negundo, box-elder 13.1%
Crataeguo mollis, soft hawthorn 12.1%
Fraziznu pennoylvanica, green ash 11.1%
Populue deltoýee, cottonwood 5.5%
GZeditoia triacantzoo, honey-locust 3.3%
Quercus alba, white oak 2.2%
SaZix nigra, black willow 1.1%
CeZtis occidenta ZU, hackberry 1.1%
BetuZa nigra, black birch 1.1%
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TABLE D.3. Species List of Herbs and Trees in the
Park, 1972

Lewis Preserve County

Acer negundo
Acer saecaimen
Agropyron repens
Amaranthuz retroftexua
Ambrosia artemisiifoZia
Ambrosia trifida
Apocynwn ep.
AacZepias syriaca
Asclepias verticilZata
Avena fatua

Bidens ap.
.Bromus inerris

Carex sp.
Celtis occidentaZie.
ConvoZvulu sepiwn
Cr ataeguBe voltis
Cryptotaonia canadensie
Cuscuta op.

Echinocystie Zobata
Ely8ue virginicus
Erigeron ep.
Eupatoriwn rugoewn

Fraxinue pennsylvanica

Ga•Zin aparine
Gewn canadnse.
GZeditsia triacanthoe
Gymnociadui dioica

Rordewn jubatwn

impatiens paZZida
Iodanthue pinnatifidus

JugZaw nigra

Lactuca sp.
Laport~a cw~densi
Lreeria virgtinica
Lepidism deneiflorum
LseimwacW mamI aria

Mirabilie nyctaqinea

Oenothera biennie
Oxalis stri ta

Phalaris arundznacea
Phlewn pratene
Phlox divaricata
PiZea pumiZa
Plantago ep.
Poa pratensie
Polygonwtn sp.
Populus deltoides
PotentilZa sp.

Quercus alba.
Quercus rAbra
Quercus velutina

Ranunculus abortivus
Rhus radicans
Rudbeckia hirta
Rudbeckia laciniata
Rwnex altiesima

.Sambucus canadeneis
Samicula nmriZandica
Setaria viridie
Sni lax op.
SoZaanwu awnenicanun
SoZidago sp.
Sicyos angulatu-
Specularia perfoliata
Ste Zlaria graminea

Thalictrwn dasycarpwn
Tilia. onericxan

Ulmue americana
Urtica dioica

Verbasean thapisi
Viola op.
Vitis riparia

anMthiww sp.
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APPENDIX E. HERBS AND TREES OF THE WICKIUP HILL CONSERVATION 'AREA

TABLE E.l. Relative Frequency of Herbs in the Wickiup Hill Conservation
Area, .1972

Fraxinus americana, white ash 10.2%
Parthenocissus quinque, Virginia creeper or woodbine 8.8%
Carex sp., sedge 8.3%
Cryptotaenia canadensis, honewort or wild chervil 7.9%
Laportea canadensis, wood-nettle 7.4%
MiteZla diphylla, miterwort or Bishop's-cap 6.9%
Hepatica acutiloba, liverleaf 5.6%
Osmorhiza claytoni, sweet jarvil 5.6%
Circaea quadrisulcata, nightshade 5.1%
Phryma Zeptostachya, lopseed 4.2%
Phlox divaricata, blue phlox 4.2%
•Carex albursina, sedge 3. 2%
Cystopteris fragi is, fragile fern 3.2%
Sanicula marilandica, black snakeroot 2.8%
RanuncuZus abortivus, buttercup 2.3%
Impatiens pallida, snapweed .2.3%
Viola sp. , violet 1.9%
Galiwn sp. , bedstraw 1.4%
Hydrophyllwn virginianum, waterleaf 1.4%
Fraxinus pennsylvanica, green ash 0.9%
Rhus radicans, poison ivy 0.9%
Ulmus arericana, American elm 0.9%
Tilia americana, linden or basswood 0.9%
Sanguinacria caadensis, bloodroot 0.4%
Oxalis stricta, wood sorrel 0.4%
Poa pratensis, Kentucky bluegrass 0.4%
Botrychium virginianzom, rattlesnake-fern 0.4%
Ribes cynosbati, prickly gooseberry 0.4%
Geum canadense, Canadian avens 0.4%
Amphicarpa bracteata, hog-peanut 0.4%
Acer sacchazrn, hard maple, sugar maple 0.4%
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TABLE E,2. Relative Dominance* of Trees in the Wickiup Hill
Conservation Area, 1972

Quercue ruzbra, red oak 27.3%
Fraxinue sZvani,3a, green ash 23.8%
Quercus alha, white oak 14.5%
Praxnus anericana, white ash 11.0%
Tilia americna, basswood 10.7%
JTuglans cinerea, butternut 7.0%
Ostrya virginiana, ironwood 4.5%
Acer saccharwn, sugar maple 0.9%
Ubhus americana, American elm 0.5%

*Figures for relative frequency were not available.

R frequency of species X
Relative frequency-= x 100

sum of frequency values for all species

Where frequency is the probability of finding the species' in any one
quadrat.

Relative dominance - basal ar1 of species x x 100
total basal area of all species

Where basal area is the cross-sectional area of a tree 4.5 ft above
ground.
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TABLE 1.3. Species List of Herbs and Trees
Conservation Area, 1972

in the Wickiup Hill

Ace2' negW2&7
Acer eaaeoarwui
Adzwntum pedAtwn
Amb'rosia trifidal
Amphixcarpczbracteata
AxemlvneZZa thali ctroi des
Asarw77 cancdenwe
Asci-epias mjriacua
Avea fatua

Botryaiiw~n viginiaUmm

Caltha paluetz'is
Cwmnabis aati~va
CareJ7 al-buruirsa
Caex op.
Carspinus earo Zinzman
Caryja cordiforrrda
Celt-is oc#,identalis
Ciwnopodiwn albwn
Circaea quaifr-4ulcata
Ci~rsiwmcn anwa~e
Cnvozvuzuae op.
Cornus drwumavndi
Crataegzss =IZlis
c'ryptotaenia canadensis
C~#atopterls fragi Lie

Eb'nw~ vnrgini~cus
ErIgeron op.

P~raxnzss w'mi-mean
Fraxirnu penmsylt'cmica

Galiwn apaise
Galiwmonciw

GZeditsia tziacunthos

filieUntJ'a etrwumvasae
Hqatica ac.ati lba
Roz'deu jiibatw
Db~ophzyZaa virginianw.

Xqatiew pa~lida

Lqportoa Owdmeia
Lqe1&ww dmwifiorm

Ne iUlotus sp.
Nenisperrmun oanadenoe
MteZla diphylZa
.onarda ftstzuooa.

Orchis specta'ilis
Oamorhiza oUytoni
Ostrya virginiana
OxaZie etrieta

Parthenociesus quinquefoZia
Pi/ea pwZnia
PhZox divar•oata
Th2•yma Zeptostaohya
Pmantago op.
Poa pratenoil
Podophyllwn peltatwn
Polygonwn op.
Po emoniwn reptana
PopuZus deltoides
PopuZue tremuloidee
Prenanthee ahba
Primus virginiana

Quercus aZba
Quercue rubra

RanwuneZu• abortivus
Rhu8 glabra
Rhus radican
Ribee cynosbati
Rubues p.
Rucdeckia laciniit~a
Rau•x altiesimus

SaZ interior
Sadnguiarla oaadensis
SaniouZa IlariLndica
&ni lacina ramna
Silax herbaoea

Tarwicwi officinale

Trifoluan Prateins
!'zifolwim repeize

M otaim
Viiorpai

Zmt~ozjZuu wus~i~zmow
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APPENDIX F. HERBS AND TREES AT THE PLEASANT CREEK RESERVOIR SITE

TABLE 1.1. Relative Frequency of Herbs at the Pleasant Creek Reservoir
Site, 1972

SanicuZa mnriZwdica, black snakeroot 11.1%
Cryptotaenia c8nadenais, honewort 10.52
Laportea cotadenei8, wood nettle 9.4%
Sotidago op. , goldenrod 6.7%
Parthenoci8su8 quinquefolia, Virginia creeper 6.7%
Inmat*en8 palZida, snapweed 5.5%'
PhZox divar2icata, blue phlox 3.9%
Meniepernum canadense, uoonseed 3.9%
Geum cnaden8e, Canadian avens 3.3%
5aniZax sp., greenbriar 2.8%
Corex up.., sedge 2.82
PiZMa pwrtZa, clearweed 2.8%
HydrophyUwn virginiacwn, waterleaf 2.8%
Muhtenbergia op., muhly 2.8%
Acer sacch-arwn, sugar maple 2.2%
Vitis riparia, frost grape 2.2%
Sicyos angulatus, bur-'ucumber 2.2%
Rhus radzcms, poison ivy 1.7%
Urtica di-oioa, stinging nettle 1.7%
Viola up. , violet 1.7%
Oxzais stricta, wood sorrel 1.7%
Apioo amricana, wild bean 1.1%
tran.nus pennoylvanioa, green ash 1.1%
Prunus virginiiaa, choke cherry 1.1%
ReZianthus otrwmvua, sunflower i.I%
PhaZazir aruwdinacea, canary grass 1.1%
Elymue virginicus, wild rye 0.7%
Aster cordifoZia, heart-leaved aster 0.6%
GaZiwn aparine, cleavers 0.6%
lJmua wzoericana, American elm 0.6%

Eupatoriwn op., white snakeroot 0.6%
Erigeron annuus, daisy-fleabane 0.6Z
Rorippa islandica, Iceland yellow cress 0.6%
PotentiZZa up., cinquefoil 0.6%
ConwoZvulue seepiu, bindweed 0.6%
Erigeron op. , fleabane 0.6%
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TABLE F. 2. Relative Frequency of Shrubs at the Pleasant Creek
Reservoir Site. 1972

Acer neguido, box-elder 7.5%
Carya cordiformiz, swamp hickory 5.0%
Celtis occidentaZie, hackberry 12.5%
Prazimw pennsylvanica, green ash 10.0%
Prunus virginiana, choke cherry 2.5%
Ribes cynosbati, gooseberry 15.0%
Rhus padicans, poison ivy 2.5%
Rubus ep., bramble 12.5%
Sambucs canadensis, common elder 2.5%
Ulmus'americana, American elm 2.5%

TABLE F.3. RelativE Frequency of Trees at the Pleasant Creek Reservoir
Si:e, 1972

Celtis occidentalis, hackberry 26.5%
Acer negundo, box-elder 23.6%
ULmu americana, American elm 13.2%
Fraxinws pennsyZvanica, green ash 8.8%
Quercus rubra, red oak 8.8%
JugZar.s cinerea, white walnut 5.9%
Tilia wmericana, linden 5.9%
Acer saccharum, sugar maple 2.9%
Prunueserotina, black cherry 1.5%
Salix nigra, black willow 1.5%
Fraxiv-ss m'erican, white ash 1.5%
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TABLE F.4. Species List of Herbs, Shrubs and Trees at the Pleasant
Creek Reservoir Site, 1972

Acer negundo
Acer 8accha•nz
Anbrosia artemisiifolia
Ambrosia t-ri fida
Amphicarpa bracteata
Apios americana
Aster cordifolius

Bidens sp.

Capsella bersa-pastoris
Carex op.
Carya cordiformis
Catalpa speciosa
Caulophyllwn thalictroides
Celtis occidentalis
Chenopodiwn atbwn
Convolvulus sepiwn
Cornus drxuwnondi
Cryptotaenia canadensis

Elymus virginicus
Equisetwn arvense
Erigeron annus

Fraxinus americana
Fraxinus pennay Zvanica

Gal ium aparine
Gewn canadense

Helianthus strumwosus
Hydroph• lwn virginianwn

Impatiens paflida

JugZwn cinez'ea

Juniperus irgimniana

Laporvtea ow badsio

Menisperm cwudsne

MshZenbergia sp.

Orchis spectabi oi
Osworhiza oZaytoni
Oxzis stri-ta

Parthenocisous quihquefolia
PhaZaris arwndinacea
Phlox. divacicata
Phryma Zeptostachya
Pi Zea pwrla "
PoZygonatuw biflorwm
Polygoncn op.
Prunus serotina
Prunue virginiana

Quercuz alba
Quercus rubra

Rcmuncuzus abortivus
Rhus radioans
Ribes cynosbati
Rorippa islandica
Rabus ap.

SaZix interior
Salix nigra
Sambucus canadensis
Sanicula marilanmdica
Silphiun perfoliatum
Smilax Ep.
SoZidagc op.
Sicyos angulatua

Taraxiawn officina7e
Tilia aorrieza
Trifoziw? revens
2TrilZiwm fiex:Ipes

UZ'ms cewriem~a
Viwtica dWioca

Vio Za ap.
Vitia riparia

Icmthiwu ap.
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APPENDIX G. BENTHIC ORGANISMS OF THE CEDAR RIVER
IN THE DAEC AND CEDAR RAPIDS AREA

Biological Site 1: This site was located along the east bank of the
Cedar River approximately ½ mile upstream from the CRI&P Railroad,
trestle (Fig. G.1, Point #2). The habitat was tangled and submerged
twigs. The. population was normal for this type'of habitat and showed
a high degree of biological diversity. Collection date, July 9, 1970.

Biological Site 2: The location of this site was near the west bank.
across the river from Biological Site 1. The habitat was the same-,
and the biological conditions were similar. Collection date,
July 9, 1970.

Biological Site 3: This station was near the east bank, approximately
1½ miles above the Edgewood Road bridge (Fig. G.1, Point #3). Although
there were not quite the numbers of organisms, the situation here was
fairly normal for a submerged twig habitat. Collection date,
June 26, 1970.

Biological Site 4: This site was on the west bank opposite Biological
Site 3. The habitat in this case was small cobbles. This. situation
here was fairly normal. Collection date, June 26, 1970.

Biological Site 5: This site was located along the east bank about
250 yards above the Edgewood Road bridge (Fig. G.1, Point #3). There
seemed to be some effect because the numbers of organisms were reduced.
The populations were mostly mayflies. Habitat, rocks. Collection
date, June 26, 1970.

Biological Site 6t The location was about 100 yards below the Vinton
Ditch discharge along the west bank 200 yards below the upstream power
dam (Fig.. G.1, Point +.). This station was essentially devoid of
aquatic life and would have to be considered polluted. The most
probable pollution source at this location would be the discharge
entering the rixe: frcm the Vinton Ditch, which carries the effluent
of the Dearborn Brass Company. Habitat, rocks. Collection date,
June 26, 1970.

Biological Site 7: This site was by the railroad bridge just upstream
from the Penick and Ford Co. (Fig. G.1, Point,#5). The habitat was
the midchannel part of a shallow rock and cobble area. The situation
here was fairly normal with respect to the kinds of organisms found,
although there was some eer -Rsion in numbers of individuals.
Collection date, June 26. " J.

Biological Site 8: The si• was ½ mile upstream from the Indian Creek
sewage outfall (Fig. G.1, Point #10). The substrate was rock near the
vest bend of the river. Some recovery was indicated at this station
by the increase in numbers and diversity of the pollution-sensitive
organisms. Collection date, July 1, 1970.
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Fig. G.1. Map of Cedar River Benthic Study. Area.

From Report 71-1, Ref. 2.
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Biolog! al Site 9: .This site was near the east bank ½ mile above the
Indian Creek sewage outfall (Fig. G.1, Point #10). Similar to the
above site, recovery from pollution was indicated by the increase in
numbers and diversity of pollution-sensitive organisms. Habitat,
rocks. Collection date, July 1, 1970.

Biological Site 10: This site was located near the west bank 3/4 mile
below the Indian Creek outfall (Fig. G.1, Point #10). Some pollution
was indicated by the lack of diversity of mayfly nymphs; however,
caddis larvae were present in fairly large numbers. Habitat, twigs.
Collection date, July 1, 1970.

Biological Site 11: This site was near the east bank 1-3/4 mile below
the Indian Creek outfall (Fig. G.1, Point #10). Biological conditions
were approaching normal. Habitat, twigs. Collection date, July 1, 1970.

Biological Site 12: This site was located near the west bank 1-3/4 mile
below the Indian Creek outfall (Fig. G.1, Point #10). Although large
numbers of Stenonena and Chewnatopsyche were present, the lack of
diversity of pollution-sensitive forms indicated some adverse effects
of the upstream wastes. Habitat, rocks. Collection date, July 1, 1970.

Biological Site 13: This site was on the west bank 1½ miles above the
Palisades Park boat ramp (Fig. G.1, Point #12). This station was
devoid of fish food organisms, indicating a polluted condition.
Habitat, rocks. Collection date, August 6, 1970.

Biological Site 14: The location of this site was near the east bank
1½ miles upstream from the Palisades Park boat ramp (Fig. G.1, P cint
#12). The lack of caddis larvae indicate some effects of pollution
in this area. Habitat, rocks. Collection date, August 6, 1970.

Biological Site 15: This site was near the west bank 3/4"mile above
the Palisades Park (Fig. G.l., Point 712). This area was essentially
devoid of fish food organisms except for two pollution-tolerant
Chironorm•s sp. Habitat, rocks. Collection date, August 6, 1970.

Biological Site 16: This site was also 3/4 mile above Palisades Park,
but along the east bank. A lack of any pollution-sensitive forms and
the predominance of Chirononrus indicated a polluted condition. Habitat,
twigs. Collection date, August 6, 1970.

On July 25-26, 1970, a massive fish-kill including both game and rough
fish occurred in the Cedar River at the lower end of the study area.
The cause of the kill was attributed to low levels of dissolved oxygen.
Initially it was postulated that the low oxygen was due to a heavy algae
bloom in the kill zone of the river. However, the study showed that the
primary cause of the oxygen depletion in the lower end of the area
investigated was the, oxygen demand of organic wastes discharged by the



TABLE G.l. Major Potential Sources of Pollution Entering.the Cedar River in the, Cedar Rapids Area

Effluent Source Location (See Map, Fig. G.1) Potential Pollutant

CRI&P train wreck Point #2 Organic waste
Cedar Lake discharge 3/4 mile above point #4 Metals, R.R. car washings
Quaker Oats discharge 25 yd above point #4 Thermal
Vinton Ditch storm sewer 100 yd below point #4 Metals
Penick & Ford Point #5 Organic waste
Riverside Park storm sewer 200 yd below point #5 Metals
Wilson & Company Point #6 Organic waste
Cargill Company Point #8 Organic waste
Municipal Water Pollution Control Plant Point #7 Organic waste
Sewage treatment plant lagoon seepage Just below #7 Organic waste
Prairie Creek 1/2 mile above point #9 Metals, organic waste
Indian Creek Sewage Treatment Plant Point #10 Organic waste 'S

IiPEfimIrE



TABLE G.2. Major Benthic 0at OT .anisma Found In the Cedar River

Sensi-
tivity
RatingsOrganism

1 ( 2 )c 2(2) 3(3)

Ntimber Fecund by

4(3) 5(3) 6(4)

Ten-Minute iHnnd Ct•nut at Fnch Riologleal Sitch

7(5) 8(10) 9(10) 10(10) 11(10) 12(10) 13(12) 14(12) 15(12) 16(12)

.fddvpasyeohe up.
(caddis fly)

Csewwatopeoyhe Sp.
(caddie fly)

Datij 'P.
(mayfly)

Reptagemia OP.
(mayfly)

Xeonyohia SP.
(mayfly)
Stnonema OP.

(mayfly)

aoehna op.
(dameslfly)

stene lts sp.
(elmid beetle)
Smu~lum op.

(black fly)

Pentameura sp.
(midge)

Hirudinea op.
(leech)
Chironomes up.
(bloodvorm
& midge)

C 82 36 - 12 2 1 3 25 26 61 0 0 0

C 19 11 4 8 25. 9 22 11 41 0 1 0 0

C 18 26 - 15 2 3 ' 7 0 28 0 0

0 10 0 0C 13 18 6 2 19 12 2 8 27

C 2 8 4 23

8 49 14

3 0 0 0

C 12 36 23 14 8 97 - 0 3 0 0

F

F

1ý1 0 7

8 0 0

F 31 16 44 1 13 1

.1 4

0 0 0

F 11 12 0 7 ,0 10

F

P

3 0 4 0 11

2 160

a Clea water

facultative
Pollutional

C
F
P

bFor description of sampling sites, see preceding pages

CNumbers in parentheses refer to map numbers (Fig. G.1)

naý- 24 
ta
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Cedar Rapids Municipal Water Pollution Control Plant. While oxygen
consumption by the algae at night would certainly be a contribution
factor to the lowering of dissolved oxygen levels, the algae
contribution to the kill can only be considered as slight when compared
to the waste discharges of the Cedar Rapids area. In fact, algae cell
concentrations above the city of Cedar Rapids (Edgewood Road bridge)
and from the major kill zone (Palisades Park) were virtually an identical
3r,,O00 cells/ml. On the other hand, it is an accepted fact that when
an organic effluent, such as that from the Cedar Rapids Water Pollution
Control Plant, is discharged into a stream, the oxygen demand of that
effluent will cause a sag in the level of dissolved oxygen somewhere
below the point of discharge. This sag will be followed by a natural
recovery due to physical and biological processes in the river as the
water moves downstream. The depth of the oxygen sag and the length of
the river over which recovery occurs is, of course, a function of the
strength of the disch:Lrge.
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APPENDIX H. FISHERIES STUDIES IN THE CEDAR RIVER NEAR THE DAEC

TABLE H1.1 Fisheries Studies with Shocking-and Bait Nets

Species Nets (10 net days) Shocking (15 min)

Number Weight, lb Number Weight, lb

Above DAEC, June 18-22, 1971

Channel catfish 210 262 0 0
Flathead catfish 8 28 0 0
Carpsuck-ir 1 1 8 11.0
Carp 11 32 2 5.0
White crappie 0 01 0.1
Northern redhorse 0 0 1 0.3
.Gizzard Shad 0 0 3 0•.3

Nets (9 net days) Shocking (20 min)

Below DAEC, June 18-22, 1971

Channel catfish 232 52 4 1.0
Flathead catfish 5 47 1 0.6
Carpsucker 2 2 30 23.0
Carp •9 30 17 28.0
Bigmouth buffalo 7 24 0 0
Black crappie 0 0 1. 0.4
Northern redhorse 0 0 7 11.0
Gizzard shad G 0 1 0.1

Continued
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TABLE H.l. Fisheries Studies with Shocking and Bait Nets (cont.)

Species Net (12 net days).' Shocking Seine
Number Weight, lb Number Weight, lb Number

Above DAEC, November 24-28, 1972

Channel catfish 47 14 57
Carp 3 4 0
Car; •ucker 1 1 0
River carpsucker 0 0 64
Highfin carpsucker 0 0 3
Fathead minnow 0 0• 2
Bullhead minnow 0 0 23
Bluntnose minnow 0 0 28
Northern coon shiner 0 0 1
Emerald shiner 0 0 3,
Spotfin shiner 0 0.3
Bigmouth shiner 0 0 3
Sand shiner 0 0 143

Net (9 net days) Shocking (15 min) Seine

Below DAEC, Nov. 24-28, 1972

Channel catfish 113 26 5 1 0
Flathead catfish 4 4 0 0 -0
Carp 0 0 9 13 0
Carpsucker 5 4 22 12 0
White crappie 1 1 2 1 0
Northern redhorse 0 0 3 5-- 1
Golden redhorse 0 0 7 6 0
Gizzard shad 0 0 5 1 0
River carpsucker 0 0 0 0 7
Bullhead minnow 0 0 0 0 21
Bluntnose minnow 0 0 0 0 8
Northein common shiner 0 0 0 0 4
Spotfin shiner 0 0 0 0 295
Bigmouth shiner 0 0 0 0 17
Sand shiner 0 0 0 0 21



TABLE .1. P'.pulation Doses from Airborne Releases

Dlotance (Miles)

Direetion Boundary 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50

N a 20 18 14 8.4 5.6 4.0 2.0 .82 .42 .27 .19

b 14 13 10 6.1 4.0 2.9 1.5 .60 .31 .20 .13

0 0 5.1 21 22 15 278 80 180 62 126

d 21 19 11 8.9 5.9 4.2 2.1 .87 .45 .30 .21

a 0 0 .05 .35 .55 .50 19 13 56 31 86

a 11 10 7.9 4.8 3.2 2.3' 1.1 .46 .24 .15 .095

b 8.1 7.3 5.7 3.4 2.3 1.6 .83 .34 .18 .11 .083

c 0 0 8.6 10 10* 6.6 25 47 88 34 66

d 12 11 8.3 5.0 3.3 2.4 1.2 .49 .26 .17 1 .12

a 0 0 .15 .30 .45 .40 3.0 14 50 30 80

me a 8.1 7.4 5.8 3.5 2.3 1.6 .83 .34 .17 .11 , 080

b 5.9 5.3 4.2 2.5. 1.7 1.2 .61 .25 .13 .085 .061

e 0 0 6.3 7.5. 6.7 4.8 18 - 52 30 51 45

d 8.6 7.8 6.1 3.7 2.4 1.8 .88 .36 .19 .12 .09

e 0 0 .15 .30 .40 .40 2.9 21 24 61 75

aE a 5.5 5.0 3.9 2.4 1.6 1.1 .!7 .23 .12 .076 .054

b 4.0 3.6 2.8 1.7 1.1 .82 .41 .17 .088 .057 .041

c 0 0 4.3 6.0 5.7 4.1 28 34 8.8 34 25

d 5.8 5.3 4.1 2.5 1.7 1.2 .60 .24 .13 .08 .06

0 0 0 .15 .35 .50 .50 6.7 20 10 60 60

a 7.8 7. 5.5 3.3 2.2 1.6 .80 .32 .16 A11 .076

b 5.6 5.1 4.0 2.4 1.6 1.2 .58 .24 .12 .080 .058

c 0 0 8.0 16 6.4 6.9 24 109 55 32 32

d 8.2 7.4 ".A 1.5 2.1 1.7 .Ai ..5 .18 .12 .nA

* 0' 0 .20 .65 .40 .60 4.1 46 44 41 56

KS! a 9.5 8.6 6.8 4.1 2.7 1.9 .98 .39 .20 .13 .093

b 6.9 6.2 4.9 2.9 2.0 1.4 .71. .29 .15 .098 .071

c 0 0 7.3 5.9 7.8 9.2 468 145 60 49 28

d 10 9.1 7.1 4.3 2.9 2.0 1.0 .42 .22 .14 .10

* 0 0 .15 .20 .40 .65 .66 50 40 50 40

SE *a 13 12 9.0 5.4 3.6 2.6 1.3 .53 .27 .17 .12

b 9.2 8.3 . 6.5 3.9 2.6 1.9 .95 .38 .20 .13 .095

C 0 0 33 20 13 17 3500 1280 - 118 292 61

d 13 12 9.5 5.7 3.8 2.7 1.4 .56 .29 .19 .14

a 0 0 .50 .50 .50 .90 370 330 .59 220 64

99 a 14 1 10 6.2 4.1 3.0 1.5 .60 .30 .20 .14

b 10 9.5 7.5 4.5 3.0 7.2 1.1 .44 .23 .15 .11

e 0 0 19 38 .6.0 " 13 2760 1330 92 328 65

d 15 14 11 6.5 4.3, 3.1 1.6 .64 ' .33 .22 .16

e 0 0 .25 .85 .20 .60 250 300 40 220 60

TOTAL - 15 manrem/year .c 
anrem/year x 103

a Dose from halogens + particulnten. mrem/venr x IO3 d Dlisperion factor x 108

.po

.0

zto.

C',

p0

(3

C',

(=4!
p-=

b Dose from noble gases, mrem/vear'x 10 .e Sector population. in hundreds (1970)



TABLE J.1. (cont'd)

Distance (Mtles)

Direction Boundary 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50

3 a 11 10 8.1 4.8 3.2 2.3 1.2 .47 .24 .16 .11

b 8.3 7.5 5.9 3.5 2.3 1.7 .F5 .35 .18 .12 .. 085

c 0 0 12 .7.1 8.2 2.5 57 99 59 140 52

d 12 it R.6 5.i 3.4 2.5 1.2 .51 .26 .17 .12
p 0 0 .20 .20 .35 .15 6.7 28 32 120 61

BSe v 6.2 5.6 4.4 2.6 1.8 1.3 .63 .26 .13 .084 .060

b 4.5 4.0, 3.2 1.9 1.3 .91 .46 .18 .098 .063 .046

c 0 0 3.2 46 23 1.8 42 38 .29 70 23

d 6. 5.9 4.6 2.8 1.8 1.3 .67 .27 .14 .09 .07

* 0 0 .10 2.4 1.9 .20 9.2 20 30 111 50

" a 4.9 4.4 3.4 2.1 1.4 1.0 .50 .20 .10 .067 .048

b 3.5 3.2 2.5 1.5 1.0 .72 .36 .15 .077 .050 .036

o 0 .96 2.5 3.0 2.5 1.8 12 29 28 15 11

d 5.1 4.7 3.7 2.2 1.5 1.1 .53 .21 .11 .07 .05
,'4 1.0 2 .21 .11 0 .070 .050

b 3.7 3.4 2.6 1.6 1.0 .76 .38 -.16 . .081 .053 .038

c 0 1.3 4.0 2.4 2.1 6.8 11 16 24 16 11

d 3.4 4.9 3.8 2.3 1.5 1.1 .56 .23 .12 .08 " .06

* 0 .04 .15 .15 .20 .90 2.9 10 30 30 30

V a 6.0 5.4 4.2 2.5 1. 1.2 .61 .25 .13 .081 .058

b 4.3 3.9 3.1 1.8 1.2 .88 .44 .18 .093 .061 .044

0 0 .78 6.1 5.5 4.9 29 21 ,67 19 20 29

d 6.3 5.7 4.5 2.7 1.8 1.3 .65 .26 .14 .09 .06

a 0 .02 .20 .30 .40 3.3 4.8 37 20 32 65

aw 9.1 8.2 6.5 3.9 2.6 1.8 .93 .37 .19 .12 .089

b 6.6 6.0 4.7 2.0 1.9 1.3 .68 ..28 .14 .093 .068

o 0 0 9.4 5.6 4.7 4.7 20 55 29 19 47

d 9 9.6 8.7 6.8 4.1 2.7 2.0 .99 .40 .21 .14 .10
-,2...20 .23 .35 2.9 2.9 20 20 70

Nw 9.4 1.3 6.7 4.0 2.6 1.9 .96 .39 .20 .13 .092

b 6.8 6.1 4.8 2.9 1.9 1.4 .70 .28 .15 .096 .070

a 0 3.1 2.4 10 4.8 2.8 21 56 42 144 366

d 9.9 8.9 7.0 4.2 2.8 2.0 1.0 .42 . .22 .14 .10

* 0 0.5 0.5 .35 .25 .20 .30 20 28 150 520

BUY a 12 11 8.3 5.0 3.3 2.4 1.2 .48 .25 .16 .11

b 8.4 7.7 6.0 3.6 2.4 1.7 .87 .36 .18 .12 .087

0 0 .77 0 0 4.8 4.3 78 68 , 52 168 436
d 12 11 8.8 5.3 3.5 2.5 1.3 .52 .27. .17 .13

a 0 .01 0 0 .20 .25 9.0 19 28 140 500

TOTAL - 15 mutrem/year c Kanrem/year x.10 3 _

(.

a Dome from halogens 4 paretiulaten, mran/year w 10

b Does from noble Sgans, mrem/year x 10
d Dispersion factor z 10q
a Sector populaticn, in hundreds (197.0)
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APPENDIX K

TEXT OF COMMENTS RECEIVED

ON

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

FOR

DUANE ARNOLD ENERGY CENTER

DOCKET NO. 50-331
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ADVISORY COUNCIL
ON
HISTORIC PRESERVATION

WASNINGTON. D.C. 20246 January 5, 1973

Mr. Francis A. St. Mary
Project Manager
Environmental Projects Branch No. 4
Directorate of Licensing

Dear Mr. St. Mary:

Thank you very much for your prompt response to our comments concerning
the Duane Arnold Energy Center.

Having reviewed the document submitted, the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation has- determined that your draft enviromental statement is
adequate regarding-our area of expertisz a-d we have no further coment
to wake.

Sincerely yours,

Jon D. McDermott
Acting Executive Secretary

m= •mwnu. am * d mem f Ahe e a d a of As P'swd Gwomnes. b Awsd -i W AO of Coul. SO". w"
edoeig UAe PW a" Coop. ina& *" of MW ^CWF Povwtism. 84 m•m g F re• Iend, am-gt &" dfm • A hem"d
sadertA.Mmee lose wpvwm Ina" No 0 ow th1 N" Rae"W ofHmok Fluas,. .'eesemmediue eMwMM be 00W&Mdia
6""Ueaid W"-Ib GCOW& edmmia no Ahe-maio of h~weawsm.. *su* pSa.w mu~ot w partwomao. rcmn

1, 0 CUg Mthe 1 "odda "Ue& &"hWi ase p. -_ of * - * * - aid inowemai apeeialid b,- sd G&M90. ead
@=&so th Von" so bh~ in aue ihamm"Odi cae 5ev44 A*6 a fth alets sod &Ue 2 d CEU6 Flwe'I,
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DEC 29 IS72

Adisory Council on Historic
Pre servn tion

AT-': ?'r. Jordan T,-hnenbau=
1522 K Street, N. I.
Suite 431)
Wahlin&ton, D. C. 20305

Dear 11r. Tan.n-baum:

Lnlosed as per our telecon on Decc.-b-r 27, 1972, L s a copy of
a letter from 1!r. Adrian D. Andrson, Statc Liaison Officer (Iowa)
to Dr. Kerry Dance (Tcc Leader, Argomi l Natior.a1 Laboratory)
dated September 5, 1972.

Dou't hesitate to call if 7 can be of furtiher assistance.

Sincerely.

Origiu! sigre bi
i. 'I". SL .. 3

Francis A. St. Mary, Project -=nager
E~virorm=azzi Projccts Branch No. 4
Directorate of Licensing

Enclosure:
As stated
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" 50-331
ADVISORY COUNCIL
ON
HISTOIIIC PRESERVATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20240 - , December 26, 1972

Mr. Daniel R. Muller
Assistant Director for . ":*. ' "4

Environmental Projects
Directorate of Licensing .- \ '"
Atomic Energy Commission 4•,.,:t
Washington, D. C. 20545 7

Dear Mr. Muller:

In response to your request of November 20, .1972 for comments on the
environmental statement for. the Duane Arnold Energy Center, and pursuant'
to its responsibilities under Section 102(2) (C) of theNz.tional Environ-
'mental Policy Act of 1969, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
has determined that your draft environmental statement is inadequate
regarding, our area of expertise as it does not contain sufficient informa-
tion to enable the Advisory Council to cO-ment. Therefore, the Council
considers your draft environmental statement incomplete and cannot
conment until' sufficient information is supplied by your agency indicating:

a. That the most recent listing of the National Register of Pistcric
Places has been consulted and that no National Register pr6perties
are affected by the proposed project.

Although your environmental statement contains evidence of
having consulted the.National Register of Historic PlacEs,
the inventory utilized by your.agency .(Federal Rezister 36,
No.. 35, February 2, 1971) is not the most current listing.
Determinations should be based, on the Federal Register of
March 15, 1972. Volune 37, No. 51 and the monthly supplements
which appear in the Federal Register on the first Tuesday of
each month and contain the latest additions to the National
Register.

b. Coiwliance with Executive Order 11593 of May 13, 1971.

In addition to those sections detailing Federal responsibilities,
particular attention should be payed to Section 1(3) of the
Executive Order which requires that in the case of lands nct
under the control or jurisdiction of the Federal Government a
determination be made as to whether or not the proposed

undertaking will contribute to the preservation and enhance-
ment of non-federally owned districts, sites, buildings,

tut MCSU an i=&pPVd.t s.pre of tie E"wwtirr ff -- of the Pe*-q Gvor~mIvf. is thfl,Iid &.. li Act of br1.l- - 1;. 1"dE. .,1
6dri.i.g tie Pvri",. *ad C...w.. in tieP~ ofw. 1Iia.i.r -w-rag.wg.*.t m...esA.a l f d -,.dI, . and f.-rr.Vjy Alar~d

-rr~h ki. kaoin am ef.-ict saft awpt' fi.In in li, eto I&pm,, of ji....ri.. I1 vanne.r r."a. in..' f 'oodi-oh
p. aw d.1 w-i:b jirOer .e rii~v. adia m tke _de..'.iueli. of .ta...... ee p.40 odjie ,ntceod 0-d #,ro..?....*e-
warabag the road.,- of sjmew nd.... .ddri.m i. tiE ,*-VWraio of a"dI.. ard 'wvsi~ s.tei-i t'wisiftilo 6.4.t?. 0-d
V6&no. the V.it-d Sftt. ~AWWMWkin the I g~rt~i.tW.a C~utb. Je the Undo -e Me Pw..-egut... and Mie JfI.srntia of Caftspe I',op~rf
fill At". ItaIJmL
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structures and objects of historical, archeological,
architectural or cultural significance..

c. That a comprehensive interdisciplinary study has been made of al
archeological, historical, architectural and cultural resources
extant inthe proposed project area; the effects, if any, on the-
resources; and an account of steps taken to assure their
preservation and enhancement.

In order to expedite our review of the draft environmental statement, ple
furrish the Advisory Council with the necessary information at *your earli
convenience. Should you have any questions on these comments or require
any additional assistance, please contact Mr. Jordan Tannenbaum of the
Advisory Council staff.

erely yours,

Executi. e Secretary
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DEPARTMENT OF, AGRICULTURE

4. (J ricE OF THj- S(CINETAAY

/ WASHINGTON. C C.202!O 50-331

JAN15 ! C73
January 9, 1973 .

Mr. Daniel R. tuller
Directorate of Licensing
Atomic Energy Counission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Muller:,

We have had the draft environmental statement for the Duane
Arnold Energy Center, Iowa Electric Light and Power Comp-nyy,
reviewed in the relevant agencies of the Department of Agri-
culture and comments from Soil Conservation Service and
Forest Service, both agencies of the Department, are enclosed.

Sincerely,
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United States Department of Agriculture -

Forest Service

RE: Duane Arnold Energy Center, Iowa Electric Light
and Power Company*

The project is largely in place. The draft states that no
trees were removed in construction of the power plant site,
and that of the 1,182 acres (87 miles) of rights-of-way for
the transmission lines, 3.6% are wooded. (Table 2-4.1-1 of
Amendment 2 of Iowa Electric Light and Power Co.'s Environmenti
Report indicates 34.2 acres, but the apparent discrepancy of
.8.3 acres is probably explained someplace and we missed it; in
any event, it is not signifi-ant.) From the description of
the location and clearing of the right-of-way, it would appear
that adequate consideration has been given wooded areas both
in the draft, and on-the-ground.
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Soil Conservation Service, USDA
Comments on Draft Environmental Statement

prepared by the Iowa Electric Light and
Power Company for the Duane Arnold Energy
Center

We have reviewed the draft statement and believe that the project will

not adversely. affect any Soil-Conservation Service program in Linn

County, Iowa.

The Soil Conservation Service, through the L.nn County Soil Conservation
District, would be glad to provide further assistance cone-erni ig problems
related to soils, drainage or general land use.

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment or. this project.

.4
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
Washington. D.C. 2023U

January 5, 1973 50-331

'Mr. Daniel R.Muller, Assistant Director
for Environmental Projects

Directorate of Licensing
Atomic Energy Commission JAN5 1973 0,
Washington, D. C. 20545, LL*ATO M aIC E.

Dear Mr. Muller: M SWU

The draft environmental impact statement for the Duane
Arnold Energy Center which accompanied your letter of
November 20, 1972, has been received by the Department
of Commerce for review and comment.

The Department of Commerce has reviewed the draft environ-
mental statement and has the following comments to offer
for your consideration.

We have assumed from table 3.7 and the preceding text that
the bulk of the radioactive routine release is from the
gland seal and:the air ejector by way of the 100-mi main
off-gas stack. Our estimate for the maximum annua.l average
relative concentration is 8 x 10-8 sec m" 3 towards the
north of the site and at a distance of 2500 m. This is in
comparison to the applicant's value of 6 x.10-8 sec m- 3 as
found in the Final Safety Analysis Report.. If our interpre-.
tation of the AEC staff's table 5.4,is correct, their maxi-
mum value is 2.1 x10-1 sec m- 3 . However, no units are
indicated nor is the assumed stack height and the meteorologi-
cal data base presented.

We have reviewed the sections of the draft environmental
impact statement pertaining to the impact of operation of
the Duane Arnold Energy Center, Linn County, Iowa, on the
aquatic environment, and we noted several deficiencies in
the information provided in the radiological portions of the
e:-dtement. Table 5.3, "Doses to Biota in the Vicinity of the

i.Er," doe. -vecify tne units for the radiation doses listed;
.. •- -,-e that the dose rates given in the table are

n •.rms/year. ]E]• E6.l, "Sampling System for the Environ-
;,i,•. Mz..itorin• Prcgrams," lists Cedar River as a sampling
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location for aquatic biota but does not specify either the

distance from the effluent outfall or the species to be

sampled. Aquatic plants are not included in the llst of

samples to be analyzed. We suggest that the information in

these tables be revised and expanded.

We hope these comments will be of assistance to you in the

preparation of the final statement.

Sincerely,

Sidney R. Galler
Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Environmental Affairs
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United States Department of the Interior Qk

OIFFICE OF-Tiff. SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

ER 72/13U2

FEB 5 1973

Dear Mr:. Muller: 50-33

This is in response to your letter of November 20, 1972,
requesting our comments on the Atomic Energy Commission's
draft statement, dated November 1972, on environmental
considerations for Duane Arnold Energy Center, Linn County,
Iowa.

Our comments are presented according to the format of the
statement or according to specific subjects.

Historic and Archeological Landmarks

Since the power plant is more than 60 percent complete,
most of the environmental effects resulting from plant
construction have been experienced. Further construction
and operation of the nuclear power plant will not affect
any existing or proposed units of the National Park System
nor any site eligible for registration as National Histor ic,
Natural or Environmental Education Landmarks.

Geology and Seismology

The brief description of the geology and seismology presented
in the draft statement is inade&.cuate for an independent
assessment of the geologic environment relevant to the
proposed consT-uction of thc pint:. We think that the
physical properties of the geologic materials on which
the plant and its appurtenant structures will be founded
should be described along with an indication of how a
knowledge of the physical properties were used in the
design of the facility. The seismic-design criteria and
the methods of their derivation should also be included.

The draft statement refers to the applicant's Safety
Analysis Report to the AEC that treats the details of
the geologic and seismologic in'.,estigations and analyses

1
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that have been performed for the plant. We suggest that, as
a, minimum, a more comprehensive summary of the geologic and
eis'mologic analysis sections of the Safety Analysis Rerort

bincluded in the final environmental statement with
adequate cross references to appropriate parts of the
environmental statement to indicate how the data and
analyses have been utilized for purposes. of design and
construction.

As a result of procedures established between the Geological
Survey and the AEC, we have previously reviewed the geologic
aspects of the site that are included in the Safety Analysis
Report. The Geological Survey's coiments were transmitted
to the AEC Director of Regulation' on October 8, 1969, and
was made part.of the public record in the AEC licensing
procedures.

Hydrology

The applicant and AEC should remain cognizant of any future
surface or ground-water developments located downgradient from
the plant and update appropriate monitoring systems as needed.

Chemical and Biocide Systems

The defouling method described on page. 3-35 specifies a
liquid chlorine treatment dose of 5 ppm at the condenser-
inlet with a chlorine residual at the outlet of 0.1 ppm.
Since chlorine is extremely toxic to aquatic organisms
consideration should be given to completely eliminating
it from the discharge. Therefore we think that consideration
should be given to constructing an impoundment or other devices
that would result in the elimination of chlorine, other biocides
and residual chemical salts in the plant effluent.

Effect on Land Use

The impacts of the transmission facilities on public areas
such as parks, wildlife, recreation and wooded areas are
described on page 4-1 as minimal. We do'not consider this
an adequate description of the environmental impacts and
suggest that a more adequate assessment of these impacts
be given in the final environmental statement.

Present Land Use plans for the 500-acre project site will
involve about 40 acres for plant facilities and the remaining
460 acres will be allowed to revert to natural vegetation. We
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believe that a land use plan which would enhance the
indigenous wildlife populations and the aesthetic appeal
of the site should-be considered. Also, controlled public
tunting should be considered where this activity is-
compatible with the safety limitations of.the plant. We
suggest that the applicant contact State and local planning
authorities to determine the type of facilities that could
be developed:to serve the recreational-needs of the area.

Since the Pleasant Creek Reservoir will become an integral
part of the. plant operation, it should be described beyond
that given on.page 2.1 of the draft environmental statement.
The reservoir site, water supply, water level regulation,.
other physical and operational details and the beneficial
and adverse environmental impacts-of construction and
operation of the reservoir should be.included in the
statement. Its recreational development should be
meshed with those of the plant site and the surrounding
recreational areas.

This Department through the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
ha-s received correspondence from the State.regarding
funding assistance for the proposed reservoir and is
withholding a decision pending receipt of a description
of the proposal. We have reservations for funding a
pr•ject where the applicant would have a right to
drawdown the reservoir during the-recreation season and
to construct a 345 kv overhead. transmission line which
would cross one arm of the-reservoir.

Effluent and Environmental Monitoring Programs

We are pleased that the. postoperational radiological and
ecological monitoring and biological surveys will be
conducted at the same intensity and thoroughness as the
preoperational studies; however, we think that the
applicant should also have contingency plans for
increasing the number of sampling stations or
intensity of sampling at the present stations if
unexpected adverse effects are experienced. These
plans should be described in the final statement.

Plant Accidents

This section contains an adequate evaluation of impeats
resulting from plant accidents through Class 8 for
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airborne emissions. However, the environmental effects
of releases to water is lacking. Many of these postulated
accidents listed in table 7.2 could result in releases to
the Cedar River and should be evaluated.

We alsb think that Class 9 accidents resulting in both
air and water releases should be described and the impacts
on human life and the remaining environment discussed as
long as there is any possibility of occurrence. The
consequences of an accident of this severity could have
far-reaching effects on land and in the Cedar, Iowa and
Mississippi Rivers sys .ems w'Aich could persist for
centuries.

Alternative Means of Power Generation

The emissions of an alternative coal-fired powerplant
which are based on the EPA new source performance
standards promulgated in December 1971 are included on
page 9-7. We suggest that the specific limiting values
for emission control be given in this section, perhaps
a footnote to table 9.3 would be appropriate.

If State and local emission cont-Lol regulations are
stricter than the EPA regulations these limitir. values
should also be given. If there are no State or local
regulations or if they are less limiting than the
EPA regulations, the statement should so indicate.

We hope these comments will be helpful to you in the
preparation of the final environmental s t atement.

Sicre yours,.

D1 O"ty Asnlstant Secretary of the JIerior

ia.. i --

1ir. Danlel R. MlUlJleIr
Assistant Director for

Environmental Projects
Directorate of Licensing
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATIONDMAILING ADDRESS.)
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD US- COAST GUARD (GWS/S3)

400 SEVENTH STREET S'.V.

WASHINGTON. D.C 2Co

PHONE: 426-2262

.. 50-331
.Mr. Daniel R. Muller
Assistant Director for .- . . " -;_..
Environmental Projects "e"

Directorate Of Licensing'-,:-' -- , ,Y

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission .... :
Washington, D. C. 20545 -

Dear Mr. Muller:

This is in response to your letter of 20 November 1972 addressed to Mr. John
E. Hirten, Assistant Secretary for Environment and Urban Systems, concerning
the draft environmental impact statement, environmental report and other
pertinent material on the Duane Arnold Energy Center, Linn County, Iowa.

The concerned operating administrations and staffs of the Department of Trans-
portation have reviewed the material submitted.

The Federal Railroad Administration noted:

"In its review of the draft environmental impact statement, the Federal
Railroad Admhiistration notes that 5.05 miles of railioad right-of-way will be
utilized for DAEC 161 KV transmission li'es. We endorse this joint use of
right-of-way and assume that satisfactory arrangements have been made with
the involved railroad.

"The discussion in the draft environmental impact statement concerning
transmission lines is considered by us to be one of the most comprehensive that
we have reviewed. However, it is suggested that there be included a brief
acknowledgement that the inductive coupling problem with railroad signal and
communication lines has been addressed."

In its review of the project, the Federal Aviation Administration commented as
follows:

"'We have reviewed the draft environmental impact statement concerning the
Duane Arnold Energy Center, Cedar River, Linn County, Iowa. While the
nuc!ear station plant does not appear to present any conflict with the programs
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or plans of the FAA, the transmission lines could adversely a&Lct navigable air-
space if any of the lines are erected in close proximity to existing airports.

"The cover sheet of the enclosed form (Notice of Proposed Construction or

Alteration) defines the requirements for "notification" of proposed construction

near airports.

"It is requested that we be advised by completion of the form of any proposed

construction near airports that would be within the parameters defined by-the
enclosure. Should the sponsor desire to discuss any aspect of the notification

procedures, Mr. Howard Tisdale (phone 816 374-3408) is familiar with the

Duane Arnold Energy Cente, nroject."

The Department of Transportation ha. no further comments to offer on the draft

statement. This Department concurs with the comment of the Federal Railroad

Administration that the discussion in the draft statement on the transmission
lines is indeed most comprehensive. The final statement should reflect the

fact that "right-of-way" arrangements are satisfactory to the involved railroads
and also that an acknowledgement be included that the inductive coupling problem

with railroad and communication lines was addressed.

FAA Form 7460-1, which they note in their comments, is attached. It is requested

that it be forwarded to the applicant for execution.

The opportunity for the Department of Transportation to review and.comment on the

draft environmental impact statement for the Duane Arnold Energy Center is

appreciated.

Sincerely,

C) 3. D.-L:::;I
Wncl: MF S.Form 460-

Enc1: (1) FAA Form 7460-1
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 50-331

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

5 JAN 1973 ,O.FIcE OF•T
ADU.;NISTRA'

Mr. L. Manning Muntzing %. ..
Director of Regulatior.- " ' f;!
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission .. ,
Washington, D.C. 20545 ,-'

Dear Mr. Muntzing: -_---

The Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed the draft
environmental statement for the Duane Arnold Energy Center and
our detailed comments are enclosed.

Our review indicates that except for radioiodine releases from
the turbine building, the center's radioactive waste treatmcnt
system is capable of liriting discharges to "as low as practicable"
levels. Our assessn.ent indicates that, in the event land in the
vicinity of the site boundary is used for pasturing of dairy cows,
treatment of turbine building ventilation effluent may be required
in order to meet the guidelines of proposed Appendix I to 10 CFR
Part 50.

We believe that the construction and operation of the plant,
as proposed, will not have a significant impact on the. aquatic
environment.

We will be 'pleased to discuss our comnents with you or.members
of your staff.

Sincerely,

Sheldon Meyers
Director

Office of Federal Activities

Enclosure
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D-AEC-060 73-37

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

Washington, D.C. 20450

JANUARY 1973.,
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INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUSIONS

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has rev-; ied the draft

environmental statement for the Duane Arnold Energy Center prepared

by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and issued on November 20,

Following are our major conclusions:

1. Except for radioiodine releases from the turbine building,

the capabilities provided by: the waste management equipment appez

to be consistent with the concept of "as low as practicable." T1

estimated quantity of radioiodine released via component leakage

and subsequently released through the turbine building ventilatic

systen leads to predicted concentrations and thyroid doses which

exceed the guidelines of proposed Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.

In the- event dairy c'Ls become pastured nearer the site boundary,

petecn:i! thyrcid 4-vec vi2 the. air-cov-milk pathway may be such

that additional effluent control measures will be required to lit

radiofodine releases from this source.

2. The EPA expects that the construction and operation of this

plant, as proposed,owill not result in a significan. adverse

impact upon the aquatic environment and that the proposed discha:

will meet the present water quality standards. However, the fin.

statenent should provide additional assurance that chlorine con-

centrations in the blowdown water will be maintained at levels

consistent with the preservation of area biota.
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RADIOLOGICAL ASPECTS

Radioactive Waste Hanagement

Except for potential radioiodine releases, the radioactive waste

treatment systems provided for the Duane Arnold Energy Center appear

to be capab-le of limiting releases of radioactive wastes to within the

guidelines of the proposed Appendix I to 10 CFP Part 50. Our analysis.

indicates that the radioiodine effluent from the turbine building

ventilation system may exceed the proposed guidelines.

Dose Assessment

Our calculations indicate that the maximun concentration of

iodine-131 at the site boundary will be two orders of magnitude

above the 10-15 sCi/ml guideline given in the proposed Appendix I

to 10 CFR Part 50. If dairy cows were to be pastured where such radio-

iodine coicenrti~ons prevail, annual child thyroid dozes of hundrc&

of millirems could potentially result through the air-cow-rilk pathway.

The draft statement Indicates that the nearest "... identifiable dairy

herd is pastured about 1.6 miles to the west-northwest... and that

the annual child thyroid dose will be less thai 6.5 mi"lirtL's from the

consumption of milk from this source. Therefore, it appears that radio-

iodine effluents will exceed the guidelines of proposed Appendix I.

Further, we note that land suitable for pasture lies nearer the site

than 1.6 miles, and there are three occupied farm houses within I mile

of the site, and approximately 7,000 dairy cow are pastured within

10 miles. The final statement should identify the location of the nearest

cow, and include an estimate of the potential thyroid dose from this

cow. The statement should also describe: (1) how the applicant will
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a!;ssxre that dairy ccws are not pastured near the site boundary where

radioiodine concentrations are high and (2) what steps. the applicant wi

take in the event dairy cows become pastured in the vicinity of the

site boundary.

The draft statement indicates that the direct dose from on-site

sources will be less than .1 millirem per year. Our analysis, towever,

based on a nominal 2-ft of ordinary concrete shielding, indicates that

direct dose from nitrogen-16 in the turbine alone can be expected to be

20 to 30 millirerns per -ear at the site boundary of the Duane Arnold Er

Center. We are pleased to note that the applicant has recently c.mitt,

himself to the installation of additional. shielding in the turbine buil

to reduce direct dose. Even with the additional shielding, the ap-lica:

calculated annual doses are 20 to 30 nillirems. The final statemcnt

shuocld include the ba.ses and assu-Ptions used to arrive at the esti-iate

of ... less than ona n-rc.n/yr at the closest apprcach....I" Also, a

detrm-ination slkoiuld be nade as to what levels o4 turbine shine doses w

require corrective actica and what corrective action will be taken if

needed. Interpretation by the AEC on allowable direct shine doses is

necessary since the proposed Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 does not addr

direct radiation doses.

The draft statement indicates that water "... downstream from

the plant ... is no longer used.for drinking water...." However,

Table 5.5 presents estir-ates of individual and population doses fron

Cedar Rapids tap water d&ring normal operations, but does not give the

bases and assumptions used in making these estimates. The applicant's

environmental report indicates that the City of Cedar Rapids draws wate
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from wells near the river bank, and some of the recharge for these wells

comes from the Cedar River as water is withdrawn to surply the municipal

system., The final statement should describe the details of this indirect

use of river water-for human consumption purposes, including pertinent

details such as settling, filtration, decay time, and dilutioh factors.

Transportation and Reactor Accidents

In its review of nuclear power plants, EPA has identified a

need for additional information on two types of accidents which could

result in radiation exposure to the public: (1) those involving

transportation of spent fuel and radioactive wastes and (2) in-plant

.accidents. Since these accidentr are common to all nuclear power

plants, the environmental risk for each type of accident is amenable

to a general analysis. Although the AEC has done considerable work

for a number of years on the safety aspects of such accidents, we

believe that a thorough analysis of the probabilities of. occurrence

and the expected consequences of such accidents would result in a

better understanding of the environmental risks than a less-detailed

examination of the questions on a case-by-case basis. ,For this reason

we have reached an understanding with the AEC that they will conduct

such analyses with EPA participation concurrent with review of

impact statements for individual facilities and will make the results

available in the near future. le are taking this approach primarily

because we believe that any changes in equipment or operating pro-

cedures for individual plants required as a result of the investi-

gations could be included without appreciable change in the overall

plant design. If major redesign of ;he plante to include engineering
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changes were expected or if an immediate public or environmental

risk wvre being taken whilb these two issues were being resolved,

we would, of course, make our concerns known.

The statement concludes "... tL-t the environmental risks due

to postulated radiological accidents are exceedingly small." This

conclusion is based on the standard accident assumptions and guidance

issued by the AEC for light-water-cooled reactors as a proposed

amendment to Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50 on December 1, 1971. EPA
(

commented on this proposed amendment in a letter to the Commission

on January 13, 1972. These comments essentially raised the necessity

for a detailed discussion of the technical bases of the assumptions

involved in determining the various classes of accidents and expected

consequences. We believe that the general analysis mentioned above

will be adequate to resolve these points and that the AEC will apply

the results to all licensed facilities.

5

., ~... ...............................................................& 7-'. - -
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NON-RALTOLOGICAL ASPECTS

Thermal and Biological Effects

The Duane Arnold Energy Center has one boiling-vater reactor which

produces a gross electrical output of 550 MW. Condenser cooling will

be accomplished by evaporative, forced-draft cooling towers within a

closed-cycle cooling system. Makeup water for the cooling system will

be drawn from Cedar River at the rate of 11,000 gallons per minute (gpm)

and at an intake velocity not to exceed 0.75 feet per second. Cooling-

tower blowdown will be discharged downstream from the intake at the

design rate o 4,000 gpm.

Iowa water quality standards, applicable to the Cedar River, limit

stream temperature to a maximum of 90*F and a maximum rise over

ambient river temperature of 5*F. Water sampling to determine conformance

with these'thermal reouirements is to be done at a sufficient distance

downstream from the discharge to allow adequate mixing.

The highest discharge temperature is expected to be 91.5*F, and

the highest discharge temperature increase above ambient is expected

to be 40.5°F. The surface area encompassed by the 2*F isotherm is

expected to be less than one acre, under the worst conditions of river

flow and temperature. Since the thermal plume is unusually small, and

the applicable water quality standards allow a mixing zone, it appears

likely that the applicant will be in compliance with the applicable

thermal standards.
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The appl]icant should be aware that the 1972 Amendments to the

Federal Water Pollution Control Act (Public Law 92-500) define the

thermal component of any discharge as a pollutant. EPA is required

by this law to set effluent guidelines, by the fall of 1973, for

pollutants discharged from steam electric power plants. Effluent

discharges from the Duane Arnold Energy Center will have to be in

accordance with the requirements of Public Law 92-500.

The proposed monitoring plans of the applicant appear to be adequate

to determine the thcrmal impact of the plant on the aquatic biota.
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Chemical Impajct on Biota

Chlorine,-for which standards are not presently established,

will be used for defouling of the condenser cooling system. The

draft statement presents an extensive discussion of (1) the potential

Impact of residual chlorine on the aquatic environment, (2) a thorough

chlorine monitoring system, and (3) numerous alternatives to the use

of chlorine for defouling the condenser cooling system. The applicant's

present plans call for intermittent application of chlorine, during the

initial stage of plant operation, which may result in high residual

chlorine levels in the blowdown. We propo, % that the applicant consider,

as an additional alternative, a continuous application of chlorine on

the following schedule:

TYPE OF
CRITERION

Continuous

RECOMMENDATION FOR TOTAL
RESIDUAL CHLORINE

A. Not to exceed 0.01 mg/i

DEGREE OF
PROTECTION

This concentration
would probably not
protect fish reproduction,
some important fish food
organisms, and could be
lethal to sensitive
life stages of sensitive
fish species.

This concentration
should protect most
aouatic organisms.

B. Not to exceed 0.002 mg/I

N

.-Tht". *. .4 . .. . . . . . .. " . • - % - ., • '•
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

During the review we noted in certain instances that the draft

statement did not present sufficient information to substantiate the

conclusions presented. We recognize that much of this information is

not of major importance in evaluating the environmental impact of the

Duane Arnold Energy Center. The cumulative effects, however, could be

-significant. It would, therefore, be helpful in determining the impact

of the plant if the following topics were addressed in the final.

statement;

1. The inhalation dose estimates given in Table 5.4 of -the draft

statement are one to two orders of magnitude lower than indicated

by our calculations. Even so, the inhalation dose does not appear

to be. a significant component of the individual or population dose

commitment. However, the final statement sholld include revised

estimates of inhalation doses, or should state the bases and assumptions.

used in the calculations which lead to the lower estimates.

2.. The draft statement indicates that plant laundry will be

Cone off-site by an outside contractor, and -potential releases

of radioactivity from laundry processing are not included in

the statemcnt., Such releases are a part of the total impact of

the center, and should be considered. The final statement should

include estimates of the annual amounts of radioactivity leaving the

site with the, laundry and the amount entering the biosphere through

this pathway. The final statement should also discuss the monitoring

and surveillance ac-ivities which will be employed by the applicant to

quantify the radioactivity entering the-biosphere through this -source,
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3. The applicant plans to use 1,500 gpm of well water for

demineralizer makeup, drinking water, and the dry-well area

air-cooling system. This large drawdown of ground water may

reduce or eliiminate flow to privately owned wells in the area.

If this occurs, and a large number of wells are affected, the

applicant should consider the following alternatives:

(a) Installation of a closed-cycle water system with a water-

cooler unit. In this way, the portion of the water used

for dry-well area cooling could be maintained at the

required 50*F. The draft statement makes no comment on the

source of the 110 gpm of water required for drinking and

demineralizer makeup if this alternative is used.

(b) Return the well water to the aquifer, after use, by

injection back into the ground.

If only a few private wells are adversely affected, the benefiLs

of using one of the above-mentioned alternatives would probably not

be considered sufficient to warrant the cost. The final Statement

should discuss the remedial action to be taken if this is the case.

4. Contingency plans and measures to control accidental spillage

of liquids such as oil, liquid chlorine, acid, and caustic are mention

in the applicant's Environmental Report and should be referenced in

the final statement.

5. Temperature data for the Cedar River for the period 1944 to 1954

are summarized in Table 3.2. Similar treatment of 1960 to 1970

temperature data, if available, should be presented in the final

statement in order to supply a more accurate picture of :present
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6. the effects of the plant heating boiler system on air quality

should be discussed including:

(a) fuel type and specifications, including sulfur

content and BTU rating,

(b) fuel use rate and expected number of hours of use

annually,

(c) emission rates for particulates, SO2, and NO2  and

(d) maximum ground level concentrations of boiler emissions

and where they occur.

.r
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FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20426

February 7, 1973 IN.RMEYtE7ZTo,

50-331
CD

Mr. Daniel R. Muller
Assistant Director for
Environmental Projects .

Directorate of Licensing

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission

Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Muller:

This is in response to your letter dated November 20, 1972,

requesting comments on the AEC Draft Environmental Statement

related to the proposed continuation of the Construction Permit

No. CPPR-70 and issuance of an operating license to the Iowa

Electric Light and Power Company, the Corn Belt Power Cooperative
PA and the Central Iowa Power Cooperative for the Duane Arnold Energy

Center (Docket No. 50-331).

Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969

and the April 23, 1971, Guidelines of the Council on Environmental

Quality, these comments review the need for the facilities as

concerns the adequacy and reliability of the affected bulk power

systems and related matters. In preparing these comments, the

Federal Power Commission's Bureau of Power staff has considered
the AEC Draft Environmental Statement; the Applicant's Revised
Environmental Report and amendments thereto; related reports made

in response to the Commission's Statement of Policy on Reliability

and Adequacy of Electric Service (Order No. 383-2); and the staff's

analysis of these documents together with related information from

other reports submitted to this Commission by the Applicants. The

staff generally bases its evaluation on the need for a specific

bulk power facility upon long term considerations as well as the

load-supply situation for the peak load period immediately following

the availability of the facility on the Applicant's system and that

of the pool or regional coordinating arez -4th which the Applicant

is associated.

S-. -.--.-.,.----,--'..-..--~....*-~-..---~-~. .- "-..-...,-.,.--.*--- ~
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Mr. Daniel R. Muller

Need for the Facility

The 550-megawatt nuclear Duane Arnold Energy Center is located
on the Cedar River approximately two and one-half miles north-northeast
of Palo, Iowa in Linn County. The facility is owned jointly by a con-
sortium of the Iowa Electric Light and Power Company, the Corn Belt
Power Cooperative, Inc. and the Central Iowa Power Cooperative, Inc.,
which will hereinafter be referred to as "the Applicant." The
generating plant, which is now more than 60 percent complete, is
scheduled for commercial service in December 1973 and should be available
to assist in meeting the 1974 summer peak load.

The following tabulation shows the electric system loids to be
served by the Applicant's system, by the Iowa Power Pool I/of which
the Applicant was a part at the time the Arnold Energy P•enter was
planned, and by the Mid-Continent Area Power Pool (MArP), and the
relationship of the electric power output of the Duane Arnold Energy
Center to the projected available reserve capacities on the summer-
peaking Applicant's, Iowa Power Pool and MAPP systemr, at the time of
the 1974 summer peak load.

In January 1973 the members of the Iowa Power Pool, including
the Applicant, became part of MAPP and filed with the Federal Power
Commission to suspend the Iowa Power Pool agreement. Currently, the
MAPP agreement is under study by this Commission and may or may not
be in force at the time the Duane Arnold Energy Center is placed into
commercial service. Therefore, both the data for the Iowa Power Pool
and for WAPP are shown. Further, even under the MAPP agreement the
Duane Arnold Energy Center will have a significant effect upon the
Iowa Power Pool members becauae of its geographical location. The
1974 summer peak period is the anticipated initial service period
of the new unit, e-d it is expected to constitute a significant part
of the Applicant's total generating capacity throughout its lifetime.
Therefore, the unit will be depended upon to supply power to meet
future demands over a, period of many years beyond the initial service
needs discussed in this report.

I/ The members of -the Iowa Power Pool other than the Applicant are:
Iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric Co.
Iowa Power & Light.Co.
Iowa Public Service Co.
Iowa Southern Utilities Co.

..............................
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Mr. Daniel R. Muller

1974 SUMMER PEAK LOAD - SUPPLY SITUATION -

Applicants
Combined
Systems

Conditions With Duane Arnold Energy Center
(550 Megawatts) 1/

Iowa
Power
Pool HAI

Net Total Capability - Megawatts
Net Load Responsibility - Hegawatts
Reserve Margin - Megawatts
Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load

Minimum Reserve needed based on 15 percent

of Peak Load - Megawatts

Conditions Without Duane Arnold Energy Center

1,280
932 3/
348

37.3

139

3,906
3,174 4/

732
23.1

476

17,24
14,61
2,63

1

2,19

Net Total Capability - Megawatts
Net Load Responsibility - Megawatts
Reserve Margin - Megawatts
Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load

Reserve Deficiency - Megawatts

730
932 3/

-202

3,356
3,174 41

182
5.7

297

16,69.
14,61:
2,08,

101
341

1/ Source - MARCA Report 383-2, dated 4-1-72.

2/ The 500 megawatt capacity of the Duane Arnold
percent or 476 megawatts to the Iowa Electric
and the Central Iowa Power Cooperative and 10
to the Corn Belt Power Cooperative.

unit will be shared 90
Light and Power Company
percent or 55 megawatts

3/ Net Load Responsibility reduced for Net Purchase of 10 megawatts
and total USBR allocations of 32 megawatts.

4A/Net Load Responsikility reduced for Net Purchase of 463 megawatts
and USBR allocation of 32 megawatts.
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Mr. Daniel R. Muller

The Applicants are a, aers of the Mid-Continent Area Reliability.
Coordination Agreement (MlRCA) as well as participants in the Iowa
Power Pool and in MAPP. YARCA is the regional coordinating organization
for the planning of bulk power generating and transmission facilities,
operation of these facilities and provision for short term emergency
relief in the event of contingencies normally experienced on interconnected
power systems. Although the reliability standards for the MARCA region
have been met by a minimum system reserve margin of 12 percent, this
minimum reserve margin will be increased to 15 percent in 1974 to meet
thQ reliability standard of loss-of-load probability of one occurrence
in ten years. The increased reserve margin is made necessary by the
large capacity of new thermal generating units coming in service in
MARCA members' systems. These reserve margins'are gross; in addition
to providing for scheduled outages for maintenance, the reserve margin
must provide an excess of generating capacity over the peak system
demands to provide for errors in load forecasts, forced outages of
generating equipment, slippage of scheduled availability of new units
and spinning reserves. For this report, minimum reserve margins of
15 percent have been used.

The availability of the Duane Arnold Energy Center for 1974 sumner
peak load period would provide a reserve margin of 348 megawatts or
.37,3 percent of the peak load responsibility on the Applicant's system.
If delays for any reason should make this unit unavailable for this
peak period, the reserve margin on the Applicant's system would be reduced
to a negative 202 megawatts and a deficiency of 341 megawatts from the
MARCA criterion would occur on the Applicant's system. Based on the
Applicant's 1974 peak load responsibility of 932 megawatts a minimum
reserve margin of 139 megawatts is needed to meet the 15 percent reserve
criterion. Similarly, the Iowa Power Pool will have a reserve margin of
732 megawatts, or 23.1 percent of the peak load responsibility with the
unit available; without the unit the reserve margin is reduced to 182
megawatts or 5.7 percent of the 1974 peak load responsibility of 3,174
megawatts. The deficiency of 294 megawatts on the Iowa Power Pool's
system would require the Applicant to purchase power from other sources
in order to maintain their needed reserve position. MAPP would have an
18 percent margin with the Arnold unit in service and 14.3 percent without
it and thus would not meet its criterion of 15 percent installed reserve.

Review of the planned new capacity additions for the participating
systems in the Iowa Power Pool during the period 1973 to 1981 reveals
that only 1,180 megawatts of new capacity are planned. The 550-megawatt
Duane Arnold unit will provide the bulk of reserve capacity available for
these systems until 1976 when the 520-megawatt Neal Unit No. 3 rmmes into
commercial operation. Hence, the reliability and adequacy of the generating
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capacity for these systems is dependenL at least until 1981 upon tho
timely commezcial operation of the Duane Arnold and Neal units.

Although some 5,932 megawatts of new capacity in large fossil

nu-.lear steam units are planned for commercial operation by 1981 wi

the MARCA region, the importance of adequate capacity resources to
the projected demands and provide the needed reserves within the Iot
Power Pool must be given adequate consideration. The availability
adequate local generating capacity, without dependence upon large b]
of capacity from distant sources, is fundamental to system reliabil1

Transmission Fac i lities

Six overhead transmission lines will be required to integrate t
Duane Arnold Energy Center into the existing transmission system. I
345-kilovolt lines will he located on a 500-foot right-of-way origi-
nating at the plant switchyard and extending westerly for a distance
2.7 miles; both lines will then tie into the existing 345-kilovolt
Hills-Adams line. One 161-kilovolt line will be located on the righ
of-way and extend westerly for a distance of 2.7 miles terminating a
the Washburn Substation. A second 161-kilovolt line located on a
separate right-of-way extends southerly for a distance of 30.25 mile
to terminate at the Bertram Substation. A 161-kilovolt extension of
46.4 circuit miles is planned by the Corn Belt Power Cooperative to
deliver energy from the Washburn Substation to their system. A four
161-kilovolt line will extend from the plant site generally eastward
for a distance of 7.8 miles to the Hiawatha Substation.

The design, routing and construction of the transmission lines
planned in accordance with the guideline-, issued by the U. S. Depart
of the Interior and Agriculture in their" joint publication, "Environi
Criteria for Electric Transmission Lines" and the Federal Power Comm
publication "Electric Power Transmission and th;ý Environment." The
will pass through cropland, pasture and woodland on routes selected
minimum environmental impact.

Alternatives and Costs

The Applicant, in determining the need for additional generatiox
meet its projected system needs, considered in addition to firm powei
purchases a number of practical alternatives including locations, pl
type, fuels, environmental effects and economic&. The Palo site was
selected after consideration of 24 sites. The available undeveloped
hydruelectric capacity in the State of Iowa was estimated in 1972 to
346.4 megawatts of conventional hydroelectric capacity, with an assoc

.~ - ~ ........... ~.~,,.,.. -
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e•,',ual energy potential of 1,637,400 megawatt-hours. Pumped-storage
E.ydroelectric capacity is no alternative to baseload nuclear capacity;
huwever, even if it could be considered a partial alternative, the
total hydroelectric generated energy would not meet the energy pro-
duction capability of the nuclear plant which is estimated to be some
3,923,000 megawatt-hours. Combustion turbine peaking units were con-
sidered; however, the high operating and maintenance costs of such
units render ti:.em unsuitable for baseload operation.

Natural gas and fuel oil were not considered available in adequate
quantiti-s to meet the projected needs for a generating plant of
comparable capacity, and the only alternative fuel availabie was con-
sidered to be coal. The choice of the nuclear-fueled plant was made
after consideration of the fuel economics of coal-fueled and nuclear-
fueled plants. The Applicant considered estimated capital costs of
$194 million or $353 per kilowatt of capacity for the nuclear-fueled
plant and $111 million or $202 per kilowatt of capacity for the coal-
fueled plant. Annual fuel costs were estimated for the nuclear-fueled
plant at $6.5 million or 1.6 mills per kilowatt-hour, and for the
coal-fueled plant at $15 million or 4.0 mills per kilowatt-hour. The
staff of the Bureau of Power finds the capital costs to be within the
range of capital costs reported by the industry, however, the fuel
costs are lower than most fuel costs currently reported by the industry.

Conclusions

The staff of the Bureau of Power concludes that the electric power
output of the Duane Arnold Energy Center will be needed to meet the
Applicant's, Iowa Power Pool's and MAPP's systems projected loads and
to provide them with reserve margins in accordance with the regional
coordination council's stated system reliability objective.

Very truly yours,

Chief, Bureau of Power
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COMMISSIONERS WERT. DIRECTOR

EDWARD WEINHEIMrR, CHAIRMAN- 4REENFICLD . . F D.,E R..C

THOMAS A. SATES-SELLEVUE - 300 FOURTH STREET. DES MOINES, IOWA 50319

JIM D. SIXLER-COUNCIL BLUFS" ____ 515/281-5145

LIS LICKLIDER -CHEROKEE ,

JOHN . LINK.-BURL NGTON 50-331
DR. KEIIH A. MC NUR..EN-AMES 50-33.
WILLIAM 9. NOBLE-OCLWEIN.

December 22, 1972

Deputy Director for Reactor
Projects

Directorate of Licensing
U. S. Atomic Energy Conmission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Sir:

The Iowa Conservation Commission appreciates the opportunity to review
the Atomic Energy Commission's Draft Environmental Statement related to the

proposed operation of the Duane Arnold Energy Center, Linn County, Iowa. In

general, the Draft Environmental Statement does an adequate job of assessing
the effect of the operation of the plant on the areas of concern under the

Commission's jurisdiction.

It is understood that the Pleasant Creek Project will be covered by a

separate Environmental Impact Statement to be prepared by the federal agency
providing cost sharing for its recreation development. This agency is the

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation in the Department of the Interior. The Bureau

is aware that the Commission will be making a project request for financial
assistance on the Pleasant Creek Area and understands the responsibilities
associated with such a request.

The following are specific comments with regard to the concerns of the
Commission as related to the operation and development of the Duane Arnold
Energy Center.

The first items of concern are water oriented: 1. There is a concern

by the Commission's biologists that the chemical discharge or heated water

discharge could possibly block the stream. It is indicated in the report

that this situation will not occur, however, a cautious approach should be

taken with regard to the possibility of a complete blockage of the stream.

2. Personnel from the Conservation Commission cannot undertake more intensive

fisheries studies, due to current work loads however, it would seem adviseable
that an expanded surveilance program would include creel surveys. The Comnnis-

sion staff would assist in planning for an expanded program encompassing creel
surveys.
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Deputy Director for Reactor Projects
December 22, 1972
Page 2

3. The area near the low-head dam will undoubtedly develop a high sport
fisheries potential and public access to the site should be encouraged
either on Power Company land or on land owned by the County Conservation
across the river from the plant site.

The following are general co ments relating to land oriented concerns
.of the Commission: I. It is understood that there is a great deal of land
Involved not only in the plant site but in ownership of the Power Company.
In this regard, the Iowa Conservation Commission has offered the services
of its wildlife managers to initiate farm management programs and a leasing
system that would maximize the benefits to wildlife and provide farming
opportunities for the local area. In this way, the concerns over the
reduction of farm acreage could be greatly alleviated. The farming of the
land within the plant site proper could be undertaken in such a manner that
public utilization in terms of hunting would not be allowed but the area
could serve as a refuge for wildlife. Erosion control practices would become
an integral part of the farm management plans.

The following are specific comments relative to the report: I. Page 2,
item 2.1, (Site Location). In the fourth paragraph, reference is made to the
statement that reservoir will require the purchase of more than 600 acres for
its construction. It will have a surface area of about 440 acres. This state-
ment should be changed to read that approximately 1,900 acres will be acquired
for the lake and associated recreational development at Pleasant Creek Reservoir
and that it will have a surface area of approximately 410 acres. 2. Page 2 - 6,
item 2.2, second paragraph, (Demography and Land Use). This paragraph seems
anomaly in that reference is made that park areas are slightly developed and
Low in intensive use. The next statement refers to an estimated number of
people visiting the parks within ten miles of the site as one million. These
two statements are not consistent, as the figure of the usage of one million
Ls a relatively high figure. The third paragraph makes reference to the
.act that the Coralville Reservoir, about twenty miles southeast, site is
:he only significant lake or reservoir within fifty miles, however this
hould be corrected to include Lake MacBride as it is a significant recreation
ake. 3. Page 2 - 7, item 2.3, (Historic and Archeological Landmarks).
Ithough the proposed Pleasant Creek Reservoir site has not been surveyed
or archeological interest, the Conservation Commission has initiated a
equest to the State Archeologist to undertake a study uf the area.
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Deputy Director for Reactor Projects
December 22, 1972
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We trust our co'ents will be given consideration.

Sincerely,

Fred A. Priewert, Director
Iowa Conservation Commission

FAP:GS:cd

cc: Mr. Francis St. Mary
Directorate of Licensing
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Mr. Charles W. Sandford
Vice President
Iowa Electric Light and

Company
P. 0. Box 351
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 524

Power

F06

Commissioners
Chiefs
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Natural Resources Council
Grimes State Office Building

East 14th and Grand
Des Moines, Iowa 50319 OTl e, McUURRY. Oirc

R. CL DULLARD, W&tW CommissionerI() December 18, 1972
3 b DglOW

W.r Daniel R. Muller
Assistant Director for
Environmental Projects
Directorate of Licensing
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. Cw 20545

Docket No. 50-331
Dear Mr. Muller#

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Statement prepared by
your office related to the proposed operation of the Duane Arnold
Energy C.nter being built by Iowa Electric Light and Power Company,
Corn Belt Power Cooperative, and Central Iowa Power Cooperative near
Palo$ Iowa. We havq particularly analyzed the environmental impact
and adverse effects as-sumnarized in the Summary and Conclusions
included in that Statement and submit the following comentst

1. Impacts 3a through 3p are very satisfactorily answered
in the text of the Statement. We would like to add to the
items concerning our specific fields of authority the
followings

3c. Dredging from the river bed, filling of the area
and location of the buildings was authorized by
the Iowa Natural Resources Council after review
of the applications and plans submitted. Adverse
effects were considered minimal.

3j. Riverwater consumption was fully considered when
the permit for the requested use was granted by the
Iowa Natural Resources Council. There were no
objectors at the public hearing on the requested
use Lelca at Cedar Rapids prior to granting the permit.
The conditions contained in that permit are designed to
protect all public and private interests.

MTm =S"" 0gkm0 MERVIN D. VOIJAL LESLIE C. KLINK
Wt Lab Am" Elkedwe
FORD L 6MAWR, VI.-O3doenm R. LEE FEIlL HUGCH TEMPLETON

J.W. MOWS SAMUEL J. TUTHILL
meow - . mecowi low" cIt.p---------
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3k. The Silurian-Devonian aquifer withdrawal effectA
are perhaps overetated. It is largely recharged
locally and has a short recharge time. The wide-
spread or long term effects of withdrawals from
this formation are therefore minimal. "he permit
for these withdrawals was granted by the Iowa Natural
Resources Council follorinq the same procedures and
with the same conditions as outlined in 3j. above.

2. Principle alternatives 4a through 4g are very satisfactoriJ
answered in the test of the Statement.

3. Conditions for operation 7a through 7h appear to contain
ample safeguards for alleviation or compensation for any
adverse effects.

This office and to our knowledge other affected state and local
agencies and the public at large have been kept fully advised very
*azk*..- in each study phase on a continuing basis of the plans con-
cerning this installation. These agencies and the public have been
encouraged by applicant r a make suggestions,and all suggestions have
been duly considered and often incorporated in the plans as they
were developed.

We believe that Iowa Electric Light and Power Company, as the
principal applicant# on the basis of its activities to date, can be
relied upon to meet all reasonable environmental requirements
associated with the installation and operation of the proposed Duane
Arnold Energy Center. We encourage approval of this installation
and operation in order that additional electric energy for present
and future needs in this area may be met.

Very truly yours,

ORX/R(3h R.G. Bullard
Water Comissioner
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BOARD OF OUPERVISORS

LINN COUNTY,
GEO. W. Cu"VOR . £

December 21, 197Z

50-331

Deputy Director for Reactor Projects
Directorate of Licensing
United States Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Sir;

This is in response to your request ýor comments (Federal
Register, November 22, 1972) on the draft environmental statement
for the Duane Arnold Energy Center.

Iowa Electric Light and Power Company has maintained
close communication with this office as well as other local and state
agencies throughout the plan~ning and construction *of the DAEC. We
have been impressed by the obvious concern and care taken by the
Company to assure that the plant is both safe and desirable from an
environmental standpoint.

We are now equally impressed by the care and obvious dedi-
cation of the AEC regulatory staff in preparing a draft environmental
statement which meticulously evaluates the environmental impact of
the DAEC and carefully evaluates its costs and benefits. The draft
statement lends strong, independent confirmation to our view that the
Duane Arnold Energy Center will be a good and useful neighbor to the
people of Cedar Rapids. and the State of Iowa.

We strongly endorse the statement in section 9.4 of the draft
environmental statement that the continued'construction and operation
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Deputy Director for Reactor Projects December 21, 1972
Page 2

of the Duane Arnold Energy Center is proper course of action.

Very truly yours,

Linn County Board of Supervisors

George Cliffo•d, irrman

William D. Martin

GC:myk
cc: Francis St. Mary

Charles W. Sandford

.~ ~----------....~ - .,....,c~.-~ -~
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January 12, 1973 , RCEIViED
JANU19 1973w

Deputy Director of Reactor Projects IN ENEMY
Directorate of Licensing
United States Atomic Energy Commission t
Washington,- D.C. 20545

Dear Sir:

Our heads of Departments charged with environmental protection
and my staff have reviewed the Environmental Report for the
Duane Arnold Energy Center of Iowa Electric Light and Power
Company of Cedar Rapids and advise me that th1_' Report covers
the predicted impact of this installation to their satisfaction.

I am convinced that Iowa Electric has conducted its development
operation related to this nuclear generator in an exemplary
manner. They have earnestly solicited the advise of our
appropriate state agencies as well as other knowledgable and
concerned people in the state and elsewhere.

Therefore, I respectfully recommend for your consideration the
Environmental Report for the Duane Arnold Energy Center of
Iowa Electric Light and Power Company.

Thank you.

SSinimrely,

Robert D. Ray 7
Governor

RDR/bab
cc: Mr. Francis St. Mary

Directorate of Licensing
United States Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Mr. Charles W. Sandford
Vice-President
Iowa Electric Light and Power Company
P.O. Box 351
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406
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a place io

OWA CIVIL DEFENSE DIVISiON
LUCAS STATE OFFICE BUILDING

ROOM 8.33 ROBERT D. RA
GOVERNOR

DES MOINES. IOWA 50319

PHONE 281-3231 ALBERT R. MAR
AREA CODE Sis DIRECTOR

December 18, 1972
/

Ii6.

Deputy Director for Reactor Projects
Directorate of Licensing '
United States Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Sir:

This office has recently completed its review of the Duane
Arnold Energy Center Draft Environmental Statement. The
Statement represents a very thorough investigation of all the
environmental consequences normally attributed to a nuclear
power plant.

This office and the staff of the DAEC have thoroughly coordinated
every aspect of emergency plarning relevant to the operation of
the plant. Those requirement- for emergency planning delegated
to this office by the Code of Iowa have been satisfied by planning
and coordination which preceded the publication of the Draft En-
vironmental Statement.

This office prefers not to recommend any deletions or additions
to the Statement as presently proposed.

Sincerely,

Director

ARM:cvt
cc: Mr. Francis St. Mary

Mr. Charles W. aord
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GVXLOOICAL BOARD

Robert D. Ray: C•'lJnw "
*oveWmof #4owe

W. Robert Parke
Pfutosent, Iowa State Univereit

of Science and Tecinology

='d R. SmithAuio Of StA*,n

~ltla~d L. Boo,
President The Unlvutity of Iowa

Arnold 0. Haue
President, Iowa Academy o@ Science

STATE OF IOWA

IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
16 WEST JEFFERSON STREET

IOWA CITY, IOWA 52240

Phone: (319) 338-1173

BamuWl J. TIIrutil
Director ard Sta:e G4eoglat

Orv•l1e J Van Eck
Assislata State Goeoogiat

50-331tt1~

December 29, 1972

Deputy Director for Reactor Projects
Directorate of Licensing
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Sir,

W staff and I have reviewed the Draft Environmental Statement of the
Duane Arnold Energy Center (Iowa Electric Light and Power Company,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa) and recommend it to your favorable consideration.

This agency is a non-regulatory, research and consulting agency having
special competence in water resources, mineral resources, remote sensing,
and systemic and intersystemic environmental relationships.

I have been impressed with the manner in which this company has solicited
the advice and criticism from the start of their operation, of all of the
knowledgeable agencies and persons they could identify.

Sincerely,

Samuel J. Tuthill

SJT:wg
cc: F. St. Mary

C. W. Sandford
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STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA

Peter T. Ilarstad, Director " Iowa City. Iowa 522

December 20, 1972

Daniel R. Muller, Assistant Director 9 of

for Environmental Projects .9
Directorate of Licensing
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545 N

Re: D[cket No. 50-331

Dear Mr. Muller:

By letter of November 20, 1972, you requested this agency to review the A. E. C.
E[raft Environmental Statement related to the Duane Arnold Energy Center
currently in the process of construction in this part of Iowa. You also sent
to us the three volume Environmental Report prepared by Iowa Electric Light
and Power Company.

Evaluating the scientific merit of the above materials is quite out of the realm
of our experience here at the State Historical Society.

Nevertheless, an able University of Iowa graduate student in History, Richard
Lawton, has read and studied this material and also attended a question and
answer session with Iowa Electric officials at Cedar Rapids a few days ago.
He offers the following comment: "Both the Draft and the Iowa -Electric
reports seem to exhibit the research of highlf -trained specialists animated
by the recent goal of pollution-free environments."

This state agency will continue to follow the progress at the Duane Arnold
Energy Center, but it is questionable whether this institution can make useful
responses to requests such as yours of November 20, 1972. Had we been
called upon at an early stage in developments to evaluate what impact this
installatia might have upon the life patterns of Iowans living in piroximity
to the site we might have geen able to provide some meaningful data. It is
quite clear that you are not concerned with such matters.

Un;.:ss informed otherwise, we see It as our responsibility to make the Draft
and Environmental Report ava'lable for public use and study'.>.

Sincerely yours

Peter T. Harstad
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December 20, 1972 ""' '..

50-331 N 180-

Deputy Director for Reactor Projects
Directorate of Licensing
United States Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Sir:

It is the purpose of this letter to advise you in regards to the

position of the Linn County, Iowa, Conservation Board with respect
to the Draft Environmental Statement of the Iowa Electric Liqht
and Power Company in regards to the Duane Arnold Energy Center.

The Conservation office has received a copy of the environnentel

statement and has attended numerous meetings relating to the effort
of the power company to minimize the impact on the environment from
the operation of the nuclear energy center. Ue are also well ad-

vised on the "nvirorir.•ental monitoring program and we have had ample
opportunity to exchange views with company officials relating to
the aduiuacy of this part of their effort.

We believe the power company has made a strenuous effort to protect
the environment and provide us with an early warning of any diffi-
culties that may arise.

In the absence of any technological failures we would like to re-

iterate our view expressed earlier that nuclear fuel with proper
eafeguards is superior to fossil fuel from an environmental impact
view. We would like to see this plant completed and in operation
at the earliest possible date.

V ry truly yours,

ecnutive Director -

GDH/&Jn

.................................................'...............................................................
4 1- - - - - - -- , ~. . 4flr4. l.A-l, < ~
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0.=.Oft LINN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMEN
4R4J&.U U . - 751 CENTER POINT RD. N. IE

AMPWKN. .P.. CEDAI RAPIDS, IOWA 52402
Ram,~ MD.

PHONE (519) 398-3551

AMOK. M.FJ4

Decem'er 19, 1972

Leputy Director for Reactor Projects
Directorate of Licensing
United States Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Gentlemen:

The following comments are made concerninK'he Duane Arnold
Energy Plant located within L.inn County, Iowa:

The personnel of the JE Company has, since the conception of
this power source, kept this office informed as to construction
and propoied operation progra•is and procedures. Communication
has been at a maximum and any potential problems have been
resolved to the satisfaction of each party.

This office finds no conflict with the information in the
draft of Environmental Statement by the United States Atomic
Energy Commission's Director of Licensing, which have not been
resolved by mutual agreement.

This office has committvd it's support to the company within
it's areas of capabilitis.

We anticipate this typce of continuing cooperation between IE
Company and this agency.

-Sinceý

cc: MrX Francis St. Marv
Mr. Charles W. Sand;-ort:
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CITY OF CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
Commission Form of Government 50-331

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR -"

.December 20, 1972

Deputy Director for Reactor Projects
Directorate of Licensing
United States Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Sir.:

I would like to take this opportunity to offer my comments on the

draft environmental statement for the Duane Arnold Energy Center,
pursuant to your request in the Federal Register, November 22, 1972.

Throughout the planning and construction of the Duane Arnold Energy
Center, the Iowa Electric Light and Power Company has maintained
close communication with the City of Cedar Rapids as w?ll as other
local and Stare agencies. It is apparent that the Company is very
concerned that all steps are taken to assure that the plant is both
safe and desirable from an environmental standpoint.

The Duane Arnold Energy !enter regulatory staff has demonstrated
extreme care in the preparation of an enviroumental statement which
evaluates the environmental impact of the Duane Arnold Energy Center,
in addition to evaluating the costs and benefits of the Center.
The draft environmental statement reaffirms our belief that the
Duane Arnold Energy Center will be a good and useful neighbor to the

citizens of Celar rapids.

I would endorse the statement in section 9.4 of the draft environ-
mental statement that the continued construction and operation of
the Duane Arnold Energy Center is the proper course of action.

Sincerely,

DJC:sp

cc: Frances St. Mary, AEC
Charles Sandford, IE
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DUANE ARNOLD ENERGY CENTER

DOCKET 50-331

Applicant's Comments on the Draft Environmental Statement

In accordance with the notice in the Federal Register dated

November 22, 1972, the followIng comments on the Draft Environ-

mental Statement for the Duane Arnold Energy Center are submitted

by the applicant.
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Appl Icant, Iowa Electric Light and Power Company and Co-Appl Icants, Central

Iowa Power Cooperative (CIPCO) and Cornbelt Power Cooperative (Cornbelt)

submit the following comments on the Draft Environmental Statement (DES) for

the Duane Arnold Energy Center (DAEC). Applicant and Co-Appl Icants are here-

Inafter referred to as "applicant".

I. Comments on Proposed Conditions for Operation

As noted below, applicant concurs In the staff's proposed conditions for

operation as set forth In paragraph 7 (pp S-4 to S-5) of the DES, subject to

the modifications hereinafter discussed with respect to paragraphs 7a and 7g.

A discussion of each of the proposed conditions, Identified by reference to

the specific subparagraphs of paragraph 7 follows:

7a. If the total residual chlorine content In the blowdown effluent exceeds

0.1 ppm, Iowa Electric will adopt chlorine control measures with the objective

In mind of reducing such residual chlorine to less than 0.1 ppm within 30 months

of the start of plant operation. During the Initial 30 month period if residual

chlorine exceeds 0. 1 ppm, applicant will Implement the program set forth In

paragraphs 7a (I) and (11) on page S-4 of the Draft Environmental Statement.

The desirability of the restriction on total residual chlorine concentrations

to 0.5 ppm "at any time" Is questionable at this time In light of the current

state of knowledge. Little Information Is available now on the effects of chlora-

mines (particularly as regards the aquatic life present In the Cedar River) and

means to reduce their Impact. This is especially true for cooling tower circuits

and rivers, such as the Cedar River, with high agricultural runoff and a high

consequent chlorine demand. In light of these uncertainties, It Is suggested that

In lieu of an Immediate and perhaps arbitrary, I lmit of 0.5 ppm, the applicant

undertake an Intensifled monitoring program to determine residual chlorine concen-

trations and their effects and report on the results thereof to the AEC staff.

Using these data, It should be possible to arrive at I Imitations which are realistic

and take Into account the real ecosystem effect by the DAEC. In the Interim, appl I-

cant will also employ control measures, Including such measures which are practicable

as outl Ined on pages 10-6 to 10-9 of the Draft Environmental Statement, in an effort

to minimize such discharges.

7b. The applicant will replant those portions of the riverbank disturbed during

construction to minimize further erosion. Erosion to date has been minimal.

.~1 ~ . :. l .
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7c. As stated In Amendment I to the Environmental Report subsection B.2.1 and g,

Amendment 2 response 5.2.4 the appl Icant has notifled all local well owners of

possible well Interference and has taken the comwitment to correct any duleterlous

effects.

It should be noted that per 1964 water usage figures for Linn County, the

anticipated 1,500 gpm usage (pg. 5-7 DES) will be a net Increase of 3% or less of

the usage In this aquifer. As the trend within Linn County has been an Increasing

usage of this aquifer, these 1964 figures should be low and the percentage less.

7d. The applicant will take appropriate action to reduce offsite sound levels If

the breaker operation and cooli np tower noise become annoying. This commitment Is

made In subsection 3.8.2.3 of the Environmental Report. Alternatives that would

be considered If the noise were annoying, would Include, among others, those dis-

cussed In section 10.1.3 of the Draft Environmental Statement.

7e(l) The applicant will handle chlorine In conformity with the recommendations

of recognized organizations concerned with Its safe use.

li ) The site emergency plan will be expanded to Include the evacuatIon of nearby

downwind neighbors in the event of an accidental chlorine release whil.h is detectable

offslte.

7f. The applicant would be pleased to discuss changes to the operational phase of

the radiological monitoring program. The applicant recoqnlzes that the radoloqical

monitoring program must be responsive to changed circumstances and modifled accor-

dingly. The DES, however, does not appear to contain any specific suggestions for

modifications of the program.

7g. The applicant will define a comprehensive envIronmental monItoring program for

inclusion in the Technical Specifications. The Items contained In subsection 6.2.3

of the Draft Environmental Statement will be fully Implemented with exception of the

Item In section 6.2.3.a. iii. Applicant suggests the fol lowing In I leu of the present

language of subsection 6.2.3:

"More Intensive and systematic observations of fish behavior and condition
than Is stated In the preoperational program both upstream and downstream -
from the plant to a distance of one mile. Live baskets will be used as It
Is difficult, If not Impossible to determine sub-lethal effects or minor
fish kills by field studies alone. Live baskets contalnlnq native fish will !
be placed upstream of the plant, In thn dlschirqo and at Intorval- down!;froui
of the dlscharge -t dotormino the offocts. of chlorvminon. and otf•.r pIlan 4iffilttnen
on fish."
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This position has been discussed with the State Conservation Commission and Is

felt to be adequate by the Conservation Commlss:on.

7h. If harmful effects or evidence of Irreversible damage are detected by the

monitoring program, the applicant wiII provide to the staff an analysis of the

problem and a plan of action to be taken to eliminate or significantly reduce

the detrimental effect or damage.

II. Other Comments

In addition to the foregoing comments on proposed operationg conditions,

applicant also offers the following specific comments for the Commissionts

cons iderat ion:

Cover page, 5th line should read: "Related to the Continued Construction and

Proposed Operation of the Duane Arnold Energy Center"

Page 1-1

The wording In the first paragraph on this page should be modified to

reflect the fact that outdoor construction Is essentially complete.
Essential ly all land to be withdrawn or otherwise disturbed for the

construction of the fac IIty has already been so affected and no further

withdrawal or disturbance Is contemplated. As stated on page 4-3 of the

DES, only about 100 acres of land have been disturbed. This comnent

should also be reflected where appropriate throughout the Draft Environ-

mental Statement.

Page 1-2

The sentence In the third paragraph that a notice of Intent to hold public

hearing In regard to the Issuing of an operating I lcense for the DAEC was

published In the Federal Register on September 30, 1972 Is not accurate.

The sentence should read "A notIce of consideration of Issuance of fac IIty

operating license and opportunity for hearing which Incorporated a notice

of hearing on the environmental aspects of the previously Issued construction

permit for the DAEC pursuant to IOCFR Part 50, Appendix D, Section B, was

published In the Federal Register on September 30, 1972."

Page 1-6

Under Iowa Water Pollution Control Commlsslon, It should be noted that a

Certificate of Compliance pursuant to Section 21(b) of the Federal Pollution

Control Act was lisued on April 14, 1971.

. . - .- • . .. • - , .. " ., , . , . .. -.
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Page 4

tPa 1-7

The statement "No such facilities have yet been Instal led". Is not current.

The plant heating boiler has been Installed and has been Inspected by an

authorized Inspector and authority to operate this boiler has been received

from the state.

Page 2-6

Fifth paragraph. The airport In Shellsburg Is no longer operational. An

updated description of airport facilities In' the vicinity of the DAEC Is

contained In the response to AEC question 2.31 In Amendment 10 to the DAEC

FSAR.

Page 2-17

Fifth paragraph. Wind direction variability Is Sigme0- rather than Sigma-Y.

Page 2-17

Fifth paragraph. The starting speed of the lower wind sensor Is 0.27 mps

rather than 0.6 mps as sta+ed In this paragraph.

Page 2-17

Fifth paragraph. The Draft Environmental Statement states "No rainfall data

are being collected at the site." It should be noted that rainfall data Is

being col lected at the Cedar Rapids Airport which is representative of the

area.

Page 2-33

Fourth paragraph. The Draft Environmental Statement states "Data on reptiles,

amphibians, Insects and other Inverte rates characteristic of the site and

nearby areas are being collected and have not yet been submitted by the Appl i-

cant". The applicant has not committed to collect this type of Information.

nor are there any plans for this purpose. It should be notedthat a flora and faur

study will be submitted In December 1972 as stated in response to comment on

page 6.8 of the DES.

Page 2-40

Third paragraph. The Draft Environmental Statement states that the natural

background at the site Is 135 mrems per year. The Duane Arnold Energy Center

report of Environmental Monitoring Program, April 1971 to March 1972 states,

"All but one of the 48 stations are lower than the 110 mrems per year estimated

by the United States Environmental Protection Agency" on page 33.

Page 3.1

The description of the metal siding on the DAEC buildings which appears In the

next-to-last paragraph, Is Incorrect. An accurate description appears in sub-

section 3.9 of the Environmental Report on page 3.9-1.
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Page 3-15
Second paragraph. The discharge structure pipe Is an 18-Inch diameter pipe

with a 16-inch reducer at the discharge, which results In a 15-Inch discharge

stream.

Page 3-17

Table 3.3 Item c. See comment on page 3-15 referring to discharge pipe.

Page 3-19

In the middle of the page, the Draft Environmental Statement states, "The

data does not apply appropriately to a surface jet. Further details were

not given for the Interfacing of the near- and far-field models and this

aspect could not be evaluated." The following comment applies:

Ior the low flow case (300 cfs) the surface jet model (Ref. 1) was used
for the near-field only to the point where the vertical mixing becomes
restricted due to the bottom topography. The resulting temperature and
flow distributions were then used to determine the average "cell" tempera-
tures and flows for Input into the far-field model (Ref. 2). For the
Interfacing of the two models conservation of heat and mass were observed.

Since the far-field model gives slower dispersion through ambient river
turbulence, the adoption of the far-field model at this transition point
is considered conservative because there was still Jot momentum available
for dilution. The far-fleld model used takes Into account boundary effects
from the bottom and sides of the river.

References

1. Jam, Y., Wlegel, R. L., Mobarek, I. "Surface Discharge of Horizontal Warm

Water Jet", HydraulIc Engineering Laboratory Wave Research Projects, University

of California, Berkeley, December 1964.

2. Elwin, H. E., "Uniform Flow Dispersion Model For a Thermal Source', presented

at the ASGE National Environmental Engineering Meeting, St. Louis, Missouri,

October 18-22, 1971.

Page 3-25
Figure 3-10. The figure does not show bypass of the radwaste evaporator for

chemical waste and detergent drains. Bypass of the radwaste evaporator Is

addressed In Amendment 10, question 9.24 of the DAEC FSAR.

Page 3-30

Last paragraph. The DES states that no estimato for Iodino 131 from the turbino

building has been mado. Table 9.5-4 In Amendmont 2 to tho FSAR does Lonfaln

Iodine 131 release data for the reactor and turbine buildInq combined.

Page 3-30

Fourth paragraph. The DES states that exhaust air from the radwaste building Is
discharged to the reactor building drywell. This Is Incorrect. The wording

should be corrected to read "reactor building torus area" In lieu of "reactor

building drywell".
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Page 3-38

Section 3.8.1. The source of fuel for Initl.l loading and five reloads Is

General Electric, Wilmington, North Carol Ina.

Page 3-38

Section 3.8.2. The Initial process site for Irradiated fuel wilII be General

Electric, Morris, Illinois, which Is approximately 200 rail miles from the site.
Page 3-38

Section 3.8.2. The appl Icant feels that the staff's estimate of 25 truck loads

of radwaste per year Is reasonable.
Page 3-39

Fifth paragraph. Virtually all right-of-way acquisition has been completed.

It Is anticipated that acquisition will be complete withln 90 days without

comp I IcatIon.

Page 3-39

The last paragraph should be corrected to read as follows: Four transmission-

line systems extend westward In a 665 foot corridor from the southwest edge of

the plant site for a distance of one mile to a north-south county road. Near

this road, one 161 KV line departs and continues within a corridor of 100 foot
basic width (generally narrower along railroad and pub!ic rights-of-way) In a

southerly direction west of Cedar Rapids and then eastward, via Fairfax, to the

Bertram substatIon. The total distance is 29 miles. The other 161 KV line and

two 345 KV lines continue in a 500 foot corridor for-a distance of 1.7 miles

beyond the county road in a westerly direction. There, one 345 line turns south

to the Hills substation, another 345 KV line turns north to the Hazelton sub-

station, and a 161 KV line for a distance of 16 miles, continues to the Garrison

substation and then an additional 30 miles to the Washburn substation.

Page 3-39

Second paragraph. The wording should be correctd to state "disperse" power,

rather than "dispose power".

Page 3-40

First paragraph. Should be corrected to strike "10 miles" and Insert "8 miles".

Page 3-40

Third paragraph. "1,182" should be replaced by "1,167", to reflect rights-of-way

as acquired. Also, the statement should state this land Is required for trans-

mission lines and not the plant.

• ' " ". i ' " . ; - " . . , .
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Page 3-41

Figure 3.12. The Beverly substation will not be a part of the DAEC transmission

lines at the time of energizing DAEC. The Beverly substation should be omitted

from this figure and the title of the line changed to "DAEC - Bertram 161 KV".

The Beverly substation will be used to support and enhance the reliability of

the southwest quadrant of the Cedar Rapids metropolitan area and rural towns

and farms. This substation will serve Iowa Electric and Rural Electric Coop-

erative sub-transmission substations. The Beverly sub Is part of the Integrated

transmission network of Iowa Electric and other Iowa utilities. The substation

Is required to distribute power from the existing 345 KV line and Is not depend-

ent upon the DAEC generation.

Page 3-42

Table 3.10. This table should be amended as follows to account for actual

acquisition of rights-of-way for the DAEC - Bertram 161 KV line.

LIne length 29 miles

Area used 351 acres

Public road 0.25 miles

Railroad 17.75 miles

Private 11.0 miles

Crop 125.5 acres

Pasture 12.9 acres

Wooded 4.2 acres

Total Line Length 85.9 miles

Total Area Used 1,167 acres

Page 3-44

Next to the last sentence. Insert the word "and" between "concrete" and "equip-

ment".

Page 4-1

The discussion of "Effect on Land Use" should be changed to Indicate the fact

that the DAEC outdoor construction Is presently essentially complete. This

same comment was made on page 1-1.

Page 4-1

Fourth paragraph. With almost all outdoor con.•tructlon conplorted, It cion bI,

stated that no slgniflcant soil oroaphsi probl(n,, durlnl tm..-ru,:lihn h1.v,, IN"111

noted.

Page 4-1

Fifth paragraph. This 1,182 should be changed to 1,167 per comment on page 3-42.
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Page 4-2

Second paragraph. Up to the middle of 1972 the construction well was In use

with an average usage of about 150 gpm. Since the middle of 1972, the pro-

duction we Ils have been In use with an average usage of about 350 gpm total.

Page 4-3

Fourth paragraph. The DES states "damage to benthic organ'isms and fish down-

stream was not InvestIgated". It should be noted that no fIsh kills have been

-noted downstream during any dredging operation.

Page 5-1

Under the discussion of noise effects, it states that a mininum of 10 db atten-

uation can be assumed to be provided by the walls of the typical.house. It Is

felt that to correctly Illustrate these noise levels, Figure 5.1 on page 5-3

should Include this 10 db attenuation for the plotting cf noise levels Indoors.

Page 5-5

Second paragraph. As stated In response to condition 7d (Part I of these comments)

the applicant will take appropriate action to reduce offsite sound levels If

these sound levels become annoying.

Page 5-6

Second paragraph. The correct value for hours of fog per year Is 0.2 hours. This

Is stated In Amendment 2 to the Environmental Report Table 2.6-7. A page change

to the Environmental Report has also corrected this number within the fogging

discussion.

Page 5-7

In the discussion of ground water, It should be noted that the withdrawal of

1,500 gpm from the Silurian-Devonian aquifer will e an Increase of 3% or less

of the usage of this aquifer within Linn County per 1964 usage figures. This

Item also discussed In response to condition 7c.

Page 5-12

Item c. Evidence (collected by Dr. D. B. McDonald, the applicant's limnologlst)

Indicates that the pesticide levels in the river are too low to be toxic even

with elevated temperatures.

Page 5-16

Third paragraph, last sentence. It is the applicant's Intent to conform with

the standards of Iowa Pollution Controe Commission for discharge of all chemicals.

:,/• - S •, ": "" '.•• ,: ";,"•" ":" '.":-: , , , ,,'- , .. :•,•' ' .'• :•,• ::; -.••.,':: :-.L •-:,:;,• • '•:;•;•:• '• : • : :• •-• •:_;4 •:
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Page 9

Page 5-17

Table 5.3. No units are glven for this table.

Page 5-18

Section 5.6.1, third paragraph. "160 sectors" extending to 50 miles should

be changed to "16 sectors".

Page 6-5

Fourth paragraph. All effluent monitoring equipment has been purchased at this

time. Appropriate trip levels wilII be Included In the plant Technical Specifica-

tIons.

Page 6-8

Paragraph b. The terrestrial flora and fauna studies are presently beIng prInted

and will be formally submitted In December 1972.

Page 6-11
Second paragraph. Onsite meteorological statio records upper (165 ft) and

lower (35 ft) dewpoInt data of the FSAR Onslt 4eteorological Data Supplement

Includes frequency distribution of moisture deficit. This moisture deficit
data serves as a baseline Index of onsite moisture conditions. - Dewpoint

measurements will be continued during plant operation. There has apparently

been sane misunderstanding with respect to the expectation that reports or

I cing condItIons will be received from the County Sheriff. There are no present
arrangements for this purpose, although the matter can be pursued.

Page 6-li

Paragraph d. Thermal effluent. The applIcant will Include a temperature monItor

for the river downstream of the mixing zone, but not beyond sampling station 3

as per staff recommendation.

Page 6-11
Paragraph e. Sanitary waste effluent. The applicant will Include the monitoring

of the sanitary discharge for fecal coliform as per staff reconmendstIons.

Page 6-11

Paragraph 6.2.3. Operational Environmental Monltoring. This subject Is discussed

In response to condition 7g (Part I of these comments)

Page 7-8

Paragraph 7.3. Other Accidents-Chlorine. This Item Is addressed In response to

condition 7e. (Part I of these comments)

Page 8-1
First paragraph. The correct abbreviation for Central Iowa Power Cooperativo

Is "CIPCO". The correct short name for Cornbelt Power Cooperative Is "Cornbe It.

.- ~*.|
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Page 10

Statement an withdrawal of land should read such that It recognizes the fact

that land has already been withdrawn. This Is same as commert on page 1-1.

.'Page 8-2, 8-3 and 8-4

Table 8.1, 8.2, and 6.3. The attached sheets are corrected to correspond with

the data submitted In Reference I to Section 6 of the DES,

8-3

So ction 0.2.-sooond paragraph. This Item Is-addressed In response to condition

7d. (Part.1 of thew comments)

Flage 9-4
'Lost paragraplhý The DES states,."The applicant's evaluation of alternative sites

did not make as detailed an environmental comparison as It didsconomic comparison."

At the time t1he site-selection studies were made, there were no requirements to

study formally the onviromental alternatives. However, environmental factors

were given consideratlon by the applicant, SI tes which appeared to be acceptable,

were located In conservation areas, were dismissed In the early stages of site

selection. Other Items considered In the study were suitability of farm land,

amount of land disturbance, locations of a cometary, location of game breeding,

and shooting preserves, other heavily wooded land, locations of summer cottages,

locations raiw state parks. Various agencies were contacted Including the

State Natural Pasources Council, the Conservation Commission and the U. S. Geo-

logical Survey (hydraulics lab and groundwater division) In the process of site

selection. The hydrological aspects were thoroughly examined to determine which

site would be most acceptable from the standpoint of surface and ground water

usage.

Later, after the site had been selected, the alternative of cooling towers and

cooling ponds was considered and as stated In subsection 4.3 of the Envirome .ntal

Report, the primary consideration was the withdrawal of further land rather than

economic considerations In deciding In favor of cooling towers.

A detailed Environmental Study of the alternative sites at this time would

probably not show another site more favorable as there Is no unique onviron-

mental condition at the DAEC site.

Page 9-7

Table 9.3 under a esthetic category, the 300 foot stock should not be pointed

out for the coal fired plant as It Is not unique to the coal fired plant.
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Page I I

UbW 10--1
Section 13. 1. 1. The discussion of once-throug coo IIng should reccWW1 M

that aInImum low flows on InterIor Iova rIvers recuired the usm of o11

tower/pond concepts for units of the capac!ty of DCEC. The (fr Roner

does not have the necessary flow or heat dIssilt Pon capability to porialt
wse of once-through cool Ing at the DAEC end disharges from so a 0 sta

could not meet Iowe water quality requirements.

Page 10-2

Section 10.1.2. The statement concerning the Pisent Creek ftservOr .

wt give sufficient credit to the reservoir as en environmental asswt. .lb
view of the uses of the lake for boating, swimmang, fishing and ass maew

atcvltiles and the fact that It will be built rd aperated by ItM Sli-te

Mnservation Cowaission, the applicant feels "a~t The reservoir w Ill *mjwI
amajor and unique recreational facility for easite Iowa and tftt It IlI be

constructed and operated In accordance with polkies, regulatim, p criltsria
employed by the Iowa Conservation CAxw'rsion for couparable projcts-

Pb~e t0-2

Sctlon 10.1.3. As stated In response to conditiom 7d (Part I of t1 n ctents)

I apppl Icant will consIder alternatives such as presented In thlis Slilo.

ast paragraph. A! -stated In comnment on page 5-, the correct unfta forkours

d fog per year 's 0.2.

-.-
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TANS 8.1. Applicant's Peoer Rquirements, Capacity (Smr at, 3)

1971 1972 1973 1974 197s 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

with 16RC Inatialnd

not generating 721 721' .P 4 4w~.W .I k ~ 4? ~ I~
capacity -1 g

C.apocity addttio,, 0 0 30 31. 4 4 , 0

Total capacity 7,21 721 aPW *M 84.*9

Net pte..haee 106 211 230 10 10 0 10 10 10- 10

Total capacity 827 932 1Z" Yw4 *M lft $ 4 "10.
Peak demand 679 791 8532 943 1021 11w0 11,9 1261 13,5 1495

Reserve 148 14 1 X -L2144
IaOrvo mrlgiI n1 18 is 37 28 19 10 1 .,?

Without DABC lnstalled

Ttl opaiu 827 931wTll 1 . I

Peak demand 679 791 852 943 1021 1100 1189 1281 1386 1495

IAerve 148 I 4lS -24' :w =I h •

Reserve margin, X 22 IS 1--1 u~ 31 -34 m*4 u¶1 a~

it 1,

Derived from data in RO. 1.
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TIALE 8.2. lawa Power Pool Requirements and Capacity (Summer Data, 1M)

1971 31972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

W/ith anJ i rtaoled

2638 2638 3347 3376 3906 3924 4443Net generating
capacity

Capaszty additionu

Total capacity

Net purchases

Total capacity

2638

634

3243

Peak demand 2754

Reserve 489

Reserve margin, 2 s8

Total capacity 3243

Peak demand 2754

Reserve 489

Deserve margin, . 18

Derived from data in Ref. 1.

709

3347

382

3729

3070

659

21

3729

-3070

659

21

3376 3906

904 436

4280" 4342

3320 3610

960 732

29 20

lithout DAMC

4280 3811

?°320 3610

950 201

29 6

18

3924

531

4455

3896

559

14

Installed

.519 4 -99'

4443 4391
427 423 420

4846
4870 46e 4811

4186 4501 4841

684 -69 -30

16 .8 -0.6

A320 .*W 4261

4186 4501 4841
- lob

134 -4" -580

3 -4 w-12

-!4'

4390

416

4806

5208

-402

-8

4256

5208

-952

-13

4390

0

4390

416

4806

5599

-793

-14

4256

5599

-1343

-24

9,

w

.2-*

3905

3896

9
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TABLE 8.3. Iova Pover Pool Requiremento and Capacity (Sunmer Data, !•)
Projected Generator Additions Included, DAM Installed

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Ne eeaig2638 2638 3347 337 47 *t0 9W 346*

capacity r

Capacity additions 0 709 29 i8 549 -GO& 4ft 826

Total capacity, 2638 3347 3376 4

Not purchases 605 382 904 436 531 427 423 420 416 416

Total capacity 3243 3729 4280 .9me$ ;9W .-re.

Peak demand 2154 3070 3320 3610 3896. 4186 450,O 4841 5208 5599

Reserve 489 659 96O 9 5M

Reserve margin. ' 18 21 29 *0-4k

,.
".3?-~i

Derived from data of Ref. 1.
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CWFICROF U

.WASHOM. k~
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Mr. Danlel R. Buller
Assistant Diretor for

Environmental Projects
irectorate of Licensing

U.S. Atami Haergy Conmmssion
Vishington, IL C. 20545

Bear Mr. Nullar

Ths is In respotse to your 1etI of NoW21bc W);, N2,,,;N
you requested omments an the I - IF a
for the Dwane Anold Energy Cesum, Zova Elec.&-J1ag
- uipmny, Docket Number 50-331.

The Departaent of Health, Educatim, and He.lfra ]Ihw tieme .
health aspects of the above pr'aes± presem md fto
submitted. Wis project does z,, appear tw a9 u*=zmze.w
public heal th sud safety.

the opportunity to review the dIc emvir A- 0
Is appreciated.

SL ncerely yoz14,

Aktiu= Assisist=S0wam
few EeelIth
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